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Preface 

For more than 30 years, the Dutch Foundation for Knowledge Based Systems JURIX 
(https://jurix.nl) has organised annual conferences on artificial intelligence & law. Star-
ting as a mostly Dutch event, is has spread out to Europe, having taken place in many 
countries (inter alia in Malta, Austria, Belgium, France, Poland, and Czech Republic). 
This year, the already 34th International Conference on Legal Knowledge and Informa-
tion Systems (JURIX 2021) takes place in Vilnius, Lithuania. From the point of geo-
graphy, Lithuania is the heart of Europe; it is not yet but may become so also in the mind 
of people, reminding us about the richness diversity of the “old continent”. Considering 
participants and speakers, JURIX2021 is now truly a European conference on artificial 
intelligence & law, with strong outreach to the Americas and Australasia.  

This annual international conference has been open for all, in particular academics, 
legal practitioners, software companies, administrations, parliaments and the judiciary. 
It is now a place of virtuous exchange of knowledge between theoretical research and 
applications on artificial intelligence & law. Traditionally, this field has been concerned 
with legal knowledge representation and engineering, computational models of legal 
reasoning, and analyses of legal data. However, recent years have witnessed an increa-
sing interest in the application of data analytics and machine learning tools to relevant 
tasks.  

The 2021 edition of JURIX, which runs from December 8 to 10, is hosted by the 
Mykolas Romeris University in Vilnius. Due to the Covid-19 health crisis, the con-
ference is organised in a virtual format. For this edition, we have received 65 submissi-
ons. 13 of these submissions were selected for publication as long papers (10 pages each), 
17 as short papers (6–8 pages each) for a total of 30 presentations. We were inclusive in 
making our selection, but the competition was stiff and the submissions were put through 
a rigorous review process with a total acceptance rate (long and short papers) of 46%, 
and a competitive 20% acceptance rate for long papers.  

The accepted papers cover a broad array of topics, from computational models of 
legal argumentation, case-based reasoning, legal ontologies, smart contracts, privacy ma-
nagement and evidential reasoning, through information extraction from different types 
of text in legal documents, to ethical dilemmas.  

Invited speakers have honored JURIX 2021 by kindly agreeing to deliver a keynote 
lecture: Friedrich Lachmayer and Vytautas Čyras. Friedrich Lachmayer is a retired high-
level lawyer of the Austrian administration – the legal service of the Federal Chancellery, 
a glorified docent (Professor at the University of Innsbruck) and a well-known expert on 
legal theory and legal visualization. Vytautas Čyras is a professor at the University of 
Vilnius and has worked for more than 15 years on these topics.  

We are very grateful to them for having accepted our invitation and for their inte-
resting and inspiring talks.  

Traditionally, the main JURIX conference is accompanied by co-located events 
comprising workshops and tutorials. This year’s edition welcomes six workshops and 
one tutorial:  

• 1st Workshop in Agent-based Modeling & Policy-Making (AMPM 2021) 
• AI Approaches to the Complexity of Legal Systems (AICOL 2021)  
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• CEILI Workshop on Legal Data Analysis (LDA21) 
• EXplainable & Responsible AI in Law (XAILA 2021) 
• The First International Workshop on Intelligent Regulatory Systems (IRS 2021) 
• Use of Information Technology in Judicial Processes (MRU 2021)  
• Tutorial on Legal Informatics Topics: Legal Tech & Privacy Impact Assess-

ment (TLIT2021) 

We would like to thank the workshops’ and tutorials’ organizers for their excellent 
proposals and for the effort involved in organizing the events.  

The continuation of well-established events and the organization of entirely new 
ones provide a great added value to the JURIX conference, enhancing its thematic and 
methodological diversity and attracting members of the broader community.  

Since 2013, JURIX has also hosted the Doctoral Consortium, now in its ninth edi-
tion. This initiative aims to attract and promote Ph.D. researchers in the area of AI & 
Law so as to enrich the community with original and fresh contributions. We owe our 
gratitude to Monica Palmirani who started the Doctoral Consortium.  

Organizing this conference would not have been possible without the support of 
many people and institutions. Special thanks are due to the local organizing team chaired 
by Lyra Jakulevičienė and Paulius Pakutinskas of the Legal Tech Centre and Law 
School, Mykolas Romeris University (Lithuania).  

Thanks are also due to the University of Vienna, Arbeitsgruppe Rechtsinformatik, 
Juridicum and its related organisations, in particular the Wiener Zentrum für Rechtsin-
formatik (WZRI) and IRI§-Conferences. These efforts were sponsored also by Cybly, 
Wien/Salzburg and Weblaw, Bern.  

This year, we are particularly grateful to the members of the Program Committee 
for their excellent work in the rigorous review process and for their participation in the 
discussions concerning borderline papers. Senior Members have provided additional 
support. Sub-reviewers have done a rigorous check on some papers. Their work has been 
even more appreciated provided the complex situation we are experiencing due to the 
pandemic.  

Last but not least, this year’s conference was organized in partnership with GO Vil-
nius, Lithuanian Bar Association and Amberlo. 

Finally, we would like to thank the former and current JURIX executive committee 
and steering committee members.  
 
 
Erich Schweighofer  
JURIX 2021 Programme Chair 
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Visualization of Legal Informatics 

Friedrich LACHMAYER 
a and Vytautas ČYRAS 

b,1 
a

 Vienna, Austria 
b

 Vilnius University, Lithuania 

Abstract. This paper explores the subject matter of legal informatics. The life-long 

work of the first author concerning the visualization and coding of statutes is 
generalized. Besides positive law and customary law, the emergence of machine law 

is a current topic of focus in the literature. In machine law, legal acts are posited by 

machines and not by humans (primarily in a situational context). The transformation 
of a legal act to a legal document can happen in two ways. First, it is a transformation 

of the legal act into explicit punctuation, for example, for announcement in the case 

of laws or for written execution in the case of judgments, and, second, as a trend 
towards electronic documents. Legal theory forms a meta-level to the law and 

similarly legal informatics forms a meta-level to legal information. Legal 

informatics in Austria is based on the work of Ota Weinberger, Ilmar Tammelo and 
Leo Reisinger and has been developed by Erich Schweighofer in the framework of 

the IRIS conferences. Legal informatics is distinguished from legal information, 

whereas legal logic and meta-theories appear on top of legal informatics. In terms 
of syntax, machine culture is characterized by formal notations. Notations of legal 

logic are just the beginning; the target is a technical notation, a basis for 

programming. Visualizations are in the middle. On the one hand, visualizations 
serve to understand people by breaking away from the textual; on the other hand, by 

emphasizing the formal they form a bridge to machines. Legal text can be translated 

directly into formal languages, but visualizations can facilitate this task as an 
intermediate methodological step. Hans-Georg Fill’s metamodeling can be seen as 

a metameta-level. 

Keywords. Machine law, legal act, legal document, legal logic, formalization, 
visualization  

1. Transition from Legal Act to Legal Document 

To date, the law has known two stages of development: customary law and positive law. 

A third stage of development is now emerging, namely machine law. 

In law, a distinction must be made between the legal act (speech act) and a document 

(see Figure 1). The legal act of a law consists of the speech act of parliament. Usually, 

the announcement of the law will be added in a publication gazette, but the resolution of 

the law takes place in parliament and not in the publication organ. Similarly to a 

judgment, the announcement of the judgment will be constitutive and written copy can 

be added. Indeed, the judgment could also only be given in writing, i.e., without prior 

verbal announcement. 

This is similar to legal documentation where the content of the legal act is shown in 

the document. In legal information, however, there is now a tendency for the speech act 

                                                           
1 Corresponding author, Institute of Computer Science, Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics, Vilnius 

University, Didlaukio 47, Vilnius, Lithuania; E-mail: vytautas.cyras@mif.vu.lt. 
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and document to merge: there is only one integrative act that consists of a legal act and 

an electronic document at the same time, if, for example, the legal act is already being 

set electronically by a machine. 

 
Figure 1. Transition from legal act to legal document. 

So far, the law has been extensively posited. Situational norms also exist, such as 

traffic lights, but these have not been interpreted as their own norms, but rather as 

elements of the facts to which the norms were linked. Machine law will be posited by 

machines, especially in situational contexts. It is a question of legal or scientific 

interpretation whether these machines are interpreted as “persons” and the norm positing 

is interpreted as a “legal act”. The 2001 IRIS conference was dedicated to this topic (“On 

the way to ePerson”). Nowadays the IRIS (International Legal Informatics Symposium; 

Internationales Rechtsinformatik Symposion) is held annually at the University of 

Salzburg; see https://iris-conferences.eu/. 

The arrow in Figure 1 symbolizes the transition in two ways. On the one hand, it 

concerns the transformation of the legal act into explicit punctuation, for example, for 

announcement in the case of laws or for written execution in the case of judgments. On 

the other hand, there is now the trend towards electronic documents, for example, in RIS 

(das Rechtsinformationssystem des Bundes; the Legal Information System of the 

Republic of Austria, see https://www.ris.bka.gv.at). 

Metadata can be extracted from these documents, providing the advantage of easier 

access to documents when searching. This means the full text search is no longer required. 

In addition, words not contained in the full text can be added. Additionally, the metadata 

can be extracted directly from the text. This is a topic in legal informatics. 

The law itself can contain the type of metadata, for example, the legal principles in 

court decisions. These are generated by the court itself (see, for example, Felix Gantner’s 

manuscript entitled Digital Transformation of the Law and also [1]). 

2. Legal Theory and Legal Informatics 

Legal theory is a meta-level to law, just as legal informatics is a meta-level to legal 

information (see the middle section of Figure 2, labeled Meta-level). 
When legal informatics emerged, there were several variants of legal theory, such 

as traditional legal dogmatics, discourse theory, and, as before, theories of natural law. 

The scientific discourse at that time (at least in Austria) was also shaped by Hans 

Kelsen’s Pure Theory of Law [2], the second edition of which was published in 1960. A 

peculiarity of the Pure Theory of Law lies in the clear line of thought and language, 

which is dedicated to the structural knowledge of the law and thus formed an analytical 

F. Lachmayer and V. Čyras / Visualization of Legal Informatics4
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starting point for the subsequent legal informatics. Pure jurisprudence speaks about logic 

in law, but contains no formal expressions. 

 
Figure 2. Legal theory and legal informatics on a meta-level. 

Nevertheless, legal informatics must be distinguished from legal information. While 

legal information is usually implemented on a project basis, legal informatics is part of 

science and belongs to the meta-level of legal information. 

Some researchers have viewed legal informatics as a “hyphenated science” because 

it has two subject areas, namely, law and information. This view of hyphenated science 

affected the selection of personnel because scientists with a double degree (such as Ota 

Weinberger, Herbert Fiedler, Leo Reisinger and Erich Schweighofer) gave qualified 

access. 

At the beginning of legal information in the 1970s, there were two concepts for the 

projects: there was a demand market in which the IT producers had oriented themselves 

towards the peculiarities of the law and thus incorporated the results of legal theory into 

the documentation software. Over the course of time, however, this changed in the 

direction of a supply market: the general documentation software offered is so powerful 

that (almost) all problems of legal documentation can be solved with it and so it is no 

longer necessary to take into account (supposed) peculiarities of the law. Here, too, the 

truth will lie somewhere in the middle, as the vast majority of problems can be solved by 

general structures and the peculiarities of the law only make up a small but ultimately 

relevant area of software construction. 

Leo Reisinger presented the state of development at that time in his book 

Rechtsinformatik, published in 1977 [3]. 

3. Legal Logic 

For the development of legal informatics, legal logic, which was motivated in the early 

1950s by Georg Henrik von Wright [4], constituted an important theoretical basis. Legal 

logic is clearly illustrated in Figure 2 and acts as a meta-theory. 

The topic of legal informatics in German-speaking regions was initially treated 

theoretically, in particular by Herbert Fiedler [5], Fritjof Haft [6], Lothar Philipps [7], 

Jürgen Rödig [8] and Spiros Simitis [9]. 

The situation in Austria was as follows. From the point of view of the first author, 

the Czech legal philosopher and logician Ota Weinberger was the first to point out the 

avant-garde position of legal logic in Austria in 1968. The first edition of his book on 

F. Lachmayer and V. Čyras / Visualization of Legal Informatics 5



legal logic (Rechtslogik) was published in 1970 [10]. Consequently, Weinberger became 

a professor in Graz. His student Alfred Schramm largely devoted himself to legal expert 

systems. 

In 1973 the Estonian legal philosopher Ilmar Tammelo came from Australia to 

Austria and accepted a position as a professor in Salzburg after Rene Marcic (a 

representative of natural law). Tammelo was highly innovative and eager to experiment, 

as well as being in contact with many foreign scholars. The further development of 

formal notations was an interesting topic for him [11]. 

Leo Reisinger habilitated as a computer scientist (in Vienna) and a lawyer (in Graz). 

In the 1970s, he wrote several books on legal informatics. Concerning the logic of law, 

he adopted the model produced by Carlos E. Alchourrón and Eugenio Bulygin [12]. 

The first author of this paper has repeatedly taken part in Ilmar Tammelo’s seminar 

in Salzburg. With this tradition in mind, the IRIS was founded in Salzburg in the 1990s 

together with Erich Schweighofer. The annual IRIS congresses have endeavored to offer 

a forum for both theory and practice in legal informatics, especially in the form of project 

culture. Because of Schweighofer’s special merits, an extensive conference volume is 

published and given to participants at the beginning of each congress. With these 

volumes he creates a knowledge base for legal informatics that can be used in the 

following years (see e.g. the recent proceedings, IRIS 2021 [13]). In this way, 

Schweighofer has re-established the Austrian legal informatics community and provided 

further thematic impulses. Schweighofer has also written about the prospects for legal 

informatics and legal data science [14]. 

4. Visualization 

Traditionally, law is textual. Jurists transform texts into texts. There are various kinds of 

texts: laws, contracts, claims, judgements, etc. Text transformations require abstracting, 

reasoning and other legal methods. Judgements, guidelines and their head notes are 

formulated in abstract legal terms. Abstracting and extracting are therefore needed and 

are performed by jurists and secretaries. 

 
Figure 3. Legal visualization appears in the middle of the multi-arch bridge which leads from textual law to 

its enforcement by computer. 

Hence, positive law, like traditional jurisprudence, is textual. In terms of syntax, 

machine culture is characterized by formal notations. The logical notations of legal logic 

are just the beginning. The target area is technical notations as the basis of programming. 

Visualization can occupy a middle position (see Figure 3). On the one hand, 

visualizations can serve to better understand people by breaking away from the textual; 

on the other hand, by emphasizing the formal, they can represent a bridge to machines. 

F. Lachmayer and V. Čyras / Visualization of Legal Informatics6



It is possible that the texts are translated directly into formal language, but it can also 

be that methodological intermediate steps in the sense of visualizations facilitate this task 

(see Figure 4 and [15]). The authors have attempted to exhibit such intermediary 

possibilities in a series of articles (see [15, 16]). 

 
Figure 4. The multibridge metaphor: transformations lead from norm to its machine implementation [15]. 

The question of whether there is an independent legal logic or if this is simply an 

application of formal logic to the law is negated when the notation as a syntactic structure 

is in the foreground. It is entirely possible to develop a special normative notation, just 

as there is a specific chemical notation, for example, H2O. 

4.1. Transformation from Legal Text to Computer Program 

The premise of this paper is that it seems unrealistic to proceed directly in one step from 

legal texts to their formalization (in the form of logic programming, e.g., Prolog). 

Intermediate steps are needed. In other words, we hold that a one-arch bridge is 

unrealistic and advocate a multi-arch bridge of some kind. Hence, an approach in legal 

informatics is proposed which is called Multi-phase Transformation. 

There are many approaches to formalizations in the legal domain. Here, various 

formalisms, notations, logics and modelling techniques are used. As a one-bridge 

approach, Tammelo [11] addressed logic-based representation. He was successful in 

representing short legal texts in the prefix notation of binary operators. However, such 

formal notation was not easy to read. Sergot et al. [17] employed logic programming 

while representing the British Nationality Act as a logic program. Grabmair and Ashley 

[18] examined two transformations: First, the statute text is transformed into an 

Intermediate Norm Representation, and then to a rulebase. 

Whilst the transformation is feasible in the case of a clear statement, difficulties arise 

with complex texts and a scalability problem is faced. Hence, the quality of 

transformation is acceptable for small texts only. However, the quantity (scalability) is 

not acceptable. Here the early attempts of artificial intelligence research on 

understanding natural language can be recalled. You can succeed in a world of toy blocks, 

but it would scarcely be possible to represent the meaning in the general case. 

4.2. Multi-arch Bridge Implies Multiphase Transformation 

The building of a bridge is continued with the observation that legal knowledge 

representation is needed as an intermediate step. The input/output chain is Legal text  
Legal knowledge representation  Program. Next, Legal knowledge representation is 

decomposed into three intermediate stages: textual microcontent, symbolization/ 
visualization, and formalization (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. The Multiphase Transformation approach – a multibridge [16]. 

The four bridging steps in Figures 4 and 5 are represented by input  output  

pairs: 

Step 1. Microcontenting: legal text  textual microcontent 

Step 2. Visualizing: textual microcontent  symbolization/visualization 

Step 3. Formalizing: symbolization/visualization  formalization 

Step 4. Implementing: formalization  program. 

 
Figure 6. Summary of the discussed topics of legal informatics. 

5. Metamodeling 

The business informatics specialist Hans-Georg Fill has worked for years on conceptual 

modeling and visualization in the field of business informatics [19, 20, 21], and also on 

metamodeling for enterprise systems [22, 23]. We depict Fill’s work on a metameta-level 

in our summarizing Figure 6, in which the relevant section is labeled Metamodeling. The 

semantics conveyed by a visual (i.e. the meaning of the representation) is addressed in 

[19]. Fill [19, p. 172] holds that “the goal of knowledge explication […] is to explicate 

knowledge that resides in the heads and minds of people and express it by a visualisation”. 

He lists four basic aims of visualizations: knowledge explication, knowledge transfer, 

knowledge creation, and knowledge application. Knowledge explication is a primary aim 

of legal visualization in our approach. 
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6. Evolution: Animals–Human Beings–Machines 

Consider the line of evolution from plants to animals to human beings to machines, as 

shown in Figure 6 [24]. In the proposed model, biological evolution leads to the 

development of human beings. The last step, the evolution from humans to machines, 

however, is a process of technological evolution in which humans produce machines. 

Moreover, humans strive to give human capabilities to their creatures, thus making 

machines artificially intelligent, a situation that is reminiscent of the ancient myth of 

Pygmalion and its modern variations. 

 
Figure 7. The line of evolution from plants to animals to human beings to machines [24]. 

One question associated with the evolutionary step from humans to machines is 

whether machines reside in status civilis or status naturalis. A relapse to status naturalis 

is a permanent temptation of modern culture, although re-barbarization is a kind of 

political atavism. Weapons are substitutes for the former raptors. We, however, maintain 

that machines have to be not monsters. 

The theological problem of theodicy,2 which Leibniz addressed, namely, the place 

of evil in the Creation, arises again in the case of machines as human creations. 

Legal informatics is not just a science that synthesizes between jurisprudence and 

technology, but it also gives the area of machines a human-like normativity, and it does 

the same in their role as actors on the human stage, which is transformed into a common 

stage. 

We see the digital ubiquity of an organization, which is examined by Fill [23], as an 

issue in the evolutionary step to machines. 

7. Conclusion 

The topics explored within legal informatics are summarized in Figure 6. We hold the 

belief that the work in progress applies in particular to legal visualization, which acts as 

a bridge between people’s textual understanding of the law and the formal, abstract 

notations of the machine world. 

                                                           
2 Theodicy means vindication of God. It is to answer the question of why a good God permits the 

manifestation of evil, thus resolving the issue of the problem of evil (see Wikipedia, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodicy). 
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Automatically Identifying Eviction Cases
and Outcomes Within Case Law of Dutch

Courts of First Instance
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Abstract. In this paper we attempt to identify eviction judgements within all case
law published by Dutch courts in order to automate data collection, previously
conducted manually. To do so we performed two experiments. The first focused on
identifying judgements related to eviction, while the second focused on identifying
the outcome of the cases in the judgements (eviction vs. dismissal of the landlord’s
claim). In the process of conducting the experiments for this study, we have created
a manually annotated dataset with eviction-related judgements and their outcomes.

Keywords. outcome identification, case law, machine learning, judicial decision

1. Introduction

Legal scholars and practitioners are confronted with an enormous and expanding body of
case law. For example, in the Netherlands the judiciary dealt with over 1.3 million cases
in 2020 alone.2 Many of these cases involve bulk cases on, for example, family law or
labour law. Another area that results in a considerable number of bulk cases is landlord-
tenant law. It is estimated that courts have to decide whether or not a tenant needs to be
evicted in nearly 20.000 cases every year (1). The Dutch judiciary does not publish all
judgements online, but a significant number of cases can be found online in the Open
Data van de Rechtspraak dataset.3 Traditionally, legal scholars and practitioners collect
and analyse these cases manually (2). Of course, this is time-consuming and will become
impossible due to the increasing amount of published case law online.4

In this paper we are trying to solve this legal research problem. Specifically, we want
to identify judgements concerning eviction within all judgements published by the Dutch
judiciary and extract their outcome from the text (i.e. eviction/non-eviction). This work
builds upon existing research that until now has been done manually (3), and our goal is
to test how much of the data collection and outcome extraction can be automated. Some

1Corresponding Author. E-mail: m.medvedeva@rug.nl
2https://www.rechtspraak.nl/Organisatie-en-contact/Rechtspraak-in-Nederland/

Rechtspraak-in-cijfers (Dutch)
3https://www.rechtspraak.nl/Uitspraken/Paginas/Selectiecriteria.aspx (Dutch)
4https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/raad-voor-de-rechtspraak-

meer-vonnissen-online-publiceren~bf045df7 (Dutch)
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of the case law under review has already been annotated by hand and can be used for
training machine learning systems.

In this paper, we use ‘judgement’ to denote the text of a published judgement. The
word ‘outcome’, and its synonyms ‘verdict’ and ‘decision’, are used to define a specific
closed class (i.e. a limited number) of labels for verdicts. An example of an outcomes is
eviction or non-eviction in the landlord-tenant law context.

2. Related work

This paper deals with the identification of the topic of a judgement (i.e. an eviction case
or a non-eviction case). To our knowledge, the number of publications dealing with au-
tomatically identifying the topic of a case for dataset creation is limited. Some similar
work involves topic modelling techniques that allow one to identify and cluster multiple
topics at once (4; 5; 6), and using document similarity to find the documents that deal
with similar issues (7; 8), both of which can be particularly hard to evaluate.

Besides the identification of the topic of a judgement, this paper concerns outcome
identification (i.e. the extraction of the outcome from the full text). This identification
task can be useful in itself, for instance if one wants to know the statistics of cases
concerning eviction actually ending in a tenant being evicted.

Depending on the court, identifying the outcome can be more or less complicated.
Some courts publish their judgements with meta-data stating the outcome (e.g., the Eu-
ropean Court of Human Rights). As a result, one just needs to extract this information in
order to get the outcomes. While in other judgements, the wording of the outcome may
be standardised and therefore easy to extract (e.g., “The Court of Appeal therefore af-
firms the decision of the Court of First Instance.”), the majority of courts seem to formu-
late their decisions in free-form natural language, making the task of extracting a specific
outcome a more complex task.

There is a small number of studies focusing specifically on identifying the outcome
within the judgements. Recent papers extracted outcomes from Appellate Decisions in
US State courts (9; F1-score: 0.82), US federal court dockets (10; recall up to 0.96) as
well as French courts (11; F1-scores: 0.8-1.0) using various machine learning methods.
In this paper we compare the performance of a simpler keyword-search approach (not
requiring annotated data) to a simple machine learning system.

3. Data

For our dataset we rely upon the Open Data van de Rechtspraak,5 an official, publicly
available, database of the judiciary of the Netherlands. Not all Dutch case law is pub-
lished online, but merely a subset of judgements that De Rechtspraak allows for publica-
tion. Unfortunately, exact criteria are not available to the public, though some guidance
is provided by a dedicated page on their website.6 The Open Data van de Rechtspraak
dataset can be downloaded as one large file archive (>4GB) of XML files containing the
texts of the judgements as well as some basic meta-data (e.g., court, date).

5https://www.rechtspraak.nl (Dutch)
6https://www.rechtspraak.nl/Uitspraken/Paginas/Selectiecriteria.aspx (Dutch)
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For this paper, we are specifically interested in the cases of the courts of first instance
(rechtbanken). A collection of 591 eviction cases between 2000 and 2020 (manually col-
lected and annotated, including the verdicts: eviction or non-eviction) from the courts
of first instance was already available (based on existing research from our lab). This
dataset was compiled in such a way that it should include the large majority of all pub-
lished eviction cases between 2000 and 2020. As this dataset only contains a relatively
limited number of eviction cases, and no non-eviction cases, we aimed to supplement
it by including both cases about eviction, and cases on other topics, but still somewhat
related to the subject matter. This was to ensure the task was useful and not trivial, and
that we had a larger dataset to train the system.

To increase the likelihood of identifying eviction cases, we used the following proce-
dure. We extracted all (2,641,946) judgements from the Open Data van de Rechtspraak
dataset between the years 2000 and 2020. From this set, we only included judgements
from the courts of first instance, and furthermore selected the judgements that contain at
least one of the following words huurovereenkomst (rental agreement), ontruiming (evic-
tion) or woning (home). Subsequently, we narrowed down the selection by only retaining
judgements with the label “private law”, which is the appropriate label for eviction cases.
These relatively simple filters allowed us to reduce the amount of judgements to 24,268
cases. Unfortunately, this number was still rather large. Consequently, we made a further
reduction by only including cases from 2016-2018, and excluding cases already included
in the original set of 591 cases of the original set, yielding a set of 4,795 judgements.
From this set, we randomly sampled 69 judgements (1 hour of manual annotation) to
assess the proportion of cases related to eviction. A manual inspection showed that more
than half of the judgements (37) were eviction cases. This suggests that our manually cu-
rated dataset of 591 eviction cases was missing a substantial amount of eviction-related
cases.

To increase the amount of data, we took all 591 manually annotated eviction judge-
ments, and we again randomly sampled from the 2016-2018 judgements, extracting twice
the amount (1182) of manually annotated eviction judgements. We then built a sim-
ple three-fold cross-validation support vector machine (SVM) only using 1-3 n-grams
(i.e. sequences of one to three words from the text of the judgement) as features. When
training the model, we treated the 591 judgements as eviction cases and the 1182 judge-
ments as non-eviction cases.7 Of course this is a sub-optimal class distinction, as poten-
tially many of the 1182 judgements may, in fact, be eviction cases. Consequently, from
all cases that were classified as non-eviction cases, we only retained those which were
(when included in the test set during the three-fold cross-validation procedure) assigned
the non-eviction label with over 99% confidence (using Platt Scaling; 13). This reduced
the number of non-eviction judgements in our training set to 809. We then trained the
system again (using 809 non-eviction cases and 591 eviction cases) and evaluated it by
using the rest of the judgements from between 2000 and 2020. Out of 22,868 judgements,
3,277 (14%) were predicted as eviction-related.

Of course, not all predictions will be correct. To supplement our final correct train-
ing dataset, however, we did not use these predictions, but instead used these simply to
guide two subsequent manual annotation rounds (the first annotation round included the
69 aforementioned cases). Specifically, we asked two legal experts to spend eight hours

7For a more detailed explanation of machine learning classification and its evaluation (i.e. precision, recall,
f1-score, accuracy) applied to legal texts, see (12) and (4).
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in total on annotating judgements that our model predicted as eviction-related in the sec-
ond annotation round (under the assumption that many would not be eviction related),
and an additional four hours in total in a third annotation round focusing on the judge-
ments that our predicted as non-eviction. The annotators were provided the full text of a
randomly selected judgement and they had to simply identify whether the judgement was
concerning an eviction or not. In the allocated time, 716 judgements were annotated. Out
of predicted eviction judgements 298 (55%) turned out to be eviction related, while 243
judgements (45%) were not. In addition, and the vast majority of non-eviction cases 161
out 175 (92%) turned indeed out to be non-eviction related. This left us with a dataset
with 940 eviction judgements, and 436 non-eviction judgements. Table 1 provides an
overview of our final dataset.

Table 1. Number of available data in the initial dataset and after three rounds of annotation.

Eviction Non-eviction

Initial dataset 591 0
First annotation round 37 32
Second annotation round (predicted as eviction) 298 243
Third annotation round (predicted as non-eviction) 14 161

Total 940 436

Once we identify the eviction-related judgements, we are also interested in their
outcome. In the judgements concerning evictions, the courts of first instance can decide
to evict the resident and/or cancel the lease (labelled as eviction) or reject the property
owner’s claim (labelled as non-eviction). The cases are decided on by a single judge. All
of the eviction cases in the court of first instance are property owner vs. resident, with
the latter being the defendant.

4. Experiment I: Identifying Eviction-Related Judgements

4.1. Methodology

From the final dataset (see Table 1), we used 200 judgements (100 eviction-related and
100 non-related) to test and evaluate the model, which left us with 840 eviction and 336
non-eviction judgements to train and fine-tune the system. We then balanced this dataset
for training, leaving us with 336 eviction-related judgements and the same number of
non-related judgements. We used three-fold cross-validation to fine-tune the parameters
and ended up using a linear support vector machine, using as features the frequencies of
1-6 character n-grams (i.e. sequences of one to six characters).8 The results of the best
model can be found in Tables 2 and 3.

8The following command, showing all used parameters, was used to fit our final model:
CountVectorizer(analyzer = ‘char’, ngram range = (1,6), max features=None,

max df = 0.7, lowercase=False, binary=True); LinearSVC(C=0.01). For more details
on each parameter see the sklearn documentation available at https://scikit-learn.org/.
The full set of parameters we experimented with can be found in our code and data available at
https://github.com/masha-medvedeva/EVICT.
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Table 2. Results (precision, recall, f1-score and accuracy) for identifying eviction-related judgements using
three-fold cross-validation.

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Non-eviction 0.90 0.88 0.89 336
Eviction 0.88 0.90 0.89 336

Accuracy 0.89 672
Macro avg. 0.89 0.89 0.89 672

Weighted avg. 0.89 0.89 0.89 672

Table 3. Results (confusion matrix) for identifying eviction-related judgements using three-fold cross-
validation.

Actual topic

Non-eviction Eviction

Predicted topic
Non-eviction 294 42
Eviction 32 304

4.2. Results

Our final results, when evaluating our model on the held-out test set, are shown in Tables
4 and 5.

Table 4. Results (precision, recall, f1-score and accuracy) on the test set for identifying eviction-related
judgements.

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Non-eviction 0.92 0.81 0.87 100
Eviction 0.83 0.95 0.89 100

Accuracy 0.88 200
Macro avg. 0.89 0.88 0.88 200

Weighted avg. 0.89 0.88 0.88 200

Table 5. Results (confusion matrix) on the test set for identifying eviction-related judgements.

Actual topic

Non-eviction Eviction

Predicted topic
Non-eviction 81 19
Eviction 5 95

The results suggest that when having a reasonable amount of annotated data, it is
possible to identify eviction-related cases with a relatively high accuracy of about 88%.
Consequently, this automatic procedure can be suitably used to speed up the process of
finding relevant (eviction-related) case law.

When we evaluated the model on all (filtered) judgements published between 2000
and 2020 not included in our dataset, a total of 3,248 out 22,872 cases (all original judge-
ments between 2000 and 2020, excluding all annotated judgements) were classified as
eviction-related judgements. With an estimated precision of 83%, we expect about 2,695
cases to be actual eviction-related judgements. Similarly, with an estimated precision of
92% in identifying non-eviction related judgements, we expect an additional 8% of these
(i.e. 1569 judgements) to be eviction-related.
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5. Experiment II: Identifying the Outcome

5.1. Methodology

Once we identified the eviction-related judgements, we were interested in identifying
how many of them actually resulted in the eviction of a resident. Identifying the verdict
should not necessarily always be a machine learning task. A simple keyword search
could potentially be sufficient. Therefore, we first tried determining words that may be
characteristic of a specific outcome. While judgements of the courts of first instance do
not have a clear structure, they could potentially use the same wording for the verdict
itself. We then compare these results to a more sophisticated machine learning system
which is able to take more advanced features into account.

For this experiment we used the full set of 940 eviction-related cases shown in Ta-
ble 1. Except for the cases included in the initial dataset which already included an anno-
tated outcome, we asked two legal experts to annotate the outcome of each case: eviction
or non-eviction. We excluded 28 cases that had other types of verdicts, such as only can-
cellation of the lease, but no eviction, etc. The final dataset for this task contained 912
judgements (620 having an eviction outcome, whereas 292 had a non-eviction outcome).

5.1.1. Keyword-Based System

For the keyword-based system, we determined (via manual inspection of several cases)
a number of terms that relate to each specific outcome. We then automatically searched
for these terms in the decision section of the published judgement, and in cases where
the decision section was not specified, in the bottom part (2500 characters) of the text.
The keywords that we chose for being representative of an eviction outcome were (in-
cluding different forms of the same words): ontbinding (cancellation), ontruiming (evic-
tion), and verlaten (leave). If none of these words were found, our keyword-based system
determined that no eviction had been ordered by the court.

We tested the method on all 912 judgements that we had labels for. The results of
this system can be found in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 6. Results (precision, recall, f1-score and accuracy) for identifying the outcome of eviction cases using
keyword extraction.

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Non-eviction 0.88 0.65 0.75 292
Eviction 0.85 0.96 0.90 620

Accuracy 0.86 912
Macro avg. 0.87 0.80 0.82 912

Weighted avg. 0.86 0.86 0.85 912

Table 7. Results (confusion matrix) on the test set of identifying the outcome of eviction cases using keyword
extraction.

Actual outcome

Non-eviction Eviction

Predicted outcome
Non-eviction 189 103
Eviction 25 595
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This simple system achieved reasonably good results, although we can see that non-
eviction is not categorised very well, 103 (35%) out 299 non-eviction cases were misclas-
sified. However, the issue with a keyword-based system, is that it is very hard to improve
upon, unless one can come up with more specific keywords. Moreover, if the keywords
from one type of outcome are found in the judgement with a different outcome, this is
hard to correct. For instance, a judgement can contain the phrase “at this point, eviction
is not necessary”. While the word ‘eviction’ is present in this judgement, the case clearly
resulted in no eviction. However since we are just dealing with individual words, it is
hard to incorporate all possible nuances.

Nonetheless, as opposed to a system using machine learning, which we will dis-
cuss in the next subsection, this system does not require any prior annotation, other than
determining the keywords.

5.1.2. Machine Learning System

During the keyword-based experiment, we determined that the outcome usually appears
within the last 2500 characters of the judgement. While we experimented with shorter
and longer fragments, this subset seemed to work best for both of the experiments in
identifying the verdict. We used the initial dataset for training and cases from the first,
second and third rounds of annotation for testing. We have built a Linear SVC that uses
character (1-7) n-grams, and optimised it for a number of other parameters.9 The results
of the model during the cross-validation stage can be found in Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8. Results (precision, recall, f1-score and accuracy) for identifying the outcome of eviction cases using
three-fold cross-validation.

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Non-eviction 0.97 0.96 0.96 183
Eviction 0.98 0.99 0.98 379

Accuracy 0.98 562
Macro avg. 0.98 0.97 0.97 562

Weighted avg. 0.98 0.98 0.98 562

Table 9. Results (confusion matrix) for identifying the outcome of eviction cases using three-fold cross-
validation.

Actual outcome

Non-eviction Eviction

Predicted outcome
Non-eviction 175 8
Eviction 5 374

5.2. Results

We then tested the model on the cases that we were able to extract in the previous exper-
iment. The performance on the test set can be found in Tables 10 and 11.

9The following command, showing all used parameters, was used to fit our final model:
CountVectorizer(analyzer = ‘char’, ngram range = (1,7), max features=2000,

max df = 0.9, lowercase=True, binary=True); LinearSVC(C=0.001) The full set of param-
eters we experimented with can be found in our code and data available at https://github.com/

masha-medvedeva/EVICT.
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Table 10. Results (precision, recall, f1-score and accuracy) on a test set for identifying the verdict of eviction
cases.

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Non-eviction 0.82 0.94 0.88 109
Eviction 0.97 0.91 0.94 241

Accuracy 0.92 350
Macro avg. 0.90 0.92 0.91 350

Weighted avg. 0.92 0.92 0.92 350

Table 11. Results (confusion matrix) on a test set for identifying the verdict of eviction cases.

Actual outcome

Non-eviction Eviction

Predicted outcome
Non-eviction 102 7
Eviction 22 219

As we can see from the results, we were able to achieve a very high performance,
especially for the eviction class. When inspecting the cases manually, it is clear that the
phrasing of the judgement outcomes varies to a large extent from case to case. Similar
as in many other natural language processing tasks, the best-performing model included
not word n-grams, but character n-grams (14; 15). While we did try using word n-grams
for this experiment, in the hope of identifying additional keywords for the keyword-
based approach, we did not identify any additional unique words for both outcomes. The
performance of the machine learning approach was much higher than the performance of
the keyword-based approach. However, whereas the machine learning approach requires
annotated data, the keyword-based method does not.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we have presented two experiments, one to identify case law having a cer-
tain topic, specifically judgements concerning evictions, and one to subsequently iden-
tify the outcomes of these eviction judgements. For both tasks, we have shown a high
performance, being able to identify eviction-related cases with 88% accuracy, and cor-
rectly identifying the outcome in eviction-related cases in 92% of cases. While identify-
ing this type of information may seem easy (as the information is available when reading
the document), a keyword-based approach showed it is not straightforward when the in-
formation is provided as natural text. While in this paper we were not able to identify all
eviction cases perfectly, our machine learning approach can suitably be used to identify
cases which are likely to be eviction cases. Manually checking this smaller set of cases
(at a rate of about 1 case per minute) is feasible, whereas checking the full set is not.
With relatively little effort, a new database containing thousands of cases can therefore
easily be created.

Such a more restricted subject-specific database is also useful in the context of in-
creasing research focusing on categorising or forecasting court decisions (12; 16; 17;
18; 19). This type of research is mostly limited to only a few courts, such as the US
Supreme Court or the European Court of Human Rights. This is partly due to the courts’
publishing policies, even though more and more courts publish their case law. The dom-
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inant focus on a few courts, however, is also caused by the relative large diversity of
uncategorised cases in other courts. Therefore narrowing down the task, as we have done
here, will likely help subject-specific machine learning systems for these courts (e.g.,
distinguishing between bankruptcy cases) to be developed.
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Abstract.

Tools must be developed to help draft, consult, and explore textual legal sources.
Between statistical information retrieval and the formalization of textual rules for
automated legal reasoning, we defend a more pragmatic third way that enriches
legal texts with a coarse-grained, interpretation-neutral, semantic annotation layer.
The aim is that legal texts can be enriched on a large scale at a reasonable cost,
paving the way for new search capabilities that will facilitate mining of legal
sources. This new approach is illustrated on a proof-of-concept experiment that
consisted in semantically annotating a significant part of the French version of the
GDPR. The paper presents the design methodology of the annotation language, a
first version of a Core Legal Annotation Language (CLAL), together with its for-
malization in XML, the gold standard resulting from the annotation of GDPR, and
examples of user questions that can be better answered by semantic than by plain
text search. This experimentation demonstrates the potential of the proposed ap-
proach and provides a basis for further development. All resources developed for
that GDPR experiment are language independent and are publicly available.

Keywords. Text annotation, Semantic search, Annotation methodology, Semantic
markup language, Law

1. Introduction

One of the main early objectives of AI and Law [1] has been to analyse legislation and
regulations to allow for querying and facilitate reasoning. The European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR)2, imposes data protection by design and by default rules
on all companies and organisations that collect and use personal data. This requires all or-
ganisations in all EU member states to evaluate their compliance with the GDPR, which
is why it is so important to provide tools assisting legal analysis.

Taking the reasoning approach, researchers have designed ontologies adapted to pri-
vacy issues [2,3] combined an ontology with a deontic logic [4], formalized the rules
of GDPR provisions [5], and encoded rules in a machine-readable form [6], amongst
others. Despite these efforts, automating reasoning for compliance evaluation seems un-

1Corresponding Author: A. Nazarenko, LIPN, France; E-mail: adeline.nazarenko@lipn.univ-paris13.fr.
2Adopted in 2016 and entered into force the 25th May 2018.
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likely in the near term or on a significant scale. The knowledge bottleneck in the process
of translating from Natural Language to formal and exploitable logical representation
introduces several difficulties: the process of interpretation resists formalization because
of the ambiguity and vagueness of legal texts along with the plurality of interpretation;
operationalization – from few articles to a whole law and a set of laws – is a challenge in
itself; and legal practitioners have to be convinced that they can use the new services.

Even if such issues remain of great research interest, we consider with [7] that infor-
mation retrieval represents a promising alternative approach, more practicable on a large
scale and more flexible to address the diversity of drafters’ and legal professionals’ uses
(e.g. retrieving, clustering, comparing and contextualizing provisions). While public ser-
vices3 are adapted for the browsing of multiple legal texts, they do not offer advanced se-
mantic search functionalities, which could facilitate the daily work of legal professionals
as well as contribute to the impact of digital and AI methods in the long term. Seman-
tic annotation and search can usefully identify the named entities, other relevant textual
segments, and relationships amongst them.

To navigate between the difficult analysis of statutory rules and needs of current legal
practice, we propose a coarse-grained and interpretation-neutral approach to annotating
legal texts with semantic information, enabling semantically-based information retrieval
capabilities. Since the annotations apply to textual passages, leave out finer details, and
constitute a simple language, people familiar with legal sources can annotate the text; the
annotators do not need to be professional lawyers or logicians. Even if any annotation
involves some interpretation, annotation in CLAL should remain ”neutral” or consensual,
in the sense that annotators must agree significantly (high inter-annotator agreement) as
to the annotation of textual passages, leaving aside what does not meet with consensus.

This paper reports on a proof-of-concept experiment on the GDPR. It provides an
annotation language, methodology, and annotated text. We demonstrate semantic search
by answering user queries, such as What are the obligations of a data controller?, What
are the rights of the data subject?, What are the possible fines and sanctions issued in
response to violations by a data controller? Who supervises a data controller?4. This
shows the practicability of the language, method, and corpus for semantic search.

The article is organized as follows. Sections 2-4 present the core of the work: the
approach taken to defining annotation guidelines, the proposed vocabulary and the study
on GDPR. Section 5 describes previous work on the semantic analysis and annotation of
legal texts. Section 6 concludes and outlines the perspectives of this work.

2. GDPR annotation methodology

For this work, we followed the methodological recommendations inherited from the ma-
jor annotation campaigns of the 1990s and 2000s [9].

Design of the annotation language Ideally, the annotation should identify elementary
provisions so that they can be easily found and browsed by users. The provision frag-
ment (hereafter fragment) is the main element of the annotation language: its text span

3Such as Legifrance (www.legifrance.gouv.f) or UK legislation (www.legislation.gov.uk).
4For demonstration purpose, we started with a small test set of user questions, some of which were derived

from the competency questions of [8].
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Fragment Entity identifier

Entity mention

RoleSemantic relation

fillshas

contains
refers to

refers to

has

Subfragment contains

Fragment identifier

has unique

Dictionnary

defines

Figure 1. Relations between the CLAL components (in blue) encoded as XML elements with or without text
content (double and simple square boxes), XML attributes (round boxes) and identifiers (no box).

corresponds to that of a sentence and it is a practical approximation of an elementary
provision. Different types of fragments have been introduced, so that all sentences can
be categorized, and the regulation be entirely annotated.

We also defined: some entity categories to account for the actors and concepts that
play key roles in provisions; some relations to model the regulation as a semantic graph of
entities and provision fragments; and a sub-fragment for encoding exceptions expressed
not as independent sentences or fragments but as clauses or prepositional phrases.

Annotation tuning The tuning of the vocabulary and annotation instructions was done
together with the annotation of the GDPR in an incremental and iterative way by two
annotators working in parallel. We first selected the concepts on which there was a
broad consensus for the description of elementary provisions, e.g. obligation and
permission, and added more as necessary. The discussions on disagreements or mis-
understanding led to adding, merging, splitting or redefining categories, until the whole
process stabilized when no further language revision was needed after four months. We
also had to give up some elements that could not be annotated in a consistent way, like
conditional sub-fragments or actions. Approximately, one third of the GDPR was anno-
tated by then, but the language may still evolve according to the needs dictated by the
remaining text, for example to add a sanction type.

Writing the annotation instructions Annotation guidelines were written at the end of
the annotation tuning phase. They include a presentation of the annotation vocabulary,
the semantics associated with each element, a description of its syntax, some examples,
and recommendations to facilitate the arbitration of difficult cases.

Evaluation of the annotation The quality of an annotation is first measured by its ho-
mogeneity and stability, using inter- and intra-annotator agreements. Comparing the an-
notations of parallel versions of the text (e.g. English/French) would also be interesting.

3. CLAL Semantic annotation vocabulary

This section presents and discusses the main components of the XML CLAL vocabulary,
focusing on the most original or less obvious aspects. Figure 1 and Table 1 give an
overview of the language, its vocabulary components, and how they relate to each other
in the annotation.

3.1. Fragment categories

The language has two types of provision fragments, deontic and non-deontic ones.
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Table 1. CLAL vocabulary: main elements and attributes

XML elements XML attributes

Entity mentions
Fragments

Sub-fragments
Roles

bearer

Deontic Non-deontic target

concept obligation definition except obj

person prohibition legal precision Semantic
relations

rel

legal entity permission quality attribution except

power exception Other type

right

The deontic categories correspond to the traditional, familiar deontic concepts for
which CLAL provides 5 types of XML fragment elements: obligation, prohibition,
permission, right, and power. The power case deserves an explanation. The GDPR
gives the power to some institutions to specify the impact of rules according to various
contextual parameters, as in Art 45 §3,5 which delegates to the Commission the defini-
tion of an ”adequate level of protection”. The empowered decisions have statutory con-
sequences, which differs from permissions.6 A power is further specified as ruling or
execution depending if it concerns a rule definition or an actual case.

A lot of attention was paid to fragments having no obvious deontic semantic
value. Definitions and exceptions are usually easy to identify, but 48 out of 178
fragments appeared to pertain neither to a clear deontic category, nor to defini-
tions or exceptions. After discussion and different tests, we included in the vocab-
ulary two additional categories which are sub-typed with the help of an attribute.
quality attribution labels fragments specifying that an entity has a given qual-
ity entailing legal consequences7. legal precision labels fragments that comple-
ment other fragments. For instance, the fragment ”The information shall be provided
in writing” (Art. 12) complements a previous obligation.8 In this case, the preci-
sion has a procedural type (type="procedure") but there are also text specifications
(type="text specification" for provisions constraining the content of a text, such
as contracts or statutory decisions) and underspecifed precisions (type="default").

3.2. Entities

The annotation points out the entities that play key roles in the regulation. In the anno-
tation perspective, the entity which is referred to is and must be distinguished from its
mentions, the occurrences of (multi-)words that refer to it. We identified three main types
of entities in the GDPR: concepts, persons, and legal entities, the latter two being actors.

3.3. Roles and semantic relationships

To relate the identified elements, the language allows for entity to fragment relations
(roles) and fragment to fragment relations (semantic relationships), which are all en-

5The Commission may decide, . . . , that a third country, . . . ensures an adequate level of protection
6Transfers to the third country is allowed without further control.
7The fragment ”Any controller [. . . ] shall be liable for the damage caused by processing which infringes

this Regulation” (Art 82 §2) is encoded as a quality attribution of a responsibility type.
8The controller shall take appropriate measures to provide any information [. . . ] to the data subject [. . . ].
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coded as XML fragment attributes. The goal of annotation is not to provide a full se-
mantic graph of the regulation provisions and entities but to encode the relations that are
indisputable, useful for answering user queries, and otherwise inaccessible to users.

An entity to fragment relation denotes the role played by the entity in the provi-
sion. For instance, the obj attribute relates the concept to its definition fragment, the
bearer attribute indicates the actor primarily concerned by a provision (e.g., the one
who is granted a permission or to whom is attributed a quality), and the target attribute
specifies the actor who incurs an obligation with respect to the right of a person .

The annotation language provides two types of relationship between fragments. 1)
The generic dependency one (rel) indicates that one fragment specifies the meaning or
must be interpreted in the light of another. E.g., it is used to relate a legal precision

to the fragment it complements. 2) The exception relationship is more specific.
Because of their importance for legal reasoning, special attention is given to excep-

tions. There are several ways to annotate an exception relation, allowing the annotation
to follow the structure of the text, but all of them indicate that a piece of text B introduces
an exception to the rule expressed in a fragment A. If B is a fragment, it has an except

attribute with the identifier of A as value. B can be any type of fragment and it is anno-
tated as exception if it has no other identified semantic value.9 Besides that, a specific
sub-fragment element except is introduced to mark-up exceptions when the rule and its
exception are part of the same sentence.

4. GDPR experiment

The proposed pragmatic approach supporting semantic search has been implemented and
tested on the text of the GDPR. This included the formalization of the language itself
in XML (annotation vocabulary and rules), the actual annotation of a large part of the
French version of the regulation, and the evaluation of the overall approach. The XML
CLAL description and the annotated corpus are openly available together with guidelines
for the annotation of other versions of GDPR or other regulations.10 The Oxygen XML
Editor11 and an ad hoc semantic search tool were used for the development phase.

4.1. Implementation of the annotation language

The annotation language includes the vocabulary and the set of constraints that regulate
the use of annotations. It is formalized as an XML schema which follows two design
principles: independence of annotation layers and maximum control of annotations.

Since two different annotation layers – pre-existing structural and CLAL semantic
annotations – enrich the same text, it is essential to preserve their independence. Each
one has its own namespace and XML schema. An integration layer is added to articulate
the structure and the semantics, so that CLAL annotations can be combined with various
structural schemas and the integrity of the initial document be preserved if the semantic
annotations are to be removed. Technically, a semantically annotated text is associated
with 3 (sets of) schemas corresponding to the three mentioned layers.

9E.g. In that case, Article 43 does not apply.
10www.lipn.univ-paris13.fr/~fl/CLAL.
11www.oxygenxml.com
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<xs:element name="PERMISSION">

<xs:complexType >

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="leg:fragment_base_type">

<xs:attribute name="IDENTIFIER" use="required" type="leg:fragment_identifier"/>

<xs:attribute name="rel" type="leg:fragment_identifier_list"/>

<xs:attribute name="except" type="leg:fragment_identifier_list"/>

<xs:attribute name="bearer" use="required" type="xs:IDREFS"/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

Figure 2. Definition of the permission element in the semantic schema. The type fragment base type

specifies the elements allowed in the content of a fragment (namely entities and sub-fragments). IDENTIFIER
and bearer are required attributes. Most attributes may have lists of identifiers as values.

<leg:PERMISSION IDENTIFIER="012.001.003" except="012.001.002" bearer="p CONT">When
requested by the <leg:PERSON ref="p DS">data subject</leg:PERSON>, the information

may be provided orally, provided that the identity of the <leg:PERSON

ref="p DS">data subject</leg:PERSON> is proven by other means.</leg:PERMISSION>

Figure 3. Example of a permission fragment annotation: the identifier 012.001.003 indicates the fragment
localisation (Art 12, §1); the bearer is a person identified as p CONT; the optional attribute except indicates
that this permission is an exception to the previous fragment (012.001.002). The bearer is not mentioned in
the fragment text content, which only includes two mentions of another person p DS whose role is not specified.

The CLAL XML schema has been defined so as to control the annotation, thus
to guide and ease the annotators’ work: at a given point in the text, only the ele-
ments/attributes authorized for insertion should be accessible in the annotation tool and
the mandatory ones should be indicated. This also allows a strict validation of the annota-
tion syntax. Among others, there are constraints for the verification of the existence and
uniqueness of identifiers, and the differentiation of identifier types. Fragment signatures
indicate which attributes (roles and semantic relations) are allowed and required.

Figures 2 and 3 show how the element permission is defined in the CLAL schema
and used for annotating a text fragment.

4.2. GDPR annotation

31 of the 99 articles of the French version of the GDRP have been annotated in CLAL by
two annotators, following the methodology described in section 2. The annotated corpus
is made available as a gold standard. Figure 4 gives an example of combined structural
and semantic annotation. Table 2 gives an overview of the resulting annotation.

The stability of the annotation from one annotator to another and from one period to
another for a given annotator is a good indicator of its quality. To measure the quality of
the CLAL annotation of the GDPR, we performed an additional experiment consisting in
having the two trained CLAL annotators who initially developed the annotation guide-
lines annotate a new part of the RGPD after a break of several months after the design
of the annotation language and the annotation of the gold standard. Concretely, they an-
notated the same 8 additional articles on their own, and we measured the inter-annotator
agreement by comparing their two annotations. They agreed on 90% of the fragments
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</ARTICLE>

<ARTICLE IDENTIFIER="041">

<TI.ART>Article 41</TI.ART><STI.ART>Monitoring of approved codes of conduct</STI.ART>

<PARAG IDENTIFIER="041.001"><NO.PARAG>1.</NO.PARAG>

<ALINEA><leg:POWER IDENTIFIER="041.001.001" type="execution" bearer="le_SA">

Without prejudice to the tasks and powers of the competent <leg:LEGAL_ENTITY

ref="le_SA">supervisory authority</leg:LEGAL_ENTITY> ..., the monitoring of

compliance with a code of conduct...may be carried out by a <leg:LEGAL_ENTITY

ref="le_BOD">body</leg:LEGAL_ENTITY> which has an appropriate level of

expertise ... and is accredited for that purpose by the competent

<leg:LEGAL_ENTITY ref="le_SA">supervisory authority</leg:LEGAL_ENTITY>

</leg:POWER></ALINEA>

</PARAG>

...

<PARAG IDENTIFIER="041.006"><NO.PARAG>6.</NO.PARAG>

<ALINEA><leg:EXCEPTION IDENTIFIER="041.006.001" except="041">This Article

shall not apply to processing carried out by public authorities and bodies.

</leg:EXCEPTION></ALINEA>

</PARAG>

</ARTICLE>

Figure 4. Example of annotation: Article 41 of the GDPR includes 6 different paragraphs, the first one being
a power and the last one introducing an exception to the article itself. The structural and semantic layers
(annotations resp. with no and leg: prefix) are intertwined.

Table 2. Distribution of the most frequent types of the XML elements and attributes in the annotated part of
the GDPR. Mind that this distribution is probably not representative of the full regulation annotation.

Elements (709)
Attributes (890)

Fragments (178) Entities mentions (515) Sub-fragments (14)

obligation 60 person 290 except 14 ref 515
legal precision 31 legal entity 217 bearer 136
power 23 concept 8 rel 34
quality attribution 17 except 18

(segmentation and typing), 94% of the roles and 60% of the semantic relations.12 The
good scores for fragments and roles give credibility to the proposed approach based on
interpretation-neutrality and consensus. Unsurprisingly, the agreement is lower on rel

attributes for which there is more annotation flexibility: the guidelines will probably have
to be further specified. Annotators also reported that annotating these 8 articles took them
3 and 5 hours respectively, giving an average of 0.5 hour per article and approximately
50 hours for the entire GDPR.13 These first figures show that large portions of text can be
annotated quickly, without the need for legal experts.14 This suggests that the proposed
approach opens the way to a large-scale semantic search for legal texts.

12There is too few sub-fragments to give a reliable agreement measure for this category of elements. The
figures for the annotation of entities are more difficult to interpret, due to the freedom left by the guidelines.

13This is certainly a very high estimate as the annotation task could be alleviated by using more user-friendly
annotation tools and may be partly automated.

14The annotators should simply be familiar with the reading of legal documents.
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4.3. Semantic search on GDPR

To show the benefit of semantic annotation for search, we designed a small experimental
search engine based on an SQL-like querying language combining semantic and plain-
text criteria and we tested our set of test questions.15 We illustrate the semantic search
on 3 of these user questions in an informal way.

Q1. What are the rights of the data subject? The translation of the question in a seman-
tic query is straightforward (Which fragments are annotated as right which bearer

role is filled by the identifier of the data subject?16). It returns 6 fragments.17 On the other
side, a search for sentences that contain the strings ”right” and ”data subject” provides
the same fragments plus 17 additional ones which are noisy answers, except for one. The
semantic search therefore appears to be more precise than full text search, which is an ad-
vantage for legal practitioners who have to browse large quantities of legal sources. It is
always possible to broaden the search with a full text search to ensure one is not missing
any information, at the cost of an important additional effort to analyse the results.

Q2. What are the obligations of a data controller? The question seems to translate di-
rectly into a semantic query: Which fragments are annotated as obligation with the
bearer role filled by the identifier of the data controller? However, rights also express
obligations in some cases, which leads to a second query: Which fragments are annotated
as right with a target role filled by the identifier of the data controller?18 This double
query returns 26 obligations and 6 rights. In comparison, a plain text search (Which sen-
tences contain both ”data controller” and ”obligation—obligatory” keywords?) gives
13 fragments among which only one right and one obligation are relevant. This is due
to the many ways to express obligations in the text and the absence of constraint on the
controller’s role in plain text search.

Q3. What are the obligations of the controller in case of data breach? This question
shows how semantic categories and strings can be combined in the same query and how
fragment relationships, especially for exceptions, can be exploited. Q3 is similar to Q2
with an additional condition (in case of data breach) that does not translate into a se-
mantic restriction because the term ”data breach” is not marked-up as a concept. How-
ever, Q3 can be translated into a hybrid query combining semantic criteria and keywords
(Which fragments are annotated as obligation with the bearer role filled by the data
controller identifier and containing the string ”data breach”?). This query directly re-
turns a single fragment of Art. 34 §119 but this fragment happens to be related to two
exceptions that are relevant for answering Q3. The first exception appears in the close
context of the obligation statement (in the same article, two paragraphs apart) but the
second one (in Article 23) would be difficult to spot for the user if it were not explicitly
marked in the annotation.

15Note that semantic criteria can only be matched with the annotated part of the GDPR.
16SELECT fragments WHERE name ∼ "leg:RIGHT", bearer ∼ "p DS". The formaliza-

tion of the two other queries is omitted due to space limitations.
17Such as the right to obtain from the controller, without undue delay the rectification of inaccurate personal

data concerning him or her.
18The rights of third parties towards the controller are as many obligations imposed on the latter.
19When the personal data breach is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural

persons, the controller shall communicate the personal data breach to the data subject without undue delay.
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5. Previous works

It has long been understood that enriching legal sources with metadata is essential to
make them more accessible. XML vocabularies [10] have been designed to account for
document information, the structure of the legal sources, and cross-references (e.g. case
law, citations, modification). Much effort has also been devoted to the semantic enrich-
ment of legal documents to facilitate legal reasoning. This medatada ranges from tags
associated to key textual elements (e.g. actors, dates) to rule annotations [11], possibly
associating formal descriptions to textual fragments and allowing for associating mul-
tiple interpretations. Nevertheless, bridging between the natural language of the legal
sources and the logical or rule formalizations remains an open challenge despite efforts
to define a methodology for deriving formal rules from texts, relying on controlled or
semi-formal languages, or providing interfaces to support human formalization [12,13].

The modeling of the semantic information has also been the subject of numerous
works, especially for the design of legal ontologies, core legal ontologies [14] or domain
ontologies, some of which focusing on privacy and the specific issues of the GDPR (e.g.
ODRL [2], PrivOnto [15], PrONTO [3]). Another approach aims to develop machine-
readable languages for formally representing legal rules, such as LegalRuleML [16], but
with few examples from source texts.

A sound methodology has been developed over time for manual annotation of cor-
pora [9]. The issues have mainly concerned the annotation format, the tagset choice, the
underlying theory, the training of annotators, the complexity/cost of an annotation task,
and the quality of the annotation (inter- and intra-annotator agreement).

It is well known that legal information retrieval has to meet specific requirements,
such as the size and interdependence of legal sources or the needs for retrieval complete-
ness [17]. These requirements favor semantic or hybrid approaches, which the present
work shows the potential of.

6. Conclusion and future work

This paper advocates a new approach of legal text mining relying on semantic technolo-
gies, which represents an alternative and middle ground to the traditional statistical-based
information retrieval methods – which are applicable on a large scale and have a good
recall but low precision – and those aiming at formalizing the content of rules – which
are quite ambitious but difficult to implement due to the plurality of interpretations and
the complexity of translating natural language rules into logic.

Considering that the text (be it legislation, case law, decisions, contracts. . . ) is the
reference for any legal work, we propose to keep the text at the center of attention while
enriching it with a semantic annotation layer, thus enabling access using semantic search
services. Our approach of regulatory texts is based on a coarse-grained, interpretation-
neutral annotation that nevertheless semantically enriches the text. The approach is illus-
trated by a proof of concept experiment of annotating the French version of the GDPR
and searching over the annotations. The paper presents the methodology followed for
the design of the annotation language, the language itself as well as its implementation
in XML, the annotated GDPR that might serve as a gold standard for training automatic
annotation tools, and finally queries that illustrate the benefit of annotation for semantic
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search. The resources provided also include an annotation guide that allows the experi-
ment to be extended to other texts. In the end, this GDPR experiment shows the added
value of annotation for legal text mining and exploration.

Further work is required. To evaluate the robustness of the proposed language and
annotation approach, the experiment must be extended to new annotators, to other ver-
sions of the GDPR, and to other legal texts. While it may be necessary to revise the
annotation language, the gold standard, and the annotation guide, the balance between
annotation granularity, cost, and reliability will have to be maintained. It would be in-
teresting to use the manually annotated corpora as training data in a machine learning
study. Finally, with regard to users, we must refine the requirements analysis and provide
easy-to-use tools for querying the GDPR and annotating new texts.
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Abstract. In this paper, we treat sentence annotation as a classification task. We
employ sequence-to-sequence models to take sentence position information into ac-
count in identifying case law sentences as issues, conclusions, or reasons. We also
compare the legal domain specific sentence embedding with other general purpose
sentence embeddings to gauge the effect of legal domain knowledge, captured dur-
ing pre-training, on text classification. We deployed the models on both summaries
and full-text decisions. We found that the sentence position information is espe-
cially useful for full-text sentence classification. We also verified that legal domain
specific sentence embeddings perform better, and that meta-sentence embedding
can further enhance performance when sentence position information is included.

Keywords. Information retrieval; Natural language processing; Annotation; Embedding

1. Introduction

As an initial step toward automatically generating comprehensible legal summaries, we
have been exploring machine learning (ML) methods for classifying sentences of legal
cases in terms of issues a court addresses, its conclusions of those issues, and its rea-
sons for so concluding (IRCs). In previous work, we have experimented with different
models—both traditional machine learning and deep learning—to identify these types
of sentences in both summaries and full texts. While we demonstrated that those mod-
els can identify IRC types of sentences to some extent, the task remains challenging for
machine encoding.

In this paper, we employ supervised ML based on a larger annotated dataset, 1049
pairs of full text cases and summaries in which sentences have been manually annotated
in terms of IRCs. We also explore if two new techniques, sentence embeddings pretrained
on large quantities of legal texts and taking account of sentence order, help machine
annotation of legal cases.
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In attempting to leverage the power of state-of-the-art sentence embeddings, pre-
trained on legal texts, we hypothesize that the broader contextual information associated
with the sentence embeddings will improve performance.

We also hypothesize that taking sentence ordering information into account will
improve the classifier’s performance. In regular meetings with our two third-year law
student annotators to resolve differences concerning annotations, we noticed that they
tended to rely on ordering information to mark up certain types of sentences. For exam-
ple, annotators would look for conclusions following issues or at the end of a case. We
wondered if ML could also employ such position information.

1.1. Extracting Issues, Reasons, and Conclusions

The ultimate goal of our work is to enable an intelligent system to help end users as-
sess a case’s potential relevance by effectively and efficiently conveying some important
substantive information about the case. Human-prepared legal summaries are available
through various on-line legal service providers. For example, the CanLII Connects web-
site4 of the non-profit Canadian Legal Information Institute,5 features summaries of legal
decisions prepared by members of Canadian legal societies.

Based on the experience of CanLII Connects, summaries as short as three sentences
could be even more effective in a legal IR interface. This raises a practical question:
“What can a three-sentence case summary provide?”. Legal argument triples, IRCs, may
be the answer. Issues, reasons, and conclusions form the skeleton of case briefs, a legal
writing technique for summarizing cases that has long been taught in American law
schools. Thus, the potential utility of summarizing cases in terms of issues, conclusions,
and reasons seems clear.

Based on our annotation experience, the human-prepared CanLII summaries regu-
larly include issues raised by the courts, the conclusions reached, and reasons connecting
them. Those summaries also include some procedural information, descriptions of facts,
statements of legal rules, case citations and explanations, and other information. Since
the expert legal summarizers act as an intelligent and well-informed filter on importance,
it made sense to leverage their expertise by annotating their summaries rather than the
full texts. CanLII has provided 28,733 paired cases and human-prepared summaries for
purposes of this research. The cases cover a variety of kinds of legal claims and issues
presented before Canadian courts.

1.2. Hypotheses

We try to answer two long-standing questions in the Artificial intelligence and Law field:
first, whether legal language is so unique that the legal pre-trained models would assist
downstream legal natural language processing tasks and which tasks; second, whether
sentence position information helps a model as it appears to help human annotators.

We investigate how well the classification models perform based on sentence em-
beddings, and annotate full texts of cases and summaries in terms of issues, reasons, and
conclusions. As noted, we examine two hypotheses in this paper:

4https://canliiconnects.org/en
5https://www.canlii.org/en/
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(1) A model would perform better when incorporating sentence position information.
(2) A model would perform better when incorporating specific legal domain knowl-

edge.

2. Related Work

2.1. Word and Sentence Embeddings

Word embeddings, dense vector representations trained with neural language mod-
els, capture some linguistic relationships between words and assist with various natu-
ral language processing tasks. See, e.g., [1]. Researchers further explored word meta-
embeddings for operations such as concatenation, SVD, and 1toN [2]. Experiments in
[3] proved that averaging different sources of word embeddings has similar effects as
concatenating those embeddings. Researchers in [4] used three types of autoencoders to
learn meta-embeddings of words.

Similarly, sentence embedding is the dense vector representation of a sentence. Sen-
tence embedding provides information about larger contexts of words. [5] introduced
Sentence-BERT in 2019; they used siamese and triplet network structures to derive fixed-
sized 768 dimensional vector representations for input sentences. Google Research de-
veloped the Universal Sentence Encoder in 2018 [6]. The encoder has two model archi-
tectures: one based on transformer architecture and the other on Deep Averaging Net-
works (DAN). Both transfer input sentences into fixed 512 dimensional sentence em-
beddings. Both Sentence-BERT and Universal Sentence Encoder are state-of-the-art sen-
tence embeddings.

In the legal domain, words may have different semantic meanings than in other do-
mains. For example, ‘sentence’ means the judgment that a court formally pronounces
after finding a criminal defendant guilty.6 In order to address this, we employed Legal-
BERT, a BERT model trained on legal domain sentences [7]. Legal-BERT was pre-
trained on the entire Harvard Law case corpus from 1965 to present, comprising
3,446,187 legal decisions across all federal and state courts [7]. 7

2.2. Argument Mining and Summarization

Extracting propositions, premises, conclusions, and nested argument structures [8,9] is
an active research topic in the legal argument mining field. Rhetorical and other roles
that sentences play in legal arguments have been employed for legal argument mining
[10]. Citing information and fact patterns [11,12] that effect the strength of a side’s claim
in special legal domains are also being explored. Segmenting legal text by functions
[13,14], and by topic [15] or by linguistic analysis [16,17,18] are some initial steps for
dissecting a legal document.

Researchers have applied legal argument mining to the task of summarizing legal
cases. In [19], the authors propose an unsupervised algorithm that incorporates legal
domain knowledge, such as rhetorical roles sentences play in a legal document. [20] have
summarized Japanese judgments in terms of issues, conclusions, and framings. Our legal

6https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/sentence
7The pre-trained Legal-BERT model can be found here: https://huggingface.co/zlucia/legalbert
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argument triples have a similar structure but are more understandable types than those
tailored to Indian or Japanese legal judgements. In addition, in our work a set of case
summaries prepared by legal experts is used to extract argument triples from the full case
texts.

3. Dataset

Our type system for labeling sentences in legal cases comprises:

1. Issue – Legal question which a court addressed in the case.
2. Conclusion – Court’s decision for the corresponding issue.
3. Reason – Sentences that elaborate on why the court reached the Conclusion.

We treat all non-annotated sentences as non-IRC sentences.
Two hired third-year law school students annotated sentences from the human-

prepared summaries to identify and annotate the issues, reasons, and conclusions. Both
students have annotated 1049 randomly selected pairs from the 28,733 case/summary
pairs available. The total number of sentences from the corresponding full texts is
215,080, which is significantly more than the corresponding summaries’ 11,496 sen-
tences.

Both annotators followed an 8-page detailed Annotation Guide prepared by the third
author, a law professor, in order to mark-up instances of IRC sentence types in both
the summaries and full texts of cases. The annotators worked on successive batches of
summaries using the Gloss annotation environment developed by the second author. Af-
ter annotating each batch, the annotators resolved any annotation differences in regular
Zoom meetings attended by the first and third authors.

The procedure for annotating the full texts of cases differs from annotating the sum-
maries. The Annotation Guide instructs annotators to search the full text of the case for
those sentences that are most similar to the annotated summary sentences and to assign
them the same labels (i.e., Issue, Conclusion, or Reason) as in the summaries. Anno-
tators may pick terms or phrases from the annotated summary sentences as anchors to
search for corresponding sentences in the full texts. Annotators do not need to read the
full text of the case if they find the corresponding sentences. The Guide warns that there
may not be an exact correspondence between the annotated sentences in the summary
and those in the full text of the case. This is fairly common, because human summarizers
tend to edit selected sentences in the full case texts. For example, a human summarizer
may combine some shorter sentences into a longer one.

By using the summaries’ annotations as anchors to target corresponding sentences
in the full text, we attempted to leverage the summarizers’ work in selecting important
sentences and the annotators’ work in marking up some of those full texts sentences as
issues, conclusions, or reasons. We developed this strategy to expedite the full text an-
notation process, since it would be much more time-consuming and costly if annotators
had to read the full texts of cases. The strategy is based on the observation that sentences
of summaries stem from those in the full texts. The strategy also helps us to confirm the
mapping relationship between summaries and full texts, which is a step towards gener-
ating summaries automatically.

Cohen’s κ [21] is used to measure the degree of agreement between two annota-
tors after their independent annotations. The mean of Cohen’s κ coefficients across all
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Figure 1. Distribution of annotated IRC type sentences in 1049 summaries (left) and full texts (right).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the resulting dataset. We report the basic descriptive statistics of each type in
both summaries and full texts. The lengths of the summary and the full texts are also included in the table.

Summary Full text

Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean
Issue 3 tokens 140 tokens 27.96 tokens 3 tokens 427 tokens 36.80 tokens
Reason 3 tokens 257 tokens 26.61 tokens 3 tokens 229 tokens 31.36 tokens
Conclusion 2 tokens 289 tokens 20.40 tokens 2 tokens 314 tokens 28.55 tokens
Length of text 1 sents 90 sents 10.96 sents 9 sents 2411 sents 205.03 sents

types for summaries is 0.734, and the mean for full texts is 0.602. According to [22],
both scores indicate substantial agreement between annotators about the sentence type.
For the summary annotation, the mean of Reason agreement is the lowest among those
three types. Annotating Reasons is more challenging since they are entwined with case
facts. The agreement scores of full texts are lower than the summaries’ scores, since sen-
tences from summaries and full texts are not in a one-to-one mapping. This increases the
difficulty of full text annotation.

Figure 1 reports the distributions of final consensus labels from summaries and full
texts. The most frequent label is the non-IRC label for both summaries and full texts. The
second most frequent label is the Reason label for both summaries and full texts. The
label distribution is aligned with our observation: Reasons tend to be more elaborated
than Issues and Conclusions.

The descriptive statistics of the processed dataset are shown in Table 1. The average
number of sentences in a full text is 205.03, while the range of the full text length is quite
large. Comparatively, the average number of sentences in summaries is 10.96 which,
as expected, is much shorter than full texts. We also observe that the average length of
Issues is the highest in both summaries and full texts.

4. Experiment

4.1. Models

We use Sentence-BERT [5], Universal Sentence Encoder(USE) [6], and Legal-BERT [7]
to encode sentences from summaries and full texts into a semantic space. Each sentence
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then becomes a fixed sized vector. Each document is comprised of a series of converted
sentence vectors.

Sentence-BERT uses two BERT models with tied weights and adds a pooling oper-
ation to the output to derive fixed sized sentence embedding. We chose the ‘all-mpnet-
base-v2’ model trained on a dataset of over 1 billion pairs.8 This model encodes sen-
tences into 768-dimensional vectors and has achieved competitive performance over dif-
ferent datasets. USE takes a tokenized string and outputs a fixed 512-dimensional vector
as sentence embedding.9 Legal-BERT was trained on the entire Harvard Law case cor-
pus. In order to derive the fixed sized sentence embedding, we simply keep the output
of the last pooling layer of this model as the sentence embedding. The dimension of the
Legal-BERT sentence embedding is also 768.

The Long Short-Term (LSTM) neural network [23], a variant of a recurrent neural
network (RNN), can deal with arbitrary lengths of input. A traditional RNN does not
perform well on long sequences due to the problem of vanishing gradients. LSTM tack-
les the problem by incorporating different gates. Bidirectional LSTM consists of two
separate LSTMs: one takes an input from right to left; the other one from left to right.

We also examined the effect of one of the meta-sentence embedding techniques.
Averaging is one of the commonly used meta-embedding techniques. It simply requires
averaging different sources of embeddings. According to [24], averaging has similar per-
formance to concatenation while taking less time and resources in terms of meta-word
embedding. We extend this idea to the sentence embedding. We construct two types of
meta-sentence embeddings: Legal-BERT + USE and Legal-BERT + Sentence-BERT.
Both types of meta-sentence embeddings are 768-dimensional.

4.2. Experimental Design

This work employs two designs which differ as to the way in which the sentence embed-
dings are fed into the bidirectional LSTM model: 1) Single time step is associated with
a sentence, and no sentence position information is provided. 2) Fixed sized document
matrices are input into the model; each time step is associated with a sentence, where
sentence position information is provided. We refer to [14] for the padding procedure.
For example, since the maximum length of full texts is 2411, we transferred each full text
document into a 2411×768 matrix when using Sentence-BERT embedding. The shorter
case will be padded to the maximum length. In this paper, we chose pre-padding over
post-padding since [25] demonstrates that pre-padding for LSTM performs substantially
better than post-padding. Figure 2 shows the structure of the models and the main differ-
ence between the two designs. Our rolled LSTM reads one sentence at each time step.
The returning arrow (left) represents multiple time steps for “with position information”.
“Without position information” (right) involves only a single time step.

We split the dataset into training, validation, and test sets. The training set comprises
70% of 1049 cases; the validation and test sets each have 15% of the cases. The data is fed
into the bidirectional LSTM model with 256 units and a dropout rate of 0.2. Categorical
cross-entropy loss function and Adam optimizer are used for optimizing the model. The
initial learning rate is set to 1e−3 and reduced at factor 0.1 if the validation loss has
stopped decreasing with a patience of 20. The training procedure will be stopped when

8https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2
9https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/4
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Figure 2. Main difference of two experiment designs: with and without sentence position information.

the validation accuracy has not been increased in 20 epochs. Validation accuracy is used
to select the best model.

5. Results and Discussion

The results of the two experimental designs are shown in Table 2. The first 5 rows of the
table show how well the model performs on the summary and the full text without posi-
tion information; the next 5 rows show the performance of the model when incorporating
sentence position information. All the numbers are reported as F1 scores.

5.1. Without Position Information vs. With Position Information

For summaries, the model performs better on identifying Reasons with position infor-
mation no matter which sentence embedding is used. However, Legal-BERT and Legal-
BERT + USE sentence embeddings with position information do not have better per-
formance in terms of Issue and Conclusion classification. The average F1 scores of all
sentence embeddings are higher when the model digests sentence position information
at the same time.

For the full text sentence classification, the pattern is much clearer: Issue and Reason
can be more easily identified by the model when including sentence position informa-
tion. Sentence-BERT and Legal-BERT embeddings do not perform better with position
information in terms of Conclusion classification. The average F1 scores are better when
the model is fed with sentence position information.

5.2. Domain Specific Sentence Embedding vs. General Purpose Sentence Embedding

Legal-BERT sentence embedding achieves the best performance on Issue, Reason and
Conclusion on both summary and full text, if the model was not fed sentence position in-
formation. Legal-BERT sentence embedding performs better than other types of sentence
embeddings when the model takes sentence position information into account except on
classifying Issues in summaries.

Sentence-BERT sentence embedding is the second best embedding on most of the
classification tasks, while USE is the second best on full text Reason classification.
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Table 2. Results of classification on summaries and full texts with and without position information. All the
results are reported as F1 scores.

Summary Full text
(without position information) (without position information)

Issue Reason Conclusion Non-IRC Ave. Issue Reason Conclusion Non-IRC Ave.

SBERT 0.69 0.62 0.68 0.62 0.66 0.17 0.04 0.44 0.97 0.40
Legal-BERT 0.74 0.68 0.73 0.67 0.70 0.30 0.13 0.49 0.98 0.47
USE 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.61 0.59 0.15 0.06 0.36 0.97 0.39
Legal-BERT+USE 0.73 0.68 0.74 0.68 0.71 0.25 0.14 0.48 0.98 0.46
Legal-BERT+SBERT 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.69 0.29 0.12 0.47 0.98 0.46

Summary Full text
(with position information) (with position information)

Issue Reason Conclusion Non-IRC Ave. Issue Reason Conclusion Non-IRC Ave.

SBERT 0.73 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.69 0.30 0.06 0.40 0.97 0.43
Legal-BERT 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.66 0.71 0.36 0.14 0.47 0.98 0.49
USE 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.60 0.64 0.31 0.08 0.36 0.97 0.43
Legal-BERT+USE 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.67 0.71 0.41 0.18 0.49 0.98 0.51
Legal-BERT+SBERT 0.76 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.72 0.38 0.20 0.49 0.98 0.51

5.3. Meta-Sentence Embedding vs. Singular Sentence Embedding

For summaries, Legal-BERT + USE and Legal-BERT + SBERT improve model perfor-
mance on Issue identification with position information. Those two sentence embeddings
have tied or better performance on Reasons without position information.

For full texts, meta-sentence embedding substantially improves the performance on
Issue, Reason and Conclusion when position information is included. Without position
information, the meta-sentence embedding does not show improved performance.

Generally speaking, meta-sentence embeddings coupled with position information
show higher increases in performance on full texts than on summaries.

5.4. Error Analysis and Limitations

We present a brief error analysis for comparing the errors between including position
information and not including position information when using Legal-BERT sentence
embedding. In the test set, the model has F1 = 0.30 on Issues for the full texts without
position information as opposed to F1 = 0.36 when including position information. We
read some examples that both experimental methods get right, and some instances that
only the model fed with position information correctly classified. We noticed that with-
out position information the model tends to select only Issue sentences with certain sen-
tence structure, like “This is an appeal...”. With position information, the model would
be able to pick up Issue sentences relying less on sentence structure. For example, “The
charge arises out of... ” has an implicit semantic cue regarding the type of the sentence.
The position information provides additional information to help the model to make the
correct classification.

We verified the importance of position information in terms of the model classifi-
cation performance on full texts. However, this pattern does not apply to some types of
sentences in summaries, like Issue sentences. It seems like the position information in
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summaries is not as reliable as in full texts. We found that the model ignores some Issue
instances that appear in the middle of the summaries.

Compared to our prior work [26], the F1 scores across all types decrease substan-
tially. In [26], we obtained F1 scores of 0.58, 0.15, and 0.53 on Issue, Reason and Con-
clusions, respectively. Our expectation that the performance would improve after training
on more data was not confirmed. Several reasons could contribute to this result: first, the
initial learning rates are different; this will lead to different performance. Second, noisy
data also increase along with the increase of data.

6. Conclusion and future work

We analyzed the effect of sentence position information and legal domain specific sen-
tence embedding in a task of labelling case sentences in terms of legal argument triples.
We found that the sentence position information does assist the model to perform better,
especially for full texts. We also verified that legal domain specific sentence embedding
performed better on this legally intensive task than the other general purpose sentence
embeddings. Meta-sentence embedding that inherits benefits from general purpose sen-
tence embedding and legal sentence embedding can outperform its components when
the position information is incorporated. The result suggests a promising path to anno-
tate legal documents automatically. This is also a step towards automatically generating
succinct legal summaries since the model can identify the important sentences.

This work is subject to certain limitations as well. As mentioned before, paradoxi-
cally, the overall performance on full texts tended to decrease with the larger training set.
For future work, we will explore a more effective model to improve the performance,
such as by introducing additional linguistic features and their semantic values.
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Generation of Legal Norm Chains:
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Abstract. Various online databases exist to make judgments accessible in the dig-
ital age. Before a legal practitioner can utilize state-of-the-art information retrieval
features to retrieve relevant court rulings, the textual document must be processed.
More importantly, many verdicts lack crucial semantic information which can be
utilized within the search process. One piece of information that is frequently
missed, as the judge is not adding it during the publication process within the court,
is the so-called norm chain. This list contains the most relevant norms for the un-
derlying decision.

Therefore this paper investigates the feasibility of automatically extracting the
most relevant norms of a court ruling. A dataset constituting over 42k labeled court
rulings was used in order to train different classifiers. While our models provide F1
performances of up to 0.77, they can undoubtedly be utilized within the editorial
publication process to provide helpful suggestions.

Keywords. natural legal language processing, norm chains, legal court rulings,
multi-label classification

1. Introduction

Legal research constitutes a significant part of the daily work of a legal practitioner, par-
ticularly lawyers [1,2]. As the work of legal workers is not just knowledge-driven but
also time-consuming, recent research activities and the industry try to support the legal
research process. The focus here is often on legal information retrieval. That is why var-
ious online databases exist that provide convenient search functionalities. However, the
path from a textual court ruling (in the remainder of this paper the terms ”verdict”, ”rul-
ing”, and ”decision” all refer to the entire court ruling document), as it is created by a
judge, into an online database is often tedious and involves a vast amount of human labor.
This path includes typical processing tasks such as segmentation or information extrac-
tion and enrichment with semantic information. One type of such semantic information
is the so-called norm chain.
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Figure 1. Annotated screenshot of BGB § 559 taken from www.gesetzte-im-internet.de

A norm chain is a series of legal norms that lead to the consequence of a verdict.
Thus, with the help of legal norm chains, the practiced civil lawyers can save the time-
consuming step of searching for the relevant and referenced legal norms. Therefore, a
general definition of the legal norm chain is the following:

The chain of norms is a combination of explicitly or implicitly referencing legal
norms that extends from a legal consequence order to the lowest level of the facts.

Hereby, a legal norm is understood to be either a statutory regulation or a rule of
a general abstract nature issued on a statutory basis or contained in the common law.
Figure 1 provides an example of a norm from the German Civil Code (BGB). The norm
would be referenced as ”BGB § 559”. The shown norm regulates the increase of rent
after modernization measures. Depending on the context, a more granular reference can
be made such as ”BGB § 559 Absatz 3”, which would refer to the paragraph after ”(3)”.
Going one stop further, it is also possible to reference a precise sentence within a para-
graph, e.g., ”BGB § 559 Absatz 4, Satz 1”. Last but not least, enumerations might be ref-
erenced as well, such as ”BGB § 559 Absatz 4 Satz 2 Nr. 1”. Now, a norm chain consists
of one-to-many of such norm references of varying granularities. An example of such a
norm chain would be ”BGB § 535 Abs. 1 Satz 2, § 536 Abs. 1, § 536a Abs. 2 Nr. 1”. This
chain consists of three different norms. The first norm references a concrete sentence,
the second norm constitutes a complete paragraph, and the final norm refers to a specific
enumeration number. That example was taken from a verdict from the German Supreme
Court (VIII ZR 271/17).

While particularly verdicts from higher courts, such as the German Supreme Court,
usually contain the norm chain as the judge provides it, the vast majority of court rulings
leave the court’s internal publication process without it. That is why legal authors partic-
ipating in the editorial process of a legal publisher are required to create the norm chain
afterward.

Therefore, in this work, we want to investigate the feasibility of extracting relevant
norms to automatically create norm chains utilizing natural language processing (NLP).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the data set
utilized in this work together with required pre-processing steps. The applied methods
are discussed in Section 3. Detailed analysis and discussion of our results are provided
in Section 4. Limitations of the presented work, along with a short overview of related
work, are provided in Section 5 before Section 6 closes with a conclusion and outlook.
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2. Data

For this research, we used a dataset of 42k German court rulings from various instance
levels. The verdicts were given to us by a German legal publisher via an annotated XML
format that contains the norm chain separated into its containing norms and the whole
text of the verdict. Norm references within the text are annotated. Based on this, we
extracted the text from the different verdict sections and segmented it into sentences
via spaCy2. The norms from the norm chain were extracted, cross-referenced against a
list3 with all existing norms to validate the classification targets, and then cleaned (more
precisely, special characters were stripped away, and additional information such as dates
were removed). For each verdict, we also extracted all the referenced norms from the
text sections utilizing the annotations, and regular expressions as some norms are not
annotated. The referenced norms were then also validated against the list from gesetze-
im-internet.de.

Based on this preprocessing process, our dataset contains 8,359 different, unique
classification targets (e.g., BGB 3) extracted from a total of 111k norms from all norm
chains with an average number of 2.6 norms per norm chain. When only considering
the specific norm without any paragraph or section reference (e.g., BGB), there are 666
different targets for classification with on average 1.8 norms per norm chain. We will
call this the reduced target set, and when referencing a specific norm from this set, we
will call it the reduced norm. Overall, the distribution of norms is highly skewed as,
on average, a norm only appears in 3.6 norm chains. This number is slightly better for
reduced norms as they appear on average in 11.7 norm chains, but their occurrences still
follow a power-law distribution. Some norms appear more frequently, such as BGB or
ZPO, but others are only found once in our dataset. Around 20% of the target norms are
from 14 different norm texts, and around 3.500 norms are only used once. We cannot
expect reliable results for norms that are not used very often. Any prediction score will
be skewed by this imbalance, which we want to quantify during our analysis stage. Based
on this, our problem can be described as multi-label classification as each verdict can
have multiple important norms assigned, and we need to select those from a large set of
possible targets.

When looking at the referenced norms, we see that only 55% of the norms in norm
chains are actually cited within the verdict itself (with an exact match for paragraph,
section, etc.). For the reduced norms, a much more significant percentage (94%) is found
within the content of the court ruling. However, some norms are not referenced while
still being identified as an essential norm towards that decision (i.e., they appear in the
norm chain.

Lastly, we randomly selected 10% of the dataset as a test set for our final evaluation.
From the remaining verdicts, we again used 10% for a development set to select the best
hyperparameters during training of the different classifiers.

3. Methods

We applied four different classification models with varying complexity levels to tackle
this classification problem. We used one linear layer for the classification on top of the

2spacy.io
3The list was extracted from gesetze-im-internet.de
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Table 1. Micro-F1 test set performance for the each model type and each classification target.

Method Reduced Norm Norm

word2vec 23.10 8.86
TF/IDF 77.05 52.57
Ref. Norms 71.48 49.15
BERT 53.88 31.04

featurization described next. First, we used 100-dimensional word2vec embeddings [3]
which were trained on a different legal corpus with around 50k sentences. This corpus
contains many different German laws and court rulings to have a wider variety in terms
of textual content. The embeddings were trained with Gensim [4] using a word window
of 5 while unknown words are replaced with an all-zeros embedding. We then average
all word embeddings in a court ruling. Second, we used the occurrence of a norm in the
court ruling text as features for classification. The occurrences are one-hot encoded, i.e.,
if a specific norm is referenced within the decision, its corresponding entry in the feature
vector is set to 1. We assume that it is possible to determine the most important norms for
the norm chain based on the mixture of referenced norms. Our third model uses TF/IDF
as a feature with a minimum document frequency of 50 per word. The final model we
tested is utilizing bert-base-german-cased a BERT-model [5] which is pre-trained on a
German corpus which also contains legal documents. As the number of usable words is
limited for the BERT-based classification, we used the first 512 tokens of a court ruling.

All models were implemented in PyTorch4. We used Adam as the optimizer for the
Binary-Cross-Entropy loss. To determine the best learning rate for each model type, we
first did manual testing to discover an appropriate learning rate range. We then randomly
sampled three learning rates from those ranges per type and classification target (norm
vs. reduced norm) and selected the best model through the micro-F1 score on the de-
velopment set. We decided to use this optimization scheme, as a grid-search would have
been too costly, but more importantly, each model needs slightly different learning rates
to obtain optimal results. We trained each model for 100 epochs with early stopping
based on the development set micro-F1 score and a patience of 10 epochs, except for the
BERT-based model. Here we only trained for 25 epochs as the model converged faster,
and no significant improvements were observed afterward. The micro-F1 score for each
model on the test set can be seen in Table 1 for the norm set and the reduced norm set.

4. Model Analysis

As seen in Table 1, the averaged word2vec featurization has the worst performance by a
wide margin. For that reason, we do not further investigate this model.

Surprisingly, TF/IDF and the referenced norms outperform the BERT-based classi-
fier by almost 20% for both target sets. A possible reason for the lower performance of
BERT could be the text type. German court rulings are relatively long, and we needed to
make some simplifying assumptions to encode the court ruling. We could not identify any
evidence towards this claim for the BERT-based model when investigating the relation
between document length and prediction performance. Additionally, as the used BERT

4pytorch.org
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model was pre-trained on German legal documents, a domain mismatch also seems un-
likely. The most likely reason for the lower performance on our dataset seems to be the
significant skew in the distribution of labels. Targets with many samples are usually eas-
ier to predict, but the BERT-based model seems to need many more samples per class
in many cases. Still, many samples do not necessarily result in high prediction scores,
as, for example, the trade law (HGB) holds 974 samples in the train set and is never
predicted for the reduced test cases. For all norms that are not predicted (241 out of the
328 reduced norms in the test set), it has the highest number of samples, but there are
also norms with a lower sample count and near-perfect predictions, e.g., the law on asso-
ciations (VereinsG) with 13 train samples and an F1 score of 100%. More specific laws
with more minor possible applications might be easier to predict, but we did not investi-
gate this further for the BERT-based model. Next, we will closely look at our best model
based on TF/IDF and discover why it can actually outperform the other models before
pointing out possible problems.

Due to the number of possible targets it is not feasible to manually identify specific
shortcomings for each particular target. Nevertheless, as our best model is rather simple,
it is possible to reason about its predictions and performance. In our case, yi is the pre-
diction value for the i-th norm ni ∈ N, t ∈ T are the individual terms, bi a bias term to-
wards predictions for a specific norm and wi

t is the weighting of the term t for predicting
the i-th norm. With σ denoting Sigmoid function used for calculating a prediction value
between [0,1] and f (t) as the TF/IDF value our prediction function can be written down
as follows:

yi = σ(∑
t∈T

wi
t f (t)+bi) (1)

As the TF/IDF-based model assigns a positive or negative weight wi
t to the terms

used in a court ruling (which is weighted by importance via TF/IDF) and as those in-
dividual weightings are then additively aggregated, we can identify which terms have
a positive or negative impact on a prediction. When looking at the magnitude of those
weights {wi

t |ni ∈ N}, we can identify that a significant majority of all terms is negatively
weighted. This makes intuitively sense as for all targets, there are more negative than
positive samples, and the model needs to focus more on which targets not to predict.

The resulting follow-up question is which terms are the most negatively/positively
weighted, and is there an overlap between the different targets. We only want to focus on
the reduced target set for this analysis, as this is not feasible otherwise. When overlap-
ping the five positive and negative weights with the highest magnitude, we can identify
in which cases a specific cue word is a positive sign for one target and a negative for an-
other. Thus we can identify which target clusters have a thematic overlap but need some
differentiation via negative cue words. We can interpret the weights like this as a big neg-
ative weighting towards a term that will only happen due to a repeated misclassification
towards a different target. Moreover, we can identify these different targets by looking at
enormous positive weights as they have the most decisive influence on classification.

To visualize this, we build a network with the reduced norms, where two norms A
and B are connected if A has at least one term in its top-5 positive terms, which is also
in the top-5 negative terms of B. This network of connected norms can be seen in Figure
2. There are smaller components of two or three norms that are connected, such as the
property tax law (VStG) and the law for taxation in foreign relations (AStG). As far as
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Figure 2. Connection graph of reduced norms which share at least one term in their top-5 positive and negative
weights for the TF/IDF-based model. Unconnected norms were omitted.

we can tell, those connections denote exceptional cases for specific circumstances, such
as, in this case, the location change. Furthermore, in those cases, one of the norms is not
applicable anymore. More prominent connected components and especially star-shaped
connections are interesting cases. For example, the bigger cluster on the left deals with
taxation laws, with most of the norms specifically focus on energy taxes for natural gas
or combined heat and power generation. In those cases, the prediction depends on precise
textual details. However, by far, the most significant connected component is around the
federal constitutional court law (BVerfGG), with the star in the middle of the picture.
As this is only applicable at the highest instance level, our model needed to implicitly
identify some information about the instance level of a court ruling to assign this law
correctly. Furthermore, this becomes more evident when looking at the top-10 weights
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Figure 3. Position of the norm reference in the top-10 features for the reduced norms. Average position is 1.4
and only 84 norm targets do not have their reference in the top-10 positive terms.

with multiple dozen connections to this law.
We now want to look at the positively weighted terms with the highest magnitude,

and surprisingly the reference to the norm itself within the text is possibly the most
important term. As seen in Figure 3, it is on average the 1.4th highest weighted term,
and it is for only 84 of the 666 reduced norms not in the top-10 features. This fact also
explains the high performance of the model with the used norms as features.

We cannot look at each essential individual term, but we can identify if they are
important in the sourcing norm or if there exists a different norm for which the top-10
positive terms are more critical/higher weighted. In order to extract the most relevant
terms per reference norm A, we used TF/IDF on the source documents and then extracted
the values for the top-10 positive weighted terms for that norm. After extracting the
values for the same top-10 terms for every other norm, we ranked all the norms based
on the sum of their TF/IDF values in decreasing order. Consequently, a norm will have
a high ranking if those top-10 terms are essential in its text. We then calculated the rank
for the reference norm A and could identify that in the majority of cases, the reference
norm has the highest summed value as seen in Figure 4. Based on this, we can tell that
the prediction is based on important terms from the source document.

Lastly, we want to look at the influence of the number of trainset samples on the test
set F1 score to identify how many samples would be necessary for each target norm to
get more reliable predictions. As the number of occurrences per target follows a power-
law distribution, we plotted the test set F1 score based on the sorted, decreasing train
set occurrences for each reduced norm in Figure 5. As seen in this figure, most reduced
norms with at least 50 samples in the train set can be predicted to a certain extent, but
there are also cases with much fewer samples and near-perfect predictions. We can also
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Figure 4. Ranks of the norm when extracting the TF/IDF values from the referenced norm text for the top-10
positive features. Those values are then summed and sorted in decreasing order. The rank of a norm is its
position in this sorted list. Cutoff at rank 150 as the counts stay relatively similar. Maximal rank for German
civil code (BGB) with rank 366.

Figure 5. Number of occurrences of a reduced norm in the train set against its test set F1 score.

observe that the spread in F1 scores steadily increases with decreasing number of train
samples, which was to be expected. There are again targets that are not used for any
predictions, but the TF/IDF-based model uses 86 more norms in their predictions than
the BERT-based model and thus at least tries to predict 53% of the possible reduced
targets (173 out of 328 reduced norms in the test set). We also investigated prediction
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errors for the combination of norms as targets, e.g., are norms mispredicted more often
when a semantically similar norm is also a target label due to a thematic overlap. We
could not identify any relationship. Consequently, in our opinion, the most considerable
influence on low-performance metrics for a specific (reduced) norm is the low number
of samples.

When doing the same analysis with the whole target set, the results are similar,
although the influence of the number of trainset samples is more extreme. As the TF/IDF
model depends on some particular textual cues, we hypothesize that BERT cannot extract
those specific cues.

5. Limitations and Related Work

The framework we built around our task has some shortcomings, which we want to ad-
dress in the following. First, as we phrased our problem as a classification task, we can-
not predict norms or reduced norms that are not in our dataset. If we want to include new
norms, we would need to retrain all of our models. This is particularly problematic for
norms as there are many more targets. Second, a substantial number of samples is neces-
sary per target to get reliable predictions. As the targets follow a power-law distribution,
this is not practically feasible. Third, the law is constantly changing. To be as precise
as possible with our predictions, we would need to keep track of all the changes in the
past and then only predict viable norms based on the date of a court ruling. Initially, we
tried to avoid the first two shortcomings by posing our problem in the framework of a
recommendation system with different features representations for the court rulings and
norms, different extraction granularities (document level, sentence level, etc.), and dif-
ferent extraction methods such as approximate k-Nearest Neighbor. Thereby, we could
not achieve satisfactory performance levels even when drastically increasing the number
of recommendations.

Looking at related research, many papers exist that deal with multi-label text clas-
sification. As the legal domain has longer and more complex texts, we want to focus on
legal text classification papers. While the list of tremendous research activities within the
AI&Law community is extensive, we tried to point towards the most relevant papers for
our work.

Sulea et al. [6] try to predict the decisions of the rulings of the French Supreme
Court as well as its area of law, while Soh et al. [7] used classification methods on Sin-
gapore Supreme Court judgments to identify their legal areas. While much current work
focuses on various classification topics such as legal document segmentation and includ-
ing metadata extraction [8,9,10,11,12], Chalkidis et al. [13] are the most closely related
to ours, mainly because they encountered a problem with a considerable number of pos-
sible target labels as well. They apply different Deep Learning architectures to classify
European legislative documents with over 4k labels. In contrast to our work, they could
achieve their highest performance with a similar BERT-based model to ours. Most re-
cently, Huang et al. [14] provided approaches to recommend legal citations based on deep
learning. They trained four different types of machine learning models. In future work,
it may be worth investigating whether their approach can be applied to court rulings and
norms to identify possibly relevant norms. Such identification of potential norms could
then be utilized as another feature in our classification models.
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6. Conclusion

This paper examined the possibility of automating the legal norm chain creation process
for the German legal domain. The problem was modeled as a multi-label classification
task, utilizing a linear layer for the actual classification. Four different methods were
applied for the underlying featurization: (1) word2vec, (2) one-hot encoded occurrences
of the individual norms, (3) TF/IDF, and (4) BERT. We could show that it is feasible up
to a certain degree to extract the relevant norms from court rulings with an F1 measure
of 0.77.

Nonetheless, as stated in Section 5 this research contains some limitations. Most
limitations arise from the multi-label classification setup. However, we already imple-
mented different recommendation systems in an unsupervised fashion, utilizing external
sources such as vectorized representations of the actual norm content. As a result, we
believe that the task must be tackled as a supervised multi-label classification task. It
would be inevitable to capture even more different norms in future work by utilizing a
larger corpus. In doing so, it may be beneficial to train different models for verdicts from
courts of different jurisdictions.

With this work, we laid down essential groundwork in the context of extracting the
most relevant norms from court rulings. We not only provided methods that can extract
such norms but also performed a detailed analysis of our models. Those insights can be
utilized within the research community in future work. Moreover, our algorithms can
already be integrated into the existing editorial process within legal publishers in order to
provide their legal authors with adequate suggestions for norms that should be included
in the norm chain.
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Abstract. Machine learning research typically starts with a fixed data set created
early in the process. The focus of the experiments is finding a model and training
procedure that result in the best possible performance in terms of some selected
evaluation metric. This paper explores how changes in a data set influence the mea-
sured performance of a model. Using three publicly available data sets from the
legal domain, we investigate how changes to their size, the train/test splits, and the
human labelling accuracy impact the performance of a trained deep learning clas-
sifier. Our experiments suggest that analyzing how data set properties affect perfor-
mance can be an important step in improving the results of trained classifiers, and
leads to better understanding of the obtained results.

Keywords. Classification, Evaluation, Data-centric Approach, Machine Learning,
Legal Texts, Semantic Homogeneity

1. Introduction

Two fundamental components of a machine learning (ML) experiment are data and a
model. The ML community appears to prefer putting more effort into tweaking the
models while spending less time on important data considerations [3]. This means that
researchers often invest considerable resources into developing novel models and ap-
proaches, achieving marginal improvements. At the same time, they pay much less at-
tention to the properties of the data set (e.g., size, quality, train/test split), or to the ef-
fects these might have on the performance of the ML models. Potentially, this under-
investigated area of research could lead to significant improvements of the models.

2. Related Work

The ML community has shown increased interest in exploring how data set properties
affect trained classifiers. In [3], researchers investigated data-cascades, where issues with
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data labelling affected downstream systems. In [4], the authors estimated that ten of the
most commonly used ML data sets contain an average of 3.4% errors in labelling. AI
& Law researchers have investigated data set effects on model performance, including
iterative masking of predictive sentences [11], ablating data about criminal charges or
sentences [8] and enhancing lawsuit data with ODR data [12]. Researchers have inves-
tigated if models can transfer information from single or pooled data sets in different
domains [6] or different contexts (languages, jurisdictions and domains) [5].

3. Experimental Design

We evaluated a trained classifier on three data sets annotated on a sentence level under
three experimental settings. Data We used three publicly available data sets:

• 50 decisions by the U.S. Board of Veterans’ Appeals (BVA), containing 6153
sentences tagged with rhetorical roles [9].2

• 880 sentences from court opinions mentioning vague statutory terms (StatInt),
tagged with usefulness of sentences for statutory interpretation [7].3

• 50 opinions of the Supreme Court of India (ISC), containing 9,380 sentences
tagged with the rhetorical roles of the sentences [1].4

Model We embed each sentence using the Google Universal Sentence Encoder [2]
(GUSE).5 We input these embeddings into a two-layer dense neural network classifier
(NN model). Full model specs and training procedure are available on github.6

Experiments E1 - Sample-Size Sensitivity: In this experiment we analyzed the im-
pact of increasing the size of a data set, by first training a classifier on very little data, and
then adding more data points each iteration. This allowed us to investigate how adding
data to the training set impacts the performance of the classifier, and whether perfor-
mance trends suggest that adding additional data could be beneficial.

E2 - Split Sensitivity: It is common practice to divide data sets into train and test
splits. To investigate the impact of split selection, we split each data set into five folds.
In each iteration, four of the folds were used as training split, and the remaining fold as
test split. This allowed us to observe the particular split’s impact on the performance of
the trained NN model, and how much the scores vary on a per-label basis.

E3 - Error Sensitivity: The high-quality of the human labelling is an important con-
cern in ML. To investigate the impact of labelling errors on classifier performance, we
started with the original data and then replaced an increasing percentage of the labels
with a randomly chosen incorrect label.

4. Results and Discussion

Experiment 1 - Figure 1 shows the evolution of F1-scores for each individual class when
adding more and more data. The rates of improvement among the classes are not con-

2Dataset available at https://github.com/LLTLab/VetClaims-JSON
3Data set available at https://github.com/jsavelka/statutory_interpretation
4Data set available at https://github.com/Law-AI/semantic-segmentation
5https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/4
6https://github.com/hwestermann/jurix2021-data_centric_machine_learning
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Figure 1. Evolution of per-label F1-score of classifier, as documents are added to training data one by one.

Figure 2. Variations in F1-score for individual classes per five different folds for training and test data.

Figure 3. Evolution of per-class F1-scores when replacing set percentage of labels with random label.

sistent. Certain classes reach a high performance quickly, while others take considerably
longer. The experiment shows the varying importance of larger data sets. The needed
sample size, and whether adding data increases performance, can vary significantly de-
pending on the class and the dataset.

Experiment 2 - Figure 2 shows the scores per class, across the training folds. Some
classes’ scores differ considerably across the folds. For some use cases, a single train-test
split may not produce reliable results when working with legal data sets of limited sizes.

Experiment 3 - Figure 3 shows the effects of randomly mislabeling a portion of the
training data set, on a per label basis. Some of the classes start to lose performance quite
rapidly, while the others are more resilient to the random errors. In real-world scenarios,
human annotators may more likely make systematic errors, increasing the impact.

Class difficulty and semantic homogeneity: It appears that certain labels are sig-
nificantly more difficult for the classifier to learn than others. In Figure 1, some labels
(such as “Citation” for BVA) quickly achieve a high level of performance and then im-
prove more slowly, while other classes require more data to achieve high performance
and continually improve (such as “Finding” for BVA). The latter classes also have a more
variable performance across folds (Figure 2) and depend more upon high-quality data
(Figure 3). Interestingly, this “difficulty” of classes does not fully correspond to the fre-
quency of certain labels appearing in a data set. Rather, it seems related to what we refer
to as the semantic homogeneity of a class, i.e., how semantically similar the sentences
are within a particular class. In [10] we grouped sentences based on semantic similarity
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in an embedding space (as determined by Euclidian distance in the GUSE embedding
space). For each sentence in a certain class, we explored how many on average of the top
20 most similar sentences were also of that same class. Looking at the table presented
in [10], it appears that classes with higher semantic homogeneity are easier to learn for
the classifier, and vice-versa. The reason could be that the classifier can more easily find
decision boundaries for sentences grouped into clear semantic clusters.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We trained a classifier on three publicly available data sets, altering the size, training/test
split and data labelling quality, to investigate the effects of these properties on ML classi-
fier performance. We observe significant variations in performance over the experiments.
These experiments could provide guidance in deciding to continue collecting data, and
whether to focus on certain classes during data collection. Our work could represent the
initial step in developing a methodology to assess properties of a data set.
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Abstract. We aim to highlight an interesting trend to contribute to the ongoing
debate around advances within legal Natural Language Processing. Recently, the
focus for most legal text classification tasks has shifted towards large pre-trained
deep learning models such as BERT. In this paper, we show that a more traditional
approach based on Support Vector Machine classifiers reaches competitive perfor-
mance with deep learning models. We also highlight that error reduction obtained
by using specialised BERT-based models over baselines is noticeably smaller in the
legal domain when compared to general language tasks. We discuss some hypothe-
ses for these results to support future discussions.

Keywords. Natural Language Processing, Text Classification, Machine Learning

1. Introduction

Recently, the state-of-the-art in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks has been
achieved by large pre-trained models such as BERT and its variants [1]. Specialised
BERT-based models have been developed for many fields, establishing the state-of-the-
art in domain specific tasks, as evidenced in the biomedical domain [2].

In legal NLP, recent work has focused on exploring the applications of BERT-based
approaches on a variety of existing tasks and how to best adapt BERT to the legal do-
main [3,4]. These efforts, while successful at establishing state-of-the-art on a variety of
tasks, also reveal an interesting trend: the performance gain between a general language
BERT and a specifically legal-language trained BERT appears to be smaller than in other
specialised domains [4].

A common application of legal NLP is text classification. Text classification tasks
target various kinds of legal insight, such as predicting the outcome of a ruling from a
decision’s body [5], whether a given clause is likely to be unfair to a customer [6] or
whether a sentence indicates the overruling of a precedent [4].

Little attention has been given to comparing these new BERT-based approaches
to well-optimised baselines, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based classifiers,
which historically perform well on text classification tasks, opting instead for compar-
isons with other deep learning-based baselines.
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Table 1. Best performing model on all tasks.

ECHR (Both) Overruling Terms of Services

Best Approach NBSVM + bigrams NBSVM + bigrams Linear SVM + trigrams

In this short paper, we aim to (A) highlight the very strong performance of optimised
baseline classifiers on multiple legal text classification tasks compared to deep learning
classifiers, (B) show that the gains from BERT-based approaches is noticeably smaller
on legal-domain tasks than on general tasks and (C) discuss three hypotheses to explain
the previous two phenomena.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. General Domain

For all general domain tasks, we use results from BERT-ITPT-FiT [7], which optimises
BERT for text classification, on four common benchmarks. For SVM results, we report
the score of the best performing variant from a large scale comparison [8].

2.2. Legal Domain Experiments & Baselines

We compare SVMs to BERT-based results on four existing legal text classification tasks.
Terms of Services (ToS) is a task aiming to determine whether or not a clause found

in a contract is likely to be unfair to the customer [6].
Overruling is a binary classification task to identify if a given sentence in a US

court decision represents a reversal of precedent (overruling a previous decision) [4].
ECHR text classification tasks use the text of the Facts part of decisions from the

ECtHR and exists in two variants. ECHR (Binary) aims to detect if any article of the
Charter has been violated and ECHR (Multi) requires identifying specifically which ar-
ticle has been violated. We use the Frequent version of this last task, meaning we remove
any label with fewer than 50 training examples from the data [5].

On each of the legal tasks, we train and evaluate SVM classifiers with modest optimisa-
tion. We also experiment with NBSVM2, an SVM classifier using Naı̈ve Bayes features
to represent words [9]. The best approach for each task is listed in Table 1.

For BERT-based models, we report results from the literature. Results for BERT on both
ECHR tasks are from the paper introducing the task [5] and results from Legal-BERT
from the paper introducing it [3]. Results for all BERT-based models on Overruling and
Terms of Services are from the paper introducing Legal-Bert-Custom [4].

2.3. Metrics and Evaluation

In line with the nature of this paper, all metrics reported follow the existing literature.
For all General Domain tasks, the metric used is accuracy over the test set.

2Implementation available at https://gitlab.com/jusmundi/Legal-svm-baselines/
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Table 2. Results for the best performing model of each kind on a variety of General Domain (GD) and Legal
text classification tasks. Error reduction is calculated between the Best SVM and the best BERT variant.

General Domain Legal

Model AGNews IMDB Yelp! DBPedia
ECHR

(Binary)

ECHR

(Multi)

Over-

ruling
ToS

Best SVM 75.3 80.7 84.0 87.1 82.2 61.1 94.9 79.3

BERT 95.2 95.6 98.1 99.3 82.0 60.8 95.8 72.2

Legal-BERT [3,4] n/a n/a n/a n/a 88.3 65.2 97.4 78.7

Error Reduction 80.6% 77.2% 88.1% 94.8% 34.3% 10.5% 49% -1.8%

We report macro-averaged F1 score for ECHR (binary), micro-averaged F1 score
over all classes for ECHR (multi) [5] and average F1 score over 10-fold cross-validation
on both Overruling and ToS [4].

In all cases, we report the error reduction between BERT models and SVMs as the
percentage decrease in error rate between models to simplify evaluating the impact of
using a different model over multiple tasks. The error rate is calculated as 100−Score.

3. Classification Results

Table 2 gives an overview of the various classification results and presents the error
reduction obtained by using the best BERT-based model over the relevant SVM classifier.

The error reduction between SVM and BERT models in the general domain is high,
at 85.175% on average over the four tasks, with the lowest reduction being 77.2%.

The difference is much less stark within the legal domain: on all but one of the tasks,
the performance of the SVM classifier exceeds that of a general domain BERT3 .

Legal-BERT models, optimised for legal texts, do reach the best performance on
three out of four tasks and only slightly fall short of it on the fourth. However, in all
cases, the performance increase is much less pronounced, with an average error reduction
across all four tasks of 23%.

4. Discussion

The results highlight an interesting phenomenon: despite impressive performance in both
the general domain and other specialised domains without the need for domain adapta-
tion [2], BERT falls short within the legal domain. Even after domain adaptation is per-
formed to train specialised Legal-BERT models, the performance improvement remains
modest and does not reproduce the very notable gains found in other applications.

On ECHR (Multi), potentially the most complex task due to being multi-label, there
is remarkably only an 10.5% error reduction between SVM and Legal-BERT.

There is no clear explanation for this phenomenon, but we discuss multiple hypotheses.
The first, initially proposed by Zheng et al. [4] to explain the mild improvements from
Legal-BERT, is that the tasks on which we evaluate legal NLP algorithms are not suit-

3The results on ECHR are considerably better than the SVM approach reported in the original paper [5] as
they use tf-idf weighting for feature generation, which performs notably worse than other methods.
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able, either due to them being too simple or their language not being sufficiently domain-
specific to take advantage of the models’ pretraining. However, this does not provide an
explanation for the overall weak improvement from deep learning over SVM classifiers.

A similar potential explanation could be that simple mono-lingual text classification
is not enough to truly take advantage of the possibilities offered by more powerful BERT-
based models. This would indicate that the powerful language representation of Legal-
BERT models could be key to tackling more complex tasks which have started being
explored, such as textual entailment [4] or legal rationale extraction [10].

However, this still does not fully address the weak performance gains on text classi-
fication. A final hypothesis we propose is that large language models, even when trained
on legal language, still lack the ability to capture the depth of legal language and its spe-
cific vocabulary. These models could also fail to properly weigh the meaning of mul-
tiple legal concepts being mentioned together. This hypothesis would suggest the need
to develop a way to integrate sources of legal information, such as knowledge-bases or
ontologies, within deep learning models to truly take advantage of their potential.

5. Conclusion

We show that SVM classifiers perform well on multiple legal text classification bench-
marks. SVM models can outperform general domain BERT models, but perform worse
than BERT-based models adapted for legal text. We also show that the relative perfor-
mance improvement between the BERT-based models and the SVM models is consider-
ably smaller within the legal domain than on general domain classification tasks.

We propose and discuss three potential explanations for these results. Future work
will focus on exploring the limits of BERT models within the legal field, both by explor-
ing more complex tasks and integrating existing knowledge bases with them.
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Abstract. We present a study aimed at testing the CLAUDETTE system’s ability
to generalise the concept of unfairness in consumer contracts across diverse market
sectors. The data set includes 142 terms of services grouped in five sub-sets: travel
and accommodation, games and entertainment, finance and payments, health and
well-being, and the more general others. Preliminary results show that the classifier
has satisfying performance on all the sectors.
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1. Introduction

In the AI and Big data era, where suppliers’ power is boosted by technologies, consumer-
empowering technologies are needed to support the countervailing power of civil society
[1,2,3]. The CLAUDETTE project contributes to this goal, by automating the assessment
of standard terms’ compliance with EU consumer law. It adopts a supervised machine
learning approach, based on a corpus of contracts annotated by domain experts [4], where
clauses are labeled either as fair or unfair.

The aim of this work is to study whether and to what extent CLAUDETTE is able to
generalize the concept of unfairness across diverse market sectors. To address this ques-
tion we extended the data set to two additional domains: Health and Finance. The present
study allowed us to generate new insights from the pre-existing corpus. In particular,
two further groups of companies displaying a degree of sector-specificity, i.e., Travel and
Games, were isolated from the original data set.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the extended corpus,
the document annotation procedure, and we briefly introduce a new category of unfair
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clauses. We also explain the adopted methodology and discuss the results. Section 3
analyses some possible causes of misclassifications, affecting the CLAUDETTE perfor-
mance. Finally, Section 4 concludes and presents future research directions.

2. Data set and experimental setting

In our previous works [4,5] we produced a data set consisting of 100 relevant online
Terms of Service (ToS) of online platforms, analysed by legal experts and marked in
XML. In this research, we increased the data set by adding 42 new contracts, marked by
two independent annotators, for a total of 142 ToS.4 The new documents were selected
among those offered by some of the major players in the health and finance market
sectors. For the purpose of this study, we split the data set in five groups – i.e., (i) Finance
and Payments, (ii) Health and Well-being, (iii) Games and Entertainment, (iv) Travel and
Accommodations, and (v) the more general class Others, which contains the remaining
contracts originally included in the CLAUDETTE data set. The division of documents
into groups is unbalanced: 21 in Finance, 24 in Health, 18 in Games, 8 in Travel, and
71 in others.5 Such an unbalance is due to two main reasons. On the one hand, the aim
pursued in this study led us to collect and analyze new ToS in the Health and Finance
domains, which present some peculiarities if compared to other online services. On the
other hand, given the effort needed to increase the data set, we decided to reuse the pre-
existing corpus.

The annotations reflect the methodology described in [4], where we identified eight
different categories of unfair clauses, establishing (1) jurisdiction in a country different
than consumer’s residence (<j>); (2) choice of a foreign law (<law>); (3) liability lim-
itations (<ltd>); (4) the provider’s right to unilaterally terminate the contract/access to
the service (<ter>); (5) the provider’s right to unilaterally modify the contract/the ser-
vice (<ch>); (6) the mandatory arbitration before the court proceedings can commence
(<a>); (7) the provider’s right to unilaterally remove consumer content (<cr>); and (8)
the consumer consent to the agreement simply by using the service, downloading the app
or visiting the website, (<use>). In this research we present an additional category of
potentially unfair clauses, i.e., those stating (or implicitly assuming) that (9) the scope
of consent granted to the ToS incorporates also the privacy policy, which forms part of
the “General Agreement” (<pinc>). As reported by [6,4,7,8] such categories are widely

4The corpus is made freely available for research purposes at the following link: https://claudette.
eui.eu/corpus_142_ToS.zip.

5In particular, the Finance group includes the following ToS: Bondora, ETFmatic, GoFundMe, Google Pay-
ments GB, Google Pay, Kickstarter, Klarna credit agreement, Klarna.com, Ledger.com, Ledger Live, Monzo,
Paypal Italy, Revolut, Swanest, Transferwise, Trustly, Visa Solution, Wefox, Western Union for Italy, Xoom,
YNAB. The Helath sector includes: 23andme, Ada, Ava, Betterpoints UK, Clue, Endomondo, Fitbit, Flo, Flow,
Headspace, Hexoskin, idoc24, iHealth, Kardia, Kry, Lady Cycle, Muse, Mysugr, MyHeritage, Natural Cy-
cles, Polar, Skinvision, Unmind, Woebot. Games includes: ElectronicArts, Epic Games, Habbo, Lindenlab,
Masquerade, Nintendo, Oculus,Paradox, Pokemon Go, Rovio, Shazam, Sporcle, Spotify, Steam, Supercell,
Ubisoft, World of Warcraft, Zynga. Travel includes: Airbnb, Booking.com, Couchsurfing, eDreams, Expedia,
Ryanair, Skyscanner, Verychic. Finally, the Others group includes: 9gag, Academia, Alibaba, Amazon, Atlas,
Badoo,Blablacar, Box, Crowdtangle, Dailymotion, Deliveroo, DeviantArt, Diply, Dropbox, Duolingo, eBay,
Evernote, Facebook, Foursquare, Garmin, Goodreads, Google, Grammarly, Grindr, Groupon, Happn, HeySuc-
cess, Imgur, Instagram, Lastfm, Match, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Moves, Mozilla, Musically, Myspace, Netflix,
Onavo, Opera, Pinterest, Quora, Reddit, Skype, Slack customer, Slack user, Snap, Syncme, Tagged, Terravi-
sion, TikTok, Tinder, TripAdvisor, TrueCaller, Tumblr, Twitch, Twitter, Uber, Viber, Vimeo, Vivino, WeChat,
Weebly, WeTransfer, WhatsApp, Yahoo, Yelp, YNAB, YouTube, Zalando, Zara, Zoho.
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used in ToS for online platforms. To capture the different degrees of (un)fairness we ap-
pended a numeric value to each XML tag, with 1 meaning clearly fair, 2 potentially un-
fair, and 3 clearly unfair, according to the criteria defined in [4,5]. We consider a binary
classification task: the positive class is made by all potentially or clearly unfair clauses,
for all categories, indiscriminately, and the negative class by all the remaining clauses.
We used each of the four sectors, in turn, as a test set, whereas the three remaining sec-
tors, plus all the contracts that belong to none of those four sectors, constituted the train-
ing set. For each sector, we performed an additional inner 5-fold cross-validation on the
training set to choose the best C hyper-parameter for the linear support vector machine.

Table 1 reports the values of precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score for each sector
considered as test set. P is the percentage of clauses predicted as positive which are really
positive (thus accounting for false positives), R is the percentage of correctly detected
positive clauses (thus accounting for false negatives) and F1 is the harmonic mean be-
tween P and R. The results show that the classifier has satisfying performance on all the
sectors, especially in terms of recall. The sector with the best performance is the Health
sector, while the Travel sector has the lowest performance. Both Games and Travel sec-
tors suffer in particular in terms of precision. Section 3 further discusses the reasons why
certain types of clauses are wrongly detected as false positives or rather missed by the
classifier.

Table 2 shows the percentage of detected potentially unfair clauses (i.e., the recall
of the system) for each sector and for each category. To assess the weight of each cat-
egory across sectors (and therefore on the overall performance), Table 3 shows the av-
erage number of clauses per ToS for each sector and category. This information clearly
shows which are the most critical clause categories to detect across sectors. The <pinc>
category (clauses including consent to data processing in the contract, see Section 2) has
quite a low recall, especially for Finance and Travel. However, it has to be remarked that
at most one clause for such category is usually encountered in a contract. On the other
hand, a low recall in all sectors affects limitation of liability clauses, despite their high
frequency. Additionally, we can note how unilateral termination and contract by using
categories have a low recall in Finance, and arbitration clauses in Travel. More details on
the false positives and false negatives are presented in the next section.

Table 1. Experimental results on the cross-sector analysis. For each test sector, we report the micro-averaged
precision (P), recall (R), and F1 as the harmonic mean between the first two metrics.

Sector P R F1

Finance 0.689 0.739 0.713
Games 0.629 0.849 0.723
Health 0.685 0.809 0.741
Travel 0.597 0.778 0.675

Table 2. Percentage of correctly detected clauses (recall) for each sector and category.

Sector A CH CR J LAW LTD PINC TER USE
Finance 1.000 0.829 0.923 0.765 0.833 0.734 0.375 0.739 0.630
Games 0.833 0.902 0.854 0.920 0.885 0.796 0.769 0.919 0.875
Health 0.950 0.885 0.848 0.909 0.848 0.754 0.786 0.840 0.820
Travel 0.667 0.909 0.875 0.900 0.800 0.633 0.500 0.929 0.847
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Table 3. Average number of clauses per contract, for each sector and for each category.

Sector A CH CR J LAW LTD PINC TER USE
Finance 0.333 3.333 0.619 0.810 0.857 7.333 0.381 4.000 1.286
Games 1.333 3.389 2.667 1.389 1.444 6.278 0.722 4.778 2.667
Health 0.833 4.708 1.917 1.375 1.375 8.792 0.583 5.458 2.542
Travel 1.125 1.375 1.000 1.250 1.250 3.750 0.250 1.750 1.625

3. Error analysis

By performing an analysis of the classification errors, we identified three main issues
that could cause wrong classifications: (1) the presence of rare linguistic patterns and
lexical choices; (2) the specificity of the content of some clauses and (3) the existence of
sector-specific regulations.

Linguistic and lexical patterns. Rare linguistic and lexical patterns present in online
Terms of Service may be due either to the specificity of a service or to the country in
which the service originates (e.g., not in English speaking countries, where most of the
ToS in the data set originate). Even though uncommon semantic and lexical formulations
can appear in all sectors, we empirically observe that they more frequently emerge in
Finance and Health. Since ToS belonging to these sectors were added more recently in
the corpus, peculiarities of and changes in recurrent linguistic expressions may also be
due to the different times at which the ToS were drafted and analysed.

As an example, consider the following clause taken from the AVA health app ToS
(updated May 27th, 2019):

Any use of the Products or Site other than as specifically authorized herein, without the prior
written permission of Ava is strictly prohibited, and Ava may terminate the license granted
herein with immediate effect.

In this case, “terminate the license” slightly differs from the more typical expression
“terminate the contract”. This hypothesis of failure in correctly classifying the clause as
<ter2> finds support in a similar formulation of a misclassified clause in the Flo ToS
(updated February 5th 2020).We plan to examine whether ontologies my help in dealing
with such terminological issues.

Content-specificity. The second cause of failure concerns the content–specificity of
certain clauses, especially in relation to services dealing with both a digital and a physical
component.

While most of the ToS in the original data set concern services that are only digital,
others rely on physical devices, are integrated with a physical service, and/or allow to
place orders for physical goods. This occurs more frequently in Travel and Health, where,
for instance, fitness apps are usually associated to wearable devices. As an example,
consider the following clause taken from the Lady Cycle ToS (updated July 8th, 2018):

By using Lady Cycle, you acknowledge that you have read and understood the tutorial and
manual for its use.

The clause above has been incorrectly classified by CLAUDETTE as unfair. We can
speculate that this is due to the linguistic similarities with the typical consent by using
(<use2) clauses. Despite these similarities, it rather relates to consumer’s acquaintance
with product-related instructions. As noted in Section 2, the correct detection of limita-
tion of liability clauses seems to be particularly problematic for all the analysed sectors.
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Once again, these may be due to their domain-specific content. Consider for instance, the
following clause, not recognized as potentially unfair by CLAUDETTE, and taken from
the Hexoskin ToS (updated August 31st, 2019) in the Health sector:

We are not responsible for any health problems that may result from training programs, prod-
ucts, or events you learn about through the Hexoskin Services.

Content-specificity also characterize a number of consent by using clauses in the finance
and payments sub-set, where multiple kinds of agreement are mentioned in ToS in re-
lation to multiple services. Consider the following clause taken from the Paypal ToS
(updated July 30th, 2021):

If we offer you the new checkout solution service and you choose to use it, in addition to this
User Agreement, you agree to the following further terms relating to the following capabil-
ities: when you use our APM functionality as part of the new checkout solution, the PayPal
Alternative Payment Methods Agreement; and when you use: our Advanced Credit and Debit
Card Payments service as part of the new checkout solution; and our Fraud Protection as part
of the new checkout solution; Our Fees for using the new checkout solution apply.

Sector-specific regulations. The third type of cause of misclassification relates to the
existence of sector-specific regulations. Such regulations may induce businesses to in-
clude in sectorial contracts certain clauses whose content is markedly different from the
content of other clauses having a similar wording. For example, the Payment Services
Directive II,6 lays down quantitative limits to losses that the payer may be obliged to bear
in case of unauthorised transactions. Specifically, the EUR 50 amount fixed by Art. 74
can recurrently be found in ToS of payment services providers, such as the Transferwise
ToS (updated July 28th, 2020):

You will be liable for the first 50 EUR of any unauthorised payments if we believe you should
have been aware of the loss, theft or unauthorised use.

This clause concerns the limitation of consumers’ liability (thus to their advantage), clas-
sified as unfair since its language is similar to clauses stating (unfair) limitation of liabil-
ities of businesses.

Additional remarks. We further analysed the false positives of the Games and Travel
sectors, which appear to be the most difficult ones for CLAUDETTE, in terms of speci-
ficity.

Regarding Games, we noticed how over 17% of false positives contain the word
arbitration (or at least its root, like arbitrate), and around 16% include the terms liable
or liability. As for arbitration, many of such clauses are sentences that describe the ar-
bitration procedures. For limitation of liability, a significant number of false positives
consists in statements confirming providers liabilities, that often use the same terms of
potentially unfair clauses excluding such liabilities. One typical example of such clauses
is the following one, from Supercell (updated on August 1st, 2017).:

Nothing in these terms of service shall affect the statutory right of any consumer or exclude or
restrict any liability resulting from gross negligence or willful misconduct of Supercell or for
death or personal injury arising from any negligence or fraud of Supercell.

6Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on payment
services in the internal market.
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Such a clause, stating that the provider is responsible for damages to the consumer, is
very similar to unfair clauses stating that the provider is not responsible.

Regarding Travel, around 67% of false positives derive from the Airbnb (46%) and
Expedia (21%) ToS. In some cases, such clauses are meant to inform parties on the
possible behaviour by a third party, as in the following case taken from Expedia (updated
on February 21st, 2018):

Airlines and other travel suppliers may change their prices without notice.

4. Conclusion

Our study investigated the ability of the original CLAUDETTE model to generalize the
concept of unfair clauses regarding four market sectors, i.e., games and entertainment,
travel and accommodation, finance and payments and health and well-being. The re-
sults show that the classifier has satisfying performance on all the sectors, especially in
terms of recall. The analysis of false positives and false negatives revealed some possible
types of causes of misclassification, including linguistic and lexical patterns, content-
specificity, and sector-specific regulations.

In the future, our final goal is to enable CLAUDETTE to automatically detect unfair
clauses in consumer contracts across diverse critical market sectors. To this end, we
plan to increase the data set with more recent ToS and enlarge the number of market
sectors under investigation. We also plan to apply more sophisticated NLP techniques,
such as transformers or methods based on sentence embeddings [9]. Finally, we will also
compare the current approach to a multi-class formulation, by adding the class of clearly
fair clauses for each specific category as an additional output of our system.
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Abstract. This paper presents an AI use-case developed in the project “Study on 

legislation in the era of artificial intelligence and digitization” promoted by the EU 

Commission Directorate-General for Informatics. We propose a hybrid technical 
framework where AI techniques, Data Analytics, Semantic Web approaches and 

LegalXML modelisation produce benefits in legal drafting activity. This paper aims 

to classify the corrigenda of the EU legislation with the goal to detect some criteria 
that could prevent errors during the drafting or during the publication process. We 

use a pipeline of different techniques combining AI, NLP, Data Analytics, Semantic 

annotation and LegalXML instruments for enriching the non-symbolic AI tools with 
legal knowledge interpretation to offer to the legal experts. 

Keywords. Akoma Ntoso, Classification AI, NLP, legal drafting techniques.  

1. Introduction: AI for legislative drafting process 

The scope of the “Study on legislation in the era of artificial intelligence and digitization”, 

promoted by the EU Commission Directorate-General for Informatics, is part of the 

digital transformation agenda supported by the EU Commission, particularly relevant in 

this historical moment where the Rules of Law changes quickly due to the COVID-19 

special regulation. Companies and society require legal certainty and it is fundamental 

to implement policies such as “Better regulations” 2, “Fit for the Future”3, in conjunction 

with the “evidence-based legislation” 4  methodology and the “digital-ready 

policymaking”5 approach. With this study we intend to improve the quality of the law-

making process and of the content of each legislative regulation by investigating the 

following features: i) text clarity supporting legal drafters and end-user presentation; ii) 

linguistic variants and temporal versions management; iii) law-making/policy 

development process in decision making of the Commission supporting also 

amendments and consolidation; iv) metadata integration (ELI, ECLI, AKN, CDM, etc.) 

in the different steps of the law-making process; iv) modelling legal norms expressed in 

the legislative document; v) facilitation of the implementation of law by the Member 

 
1 E-mail: {monica.palmirani, francesco.sovrano2, davide.liga, salvatore.sapienza, fabio.vitali} 

@unibo.it 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/better_regulation_joining_forces_to_make_bette

r_laws_en_0.pdf  
3 https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say-simplify_en 
4 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/better-regulation-toolbox.pdf 
5 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/better-legislation-smoother-implementation/digital-

ready-policymaking 
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States. The study has the following goals: 1) reducing manual/error-prone work using 

patterns (e.g., corrigenda) and best practices templates during the legal drafting, to 

automatize as much as possible consolidation and semantic annotation, using legal 

ontologies and thesauri (e.g., EuroVoc); 2) maximising the reuse of similar legal concept 

detected using Machine Learning and legal data analytics applied to the whole legal 

system (e.g., definition, derogation); 3) favouring the implementation of some policies 

in the legislation (e.g., digital-ready, gender neutrality); 4) increasing transparency up to 

publication, thus increasing the searchability. In this light we have isolated6, three main 

use-case scenarios and this paper aims to present the preliminary results of the first use 

case. The first use-case focuses on corrigenda and provides a clustering of them to 

understand which patterns could help the informatics tools (e.g., LEOS editor) to develop 

new relevant features to minimize errors and to improve the quality of legislation. This 

use-case also provides more information to the legal drafter. 

2. Corrigenda in the EU Legislation and preliminary taxonomy 

Corrigenda is a special modification necessary due to an error occurred in the official 

publication process. Since under theory of law it is a material error, not substantial, it has 

immediate efficacy since the beginning of the legislative act. The modifications of 

corrigenda are thus inserted in the first emission of the text, as if it had never been 

published differently. Corrigenda involve Directives, Regulation, and Decisions. For this 

reason, corrigenda need an immediate publication of the modificatory instructions on the 

official EU Official Journal and they are immediately implemented in the original text. 

Making a query to CELLAR7 we get about 24.000 triples that connect each corrigendum 

to the document corrected, involving all the 24 official languages of the EU institutions, 

but only about 8.500 of them are connected to the English language variant. The 

corrigendum actions can be numerous, sparse across different points of the destinations, 

and they can also play a different semantic role, not only textual. The aim of this study 

is to isolate better the portion of the text involved (more granularity), to understand the 

legal role of the modification (e.g., temporal modification), to evaluate why they are 

frequent. We have prepared a light taxonomy of the quality of the modificatory 

instructions (25 classes) grouped in five macro-areas: 

i) Structure modifications (e.g, provisions, annexes, footnotes, recitals, preamble, etc.) 
On page 1, footnote 1: 
for: ‘(1) OJ L 145, 13.6.1977, p. 1. Directive as last 
amended by Directive 2006/98/EC (OJ L 221, 12.8.2006, p. 9).’, 
read: ‘(1) OJ L 145, 13.6.1977, p. 1. Directive as last 
amended by Directive 2006/98/EC (OJ L 363, 20.12.2006, p. 129). 

ii) Legal temporal information (e.g., date of efficacy, date of adoption) 
On the cover page, on page 11 and page 12, adoption date: 
for: ‘15 March 2021’, 
read: ‘15 February 2021’. 

iii) Qualified portion of text (e.g., definitions, references, modification of modifications) 
On page 257, point (b) of the first paragraph of Article 112: 

for: ‘(b) Article 10 and points (a) and (b) of Article 12(1) 
of Directive 98/79/EC, and …’, 

 
6 Two focus groups composed by EU Commission legislative drafting offices, Open 

Data Office, Parliament of EU, Publication Office of EU were held using a questionnaire. 
7 http://publications.europa.eu/webapi/rdf/sparql 
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read: ‘(b) Article 10, points (a) and (b) of Article 12(1) and 
Article 15(5) of Directive 98/79/EC, and ...’. 

On page 98, Article 2(1)(18): 
for: ‘(18) “competent authority” means a competent authority 

as defined in Article 2(1)(26) of Directive 2014/65/EU;’, 
read: ‘(18)“competent authority” means a competent 

authority as defined in Article 4(1)(26) of Directive 
2014/65/EU;’ 

iv) Entities (e.g., role, places, number, organization, etc.) 
On page 10, in the column ‘COUNTRY OF ISSUE’: 

for:‘CZECH REPUBLIC’, 
read: ‘CZECHOSLOVAKIA’. 

v) Presentational information (e.g., images, punctuation, publishing information) 
On page 89, in the Annex, on the 12th line ‘Austria’, in the 
second column: 
for: ‘343 405 392’, 
read: ‘343 473 407’. 

3. Dataset 

The first step of the experiment was the dataset selection: all the corrigenda files in 

Formex 4.0, in English language, with the corresponding original file. The total number 

of corrigenda files is 2.513 documents, 3.478 pairs of modifier and modified text. The 

words in the old text are 87.906 and the words in the new text are 100.416. The average 

of the modifications for each correcting document is 1,81, but even corrigenda with 77 

instructions of modification can be found. The second step was to convert these files in 

Akoma Ntoso including the CELLAR RDF information inside of a unique XML file that,  

despite not perfectly marked-up, is valid against the AKN-XSD schema or matches 

perfectly the AKN4EU specifications. This second step allows to have context, 

normative references, temporal parameters, metadata (e.g., ELI), modifications 

annotation qualifications in a unique consistent XML format. Publication Office 

supported the team of University of Bologna with the extraction operations.  

4. Methodology 

The methodology used in this work combines unsupervised clustering K-means 

enriched with Akoma Ntoso annotation and light-taxonomy information. At the end it is 

a mix of annotated text and unsupervised classification. Differently to many other 

research in the same field, we want to foster the structure information of the legal 

document (e.g., articles) and the light-taxonomy extracted using classic NLP techniques. 

Machine Learning (ML) approaches can classify a part of the legal text as ‘definition’, 

or a ‘modification’, or detect the ‘date’ included in the sentence but connecting all this 

information in a meaningful manner is quite difficult. Additionally, the same 

corrigendum could be classified in different ways: it can be a temporal modification, a 

table modification, or a definition modification. We intend to go beyond a pure 

classification methodology and to group in cluster the corrigenda modifications using 

the destination type (table, annex, normative provision, footnote, etc.), the type of 

modification (substitution, insertion, repeal), the text modified in relation with the old 
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text (when it is present), the role of the text modified (e.g., definition) and the temporal 

parameters (e.g., date of application). For this reason, the methodology is called hybrid 

and it mixes annotated validated information and unsupervised AI techniques. The mix 

of the two could permit to obtain a more semantic clustering that can be closer to the 

legal needs of the domain. The clustering may help the end-user and the tools to avoid 

the mistakes that produced the corrigenda. For permitting the interpretation we used 

KNIME as Data Analytics tool for comparing the clustering with some parameters: 

similarity distance, typology, granularity of the text of destination involved in the 

modification, and the typology of the document. 

5. Hybrid Pipeline 

The pipeline uses a hybrid approach, and it is composed by following steps: 

a) Preliminary light-taxonomy of the corrigenda: legal experts have analysed a random 

sample of corrigenda with a good balance between years and then they have created an 

agnostic taxonomy of the main modificatory events that is used by the technical team as 

the light-taxonomy needed for the classification. Legal experts have identified also good 

signals in the text for classifying the corrigenda using regular expressions. We have 

identified 25 classes; b) Conversion in Akoma Ntoso: we have converted corrigenda 

documents from Formex 4.0 in Akoma Ntoso using Python and RegEx; c) Classification 
of the Corrigenda: using simple NLP signatures we have classified the corrigenda using 

a light-taxonomy and the metadata of Akoma Ntoso. In this way we have assigned the 

qualification of each modification (e.g., substitution, insertion, repeal); d) Clustering of 
the Corrigenda: we have created clusters of the corrigenda using K-means algorithm 

techniques; e) Distance of the text calculation: we have calculated the distance between 

the old text and the new text using the Levenshtein distance; f) Data Analytics: this step 

combines the results of the previous ones with AKN information to explain by user 

interfaces some interpretations, statistics, analyses using KNIME; g) Evaluation: we set 

up a legal expert team composed by three members: two members check, and the third 

supervises them and resolves conflicting interpretations. The goal of this step is to 

evaluate the results of the clustering and of the Data Analytics work; h) Legal 
interpretation: the legal experts use the diff-text and the graphs of the user-interface for 

providing a legal interpretation. In this step we also refine the light-taxonomy adding 

legal meaning. The same error could have different meanings and semantics depending 

also on the topic, so the legal interpretation is a fundamental part of the research. 

6. Related Work 

We have already converted several pre-existing document collections [10][14] in 

Akoma Ntoso, developed different NLP tools using patterns and RegEx rules [6][7] for 

extracting legal knowledge from the text (e.g., normative citations), classified legal text 

using ML or Deep Learning (DL) techniques [8][15]. Other researches have 

demonstrated the effectiveness of the ML/DL in the legal documentation fields 

[3][16][17][18][11] but without including the necessary semantic information for 

completing the context. The innovative approach in this work is to use hybrid 

architecture that uses unsupervised approach adding semantics [4][5] to the clustering 

results using light-taxonomy, NLP extraction, Data Analytics. The aim is to interpret the 
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output with the legal knowledge information supported by other techniques. We use data 

analytics tool (KNIME platform8) for providing information necessary to detect some 

best practices to suggest to legal drafters and software designers. 

7. Akoma Ntoso Conversion of the corrigenda 

We have converted Formex 4.0 in Akoma Ntoso in order to reach the following 

goals: a) to detect the granular citations of the destination. In Formex 4.0 this 

information is not present, and we have parsed the normative citations for representing 

the correct destination (e.g., article 23, paragraph 3, point a). This is relevant in order to 

provide the context of the semantic action of corrigendum. b) to convert the 
modifications in metadata that are not represented in Formex 4.0. The attributes 

@period that qualifies the span of time when the modification is valid, @old and @new 

that are also present in Formex 4.0 and the @destination with a precise specification. 

8.  Unsupervised Corrigenda Clustering 

The pipeline we adopted to analyse the corrigenda consists in three main phases: i) 

Feature Identification; ii) Dimensionality Reduction; iii) and Clustering.  

During the Feature Identification phase, we selected the pieces of information to be 

considered for clustering. In the present case, the opted for the following features, 

deemed to bear enough information to (unsupervisedly) push the clustering algorithm 

towards the structure of our taxonomy: a) the difference between the embeddings 

(representative numerical vectors obtained via [2]) of the corrigens and the corrigenda. 

This is crucial to the clustering on the semantic contents of the modifications; b) a set of 

booleans that indicate whether the description contains the keywords 'table', 'annex', 

'recital', 'title', ‘note’. This is used for clustering on basis of the modification’s description. 

Considering that the resulting number of features may be large, depending on the 

characteristics of the embedding function that is used, we then perform one step of 

Dimensionality Reduction. Dimensionality Reduction is quite commonly used in 

conjunction with further clustering techniques, to foster better clusters. In our specific 

case, the number of features (about 773 in total, between features a and b) is arbitrarily 

reduced (to 50), removing the less significant ones through Principal Component 

Analysis9. Finally, after the Dimensionality Reduction we perform one step of automated 

Clustering. In our case, K-Means10 is applied in an attempt to extract 25 different classes. 

The number is 25 because our reference taxonomy consists of 25 classes and the goal is 

to extract a clustering that is possibly aligned to it (see Figure 1). Twenty-four clusters 

are detected, and the most numerous clusters are C4 and C19.  

9. Levenshtein Distance 

We noticed also that the corrigenda often use significant portions of text, usually 

structured in hierarchical normative provision (e.g., article, paragraph, point), even if the 

real modification is limited to a few characters. For this reason, we have calculated the 

 
8 https://www.knime.com/knime-analytics-platform 
9 PCA is not necessarily the best technique to use, other can be envisaged. 
10 DBSCAN, OPTICS and many other clustering techniques appeared to not work very 

well in our case, making impossible to specify the final number of clusters to extract. 
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Levenshtein Distance (LD)11 and we have discovered that than 81,4% involves parts of 

the text in excess respect the real needs (between 0,6 and 1). To evaluate the correctness 

of the Levenshtein distance the legal experts checked the text using a naïf diff algorithm 

written in Python for permitting a correct visualization to the legal expert team in 

agnostic way and not influenced by the previous tool of classification. We have also 

taken the Levenshtein distance, and we have made a comparison with other parameters 

including the type of provision of the text modified. Ultimately, we have noticed that the 

big partitions like article, table, annex, recital have a high index of LD (higher than 80%) 

with respect to little portions of text such as heading, number, reference.  

 

Figure 1 – Visualisation of the clusters we automatically extracted. This visualisation is obtained with tSNE.  

10. Data Analytics 

We added also other parameters of the data analysis with the goal to interpret the 

clustering made by the unsupervised algorithm. We have analysed the type of the 

modifications, and we have noticed a relevant concentration in the period 2004-2009, in 

correspondence of some of the most intensive period of the EU institutions (e.g., 2004 

enlargement to ten new countries, 2009 Lisbon Treaty). We have also investigated the 

relationship between clusters, partition type and type of document and we have found a 

relevance between partition. It is contrariwise not influenced by the type of document 

even if “Regulation” is the higher for occurrences. For instance, cluster C01 seems to be 

aligned on footnotes. Since this interpretation was not entirely satisfactory, we opted to 

make the supervised follow-up annotation experiment. 

11. Supervised Experiment 

We built a dataset of 199 annotated corrigenda, according to the 25 identified 

classes. The corrigenda were randomly selected by one legal expert and then manually 

cross-annotated by two legal experts by relying on the 25 classes. The resulting dataset 

defines a multi-label text classification task. Considering the plethora of existing 

classifiers and the complexity of finding the right one, with the right configuration, we 

 
11 0 means that old and new text diverge, 1 means that old and new are identical. 
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designed a tool that automatically searches for the best classifier within a pre-defined 

search space. This tool evaluates each possible classifier with a k-fold cross-validation 

(in our case, k=4). Cross-validation is a resampling procedure used to evaluate machine 

learning models on a limited data sample. The procedure has a single parameter called k 

that refers to the number of groups that a given data sample is to be split into. It is a 

popular method because it is simple to understand and because it generally results in a 

less biased or less optimistic estimate of the model skill than other methods, such as a 

simple train/test split. Each classifier is trained for a maximum of 10 epochs (it sees the 

same data a maximum of 10 times). The classifier with the highest F1-Macro (average 

calculated on k-folds) is kept as the best. The features considered by the classifier are: i) 

the difference between the embedding of the corrigenda and the corrigens; ii) a vector of 

6 booleans that indicates if particular keywords can be found in the description: amend, 

recital, title, note, annex and table. The embeddings of the corrigenda and the corrigens 

were obtained through a deep language model called paraphrase-mpnet-base-v2 [19]. As 

classifier, we tried 1500 configurations of hyper-parameters of a shallow neural network 

with one regularised hidden layer of u units. We used a shallow neural network and a 

k=4 because the size of the dataset was small, therefore using a too large k would have 

resulted in very small test-sets, while a deep neural network would have clearly 

overfitted. These configurations were tested with an Async HyperBand Scheduler [20] 

performing a grid search on the following hyper-parameters: 1) batch size (2,3,4); ii) 

units (4,6,8,10,12); iii) activation function (None, relu, leaky_relu, selu, tanh); iv) 

learning rate (0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01); v) regularisation strength (0.01, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0003, 

0.0001). The best results were given by the following configuration: batch size: 3; units: 

4; activation function: None; learning rate: 0.03; regularisation strength: 0.0001. This 

means that a linear classifier (activation function: None) suffices with the feature we 

used, and no complex deep learning models are needed. This linear classifier produced 

the following average results over the 4 folds: 

1) F1-macro (the average F1-score for each class): 0.076 ± 0.001; 

2) F1-weighted (the average F1-score for each class, weighted by its 

representativeness): 0.904 ± 0.007. 

These results show that the dataset is unbalanced, meaning that some classes do not have 

enough datapoints, so the algorithm is not capable to recognize them. In fact, 12 of the 

25 classes have less than 10 samples in the dataset, being significantly under-represented. 

Nonetheless, the algorithm can classify correctly the most represented classes. 

12. Conclusions 

Our conclusions12 can be summarised as follows: 1) too much text is involved in 

the corrigenda that could produce new errors and it is then very difficult for the end-user 

to detect the new part of the text involved in the corrigendum. Also, the consolidated text 

offered by the EUR-LEX service is not granularly annotated and the legal expert needs 

to read in comparative manner the two texts; 2) the clustering operates on the basis of 

the type of provision involved in the modification and the type of modifications (e.g., C4 

is mostly modifications at article level and with modification of the meaning); 3) the 

statistics detected an intense period of modifications between 2004 and 2009 and it is 

also natural considering the relative figures of the total number of legal documents 

emitted in this interval of time. We need to elaborate these findings to transform the 

 
12 See the dataset, the software, the output in https://gitlab.com/CIRSFID/AI4LegalDrafting 
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outputs in a policy to be provided to the legal drafters, decision-makers and to the 

technical team for improving the quality of the legislation. This work underlines also the 

difficulty to provide an interpretation and sound evidence of the meaning of the results 

coming from unsupervised ML and confirmed the hypothesis that a supervised hybrid 

architecture could help also in the task of explaining AI for a better transparency. 
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Abstract. Legal case summarization is an important problem, and sev-
eral domain-specific summarization algorithms have been applied for
this task. These algorithms generally use domain-specific legal dictio-
naries to estimate the importance of sentences. However, none of the
popular summarization algorithms use document-specific catchphrases,
which provide a unique amalgamation of domain-specific and document-
specific information. In this work, we assess the performance of two le-
gal document summarization algorithms, when two different types of
catchphrases are incorporated in the summarization process. Our ex-
periments confirm that both the summarization algorithms show im-
provement across all performance metrics, with the incorporation of
document-specific catchphrases.

Keywords. Legal case document, Summarization, Catchphrases

1. Introduction

Summarization of legal case documents is an important problem and has been
well-studied by researchers [1–4]. Summarization algorithms can be of different
types, viz. extractive vs. abstractive, unsupervised vs. supervised. Most summariza-
tion algorithms developed for the legal domain are extractive and unsupervised
in nature, mainly due to the lack of large training data in the legal domain.

These algorithms being extractive in nature, attempt to assign a likelihood-
score to each sentence of a document, and choose the top-scoring sentences as the
summary of the document. While measuring the score of a sentence (the likelihood
of the sentence to be included in the summary), various summarization methods
consider either or both of two factors – (1) document-specific importance of the
sentence with respect to other sentences in the document, (2) domain-specific
importance of the sentence, e.g., several legal domain-specific algorithms use an
external set of legal terms (a legal dictionary) and consider the number of legal
terms contained in a sentence [2, 3].

Although these two factors are independently used to characterize the
likelihood-score of a sentence, we hypothesize – “an appropriate amalgamation
of document-specific and domain-specific importance may provide new useful
information to the summarization algorithms, which can subsequently improve
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their performance”. This combined information can be provided by the use of
document-specific catchphrases that are a set of short (one-word or multi-
word) phrases that collectively provide a concise representation of a legal doc-
ument [5–8]. These catchphrases are not only legal domain-specific important
terms, but also terms or phrases that have document-specific importance. Al-
though domain-specific dictionaries have widely been used in summarization al-
gorithms [2,3], catchphrases are different from domain-specific dictionaries in that
they also capture document-specific important terms (which may not be legal
keywords).

In this work, we investigate whether using document-specific catchphrases
can improve the performance of legal document summarizers. To this end, we
use two different types of catchphrases – extracted from a case document by two
methods PSLegal [9] and D2V-BiGRU-CRF [10] (details in Section 2) – to aid
two legal-specific summarization techniques – DELSumm [3] and, CaseSumma-
rizer [2] (details in Section 3). We conduct experiments over a set of case doc-
uments from the Indian Supreme Court (details in Section 4). Our experiments
demonstrate that, the performances of both the summarization algorithms im-
prove when document-specific catchphrases are incorporated.

2. Related Works

In this work, we propose to use document-specific catchphrases to improve le-
gal case document summarization. In this section, we survey some catchphrase
detection methods and case document summarization methods.

2.1. Legal catchphrase extraction

Several catchphrase detection methods have been developed for legal docu-
ments [9–11]. We briefly discuss two catchphrase extraction methods developed in
our prior works, both of which provide meaningful catchphrases that agree with
those chosen by law domain experts [9, 10].

PSLegal [9] – an unsupervised method: Given the text of a document d, this
method involves two major steps to extract the set of catchphrases:
Step 1: Some candidate phrases are extracted from d. These are actually noun
phrases extracted using a customized set of grammatical rules (details in [9]).
Step 2: Next, an appropriate scoring function takes as input the text of d and
a candidate phrase c, and computes the likelihood for c to be a catchphrase
for the document d. The scoring function takes into account three factors –
(1) document-specificity of the phrase c, (2) domain-specific importance of c,
(3) presence of a predefined legal term within the phrase c. The final PSLe-
gal score is the product of these three factors. All candidate phrases are scored
using this scoring function and then 10% of the top-scored ones are chosen as
the catchphrases for the given document. Further details of the method can be
found in [9], and a ready-to-use implementation of this algorithm is available at
https://github.com/amarnamarpan/PSLEGAL.

D2V-BiGRU-CRF [10] – a supervised method: This is a neural sequence tagging
model that has the ability to be trained over a relatively small training dataset
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(typically, a few hundred documents and their gold standard catchphrases) and
then the trained model can be used to extract catchphrases from unseen case
documents. It takes as input a sequence of words and identifies each word to be
either a part of a catchphrase or not.

The D2V-BiGRU-CRF architecture (details in [10]) employs these layers –
(1) a bidirectional language model [12] that extracts word and character em-
beddings. (2) a BiGRU layer that combines both the embeddings, (3) a fully
connected layer that learns a representation of the outputs of the BiGRU layer
and a Doc2vec [13] embedding of the input document, and (4) a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) layer which predicts whether a word is part of a catch-
phrase or not. It was demonstrated in [10] that the D2V-BiGRU-CRF ex-
tracts catchphrases that match well with those selected by law domain experts.
An implementation of this model along with our trained model is available at
https://github.com/amarnamarpan/D2V-BiGRU-CRF.

2.2. Summarization of court case documents

Many general (domain-independent) text summarization algorithms have been
used for summarization of legal case documents, e.g., in [3,14]. Additionally, many
algorithms have been developed specifically for the summarization of legal case
documents, such as LetSum [15], K-mixture model [4], CaseSummarizer [2] and
DELSumm [3]. Out of these, in this work, we use document-specific catchphrases
to improve the performances of CaseSummarizer [2] and DELSumm [3].

3. Incorporating catchphrases in legal case summarization algorithms

In this section, we describe two unsupervised, extractive summarization algo-
rithms built for summarizing legal case documents – (1) DELSumm [3] and,
(2) CaseSummarizer [2] – and how each of these algorithms can be modified to
incorporate document-specific catchphrases.

3.1. DELSumm

DELSumm [3] is a recently developed algorithm that models the problem of sum-
marizing a case document as maximizing an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
objective function that maximizes the inclusion of the most informative sentences
in the summary. As input, DELSumm takes - (1) a case document where each
sentence is marked with its rhetorical role, out of the eight roles (e.g., Facts,
Arguments, Ratio of the decision, Ruling), and (2) the desired length L of the
summary in words. The output is a summary whose length is at most L, and
contains sentences from each of the rhetorical roles. The algorithm considers a
set of guidelines suggested by law experts as to how the different rhetorical seg-
ments of a case document should be summarized. To judge the informativeness of
a sentence, the algorithm considers, among other factors, a set of content words
which are basically terms in a legal dictionary compiled from various sources.
More details can be found in [3].
Incorporating catchphrases in DELSumm: We replace the legal content words
(described above) by a set of catchphrases extracted from the input document
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(that is to be summarized). In the original DELSumm, the set of content words
remains the same for every document. Whereas, now the algorithm gets modified
in a way whereby, while constructing the summary, it gives more importance to
the sentences that contain catchphrases specific to each input document.

3.2. CaseSummarizer

CaseSummarizer (CaseSumm in short) [2] uses a specialized scoring function to
score each sentence in a case document, and then chooses the highest scored
sentences to build the summary. To build the scoring function for sentences, it
considers three factors – (1) the occurrence of known important entities in a
sentence (the entities were marked by domain experts in the original work [2]),
(2) the occurrence of dates in a sentence, and (3) the proximity of a sentence to
section headings. First, an initial score/weight is computed for each sentence by
summing the TF-IDF scores of the constituent words and normalizing over the
the sentence length; this score is called wold. A new score wnew is then computed
for a sentence as wnew = wold + σ(0.2d + 0.3e + 1.5s) where, d is the number of
dates in the sentence, e refers to the number of entities, s is a boolean variable
specifying whether the sentence is the first sentence in a section, σ is the standard
deviation between the scores of all sentences, and the coefficients are selected
through trial-and-error and feedback from experts.
Incorporating catchphrases in CaseSumm: We modify CaseSumm by incorporat-
ing document-specific catchphrases (e.g., those generated by D2V-BiGRU-CRF
or PSLegal) in place of the entities in the document. More specifically, in the ex-
pression for wnew stated above, we replace the term e (which signifies the number
of entities in a sentence, in the original algorithm) with the number of document-
specific catchphrases contained in the sentence.

4. Dataset and Experimental Results

Dataset for evaluation of summarization performance: We reuse the dataset and
evaluation setup from our recent work [3]. The dataset consists of 50 legal case
documents from the Indian Supreme Court, along with their summaries (of length
approximately one-third of the original document lengths) written by two domain
experts (senior Law students from the Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Prop-
erty law, one of the most reputed Law schools in India).1 As document summa-
rization is a subjective task, the two experts wrote two separate summaries; all
scores presented in the paper are averaged over the two gold standard summaries
written by the two experts.

Metrics for summarization performance: We compare the match between the al-
gorithmic summaries and the gold standard summaries, and report Rouge-2 (con-
siders bigram matches) and Rouge-L (considers Longest Common Subsequence
matches) Recall and F-scores. All scores for a particular document are averaged

1Also, each sentence in the documents is labeled with its rhetorical role by the same experts;
these labels are used by DELSumm (details in [3]).
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Table 1. Comparing the performance of original DELSumm (abbreviated as DLS) and DEL-
Summ with different variations of catchphrases. DBC: catchphrases extracted by D2V-BiGRU-
CRF; PSL: catchphrases extracted by PSLegal; Ldict: the Legal Dictionary used by the original
summarization algorithm. The highest value for each metric is in bold-fonts.

Rouge-2 R Rouge-2 F Rouge-L R Rouge-L F

Original DELSumm (DLS) 0.4323 0.4217 0.6831 0.6017

DLS with DBC 0.4588 0.4411 0.6892 0.6102

DLS with DBC & Ldict 0.4557 0.4372 0.6909 0.6096

DLS with PSL 0.4593 0.4435 0.6763 0.6111

DLS with PSL & Ldict 0.4479 0.4343 0.6805 0.6105

DLS with PSL & DBC 0.4574 0.4422 0.6757 0.6103

DLS with PSL, DBC & Ldict 0.4509 0.4365 0.6828 0.6118

Table 2. Comparing the performance of original CaseSumm (CSM) and CaseSumm with dif-
ferent variations of catchphrases. The highest value for each metric is in bold-fonts. The terms
DBC, PSL and Ldict are as explained in the caption of Table 1

Rouge-2 R Rouge-2 F Rouge-L R Rouge-L F

Original CaseSumm (CSM) 0.3198 0.3636 0.5415 0.5343

CSM with DBC 0.3258 0.3726 0.5490 0.5426

CSM with DBC & Ldict 0.3265 0.3738 0.5493 0.5425

CSM with PSL 0.3221 0.3690 0.5465 0.5397

CSM with PSL & Ldict 0.3221 0.3690 0.5465 0.5397

CSM with PSL & DBC 0.3220 0.3689 0.5463 0.5396

CSM with PSL & DBC & Ldict 0.3229 0.3702 0.5473 0.5411

over the two gold standard summaries written by the two experts for the docu-
ment (as stated above).

Variations of the summarization methods tried: As was explained in Section 3,
we shall compare the performance of a summarization algorithm (DELSumm /
CaseSumm) when used in its original setting (with an in-built legal dictionary,
referred to as ‘LegDict’), and when used with document-specific catchphrases. We
have two kinds of catchphrases – (1) those generated by PSLegal (referred to as
PSL), and (2) those generated by D2V-BiGRU-CRF (referred to as DBC). Thus,
for a summarization algorithm (say, S) that originally uses the legal dictionary
‘LegDict’, we experiment with the following variations: (1) Original S with the
default LegDict, (2) S with only DBC, (3) S with DBC and LegDict, (4) S with
only PSL, (5) S with PSL and LegDict, (6) S with both DBC and PSL, (7) S
with all three – both type of catchphrases, and the LegDict.

In variations (2) and (4) stated above, the catchphrases identified by D2V-
BiGRU and PSLegal respectively are used in place of the default LegDict in the
original summarization algorithms. Whereas, in the variations (3), (5), and (7),
the catchphrases identified by D2V-BiGRU and/or PSLegal are used in conjunc-
tion with LegDict.

Results: Table 1 shows the performance of the original DELSumm and DEL-
Summ with different variations of catchphrases (as explained above). We see that,
in all cases, use of document-specific catchphrases leads to better summariza-
tion than what is achieved by the original DELSumm. The best performance is
achieved when DELSumm is used along with catchphrases identified by PSLegal
– in this setting, the Rouge-2 F-score increases from 0.4217 (for the original DEL-
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Summ) to 0.4435. Note that the original DELSumm already out-performs several
other summarization methods on this dataset, as was shown in [3]. Incorporating
document-specific catchphrases improves the summmarization even further.

Similarly, Table 2 shows the performance of the original CaseSummarizer and
its variations with different sets of catchphrases. In all cases, use of document-
specific catchphrases leads to better summarization than what is achieved by the
original CaseSummarizer.

5. Conclusion

We show that using document-specific catchphrases can improve the performance
of existing summarization algorithms while summarizing legal case documents.

While the present work considers only unsupervised and extractive summa-
rization algorithms, in future, we plan to explore ways of improving supervised
and abstractive summarization algorithms using catchphrases.
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Abstract. The Indian court system generates huge amounts of data relating to ad-
ministration, pleadings, litigant behaviour, and court decisions on a regular basis.
But the existing Judiciary is incapable of managing these vast troves of data effi-
ciently that causes delays and pendency of a large volume of cases in the courts.
Some of these time-consuming tasks involve case briefing, examining the legal is-
sues, facts, legal principles, observations, and other significant aspects submitted
by the contending parties in the court. In other words, computational methods to
understand the underlying structure of a case document will directly aid the lawyers
to perform these tasks efficiently and improve the overall efficiency of the Justice
delivery system. Application of Computational techniques (such as Natural Lan-
guage Processing) can help to gather and sift through these vast troves of informa-
tion, identify patterns, extract the document structure, draft documents and make
the information available online.

Traditionally lawyers are trained to examine cases using the Case Law Analysis
approach for case briefing. In this article, the authors aim to establish the impor-
tance and relevance of the automated case analysis problem in the legal domain.
They introduce a novel case analysis structure for the supreme court judgment doc-
uments and define twelve different case law labels that are used by legal profession-
als to identify the structure. Finally the authors propose a method for automated
case analysis, which will directly aid the lawyers to prepare speedy and efficient
case briefs and drastically reduce the time taken by them in litigation.

Keywords. Law and Technology, AI in Law, Natural Language Processing (NLP),
Legal Document Analysis, Case Analysis

1. Introduction

Case Analysis refers to the study of court cases and drawing essential conclusions on
how courts have applied certain norms and how they interpret them in accordance with
law. This is one of the most crucial parts of the training of all legal professionals to
understand a judgment given by a court. Naturally, to analyse the cases heard at the Indian
Courts, Case Law Analysis (CLA) technique is used by the lawyers. Thus, an automated
approach to find different case analysis roles from a judgment document can directly
help the lawyers in their study and preparing the case briefs. Furthermore, identifying the
case analysis roles of the sentences in a judgment can also aid in many downstream tasks
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such as semantic search, summarization etc. However, there is a set of reasons which
make this task computationally difficult such as the length of the judgment text, lack of
understanding of the domain knowledge incorporated in the computational approaches
etc. We introduce and define different case analysis roles with examples in the upcoming
sections.

In this work, we aim to achieve the following objectives: (a) Establishing case anal-
ysis as an important problem in the legal domain. (b) Defining a case law analysis struc-
ture for the supreme court judgment documents. (c) Proposing an example automated
case analysis system for the legal community.

1.1. Importance of the Automated Case Law Analysis

The pendency of a large number of cases is a long ailing problem of the Indian Judiciary.
The Indian court system consists of the Apex Court or the Supreme Court of India, the
High Courts in the individual states and union territories, and the lower courts at the dis-
trict level. The recent data estimates (as projected by National Judicial Data Grid [1] on
August 21, 2021) show that a total of 36,780,460 cases are pending in the various courts.
Even though the lower courts dispose of more than half of the new cases filed (56%)
within a year, a significant number of these cases are either transferred to the higher
courts, or the verdicts are challenged in the higher courts. Thus, it increases the overall
volume of pending cases in the High courts and the Supreme court. Furthermore, the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the judicial system severely causing further
delays in the Justice delivery process.

Researchers, lawyers, government, and administration are working tirelessly to find
ways to reduce the pendency of cases and improve the overall efficiency of the legal sys-
tem. For every case, the advocates of the contending parties have to submit/put forward
arguments on behalf of the respective parties, after going through all similar prior doc-
uments and the legal principles. Based on the available information on the current case
and a set of similar prior documents (also known as “precedents”), they prepare a case
briefing. Often, these case documents are thousands of pages long and it takes a consid-
erable amount of time for them to prepare the briefing. Again, when the judge gives the
verdict of the presented case, all the legal issues, facts, arguments provided by the advo-
cates are examined by the court. For both processes, case analysis is one of the most used
techniques or methods available to legal practitioners. Therefore, proposing approaches
to solve the task of automated case analysis will directly improve the efficiency of the
courts and help in mitigating the bigger problem by reducing the pendency of cases.

In this work, we define a case analysis structure for the supreme court judgment
documents with the help of the legal professionals and propose a rule-driven system
by which one can perform the task. This is a significant contribution towards the legal
community to reduce the pendency and backlogs in the court-rooms.

2. Limitations of Prior Work: Comparison between Case Analysis and Rhetorical

role labelling

Earlier works [2] [3] assumed that case analysis can be performed using Rhetorical Role
labeling of the legal document. Rhetorical role labeling of a sentence from a legal text is
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a means to understand the semantic function of the sentence (such as arguments of the
parties, the final judgment, background, statute and so on).

When we compare the rhetorical roles and the case law analysis information that a
legal professional requires, we observe various limitations. We note that: (i) Certain key
information labels such as “Legal issue” and “Observation” are neither present in the
existing rhetorical structure nor can be derived from any of those. (ii) The information
whether a sentence is an argument is not sufficient to a lawyer, but whether the argu-
ment is submitted by the appellant, respondent, or amicus is important. Furthermore, the
party or advocate is mentioned once in the text and thereafter referred to by appropriate
pronouns in consecutive sentences. Hence, both the semantic and case-related auxiliary
information (named entities) and their anaphora and coreferences [5] are equally impor-
tant in case analysis. (iii) Any mention of established law ( e.g, Acts, Sections, Articles,
Rules, Notices, etc.) is treated as a statute. However, not all the mentions of established
laws in a judgment text are relevant to the analysis of the given case. In particular, the set
of legal principles which are discussed for the current judgment are deemed important.
Legal principles may include not only the established laws but also the mention of enu-
merated rights and unenumerated rights. e.g. “Right to clean air”, “Right to education”
are not statutes but these are some of the examples of enumerated rights which can be
applied in a judgment by the court, and mentioned with its reason for application. Hence,
the understanding of legal principle is different from that of the rhetorical role “statute”.
(iv) For long-running cases, the court often provides various interim orders to provide
relief to one of the contending parties. These relief prayers asked by the parties, interim
orders given by the court from time to time, and whether parties have complied with
earlier orders become a crucial subject of examination in later judgments. Thus, relief
prayer, interim order, and compliance also become part of the reasoning, and therefore,
demands a separate label in the case analysis process.

Above observations eventually lead us to establish the automated case analysis of
judgment documents as an important task in the legal domain different from the rhetorical
role labeling.

3. Case Analysis Labels

After going through a large volume of court documents, we have come up with the fol-
lowing twelve case analysis roles. We describe the roles in the following:

1. Legal Issues: The legal issue or question that the Court is adjudicating upon in the
current case. e.g. “The issue for our consideration today is fixing standards for 34 indus-
tries with regard to the SO2, NOX and SOX emissions.”
2. Argument by Appellant: Different arguments submitted by the appellants or the ad-
vocates on their behalf in the court. e.g. “Mr. Sundaram finally submitted that since none
of the grounds given by the High Court in the impugned judgment for directing closure
of the plant of the Appellants are well-founded, ...”
3. Argument by Respondent: Different arguments submitted by the respondents or the
advocates on their behalf in the court. e.g. “It was pointed out by Shri Mukul Rohatgi,
learned senior Counsel appearing on behalf of Government of NCT of Delhi that by
applying odd-even scheme with respect to cars alone cannot be said to be a wholesome
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solution.”
4. Argument by Amicus Curiae: Sometimes, the court invites third party members or
organisations to provide insights to a case that is being discussed. Such third parties
are legally known as “Amicus Curiae”. Amicus curiae may also submit its arguments
through its advocates. e.g. “Mr. Harish N. Salve, learned senior Counsel appearing as
amicus, argued that imposition of ECC and the directions issued by this Court regarding
diversion of commercial vehicles/trucks to alternative routes has made some difference..”
5. Relief Prayer: If a case is continuing for long duration, one of the parties may seek
for immediate relief from certain inconveniences, before the final verdict comes out. e.g.
“The Petitioners have approached this Court seeking emergent reliefs in relation to the
extreme air pollution in the National Capital Region (hereinafter ’NCR’)”
6. Observation Findings: Observations made by the court while assessing the facts.
There is no immediate relation between the observation and the conclusion of a case.
But these observations may be important in understanding how the court weighs the ar-
guments submitted by different parties. e.g. “We must note that there has been no re-
sponse from the States within the NCR giving the impression that air pollution is not a
problem for the State Governments despite the ill-effects and health hazards of bursting
fireworks”
7. Legal Principles: In the judgment, the court may state different Enumerated and Un-
enumerated rights, established laws (statutes, acts, constitution) etc. These principles are
crucial for establishing the conclusion of the judgment. Enumerated rights are the rights
given by the established laws and constitution (e.g. fundamental rights). Unenumerated
rights are the rights that are coming from case laws [earlier verdicts from different im-
portant cases.] , and may become part of established laws later. In general, a sentence
that represents a legal principle does not include any mention of appellant, respondent or
any parties involved. e.g. “The polluter pays principle demands that the financial costs
of preventing or remedying damage caused by pollution should lie with the undertakings
which cause the pollution, or produce the goods which cause the pollution”
8. Fact: Fact refers to the chronology of events that led to filing the case, and how the
case evolved over time in the court system. Facts are the sentences that have pieces of
information about appellant/respondent/other parties involved or the current court but it
does not include any argument, legal principle, verdict, direction or causation in itself.
e.g. “The Appellants are the owners of Hotels, Beach Resorts and Beach Bungalows
in Goa who have been facing the prospect of demolition of their properties for the last
several decades”
9. Rationale: Rationale is the reasoning on how legal principle and facts can have a cau-
sation relationship. A rationale has two parts in it: One part includes a Legal Principle,
and the other part includes a Fact. e.g. “Under the principle of ’delegatus non potest
delegare’, the delegatee (the Chairman of the Board) could not have further delegated
the authority vested in him, except by a clear mandate of law.”
10. Conclusion Verdict: The decision or verdict, conclusion of the Court, or, texts that
can be considered as part of the verdict. If the document is of type Order, then orders or
directions mentioned in the text can be considered as parts of the final verdict. e.g. “we
direct the States of Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh to disburse the money and they
should not wait for or write letters to the Central Government to give certain funds for
this purpose.”
11. Interim Order: If a case is continuing for long duration, the court may issue interim
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orders to grant relief to the parties temporarily if the parties seek relief. In general, in-
terim order can be found along with relief prayer in an Order document. e.g. “We ac-
cordingly direct the Government of NCT of Delhi to take immediate steps for repair of
pavements and make pavements wherever the same are missing and also to take imme-
diate steps for ...”
12. Compliance: Compliance signifies if one of the parties involved in the case has com-
plied to the directions given by court or any earlier order or direction given by other or-
ganisations. A non-abiding of compliance may become a part of the Observation which
may influence the verdict. e.g. “Unit has complied with the conditions and the consent
order issued to the Unit.”

4. Supreme Court of India corpus of Air Pollution cases

We create a corpus of 28 Supreme Court of India corpus of Air Pollution cases anno-
tated with the case analysis structure. We consider the legal judgments that are related
to Air Pollution cases under the Environment category from the Supreme court of In-
dia cases gathered from Manupatra [6], a reputed online journal for the period January
2010-January 2021. We take the cases which are “Against the government” i.e. Union of
India is one of the respondents in those cases. No proprietary information is taken in this
process.

Initially one annotator with domain understanding annotated the documents. Each
sentence from the judgment documents is labelled with a single argument label from the
set of 12 case analysis roles and “Other” (if the sentence is not useful in the case analysis
process). Then a panel of legal experts reviewed the annotations and rectified it wherever
necessary based on consensus decision. As the review of annotation was conducted based
on the unanimous decision of a panel of legal professionals from Rajiv Gandhi School of
Intellectual Property Law, IIT Kharagpur 1 with varied academic and court experiences,
the quality of the annotation may be considered to be high.

5. System Overview

For the identification of the case analysis roles, the judgment copy is required as input. A
judgment copy contains the judgment text, list of appellants, respondents, amicus if any,
advocates of the contending parties, name of the judges, file number of the case, etc. Our
proposed automated case analysis system consists of the following of steps.

Step 1: Extraction of the case metadata - The case metadata includes the date of the
decision, the document type (e.g. Judgment, Order, etc.), the name of the judges, party
names, and the name of the advocates of the parties. We segregate the case metadata
from appropriate places in the judgment copy using position-based rules and store the
segregated components in a configuration dictionary. We also consider various abbrevi-
ations and short names for party names and advocates in the dictionary.

Step 2: Entity Identification - In the judgment text, named entities such as the name

1RGSOIPL, IIT Kharagpur: http://www.iitkgp.ac.in/department/IP
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of the appellants or respondents, name of the advocates, etc. are mentioned once and
thereafter referred by appropriate pronouns in consecutive sentences or before the enti-
ties in the same compound sentence. In linguistics, this is known as co-reference and if
the pronoun that refers to the entity comes after the mention of the entity, then it is called
an anaphora. In order to understand which named entity that pronoun refers to, anaphora
and co-reference resolution [5] are required. e.g. in the sentence “He submits that the
depending upon the improvement and the extent of collection of ECC, post installation of
RFID, this Court could issue appropriate directions suitably balancing the equity among
the State and the stakeholders.” , “He” refers to “Mr. Salve, learned Amicus” who was
one of the advocates of the amicus in the given example. We use Neuralcoref [4] for the
co-reference resolution as it performed well on our corpus. We replace each mention of
the parties and their advocates, court, etc. in the resolved text with corresponding iden-
tifier tokens using the configuration dictionary. These identifier tokens will be used in
different rules to identify the case analysis role.

Step 3: Syntactic Analysis - Syntactic structure of a sentence (such as the nature of
the verb, and the relation of different noun phrases with the verb) plays a key role in
constructing various rules for role identification. So, we perform parts of speech (POS)
tagging and dependency parsing on the sentences from the text. We use Spacy [8] for
both the tasks because it showed better results which agrees with [7].

Step 4: Rules Identification - Based on the annotated examples and the domain knowl-

Figure 1. Flow chart for determining the case analysis role of a sentence from a given judgment text.

edge of the legal experts, we attempt to find the rules for each of the case roles. In Figure
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Table 1. Precision, Recall, and F-score for individual case analysis role from law documents of test set pre-
dicted by our method

Case analysis role P R F1 Support

Observation Findings 1.00 0.61 0.76 18
Conclusion Verdict 0.95 0.80 0.87 45
Relief Prayer 1.00 1.00 1.00 6
Argument by Amicus 1.00 0.62 0.77 8
Argument by Appellant 1.00 0.77 0.87 22
Argument by Respondent 1.00 1.00 1.00 10
Fact 0.97 0.83 0.90 132
Interim Order 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
Legal Principle 0.90 1.00 0.95 9
Legal Issue 1.00 1.00 1.00 3
Rationale 0.40 1.00 0.57 2
Compliance 1.00 1.00 1.00 1

1, we describe the process by which the case analysis role of a sentence is determined.
We use a combination of various regular expressions and syntactic analysis in this step.

We find the rules after extensive study of 24 documents from the corpus with the
help of the legal experts and report the results on 4 additional documents. The rules for
the labels are made available for the interested readers 2.

6. Results

We report the Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score (F1) for each of the case analysis
roles on the test set of 4 documents in Table 1. For some of the case roles, precision and
recall are quite high. We discuss about the issues with the existing rules in the following
subsection. A list of examples are given in the supplementary material for the readers3.

6.1. Issues:

We went through the set of 24 legal documents and test set of additional 4 documents
from the corpus and manually examined the case analysis roles of the sentences. Follow-
ing issues are observed: (i) In some of the paragraphs, the third person pronouns are not
properly co-referenced to the appropriate named entities. So, those sentences do not have
any appropriate identifier token (e.g. appellants, etc.). As a result, the rules-identification
module fails to identify these sentences properly. If we improve the co-reference resolu-
tion model, this issue can be mitigated for most of such examples. (ii) In case of interim
orders, it was difficult to evaluate whether a sentence can be identified as an interim order
or a conclusion, even though reliefs are asked. (iii) In certain documents, all the parties
involved or heard in the case are not mentioned in the judgment copy beforehand. E.g.
SDMC (South Delhi Municipal Corporation) and NDMC (North Delhi Municipal Cor-
poration) are not mentioned as any party in the case MANU/SC/0609/2016 . When the
rules identification module encounters the sentence “These applications have been filed

2Rules Description: https://github.com/legalArgMining/Case-Law-Analysis
3Same as above
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by SDMC and NDMC seeking permission for registration of diesel vehicles used for col-
lection and transportation of garbage on diesel based HCV and MCV vehicles.”, it could
not classify it into any existing roles and labels it as “Other”. However, a manual exam-
ination of the case conveys that both SDMC and NDMC are parties involved in the case.
Therefore, this sentence should be treated as a “Fact”. (iv) For certain sentences, “Fact”
has been mis-predicted as “Rationale”. The rules identification module rightly found the
presence of both a legal principle and a Fact part in the sentence. However, the sentence
conveys a generic statement and violation of certain legal principle and therefore, should
be classified as a “Fact”. For such cases, we need to incorporate specific exclusion rules.
(v) In a few documents, the subject of the head word in the sentence is not explicitly
mentioned. Such sentences are usually in passive voice. E.g. “It is also submitted that..”
. In this sentence, the agent “by” of the head word verb “submitted” is not mentioned.
As a result, the rules fail to identify these sentences properly.

7. Conclusion and Future Works

In this work, we introduce a case analysis structure for the Indian supreme court judg-
ment documents with suggestions from the legal community, and show some initial re-
ports for automated case analysis role identification to build the structure. Our methods
of case analysis role identification are mostly a combination of different rules. How-
ever, many of these rules can be good indicators of possible features to be used in ma-
chine learning based methods. Exploring the task with more annotated examples using
machine learning based models remains as a future direction of work. Also, our work
centered around the Air Pollution cases. How the rules identification module performs
across various categories of cases remains as a future task to be examined.
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Abstract. Automatic summarization of legal case documents is an important and
challenging problem, where algorithms attempt to generate summaries that match
well with expert-generated summaries. This work takes the first step in analyzing
expert-generated summaries and algorithmic summaries of legal case documents.
We try to uncover how law experts write summaries for a legal document, how var-
ious generic as well as domain-specific extractive algorithms generate summaries,
and how the expert summaries vary from the algorithmic summaries. We also ana-
lyze which important sentences of a legal case document are missed by most algo-
rithms while generating summaries, in terms of the rhetorical roles of the sentences
and the positions of the sentences in the legal document.

Keywords. Case document summarization; extractive summarization; rhetorical
roles; lead bias

1. Introduction
Summarization of legal case documents [1, 2] is a challenging problem, which has be-
come important in recent years due to a massive increase in the amount of legal cases
available online, and the huge length of most case documents. Several legal domain-
specific algorithms as well as generic (domain-independent) algorithms have been used
to generate summaries for legal case documents. Most prior works have compared the
algorithmic summaries with expert-generated summaries for legal documents in terms of
ROUGE scores [3]. However, there has not been much investigation on which parts (e.g.,
sentences) of a case document are actually selected by experts and by various algorithms
for generating the summary of the document.

In this work, we take the first steps in this direction. Specifically, we seek answers
to a set of Research Questions (RQs) that would help improve our understanding of how
summarization algorithms perform in relation to summaries written by the legal experts,
and thus give insights that may be valuable for the research fraternity. The Research
Questions (RQs) that we address in this work are as follows:- RQ1: Which parts of a
document are selected by summarization algorithms and domain experts while generat-
ing summaries? RQ2: Which rhetorical roles [4] (e.g., Facts, Issues, Ruling) are mostly
selected by summarization algorithms and experts while generating summaries? RQ3:
Are ROUGE scores (computed w.r.t. expert summaries) consistent with the rhetorical
roles distributions selected by summarization algorithms? RQ4: Out of the sentences
that are considered to be important by domain experts, which sentences are easier (or
difficult) to identify for summarization algorithms?
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To answer these questions, we conduct a detailed analysis over 50 case documents
from the Indian Supreme Court and their summaries written by two law experts (dataset
obtained from our prior work [2]). We analyse the summaries generated by as many as
15 extractive summarization algorithms, including traditional unsupervised algorithms
and supervised neural algorithms. We attempt to analyse how an algorithm or an expert
chooses sentences for generating a summary in terms of (i) position of the sentences in
the original legal document, and (ii) the rhetorical role [4] of the sentences. It can be
noted that prior works have shown that rhetorical roles are necessary to detect important
sentences to create good quality summaries of legal documents [1].

Based on the Research Questions stated above, we found the following insights.
1. Some summarization algorithms like BERTSUM [5], Luhn [6] and Letsum [7] tend
to select sentences from the initial portions of the input document, which is termed as
lead bias [8]. Supervised algorithms like BERTSUM which are pretrained on news arti-
cle corpora especially suffer from the lead bias problem. On the other hand, supervised
models like SummaRunner [9] and Chinese Gist [10] which can be trained from scratch
do not suffer from lead bias problem (Sec. 4.2)
2. Some domain-specific algorithms like KMM [11], MMR [12] and DELSUMM [2]
tend to focus on the Ruling by present court rhetorical role which is similar to what is
done by the domain experts. The Ruling by Present court rhetorical role is significant
because this rhetorical role includes the final judgement of a legal case (Sec. 4.3)
3. Most algorithms tend to include sentences from the facts rhetorical role (possibly due
to lead bias as facts usually appear towards the beginning of a case). On the other hand,
a large proportion of sentences belonging to the Ratio of the decision rhetorical role is
missed by most summarization algorithms because these sentences occur mostly towards
the latter portions of the document (Sec. 5.1)
4. The rhetorical role-wise ROUGE scores (computed w.r.t. expert summaries) is con-
sistent with the rhetorical roles distribution selected by most of the summarization algo-
rithms (though there are a few exceptions) (Sec. 4.4)

2. Related work

There have been several prior works on applying summarization algorithms to legal doc-
uments [1, 2]. In this section, we discuss about different categories of summarization
algorithms that have been applied to legal case documents.

Unsupervised domain-independent: Lexrank [13] is a graph-based summarization
technique that uses the idea of eigenvector centrality. Luhn summarizer [6] is a simple
method for detecting the most important set of sentences in a document using the concept
of TF-IDF vectors. LSA summarizer [14] uses Singular Value Decomposition to project
the singular matrix from a higher dimensional plane to a lower dimensional plane to se-
lect the most important sentences in the document. Reduction summarizer [15] attempts
to condense a long document into the most important parts by creating a rich semantic
graph. DSDR [16] is an algorithm which works on the principle of data reconstruction,
thereby minimizing the reconstruction error.

Supervised domain-independent: SummaRunner [9] is an algorithm which uses hier-
archical Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to learn sentence representations from the
input document. To select the sentences for the summary, this algorithm uses relative
and absolute position importance, salience, content and novelty. SummaRunner has 3
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variations which are SummaRunner/RNN RNN (which consists of two layers of RNNs),
SummaRunner/CNN RNN (which consists of one layer of Convolutional Neural Net-
work and one layer of RNN), and SummaRunner/Attn RNN that consists of an atten-
tion mechanism with a RNN layer. BertSum [5] is an algorithm which has been initially
trained on large amount of news article data. The pre-trained model can be fine-tuned
with document-summary pairs from a target domain (e.g., legal document-summary pairs
in our case).

Unsupervised legal domain-specific: Letsum [7] divides the entire legal document into
four parts namely Introduction, Context, Judicial analysis and Conclusion, and then takes
portions of these four parts to form the summary. Case summarizer [17] uses parameters
like TF-IDF values, number of dates in a sentence, number of named entities and whether
a sentence is in the starting section of the document to select candidate sentences for
the summary. MMR algorithm [12] is designed for legal cases related to post-traumatic
stress disorder from the US Board of veterans appeal court. This method uses a pipeline
consisting of a CNN classifier to select sentences for the summary. Delsumm [2] chooses
sentences from the input legal document using a set of rules based on Integer Linear
programming. KMM [11] stands for K-mixture model and this K-mixture model is used
for selecting sentences to create the summary from the original document.

Supervised legal domain-specific: Chinese Gist [10] is a legal domain-specific super-
vised algorithm that uses several deep learning and machine learning methods (such as
LSTMs) to create various classifiers that are together used with necessary features to
generate summaries of legal documents.

Evidently, many prior works have applied summarization algorithms on legal case docu-
ments. However, there has not been any prior attempt toward analysis of the summaries
generated by summarization algorithms as well as of gold standard summaries generated
by experts. This work aims to fill this gap.

3. Dataset

We reuse the dataset from our prior works [2, 4] which consists of 50 case documents
from the Indian Supreme Court. To improve the generalizability of the study, the 50 case
documents are drawn from 5 different domains – (i) Criminal - 16 documents, (ii) Land
and property – 10 documents, (iii) Constitutional – 9 documents (iv) Labour and In-
dustrial – 8 documents, and (v) Intellectual Property Rights – 7 documents. Two senior
law students from the Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Property Law, India (one of
the most reputed law schools in India) annotated the legal documents with rhetorical
labels [4] for each sentence, as well as summarized the legal documents.

Annotation with rhetorical roles: Every sentence in every document has been anno-
tated with one of the following 8 rhetorical labels (the annotation process is detailed
in [4]):- (1) Facts (abbreviated as FAC) are the chronology of events which lead to the
filing of the legal case (it includes events like doing FIR at the police station, filing of
the case at the court, etc). (2) Issues (abbreviated as ISS) refer to the legal questions on
which the legal case is based. (3) Ruling by Lower court (RLC) is the judgement given
by a lower court on a case which is being contended in a higher court. Since here the
legal cases that we are considering are Supreme Court cases so the cases have already
being contended in the lower court(s) and the lower court’s have passed a decision on that
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FAC ARG Ratio PRE RLC RPC ISS STA
Original Document 0.261 0.082 0.364 0.141 0.033 0.033 0.013 0.069

Expert 1 0.269 0.091 0.380 0.074 0.001 0.070 0.032 0.079

Expert 2 0.289 0.078 0.371 0.088 0.002 0.067 0.026 0.075
Table 1. Distribution of the rhetorical roles in the original documents, and the summaries written by expert 1
and expert 2, averaged across the 50 documents. Each value is the fraction of sentences of a particular rhetorical
role, out of the total number of sentences in the document / expert summaries, averaged over the 50 documents.

Blue-underlined represents the rhetorical role with highest fraction of sentences. Violet-bold
represents the rhetorical role with second highest fraction of sentences.

case. (4) Arguments (ARG) are presented by the lawyers of the parties involved in the
case. (5) Precedents (PRE) are the past legal cases which are cited in the present case.
(6) Statutes (STA) are the laws that are referred to, including orders, acts, notifications,
articles, sections, rules, etc. (7) Ratio of the decision (abbreviated as Ratio) refers to
the legal reasoning due to which the specific judgement is given. (8) Ruling by present
court (abbreviated as RPC) is the final judgement given by the judge of the present court
(the Supreme court of India, in our case).

Summaries of the documents: The two domain experts wrote summaries for each of
the 50 documents. The summaries created by the experts are mostly extractive in nature;
however, some sentences were slightly modified by the experts to improve the readability
/ grammatical flow of the summary The length of the summaries written by the experts
was around 30% of the original legal document length. Specifically, the collection has
on an average 5387.36 words per document, and 1648.76 and 1710.66 words on average
in the summaries written by the two experts. Similarly, there are on average 172.86 sen-
tences per document, and 54.06 and 56.72 sentences on average in the summaries written
by the two experts. All these values are averaged across the 50 documents. Details of the
summarization process can be found in [2].

Table 1 shows the distribution of rhetorical labels across the documents and the expert
summaries. Each value is the fraction of sentences of a particular rhetorical role, out of
the total number of sentences in the document / expert summaries, averaged over all the
50 documents / their expert summaries. We see that, for both the original documents
as well as the expert-written summaries, Ratio of the decision is the largest class (these
sentences occur most frequently across all documents/summaries) followed by the Facts
and Precedent.

Training data for supervised algorithms: The supervised summarization algorithms
(SummaRunner, GIST, BERTSUM) are trained/fine-tuned over a training set consisting
of 7,100 Indian Supreme Court case documents and their headnotes (short abstractive
summaries); further details can be found in [2]. We ensured that there was no overlap
between this training set and the evaluation set of 50 documents.

4. Analyzing the Algorithmic and Expert Summaries

We applied all the summarization algorithms described in Section 2 on the 50 case docu-
ments. For a particular document, all the algorithms were made to generate summaries
of the same maximum word count as the average number of words in the two expert-
summaries for the same doc. This section compares the summaries generated by the
summarization algorithms and the summaries written by the legal experts (for the same
document).
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Figure 1. Fraction of the algorithmic summaries and expert summaries taken from the first half and second
half of the original legal document, averaged for 50 legal documents. Green colour represents the fraction of the
algorithmic / expert summaries taken from the first half of the original document, while blue colour represents
the fraction of the summaries taken from the second half of the original document. The symbols on the X-axis
are as follows. LX: Lexrank, LS: LSA summarizer, LU: Luhn summarizer, RE: Reduction summarizer, DS:
DSDR, LE: Letsum, KM: KMM, CS: CaseSummarizer, MM: MMR summarizer, DE: Delsumm, SAR: Sum-
maRunner/Attn RNN, SRR: SummaRunner/RNN RNN, SCR: SummaRunner/CNN RNN, BS: BERTSUM,
CG: Chinese Gist, E1: Expert 1 and E2: Expert 2.

4.1. Finding the closest matching sentence in the document for every sentence in the
expert summary

While writing the summaries, the two legal experts mostly copied sentences directly
from the document (extractive summarization), but sometimes they combined multiple
sentences from the document and/or edited the text of some sentences to improve the flu-
ency and grammatical structure of the summary. For various analyses reported later, we
intend to find, for every sentence in the expert summaries, the closest matching sentence
in the document. To this end, we proceed as follows. We take a sentence se from an expert
summary and compare the sentence with every sentence in the corresponding original
document. If we get an exact match between se and some sentence sd in the document,
then sd is taken as the closest matching sentence for se. If we do not get an exact match
for se, we perform an approximate matching – we calculate ROUGE-2 F1-score (that
considers bigram overlap) of se with every sentence in the corresponding document. The
closest matching sentence in the document for se is taken to be that sentence sd in the
document that has the highest ROUGE-2 F1-score match with se.

4.2. RQ1 : Which parts of a document are selected by summarization algorithms?

We start by checking the location of the sentences (in a document) that are selected by
various algorithms and the experts, for inclusion in the summary. To this end, we con-
sider a document to be partitioned into two equal halves, and check what fraction of sen-
tences selected by an algorithm / an expert lies in which half of the corresponding docu-
ment. Figure 1 shows the fraction of sentences in the algorithmic summaries and expert
summaries that are taken from the first half and second half of the original documents,
averaged over all the 50 legal documents.

From Figure 1 we can observe the two experts write well-balanced summaries in-
cluding approximately 55% of sentences from the first halves of the documents and
around 45% of the sentences from the second halves of the documents.
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In contrast, some summarization methods like BERTSUM, Luhn summarizer, Let-
Sum, Lexrank, LSA summarizer and Reduction summarizer choose most sentences from
the first half of the original legal document. This property, where a summarization algo-
rithm tends to choose text mostly from the initial parts of the input document, is known
as lead bias [8]. Algorithms such as BERTSUM that are pre-trained on news article sum-
marization corpus (where the first few sentences of a news article is known to usually
be a good summary of the article), is not able to come out of lead bias due to initial
training on news articles, even after they are finetuned on legal documents. In constrast,
SummaRunner is trained fully (from scratch) on legal documents and their summaries,
and is hence able to avoid lead bias. Letsum is a domain-specific algorithm which di-
vides the document into four parts namely Introduction, Context, Judicial analysis and
Conclusion and picks up 10%, 25%, 60% and 5% from each of these individual parts
of the document to form the summary. So a large fraction of the summary sentences
are picked up from the initial portions of the documents because the Introduction and
Context primarily occurs in the initial portions of the document.

It is observed that most unsupervised domain-independent algorithms like Lexrank,
LSA, Luhn, Reduction summarizer display significant lead bias. On the other hand, most
of the domain-specific algorithms like KMM, Case Summarizer, MMR, DELSUMM and
Chinese Gist tend to pick up sentences uniformly from both halves of the document.

4.3. RQ2 : Which rhetorical roles are selected by summarization algorithms?

For every sentence from an algorithmic summary, we find the closest matching sentence
in the original document and also the rhetorical role of the sentence in the original doc-
ument. In this way we detect the rhetorical roles that are being selected by the summa-
rization algorithms. Table 2 shows the fraction of each rhetorical role captured by every
algorithm and by the two experts, out of the total number of sentences of a rhetorical role
present in the original document, averaged over all 50 documents.

From Table 2 we can observe that the experts focused most on the Ruling by present
court (RPC) and Issues (ISS) though these classes are present in small proportions in the
original documents (see Table 1). DELSUMM and Chinese Gist are domain-specific al-
gorithms which also focus on Ruling by present court. DELSUMM gives highest weight
to Ruling by present court followed by Issues. On the other hand, some domain-specific
algorithms like Case Summarizer and Letsum focused most on Facts and less on Ruling
by present court. Supervised algorithms like BERTSUM focused most on the initial por-
tions of the document and picked up Facts which are mostly present in the initial portions
of the document. LSA summarizer has focused most on Facts and Arguments. Chinese
Gist has also focused well on Facts.
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Table 2. Fraction of sentences of each rhetorical role captured by every algorithm and by the two experts,
out of the total number of sentences of that rhetorical role present in the original text, averaged out of 50
documents. Blue-underlined represents the rhetorical role with highest value. Violet-bold colour represents the
rhetorical role with the second highest value.

Algorithm FAC ARG Ratio PRE RLC RPC ISS STA
Unsupervised, Domain Independent

Lexrank 0.310 0.319 0.162 0.105 0.292 0.027 0.307 0.183

LSA 0.333 0.291 0.145 0.133 0.256 0.015 0.213 0.147

Luhn 0.354 0.264 0.100 0.096 0.284 0.015 0.230 0.201

Reduction 0.285 0.284 0.108 0.085 0.274 0.013 0.265 0.190

DSDR 0.333 0.264 0.330 0.270 0.221 0.456 0.195 0.285

Unsupervised, Domain specific
Letsum 0.568 0.230 0.190 0.201 0.220 0.029 0.381 0.280

KMM 0.245 0.317 0.260 0.235 0.243 0.274 0.283 0.250

Case Summarizer 0.298 0.268 0.293 0.124 0.181 0.115 0.298 0.194

MMR algorithm 0.351 0.317 0.343 0.271 0.266 0.427 0.299 0.243

Delsumm 0.422 0.543 0.239 0.300 0.0 0.688 0.739 0.319

Supervised, Domain Independent
SummaRunner/Attn RNN 0.389 0.326 0.285 0.300 0.329 0.182 0.296 0.141

SummaRunner/RNN RNN 0.283 0.240 0.355 0.345 0.233 0.274 0.274 0.123

SummaRunner/CNN RNN 0.305 0.257 0.335 0.335 0.278 0.594 0.331 0.156

BERTSUM 0.665 0.335 0.149 0.118 0.220 0.040 0.356 0.212

Supervised, Domain Specific
Chinese Gist 0.461 0.274 0.432 0.348 0.280 0.608 0.365 0.255

Expert
Expert 1 0.388 0.465 0.377 0.197 0.014 0.734 0.665 0.390

Expert 2 0.432 0.406 0.380 0.224 0.015 0.764 0.583 0.390

Table 3. Rhetorical role-wise and entire document-wise performance of all the summarization methods in
terms of ROUGE-L F1-scores, averaged over the 50 documents. Values which are < 0.3 are represented in red
underlined. Blue bold represents the best value for each rhetorical role.

Algorithm
Entire

document
Final

judgement
Issue Facts Statute

Precedent
+Ratio

Argument

Unsupervised, Domain Independent

Lexrank 0.5392 0.0619 0.3469 0.4550 0.2661 0.3658 0.4284

LSA 0.5483 0.0275 0.2529 0.5217 0.2268 0.3527 0.3705

Luhn 0.5521 0.0358 0.2754 0.5408 0.2662 0.2927 0.3781

Reduction 0.542 0.0352 0.3153 0.5064 0.2579 0.3059 0.4390

DSDR 0.5725 0.4987 0.1982 0.4501 0.3174 0.4631 0.3490

Unsupervised, Domain Specific

LetSum 0.5846 0.0423 0.3926 0.6246 0.3469 0.3853 0.2830

KMM 0.5385 0.3254 0.2979 0.4124 0.3415 0.4450 0.416

Case Summarizer 0.5349 0.2474 0.3537 0.4500 0.2255 0.4461 0.4184

MMR 0.568 0.4378 0.3548 0.4442 0.2763 0.4647 0.3705

DELSUMM 0.6017 0.7929 0.6635 0.5539 0.4030 0.4305 0.4370

Supervised, Domain Independent

SummaRunner/RNN RNN 0.5821 0.4451 0.2990 0.5231 0.1636 0.5215 0.3090

SummaRunner/CNN RNN 0.5757 0.5893 0.3586 0.5069 0.1998 0.5026 0.2765

SummaRunner/Attn RNN 0.5877 0.3633 0.3176 0.6072 0.1869 0.4933 0.4191

BERTSUM 0.5529 0.0662 0.3544 0.6376 0.2535 0.3121 0.3262

Supervised, Domain Specific

Chinese Gist 0.5501 0.5844 0.3856 0.4621 0.2759 0.4537 0.2132
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4.4. RQ3: Are ROUGE scores (computed w.r.t. expert summaries) consistent with the
rhetorical role distributions selected by summarization algorithms?

ROUGE scores are widely considered as a standard way for measuring the quality of
an algorithmic summary with respect to the gold standard (expert) summary. Here we
examine whether the rhetorical role-wise ROUGE scores calculated for a particular algo-
rithm tally with the algorithmic distribution of rhetorical roles selected by that algorithm.
Note that, rhetorical role-wise ROUGE scores are more suitable for this analysis, than
ROUGE scores for the entire document.

Table 3 shows the rhetorical role-wise ROUGE-L F1 scores of the algorithms. For
most algorithms, the results given by the rhetorical role-wise ROUGE scores (computed
w.r.t. expert summaries) are similar to the results given by the algorithmic distribution of
rhetorical roles (that were discussed as part of RQ2). For instance, methods like Lexrank
and CaseSummarizer get lower ROUGE-L F1-scores; this agrees with the observations
in Table 2 where Ruling by present court and Issues have been selected extensively by
the experts but selected in much less proportions by these algorithms. On the other hand,
algorithms such as LetSum and DELSUMM show higher ROUGE-L F1-scores because
the rhetorical distributions chosen by these algorithms are closer to the experts’ rhetorical
distributions.

5. Which important parts do most summarization algorithms miss?
We now attempt to characterize which important parts (sentences) of a legal case docu-
ment are missed (i.e., not included in the summary) by most summarization algorithms.

5.1. RQ4: Out of the sentences that are considered to be important by domain experts,
which sentences are easier / difficult to identify for summarization algorithms?

Using the method described in Section 4.1, we found the closest matching sentence in
the document for every sentence in the expert summaries. Now we focus on those sen-
tences from the original document, that were selected by the experts for inclusion in the
gold standard summaries. For each such sentence, we check how many algorithms have
included that particular sentence in their summary. Table 4 states the number and per-
centage of sentences in the expert summaries that are selected by less than 3 algorithms,
sentences selected by 3-9 algorithms, and sentences selected by 10 or more algorithms.
To better understand which parts of the documents are being selected (or missed) by the
summarization algorithms, we focus on the following two sets of sentences:
Frequently selected sentences: The set of sentences which appear in at least one expert
summary and are chosen by 10 or more algorithms for inclusion in the summaries. There
are 155 such sentences in total across all the 50 documents.
Frequently missed sentences: The set of sentences which appear in at least one expert
summary but are chosen by less than 3 algorithms. There are 529 such sentences in total
across all the 50 documents.
Note that, both these sets contain important sentences that are chosen by the Law experts
while writing their summaries. We analyze these two sets of sentences with the objective
of gaining a better understanding of the frequently missed sentences which are important
sentences being missed by most summarization algorithms.
Characterizing the location of frequently selected/missed sentences: Out of the set
of frequently missed sentences, 35% come from the first halves of the documents, while
65% sentences come from the second halves of the documents (numbers averaged over
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Table 4. Number and percentage of sentences in the expert summaries that are selected by less than 3 al-
gorithms (frequently missed sentences), 3-9 algorithms and 10 or more algorithms (frequently selected sen-
tences). Blue-underlined cell represents the frequently missed sentences for a particular expert. Violet-bold cell
represents the frequently selected sentences for a particular expert.

Number of algorithms → less than 3 algorithms
(Frequently missed sentences) 3-9 algorithms 10 or more algorithms

(Frequently selected sentences)
Expert 1 456 (17.7%) 1968 (76.6%) 142 (5.5%)
Expert 2 478 (18.4%) 2063 (76.0%) 140 (5.2%)

Union of both experts 529 (17.8%) 2280 (76.9%) 155 (5.2%)

Table 5. Comparison of the frequently missed sentences and the frequently selected sentences in terms of
their rhetoric distribution. Blue-underlined colour represents the rhetorical role which is present in the highest
proportion in a row.

Rhetorical roles → FAC ARG Ratio PRE RLC RPC ISS STA
Frequently missed sentences 0.061 0.067 0.575 0.096 0.0 0.080 0.013 0.105

Frequently selected sentences 0.619 0.140 0.112 0.014 0.0 0.0 0.077 0.035

Table 6. Examples of frequently missed sentences that are selected by Law experts in their summaries, but are
not selected by most of the summarization algorithms.

Sentence Rhetorical role

the appeals are disposed of accordingly without any order as to costs RPC

order was a legislative activity and therefore not subject to any principle of natural justice ARG

no vested right as to tax holding is acquired by a person who is granted concession Ratio

what the order does contemplate however is such enquiry by the government as it thinks fit Ratio

all 50 documents). On the other hand, as many as 93.6% of the frequently selected sen-
tences come from the first halves of the documents, and only 6.4% come from the second
halves. These numbers re-confirm the lead bias of several algorithms, as was discussed
in Section 4.2 (RQ1) – most of the frequently missed sentences come from the second
half of the documents.
Characterizing the rhetorical labels of frequently selected/missed sentences: Table 5
shows the rhetorical role distribution of the frequently missed and frequently selected
sentences. We see that for the frequently missed sentences, most sentences belong to the
Ratio of the decision rhetorical role. For the frequently selected sentences, most number
of sentences belong to the Facts rhetorical role. This observation can also be ascribed
to the prevalence of lead bias of these algorithms, as discussed in Section 4.2 (RQ1),
since Facts usually appear at the beginning of a case document and Ratio of the decision
usually occurs at the latter portions of a document. Table 6 gives some examples of the
frequently missed sentences and their rhetorical labels.
Characterizing the length and legal keywords content of frequently selected/missed
sentences: We found that frequently missed sentences have a similar distribution of
length (number of words) as frequently selected sentences. We checked the number of le-
gal keywords contained in the two types of sentences, using terms from a legal dictionary
provided by [18]. The frequently selected sentences contain 3.30 legal terms on average,
while frequently missed sentences contain 2.89 legal terms on average. The fact that fre-
quently selected sentences contain more legal terms (than frequently missed sentences)
may be a potential reason why most summarization algorithms choose them.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we compare the algorithmic and expert summaries of legal case documents
to unearth the nature and position of the sentences chosen to create algorithmic sum-
maries and expert summaries. This work gives us several insights that can help in im-
proving the existing summarization algorithms that are capable of creating summaries
aligning more with the notion of legal experts – potential end-users of such algorithms.

Our current work considers rhetorical role-wise ROUGE scores to analyse the qual-
ity of legal document summaries. In future, we can apply metrics other than ROUGE
scores to evaluate the quality of legal summaries, since there are limitations of quantita-
tive metrics like ROUGE scores. Also, we plan to generalize our observations through
similar experiments on legal documents of other jurisdictions and countries.
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Abstract. Online legal document libraries, such as WorldLII, are indispensable
tools for legal professionals to conduct legal research. We study how topic mod-
eling techniques can be applied to such platforms to facilitate searching of court
judgments. Specifically, we improve search effectiveness by matching judgments
to queries at semantics level rather than at keyword level. Also, we design a system
that summarizes a retrieved judgment by highlighting a small number of paragraphs
that are semantically most relevant to the user query. This summary serves two
purposes: (1) It explains to the user why the machine finds the retrieved judgment
relevant to the user’s query, and (2) it helps the user quickly grasp the most salient
points of the judgment, which significantly reduces the amount of time needed by
the user to go through the returned search results. We further enhance our system by
integrating domain knowledge provided by legal experts. The knowledge includes
the features and aspects that are most important for a given category of judgments.
Users can then view a judgement’s summary focusing on particular aspects only.
We illustrate the effectiveness of our techniques with a user evaluation experiment
on the HKLII platform. The results show that our methods are highly effective.

Keywords. Topic modeling, Semantic search, Judgment summarization

1. Introduction

In common law jurisdictions, prior judgments (a.k.a. precedents) are important parts of
the law. Retrieving relevant judgments is an important task in legal research. To find ex-
isting judgments, one may resort to legal databases such as the World Legal Information
Institute (WorldLII) [1]. Although existing legal database systems provide search func-
tions that facilitate judgment retrieval, they are mostly limited to simple keyword search.
It is well known that keyword-based search suffers from poor query expressiveness.

In this paper we address the judgment retrieval problem by applying topic modeling
techniques to perform semantic search and judgment summarization. Specifically, our
approach consists of the following three components.

[Semantic Search] Existing search engines deployed in legal database systems such
as HKLII mostly retrieve judgments based on keyword matching. This is ineffective
especially when the search intent involves abstract concepts that can be expressed in
various wordings or in technical terms that the query issuer is not familiar with. We
achieve semantic search by applying topic modeling. In a nutshell, topic modeling is a
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Figure 1. Word cluster that ex-
presses a topic on “finger injury” Figure 2. Topic-based semantic search

statistical framework that analyzes a document corpus to identify distinguishing words
that have strong associations (e.g., based on co-occurrences of words in documents).
A “topic” can be considered as a cluster of words based on their associations, which,
collectively, express certain abstract concept. Figure 1 shows an example word cluster
that expresses the concept (or topic) of “finger injury”. Our method of semantic search is
to first analyze court judgments to discover topics (in topic-modeling sense) and identify
the topics that are covered by each specific judgment. When given a query, the topic that
is most relevant to the query is found and the judgments that have the best coverage of
the topic are retrieved. Figure 2 illustrates our idea.

[Query-driven Summarization] A search engine often returns search results as a
list of hypertext links, each with the corresponding document title displayed. It is difficult
for the user to determine if a document is really relevant to his/her query by inspecting
the title only. As we observed in analyzing the HKLII search log, very often a user would
click and read many returned documents that turned out to be irrelevant to the search
intent. This is a major source of inefficiency in judgment search as users toil through
long and complex judgments. Our approach to ameliorating unproductive search results
filtering is to perform automatic judgment summarization. Specifically, a small fraction
(such as 5%) of a judgment’s paragraphs are selected by the machine based on their
relevancy to the given user query. These paragraphs are highlighted in the judgment and
they serve as a query-specific summary of the judgment. By reading this small (5%)
summary, the query issuer gets to know why the machine thinks that the judgment is
relevant to the query, obtains a basic understanding of the judgment’s content, and thus
is able to quickly determine if the judgment should be filtered or collected.

[Aspect-driven Summarization] After a user accepts a judgment as relevant with
the help of a query-specific summary, the user typically needs to know more about the
judgment with respect to different aspects of the case concerned. To address this, our
system provides aspect-specific summaries of judgments. Our approach is to first consult
legal experts on the most important features and aspects of each judgment category. For
example, for personal injury cases, aspects of interests include a plaintiff’s background,
treatments, losses, and compensations. The machine would then summarize a judgment
based on each aspect by finding a small number of paragraphs in the judgment that are
most relevant to the chosen aspect. Figure 3 shows an example.

2. Algorithms

In this section we discuss how topics are generated (Section 2.1) and how we use the
generated topics in semantic search and judgment summarization (Section 2.2).
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Figure 3. Interface for aspect-driven summarization

2.1. Topic Generation

We adopt Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] as the topic modeling method. Given a
collection of documents, LDA generates topics by computing two sets of distributions:
(1) A word distribution for each topic. The word distribution captures the words that
express the topic. An example is shown in Figure 1. (2) A topic distribution for each
document. The topic distribution reflects the probability of each topic occurring in the
document. In the following discussion, we use personal injury compensation cases in
Hong Kong to illustrate our methods. We consider three ways of applying LDA to judg-
ment data. They differ in how judgment documents are processed and whether expert
knowledge on specific judgment category is taken into account. Figure 4 illustrates the
three approaches. Next, we give details of the approaches.

[No Domain Knowledge (NoDK)] Judgments are first preprocessed by removing
numbers and stop words. Then, we run LDA on the judgments using MALLET’s imple-
mentation [3] to generate topics. This is illustrated in Figure 4(a).

[Feature Domain Knowledge (DK-F)] We consult legal experts to obtain a list of
features that are important for the specific category of judgments in the corpus. For exam-
ple, for PI judgments, these features include “age at the time of incident” and “whether
the injury is permanent”. Judgments are then manually annotated to identify spans of
text that contain information related to the features. We call these spans of text “labeled
text”. We strip each judgment of its unlabeled text; Only labeled text is retained to which
we apply LDA. The idea is to remove unimportant details so that the topics generated are
related to the more important contents of judgments. Figure 4(b) illustrates this approach.

[Aspect Domain Knowledge (DK-A)] We further consult legal experts to group
features into aspects. For example, for PI cases, four aspects are given, namely, (plain-
tiff’s) background, injury, treatment, and loss. We perform topic modeling on the labeled
text under each aspect separately. For example, with respect to the background aspect, we
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Figure 4. Topic Modeling Approaches

retain only the labeled text for background-related features in judgments before applying
LDA. The idea is to generate aspect-specific topics so that judgments can be summarized
based on a desired aspect. Figure 4(c) illustrates this approach.

2.2. Applications

In this section we discuss how we make use of the generated topics to perform semantic
search and judgment summarization.

2.2.1. Semantic Search

Let T = {T1, ...,TN} be the set of N topics obtained from LDA. Given a query q and a
judgment J, we evaluate the relevancy of q and J w.r.t. the N topics. The similarity of q
and J is then measured by their overlapping topics. Specifically, a topic Ti is represented
by a word vector [wi,1, ...,wi,k, ...], where each wi,k is a word with probability pi,k of
being relevant to topic Ti. For each word wi,k, we apply word2vec [4] to obtain its word
embedding vector wi,k. We then compute the average of all word embedding vectors
wi,k’s weighted by their probabilities pi,k’s. We call the resulting embedding vector the
topic semantic vector vTi of topic Ti. Next, we process the query q in a similar fashion: we
first obtain the word embedding vector of each word in q and then compute the vectors’
average. We call the resulting embedding vector the query semantic vector vq of query
q. The query-topic similarity score, sq,i, between query q and topic Ti is measured by the
cosine similarity of the semantic vectors, i.e., vTi ⋅vq/∥vTi∥∥vq∥. We collect the similarity
scores over all topics into a query-topic probability vector pq = [sq,1, ...,sq,i, ...] of query
q. This vector summaries the relevancy of each topic to the query q. For a judgment J,
LDA produces a judgment-topic probability vector pJ = [tJ,1, ...,tJ,i, ...] where tJ,i is the
probability that judgment J is relevant to topic Ti. Finally, we compute the similarity
between query q and judgment J by taking the dot product pq ⋅pJ . Given a query q, we
return the judgments with the highest similarities as the search results.
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2.2.2. Query-Driven Summarization

Given a query q and a judgment J, our objective is to find a small fraction (e.g., 5%)
of the paragraphs in J that are the most relevant to q. These selected paragraphs serve
as a query-specific summary of J to q, which helps the user understand whether J is
indeed desired. To achieve that, we first find the most relevant topic Tq, which is the
topic that gives the highest query-topic similarity score, i.e., Tq = argmaxTi

(sq,i). Next,
for each paragraph G in J, we compute a paragraph semantic vector vG by averaging
the word2vec embedding vectors of the words in G. The similarity between paragraph
G and topic Tq is then measured by the cosine similarity of their semantic vectors, i.e.,
vTq ⋅vG/∥vTq∥∥vG∥. Paragraphs with the highest similarities are selected as the summary.

2.2.3. Aspect-Driven Summarization

In Section 2.1 we discussed three ways of generating topics. In particular, with DK-A,
topics are grouped into aspects (see Figure 4(c)). Given a judgment J and an aspect A,
our objective is to find a small number of paragraphs in J that best describe the case w.r.t.
aspect A. For simplicity, we explain our approach assuming that plaintiff’s background is
the aspect of interest. Our method can be generalized to cover any other given aspect. Let
TB = {T1, ...,TM} be a set of M topics generated by the DK-A model under the “plaintiff’s
background” aspect. For a judgment J, we consider its judgment-topic probability vector
pJ (see Section 2.2.1) and find the topic in TB that gives the highest probability among
those in pJ . We denote this top-ranked topic TJ . Formally, TJ = argmaxTi∈TB

tJ,i. Next, we
measure the similarity between each paragraph G in judgment J and the topic TJ in the
same way as we did in query-driven summarization, i.e., by the cosine similarity of vG
and vTJ . Paragraphs with the highest similarities are selected as the summary.

3. Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of our topic modeling appraoches. In particular,
we give experimental results comparing different topic generation methods using query-
driven summarization as the target application.

We collected 832 judgments on personal injury (PI) compensation cases handed
down in Hong Kong from 1999 to 2021. The judgments contain 606 to 11,257 words
each, with an average length of 4,552 words. Our legal experts suggested 79 features for
PI cases, among which 48 are of interests to this study. These 48 features are grouped
into four aspects, namely, “background” (11 features), “injury” (9 features), “treatment”
(8 features), and “loss” (20 features). We hired 10 law students to manually label these
features in the judgments. The data is used to derive topic models under the NoDK,
DK-F, and DK-A approaches (see Figure 4).

To evaluate the quality of the query-specific summaries provided by each method,
we prepared a set of 20 test queries that search for PI judgments. These queries are real
user queries extracted from the HKLII search log. We submitted each query q to HKLII
search engine and retrieved the top-ranked PI judgment J after filtering out those in the
search results that were irrelevant to q. This gave us a query-judgment (q-J) pair. We
then applied query-driven summarization (Section 2.2.2) to determine a similarity score
of each paragraph in J w.r.t. the query q. The paragraphs were then ranked based on their
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similarity scores and the top 5% of the paragraphs were selected as the summary of J.
We considered 3 approaches to generate topics, namely, NoDK, DK-F, and DK-A. Each
of them resulted in a summary, which might differ from those of others. Hence, we got
three summaries for each q-J pair corresponding to the three methods.

We recruited 8 legal experts (who either have the Postgraduate Certificate in Laws
qualification or are currently practising law) to evaluate the summaries. Given a q-J pair,
we merged the three summaries obtained from the methods into a single collection and
presented the paragraphs to an expert for “grading”. The expert was asked to read the
query and the judgment, and then assign a score of ‘0’ (not relevant), ‘1’ (somewhat
relevant), or ‘2’ (relevant) to each paragraph in the collection. During the process, the
expert was totally blind to which method was used to select the paragraphs. Each q-J
pair was graded by 1 to 3 experts.

We evaluate a summary’s quality by comparing it with the optimal summary using
the normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) metric [5]. Specifically, let SX =
{G1,G2, ...,Gk} be a summary of k paragraphs taken from a judgment J by method X (X
= NoDK, DK-F, or DK-A), such that the paragraphs Gi’s are sorted in decreasing order of
their similarities with the identified topic (i.e., vTq ⋅vG/∥vTq∥∥vG∥, see Section 2.2.2). Let
s(Gi) be the average relevancy score of Gi given by the human assessors. The DCG score
of summary SX is given by DCG(SX) = ∑k

1 s(Gi)/ log2(i+1). The (theoretical) optimal
summary, denoted by S̃, is constructed by collecting paragraphs in J that are given the
highest average relevancy scores by the assessors until k paragraphs are collected. The
nDCG score of summary SX is then given by DCG(SX)/DCG(S̃). Note that nDCG scores
of summaries range from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating that the summary matches the optimal
one perfectly in selecting paragraphs and assessing their relevancy to the query.

Table 1. Quality of query-driven summaries

NoDK DK-F DK-A

Average nDCG 0.66 0.64 0.86
# of good summaries (nDCG ≥ 0.75) 9 9 18
# of poor summaries (nDCG < 0.50) 7 9 0

Table 1 shows the average nDCG
scores of the summaries obtained by the
three different methods. Moreover, we con-
sider summaries with nDCG ≥ 0.75 (< 0.5)
to be of good (poor) quality. Table 1 shows
the number of good/poor summaries for
each method. From the table, we see that DK-A, which considers domain knowledge of
different PI aspects, significantly outperforms NoDK and DK-F. First, DK-A has a very
high average nDCG score (0.86) compared with NoDK (0.66) and DK-F (0.64). Sec-
ondly, DK-A produces 18 good summaries for the 20 query-judgment pairs and no poor
summaries. The reason for DK-A’s excellent performance is that it generates topics with
respect to different aspects. That allows DK-A to generate more topics than other meth-
ods and the topics are more precise and focused. Table 1 further shows that NoDK and
DK-F have comparable performance in terms of average nDCG scores. On closer inspec-
tion, we find that there is not a clear advantage of one over the other; For some q-J pairs,
NoDK gets better scores, while DK-F is better for other q-J pairs. As we mentioned in
Section 2.1, DK-F ignores unlabeled text in generating topics. That helps remove unim-
portant content in judgments and improve topic modeling. Occasionally, however, DK-F
is too aggressive and some content that is useful in generating topics is inadvertently
removed, resulting in poor summary quality.

Figure 5 shows a screenshot of our query-specific summary design. A user types a
query in a search box (top of left panel). The retrieved judgment is shown in the right
panel with paragraphs in the summary highlighted. Excerpts of the summary paragraphs
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Figure 5. Screenshot for query-driven summarization

are collected and displayed in the lower part of the left panel. The user can read the
paragraphs excerpts in the summary to determine if the retrieved judgment is relevant
to his/her search intent. By clicking on a paragraph excerpt, the system will display the
corresponding paragraph in the judgment in the right panel. This allows the user to read
the context of the summary paragraphs for further details.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we studied the problem of effective semantic search and judgment summa-
rization in digital legal library systems. We proposed a general framework to achieve the
tasks through topic modeling. We considered three approaches (NoDK, DK-F, and DK-
A) of generating topics. We also proposed algorithms for generating query-specific and
aspect-specific judgment summaries, and algorithms for performing semantic search.
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Abstract. Legal definitions are an integral part of legal drafting practice to under-
stand legal documents easily and prevent ambiguity. This research aims to describe
how legal definitions are used among regulations in the domain of Indonesian Trea-
sury and Budget. Simple text mining techniques are used to perform and deliver the
process. We extracted definitions from more than 1.362 related regulations enacted
through the period 2003-2020. We found that legal definitions were used in many
variations which may lead to inconsistencies.

Keywords. legal definition, legal term, consistency, harmonization, text mining.

1. Introduction

Do the definitions in regulations need to be consistent? Gauci points out that there are
situations where regulation has defined a legal term, but in another, the legal term is given
a different definition [4]. This situation could trigger different interpretations and thus, it
is not a mistake when Lucius Priscus said that every definition in law is dangerous [4].
Hence, as an essential part of legal drafting practice, having harmonized legal definitions
is not merely for precise and effective communication [2]. In this situation, the challenge
is how legal drafters formulate harmonized definitions and, more importantly, do not
potentially contradict each other.

In Indonesia, there are several rules in drafting legal definitions, including consis-
tency in defining terms, particularly in similar fields; and definitions in lower regulations
must be in line with higher regulations [7]. However, learning from Gauci’s findings [4],
definitional inconsistencies seem unavoidable in Indonesia. For example, since State Fi-
nance Law1 and State Treasury Law enacted 2, there have been numerous implementing
regulations comprises of Government Regulations, Presidential Regulations, and Min-
ister of Finance Regulations. Thus, the legal definitions also increase as the number of
regulations grows. We often found that the definition of some legal terms within two or
more regulations are varied and lead to confusion.

1Indonesian Law No. 17 of 2003 on State Finance
2Indonesian Law No. 1 of 2004 on State Treasury
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To perform an in-depth analysis of this issue, we propose text mining to explore the
use of definitions across regulations in the domain of Indonesia’s treasury and budget.
Finally, the results of this study are expected to be an input for legal drafters to make
a consistent definition to prevent legal problems due to the existence of a term that is
defined differently.

2. Methodology

Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed framework for analyzing legal definition
usage in Indonesian regulations. In Step 1 (Data Collection), regulations in the domain of
treasury and budget law are collected. Step 2 (Preprocessing) emphasizes noise removal
and data transformation. Step 3 (Analysis) aims to analyze legal definition usage in the
regulations and find potential mismatch.

Figure 1. Legal Definition Usage Analysis Framework

2.1. Data Collection

We gathered 1362 regulations in the treasury and budget domain from Indonesian state
gazette stored as PDF files. It comprises 4 Laws (UU), 15 Government Regulation (PP),
2 Presidential Regulation (PERPRES), and 1,313 Regulation of Minister of Finance
(PMK). We transformed all the PDFs documents into machine-readable form (i.e. raw
text) using the pdfminer library in Python.

2.2. Pre-processing

The purpose of this step is to extract information we need for data analysis (i.e. legal
terms contained in regulation and its metadata). Initial text cleaning performed on the
raw text to remove noises such as new lines, extra spaces, page number, year and gazette
number, and unwanted character in the raw text.
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2.3. Extract Legal Definitions

To extract the legal definitions from regulations, our legal drafting experts analyzed ex-
amples of legal definitions appearing in regulations. These patterns then transformed into
regular expressions that form specific kinds of text patterns for a faster searching [5].

Indonesian regulations have a standardized structure that legal terms are always de-
fined in the general provision of the regulations. Thus, we first identified the general pro-
vision part of each regulation (i.e. in the first article of the regulation). After that, we split
general provision text into the segmentation of sentences using a sentence tokenizer. We
analyzed each sentence to see whether it meets the legal definition pattern (Table 1) and
extracted three parts from each of these (terms, alias, and definitions).

Table 1. Legal definition pattern in general provision.

Type Sentence Pattern Regular Expression

Direct definition term is [...] ˆ(.+)(adalah)(.+)

Acronym term hereinafter referred
to as alias is [...]

ˆ(.+)(yang selanjutnya disebut)(.+)(adalah)(.+)

Abbreviation
term hereinafter abbrevi-
ated as alias is [...]

ˆ(.+)(yang selanjutnya disingkat)(.+)(adalah)(.+)

After automatically extracting legal keywords from regulation documents, we were
able to extract 8,202 legal terms and the number of unique legal terms is 2,546 which
means some legal terms appear in more than one regulation. However, not all legal defi-
nitions are extracted correctly by these regex patterns. From manual inspection we found
the 117 incorrect legal definitions were captured and 11 records must be discarded be-
cause they are not considered as legal definitions. For the rest, although the regex were
able to identify legal definitions component (terms, alias and definition) correctly, many
of them have misspelled words, missing letters, incorrect word order, and mixed words.
Thus, further data was cleaning performed to handle this problem. We used symspell li-
brary complemented with Bahasa Indonesia Frequent Words Dictionary3 and dictionary-
based spelling correction to fix several misspell words.

2.4. Extract Regulation Metadata

We also extracted some relevant information in the header part of each regulation. It
was related to the source of legal definitions such as the regulation number, the type of
regulation and year of enactment. The regular expression pattern for this was ”REPUB-
LIK\s+INDONESIA \s+NOMOR\s+(\d+)\s+TAHUN\s+(\d{4})”. We then captured
the first group as the regulation number and the second group as the year of enactment.

2.4.1. Cluster Legal Definition

In this step, each legal term from the previous process clustered according to its simi-
larity in definition. However, to work with clustering algorithms, we need to transform
text into numerical representation. In this case, we implemented TF-IDF to transform
legal definition text into number of matrix [5]. Nothing excessive in this transforming

3https://github.com/hermitdave/FrequencyWords
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process, the only intervention is regarding tokenization. Indonesian cases are different
where special cases occur such as not treating hyphen (-) as signs of word segmentation.

We used the most popular density based clustering [9] in particular DBSCAN clus-
tering algorithm with euclidean distance to group similar words in separate clusters [9].
We set the best parameter that is given by silhouette score 0.56418 (i.e. epsilon=0.01 and
min samples=1). It produced 4,691 clusters which were then used for labeling each legal
definition. The final result of these processes described in Table .

Table 2. Final dataset.

Terms Alias Description Source File Year Reg.Type Label

General
Allocation
Fund

DAU General Alloca-
tion Fund, [...]

68/PMK.02/2016.pdf 2016 PMK 809

2.5. Legal Definition Variation Analysis

Based on the dataset illustrated in Table above, we identified some potential conditions
that may cause variation on legal definitions as follows.

• Evolving Definitions: a condition when the same legal terms appear as different
cluster labels but used sequentially in time order according to the number and year
of enactment.

• Potential Mismatch : a condition when same legal terms appears as different
cluster in same or different type of regulations

These condition will be used as baseline to subset legal definitions for further anal-
ysis. However variation here can not be judged as unlawful practice since our approach
in detecting variation is limited only on syntactical differences in definition text.

3. Analysis

3.1. Legal Definition Usage and Variety

Initial analysis goes into an insight how legal definitions are used repeatedly in several
regulations. As depicted in Figure 1, the more frequent the legal terms used, the more
varied they are defined across regulations. For example, terms ”DIPA” has more than 40
different definition that spread within in two different type of regulations (i.e. PP and
PMK) totaling more than 100 documents.

3.2. Evolving Definitions

We found that there are 403 definitions that can be considered as evolving definitions.
Evolving definition is a common aspect that causes the diversity of definitions which le-
gal drafter make enhancement or improvement carried out in accordance with the current
situation and conditions faced by policymakers. Laws are often revised several times and
it is a necessary part of the legal process that may be modified or extended [1]. Legal
rules are more general in the present and for the future scenarios such rules must be
applied [11].

2

2
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Figure 2. Legal Definition Usage and Variety

Table 3. Example of Term ”SIKD” as evolving definitions

Definition Year Appear In

Regional Financial Information System, hereinafter abbreviated as
SIKD, is a system that documents, administers, and processes other re-
lated data into information that is presented to the public and as [...]

2016-
2017

93/PMK.07/2016;
18/PMK.07/2017;

Regional Financial Information System, hereinafter abbreviated as
SIKD, is a system that documents, administers, and processes regional
financial management data and other related data into information
that is presented to the public and as [...]

2018-
now

189/PMK.05/2018;
24/PMK.07/2020;
231/PMK.07/2020;
233/PMK.07/2020;

3.3. Potential Mismatch

Potential mismatch legal definition occurs when legal terms are defined differently across
regulations on different level of regulations. We found 135 legal definitions that meet this
condition. For instance the term ”DIPA” has different definitions between those listed in
the PP and the PMK as depicted in Table . This difference should not have occurred as
it is clearly stated in Legal Drafting Guidance [7] that the general definitions in lower
regulations cannot contradict with the definition of the higher regulation particularly in
the same domain.

Table 4. Example of Potentialy Mismatch Definitions of Term ”DIPA”

Definition Appear In

DIPA is a budget execution (allotment) document which is used as reference
for Budget Users in carrying out government activities as the implementation of
the state revenue and expenditure budget

PP 45 of 2013;

DIPA is a budget execution (allotment) document prepared by the Budget User
or Budget User Proxy

36/PMK.02/2015;
94/PMK.05/2016; etc.

Another example regarding potential conflict is when legal terms are defined differ-
ently across regulation on the same level. We found 658 legal definitions that meet this
condition. For instance, inconsistency occurred in the definition of the term ”SPTJM”
(Table 5). This is not considered as evolving regulation since initially they used definition

4
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A, then used definition B and using definition A again. Based on Legal Drafting Law [7]
if a definition is reformulated in a new regulation, the formulation must be the same with
the definition of the previous enforced regulation.

Table 5. Example of potential mismatch in definition of term ”SPTJM”

Definition Appear In

A. SPTJM is a statement letter which among other things contains a statement that
all consequences of an official/person’s actions that may result in state losses are the
full responsibility of the official/person who took the action.

212/PMK.05/2020
156/PMK.05/2019

B. SPTJM is a statement of responsibility from the official for all expenses for pay-
ment of meal allowances and to return it to the state when overpayment and state loss.

110/PMK.05/2020

Therefore, to make regulations harmonized with each other as well as reduce risk
of misinterpretation, a legal term must have consistent definition in every regulation,
regardless of its type/level.

4. Conclusions

We presented a framework for exploring the consistency and to find potential mismatch
of the use of legal definitions in regulations. The use of text mining for this purpose can
be extended not only to other legal domains in Indonesia, but also by other jurisdictions
or non-governmental organizations. Furthermore, the result also can be used as a baseline
for building a legal terms dictionary that can be used by legal analyst/drafter.
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce BART2S a novel framework based on BART
pretrained models to generate terms of service in high quality. The framework con-
tains two parts: a generator finetuned with multiple tasks and a discriminator fine-
tuned to distinguish the fair and unfair terms. Besides the novelty in design and the
implementation contributions, the proposed framework can support drafting terms
of service, a growing need in the digital age. Our proposed approach allows the sys-
tem to reach a balance between automation and the will expression of the service
provider. Through experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the method
and discuss potential future directions.

Keywords. few-shot tuning, terms of service, generation

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural language generation comes along with the development history of NLP. The
first generation of these systems are simple rule-based systems, typically represented by
ELIZA (1). These systems have a complex set of rules but can only generate language
in a very limited context. Later systems with knowledge bases and statistical methods
can perform this task better in more problems such as weather forecasts (2), storytelling
(3), and dialogue system (4). With breakthroughs in hardware and architecture in recent
years, transformer-based systems like GPT-2 (5), GPT-3 (6) and BART (7) are recently
received great attention from both the industry and the research community.

These models have been very successful with destructive or teasing applications
such as fake news, fake images, fake videos, but that does not guarantee they can gen-
erate high-quality content like terms of service. Compared to a naive copy-paste mecha-
nism, a generative model generates not only the learned examples but also the synthetic
sample from them. As a result, it gives editors more flexibility in drafting the documents.
However, this problem contains two main difficulties. First, it requires a balance between
automation and the will of the editor. Second, the meaning of the content that the system
generates should be of high quality and fairness.

Finding a solution for terms of service generation problem, this paper proposes
BART2S, a novel generator-discriminator framework for terms of service generation.

1Corresponding Author: Nguyen Ha Thanh, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology; E-mail:
nguyenhathanh@jaist.ac.jp
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The generator is designed to solve the problem called title-based generation in order to
both express the will of the editor and reduce their drafting effort. The editor provides a
title and the framework completes the content according to the patterns it learned from
the data. To implement this paradigm, we pretrain the generator with multiple sequence-
to-sequence tasks. The discriminator is trained on the same vocabulary to classify the
generated terms as fair or not. Our experiments show interesting results and prove the
effectiveness of the approach.

2. BART2S Framework

2.1. Title Based Generation

Each content in terms of service has a title reflecting it. We recognize this feature as an
opportunity for editors to participate in editing with minimal effort. The title is usually a
sentence that describes the topic of the content and can even reflect the editor’s point of
view. Therefore, we use the title as information for the editor to guide the system. With
a title as input and content as output, we propose the title-based generation problem.
This problem can be considered as a conditional generation problem that the generated
content must reflect the topic mentioned in the title.

The problem brings a challenge in signal recovery, usually, the information in the
title is often much more concise than its content. To be able to fulfill the ideas from a short
sentence or even a word of the title, the model needs to understand the patterns of idea
development in a particular domain. For meaningful generated content, the pretraining
stage needs to be done with the appropriate tasks and the appropriate data domain. We
propose three tasks that help to train the generator for the desired goal: writing the next
sentence, writing content from the title, and paraphrasing. In addition, we propose using
a pretrained discriminator to evaluate and adjust the output of the generator.

2.2. Pretraining Encoder

The first task is the next sentence generation. We prepare the noised input similar to how
BART (7) is trained. Given a noised sentence, the model needs to generate the sentence
right after it. Our goal in training the model on this task is for the model to learn how
to use words in the field of law. We assume that this skill can bring a better generation
for title based generation problem. In addition, the title that the editor input can be an
incomplete sentence. Trained by this task, the model is able to complete the idea from
the input.

The second task that the model needs to learn is to generate content from the title.
This task is directly related to the title-based generation problem. The title of a para-
graph is usually a summary of it or the topic it covers. Generating content from the title
demonstrates the model’s ability to understand the title as well as find out the content
representing that topic. This task also serves as a model guide in generating the desired
output as the content from the title as input.

The third task is about paraphrase generation. The skills required in this task enable
the model to understand the text and represent it in a different way. This task is useful to
train the model not only for the flexibility of the model but also for the coherence of the
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generated content. In essence, the content is a paraphrase of the title with ancillary in-
formation. Our assumption is that learning to paraphrase will help the model to generate
the content from the title better.

2.3. Pretraining Discriminator

The discriminator proposed in this paper is used for regulating generated content. It is
pretrained to distinguish between fair and unfair terms. The discriminator is fed by the
input having the same format as the output of the generator. Let C = [wc1,wc2, ...,wcn]
be the content and L = [0,1] be its corresponding fairness label. The discriminator is
trained to map the content with their fairness label. This component makes our approach
different from other systems; it enables us to build a system toward a constructive goal
of generating high-quality content.

2.4. Cross-model Few-shot Tuning

The models can be represented as differentiable functions G(x,θg) and D(x,θd) with x,
θg, and θd are the input, generator’s parameters and discriminator’s parameters, respec-
tively. Tuning the generated output by the generator, we minimize log(1−D◦G(x,θg))
using gradient descent process. In the backpropagation, for the loss to be able to pass
through the two models, we replace ArgMax function at the last layer of the generator
with SoftArgMax function represented in Equation 1.

SoftArgMax(x) = ∑
i

eβxi

∑ j eβx j
i (1)

where x = [x1,x2,x3, ...,xn] and β ≥ 1.
The discriminator’s weights are frozen during the tuning process, which guarantees

that this component is an independent observation. It is only based on the knowledge
learned during the pretraining process to make the assessment. The loss reduces when the
generator adjusts the generated content to make it fairer. This ability creates a bold dif-
ference in our framework compared to naive copy/paste systems and other non-regulated
systems.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental Setup

Generator. Task 1’s data is formed from the content of terms of service documents we
collect on the Internet. Data for Task 3 is extracted from MSRP dataset (8), we only keep
the sentence pairs with positive labels for paraphrasing. Data for Task 2 and data for eval-
uation are crawled from Law Insider2, an online corpus that contains contract terms with
their title. For each input, we use Token Masking, Token Deletion, and Token Infilling to
transform the input in the same way that BART is pretrained. Sentence Permutation and

2https://lawinsider.com
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Document Rotation are not applicable in this case. With this transformation, the model
must learn the output based on the incomplete input. After being processed as above, our
training data has 5,323 samples for Task 1; 901 samples for Task 2; and 3,728 samples
for Task 3.

The terms of service generation problem is a multiple ground truth problem. In fact,
there are many terms with the same name but different content. Therefore, we designed
the test set to fit that characteristic. The ground truth of each title includes 1,000 most
popular corresponding content according to statistics of Law Insider. Accordingly, the
BLEU score is the measure we use to evaluate the performance of the model according
to different training strategies.

Discriminator. For the discriminator, we use labelled samples provided by ToS;DR
project3 to finetune and evaluate the model. There are in total 4,152 samples in which
2,308 samples are fair terms with positive labels and 1,844 samples are unfair terms
with negative labels. For both components, we use the configuration of BART large to
initialize the models.

BART2S Framework. After finetuning the generator and the discriminator, we ver-
ify the BART2S framework presented in Section 2. The generator generates temporary
output, and this output is assessed by the discriminator. The generator’s weights are up-
dated until the output meets the condition of fairness verified by the discriminator.

We design human-based metrics to evaluate and compare the tuned model with the
BART2S framework and other candidates with the same configuration. In terms of ToS
generation, we consider 4 aspects of good content as Grammar, Readability, Relevance,
and Fairness. The content needs to be written in human language with good grammar,
readable, and relevant to the title. Most importantly, the model needs to generate a fair
term.

Among the release model of BART (7), we only consider models with BART Large
configuration. Besides, for each classification and generation tuning task, we choose one
candidate with the best performance reported by the authors. Finally, the three candidates
to compare with the outputs of BART2S are as follows:

• BART Large w/o Ft: BART Large without finetuning on any task.
• BART Large MNLI: BART Large finetuned on MNLI dataset (9).
• BART Large CNN: BART Large finetuned on CNN-DM dataset (10).

These models are used as an end-to-end generator without the discriminator part
as proposed in the BART2S framework. We create a collection of 30 short titles with
an average length of 23 characters, feed them in the models and invite 10 evaluators to
assess the generated content with the 4 metrics mentioned above. For each metric, we use
a binary evaluation, the evaluators only need to check whether the content is acceptable
or not. To avoid biases in the assessments, we only provide the evaluators with the title
and the corresponding generated content. The evaluators do not know about the models
and the process of generating the content.

The final score of each model in each aspect is calculated as in Formula 2.

scorea(M) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

pi
a

s
(2)

3https://tosdr.org/
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In which, scorea(M) is the evaluation score of model M in aspect a, s is the total of
sentences, n is the number of evaluators, pi

a is the number of sentences evaluated as
possitive by ith evaluator in the aspect a.

3.2. Experimental Results

Approach BLEU Score

All tasks 60.07

W/o Task 1 59.85
W/o Task 2 57.29
W/o Task 3 56.34

Table 1. Performance of generator trained with different approaches.

Generator. Table 1 summarizes our experimental results on training the generator
with different settings. The model training with all tasks achieved the best performance.
The surprising thing about the experimental results was that the model trained without
Task 2 was not the model with the worst performance. From that result, we assume that
Task 2 can be learned indirectly through the next sentence generation task and paraphras-
ing task. This once again confirms the idea of using multi-task learning for this problem
is appropriate.

System Grammar Readability Relevance Fairness

BART Large w/o Ft 0.34 0.31 0.41 0.43
BART Large MNLI 0.32 0.33 0.37 0.37
BART Large CNN 0.69 0.73 0.72 0.86
BART2S 0.80 0.82 0.87 0.94

Table 2. Evaluation results on grammar, readability, relevance, and fairness of each system. The underlined
line indicates our proposed system.

Discriminator. With the early stopping setting, the discriminator training process
ends when the loss value on the validation set stops to decrease after 10 epochs. The
accuracy on the training set is 66.6% and the accuracy on the validation set is 66%. These
values reflect the difficulty of the fairness classification problem. It’s not straightforward
to detect an unfair term provided only its content. However these values are significantly
greater than a random guess, which proves that there are latent patterns that support the
model to do the task.

BART2S Framework. We feed the models with the short titles as described in Sec-
tion 3.1. The max length of the generated content for every model is set to 512 subwords.
With the given 30 titles, BART2S needs at most 2 epochs to tune the generator for gen-
erating desired content. Since we do not provide any ground truth of the data, BART2S
is solely based on pretrained knowledge to adjust the outputs. Table 2 presents the evalu-
ation results on grammar, readability, relevance, and fairness aspect of BART2S Frame-
work and the controls. The BART2S framework leads all evaluation aspects, followed by
the BART Large CNN model. BART Large w/o Finetuning model and the BART Large
MNLI perform worst in the ranking.
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4. Conclusions

This paper proposed BART2S, a regulated generative framework for generating terms
of services automatically using the generative models. To ensure a balance between au-
tomation and expression of will, the framework is based on the title-based generation
problem. The framework contains two sub modules as a generator and a discriminator.
We use a custom pretrained model trained on 3 different tasks as the generator and a
pretrained classification model with the same configurations as the discriminator. We
also propose a novel tuning process to adjust the fairness of the generated content. The
experimental results show that our approach is appropriate and the framework can pro-
duce high-quality results. Although this framework was proposed in the terms of ser-
vice generation problem, the idea is general and can be applied to many different fields.
Replacing the fairness discriminator with another set of constraints could be a potential
direction.
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Abstract. This work investigates information retrieval methods to address the ex-
isting difficulties on the Preliminary Search, part of the law making process from
the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies. For such, different preprocessing approaches,
stemmers, language models, and BM25 variants were compared. Two legislative
corpora from Chamber were used to build and validate the pipeline. All texts were
converted to lowercase and had stopwords, accentuation, and punctuation removed.
Words were represented by their stem combined with word unigram and bigram
language models. Retrieving the bill that was originated from a specific job re-
quest, the BM25L with Savoy stemmer reached a R@20 of 0.7356. After removing
queries with inconsistencies or which made reference exclusively to attachments,
to other job requests, or to bills, the R@20 increased to 0.94.

Keywords. Legal Information Retrieval, Legislative Document Retrieval, Brazilian
Portuguese, BM25

1. Introduction

The Brazilian Chamber of Deputies was founded over two hundred years ago and has
more than 20 thousand employees, including citizen representatives from all over the
country. Since its founding, the Chamber has processed more than 144 thousand bills [1].
Each bill needs to be formalized as an initial legislative document draft and an optional
justification document, which are submitted for discussion and voting. For a typical bill,
a large number of documents is produced and aggregated in different stages of process-
ing. This content, generated by the members of the parliament, is massive and keeps in-
creasing. Besides, the unstructured nature of these documents makes their organization,
access, and retrieval a challenging task [1].
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A bill is submitted to the Legislative Consulting (CONLE), an advisory body of the
House, whose main role is to provide the necessary support to the law making process.
The CONLE has an internal team of specialists and researchers in 22 legal subjects, in-
cluding economics, technology, and transportation. With the increasing demand for leg-
islative production, a remarkable amount of legislative consulting requests is redundant,
regarding other proposals already under analysis by the CONLE, and even existing laws.
As consequence, a large deal of effort from the consulting team is devoted to this process,
called Preliminary Search.

This work investigates the use of information retrieval (IR) methods to address these
legislative production issues. Given a set of legislative documents and a query document
(i.e., a job request), the system filters and ranks the documents according to their rele-
vance to the query. The research is conducted in the context of the Ulysses project, an
institutional set of artificial intelligence initiatives with the purpose of increasing trans-
parency, improving the Chamber’s relationship with citizens, and supporting the legisla-
tive activity with complex analysis [2]. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the major related studies. Section. 3 details the IR pipeline for Brazilian legisla-
tive documents. Section. 4 presents and discusses the obtained results. Section. 5 brings
the conclusion and highlights future works.

2. Related Work

The only study found by the authors performing legislative document retrieval with data
written in European Portuguese was [3]. In this study, a unsupervised document similar-
ity algorithm is presented using sets of synonyms.The author’s goal was to rank legisla-
tive documents based on their relevance to a query, regardless of the language used. Us-
ing the English, Spanish, French, and European Portuguese editions of the JRC-Acquis
dataset they compared their unsupervised synset-based approach to a semi-supervised
category-based one, reaching inferior results. The algorithm’s performance was evalu-
ated in terms of P@k (Precision at k documents): P@3, P@5, and P@10; achieving the
results of 0.78, 0.75, and 0.71, respectively, for the Portuguese dataset.

Gomes and Ladeira [4] empirically evaluated the framework for case-law retrieval
of the Brazilian Superior Court of Justice (STJ), comparing its legacy system to ap-
proaches based on text similarity: the TF-IDF traditional retrieval model, BM25, and
four Word2Vec models. The STJ’s system uses Boolean queries and the authors wanted
to use free text as queries without any operator. The results reported, using NDCG@25
(Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain with a cut off of 25 documents), demonstrated
the superiority of BM25 based systems in this task, with a mean NDCG@25 equal to
0.752. Although the paper explored information retrieval in the real-world legal domain,
it used a jurisprudence scenario, while, here, we are using legislative documents.

Another work investigating jurisprudence document retrieval and the impact of
Stemming on the retrieval of real documents from the Court of Justice of the State
of Sergipe (TJSE), in Brazil [5]. The authors compared four radicalization algorithms
(Porter, RSLP, RSLP-S, and UniNE) to evaluate: 1) their gain in dimensionality re-
duction; 2) their predictive performance regarding legal document retrieval. the Okapi
BM25 was used and evaluated by MAP (Mean Average Precision), MPC (Mean of Pre-
cision@10), and MRP (the average of R-Precision). RSLP obtained the largest dimen-
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Figure 1. Brazilian Portuguese legislative information retrieval pipeline.

sionality reduction, while RSLP-S and UniNE were the best Stemming algorithms for
IR, with the best MAP results, 0.87 and 0.88, respectively. According to the experimental
results, the use of radicalization deteriorated the BM25 performance.

Chalkidis et al. [6] investigated regulatory compliance in EU and United Kingdom
(UK) legislation using IR. They proposed a new approach, called Regulatory Informa-
tion Retrieval (REG-IR), for document-to-document IR, in which a query is an entire
document. The authors used two groups of legislation: EU directives and UK laws. REG-
IR uses a neural IR system with a two-step pipeline: first, an IR algorithm (pre-fetcher)
retrieves the top-k documents related to a query; next, a neural model re-ranks the doc-
uments. As pre-fetching algorithms, the authors evaluated Okapi BM25, W2V-CENT,
BERT, S-BERT, LEGAL-BERT, C-BERT (BERT fine-tuned to predict EUROVOC con-
cepts), and an ensemble of C-BERT and BM25; alongside six re-ranking techniques. Us-
ing R@100 (Recall at 100 documents) as metric to evaluate the pre-fetchers and R@20,
NDCG@20, and R-Precision for the re-ranks, C-BERT was the best pre-fetcher for the
datasets used, while the neural re-ranks failed to improve the retrieval performance.

Cantador and Sánchez [7] proposed a new approach for IR of parliamentary content,
such as debate transcripts and laws proposals. The authors present a case study, in the
Spanish Congress of Deputies, where they integrate their approach into Parlamento2030,
an online platform that monitors parliamentary activity. They investigated the applica-
tion of the Generalized Vector Space Model (GVSM) to the Parlamento2030 dataset.
The GVSM incorporates a semantic relatedness measure into the Vector Space Model
(VSM), combined with an ontology-based document representation model. The authors
used average P@5, P@10, P@15, and P@20. The results obtained (0.733, 0.683, 0.656,
0.600) were better than those obtained using just the matches of query and document key
terms (0.633, 0.483, 0.422, 0.358).

3. The Method Used

Figure 1 presents the Brazilian Portuguese legislative IR pipeline2. The job requests are
the queries and represent the user’s input to the system. While the bills are the output an-
swer, ranked according to a matching rate between the documents and the query (Subsec-
tion 3.1). We also evaluated basic preprocessing techniques (Subsection 3.2), two stem-
mers for the Portuguese language (Subsection 3.3), four word n-gram language models
(Subsection 3.4), and three BM25 variants (Subsection 3.5).

2https://github.com/Convenio-Camara-dos-Deputados/BM25-Experiments
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3.1. Corpora

Two legislative corpora from the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies were used to build and
validate this pipeline: the Bills and the Job Request corpora. The former is available 3,
while the latter has confidential information and cannot be made available.

The three most common types of bills were selected for the Bills Corpus: Law
Project (Projeto de Lei - PL), Complementary Law Project (Projeto de Lei Complementar
- PLC), and Constitutional Amendment Proposal (Proposta de Emenda Constituicional -
PEC). The final corpus has 48,555 proposals. The attribute imgArquivoTeorPDF, which
is the bill itself, was used in the experiments. It has an average of 300 words.

The Job Request corpus represents the user’s query and contains 295 anonymized
Job Requests. Data identifying the parliamentarian who made the request to CONLE
were removed. This corpus has two attributes. The former contains the number of the bill
that was originated from the Job Request specified in the latter attribute. Table 1 shows
examples of parliamentarians’ Job Requests (i.e. queries). Most requests have between
10 and 40 words.

Table 1. Samples from anonymized Job Request corpus.

Originated bill Job Request (user’s query)

PL XXXX/2019
Projeto para restabelecer na CLT a proibição de terceirização para atividade fim
(Project to prohibit the outsourcing of core activity in the CLT)

PL XXXX/2019
Criação de PL, com base nos dois esboços encaminhados anexo.
(Make of bill based on the two sketches sent in the attachment)

PL XXXX/2019
Solicito parecer pela aprovação de acordo com a solicitação XXXX/2019.
(Request an opinion for the approval according to job request number XXXX/2019.)

PL XXXX/2019
Complementar parecer em função da apensação do PL XXXX/19 ao mesmo
(Complementary opinion according to the PL XXXX/19)

PL XXXX/2019
Parlamentar solicita aprovação
(Parliamentarian requests approval)

3.2. Basic Preprocessing

Both corpora presented in previous subsections had their texts converted to lowercase
and had stopwords, accentuation, and punctuation removed. We evaluated each technique
separately and all techniques together. The preprocessing techniques were performed
using the Python NLTK. For the stopword removal, we used a Portuguese stopword list.

3.3. Stemming

The main purpose of stemming is to reduce the inflected words into its root form or stem.
Thus, words can be mapped to the same concept, improving the process of IR, regarding
its ability to index documents and to reduce data dimensionality [5]. RSLP and Savoy
algorithm were chosen because of their effectiveness in the retrieval of documents [12,5,
13,14].

3https://drive.camara.leg.br/s/c3p2nLgLRcMz6eX
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• RSLP (Removedor de Sufixos da Lingua Portuguesa): a rule-based algorithm de-
veloped by [9] and improved by [10]. Like Porter, it applies successive steps to re-
move the suffixes. As it was developed specially for Portuguese, it has more rules
than Porter. It has 8 steps and a list of exception which prevents the algorithm
from removing suffixes of words that have endings that are similar to suffixes.

• Savoy (UniNE): developed by Jacques Savoy in 2006, it presents stemmers for
various languages, including Portuguese. The algorithm is simpler than the others,
as it has less rules. It removes inflections attached to both nouns and adjectives,
based on rules for the plural and feminine form. Our implementation is based
on [11].

3.4. Language Model

An n-gram language model predicts the probability of a given n-gram within any se-
quence of words in the language. It is widely used in text mining [15,16], including in the
legal domain [19]. An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence
of text. These items can be phonemes, characters, words, and others. Unigram refers to
n-gram of size 1, bigram refers to n-gram of size 2, and so on. In this work, we evaluated
four different word n-gram combinations [17,15,18]

3.5. Information Retrieval

BM25 [20] is the most well-known scoring function for “bag of words” document re-
trieval [21]. It is derived from the binary independence relevance model to include
within-document term frequency information and document length normalization in the
probabilistic framework for IR [22]. The algorithm has also been used successfully in the
retrieval of legal documents [5,4,6,23]. We implemented the variants presented in [24].

Okapi BM25 [20] scoring function estimates the relevance of a document d to a
query q, based on the query terms appearing in d, regardless of their proximity within d:
where qi is the i-th query term, with id f (qi) inverse document frequency and t f (qi,d)
term frequency. The formula for the Okapi BM25 is presented below:

score(qi,d) =
IDF(qi) ·T F(qi,d)(k1 +1)

T F(qi,d)+ k1(1−b+b · |d|L )
(1)

where T F(qi,d) is the frequency of term qi in document d, IDF(qi) is the inverse
document frequency of term qi, | d | is the number of terms in document d and L is the
average number of terms per document. The effectiveness of BM25 is highly dependent
on properly selecting the values of k1 and b. In traditional ad hoc IR, k1 is typically
evaluated in the range [0, 3] (usually k1 ∈ [0.5, 2.0]); b needs to be in [0, 1] (usually b
∈ [0.3, 0.9]) [24]. We defined the following parameters in our experiments: k1 = 1.5, b =
0.75, and ε = 0.25.

BM25L [25] is built on the observation that Okapi penalizes more longer documents
compared to shorter ones. It shifts the term frequency normalization formula to boost
scores of very long documents. Finally, BM25+ encodes a general approach for dealing
with the issue that ranking functions unfairly prefer shorter documents over longer ones.
The proposal is to add a lower-bound bonus when a term appears at least one time in a
document [26]. The difference with BM25L is a constant δ to the T F component.
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3.6. Evaluation

We have only one relevant document for each query(see Table 1, because of this, we are
evaluating the results in terms of Recall (R), which is the fraction of relevant documents
that are retrieved. We are analyzing the results with R@20 (Recall at 20 documents).

4. Experimental Results

Table 2 presents the experimental results. We checked if the bill which was originated by
a specific job request appears in the top-20 relevant documents retrieved by the BM25
algorithms. BM25L achieved the best results in almost all experiments, outperforming
the Okapi variant which has been widely used and performed better in previous works [5,
4,6]. This may be due to the size of the documents used in our experiments.

Table 2. Experimental results with R@20 (Recall at 20 documents).

No. Originated Bill R@20

basic preprocessing Okapi BM25L BM25+

1 no preprocessing 0,6441 0,6678 0,6542

2 lowercase 0,6542 0,6983 0,6814

3 lowercase + punctuation removal 0,6678 0,7153 0,6847

4 lowercase + punctuation and acetuation removal 0,6780 0,7153 0,6847

5 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal 0,7085 0,7153 0,6847

stemming Okapi BM25L BM25+

6 stemming (RSLP) 0,6271 0,6847 0,6508

7 stemming (Savoy) 0,6203 0,6712 0,6441

8 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (RSLP) 0,7085 0,7288 0,6915

9 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (Savoy) 0,6949 0,7186 0,6881

word n-gram Okapi BM25L BM25+

10 bigram 0,5898 0,5864 0,5729

11 trigram 0,4881 0,4881 0,4983

12 unigram + bigram 0,6542 0,6712 0,6441

word n-gram + basic preprocessing Okapi BM25L BM25+

13 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + bigram 0,5932 0,5898 0,5932

14 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + trigram 0,4712 0,4712 0,4712

15 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + unigram and bigram 0,7085 0,7051 0,6983

word n-gram + basic preprocessing + RSLP Okapi BM25L BM25+

16 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (RSLP) + bigram 0,6373 0,6305 0,6305

17 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (RSLP) + trigram 0,4881 0,4847 0,4847

18 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (RSLP) + unigram and bigram 0,7220 0,7322 0,7017

word n-gram + basic preprocessing + Savoy Okapi BM25L BM25+

19 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (Savoy) + bigram 0,6237 0,6237 0,6237

20 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (Savoy) + trigram 0,4780 0,4780 0,4746

21 lowercase + punctuation, acetuation, and stopword removal + stemming (Savoy) + unigram and bigram 0,7288 0,7356 0,7051

For the BM25L, analyzing the basic preprocessing techniques, there was no differ-
ence between the removal of punctuation, accentuation, and stopwords. In order to reduce
data dimensionality, two Stemming algorithms were evaluated, improving the pipeline
result. RSLP performed better with basic preprocessing tecniques (Table 2, line 8), but
Savoy performed slightly better in combination with unigram and bigram (Table 2, line
21). This was not observed by Oliveira and C. Junior [5], in whose study radicalization
deteriorated the Okapi BM25 performance. Although Savoy showed a slightly better re-
sult than RSLP when combined with unigram and bigram, RSLP obtained the largest
dimensionality reduction in the retrieval of legal documents [5]. Therefore, the use of
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the word n-gram alone did not improve the results, but in combination with basic pre-
possessing (Table 2, line 5) and stemming (Table 2, line 21) the technique improved the
pipeline result.

Considering our best result (Table 2, line 21), the algorithm failed to retrieve 55
queries from a total of 295 job requests (queries). The analysis of these queries showed
the following problems with our Job Request corpus: 7 queries made reference only
to attachments; (Table. 1, line 2); 6 queries made reference only to other job requests
(Table. 1, line 3); 10 queries made reference only to a bill name (Table. 1, line 4); and
11 queries did not refer to any subject (Table. 1, line 5). For those 34 job requests, the
BM25L needs more information in addition to the text presented in the query. Therefore,
analyzing the remaining 21 failed job requests, it was possible to observe also that, for
seven requests, the text presented in the query did not refer to the bill associated to it,
increasing the BM25L R@20 to 0.94.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explored IR for the legislative domain in a real-world scenario. Our prepro-
cessing approach converts text to lowercase, removes stopwords, accentuation, and punc-
tuation. We evaluated RSLP and Savoy Stemming algorithm to reduce dimensionality,
improving the performance of the IR pipeline. A combination of unigram and bigram
also improved BM25 results. We compared different BM25 algorithms and the L outper-
formed the Okapi and Plus variants.

We plan to use word embedding language models to capture semantic knowledge.
As highly relevant documents are more valuable than marginally [28], we parented to
perform a rank evaluation in our pipeline as in [6], which have applied neural models
to improve ranking ordering. Currently, we are evaluating Named Entity Recognition to
expand those queries, as well as considering the user relevance feedback to improve the
performance of the whole IR pipeline.
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Signal Phrase Extraction: Gateway to
Information Retrieval Improvement in

Law Texts
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Abstract. NLP-based techniques can support in improving understanding of legal
text documents. In this work we present a semi-automatic framework to extract
signal phrases from legislative texts for an arbitrary European language. Through a
case study using Dutch legislation, we demonstrate that it is feasible to extract these
phrases reliably with a small number of supporting domain experts. Finally, we
argue how in future works our framework could be utilized with existing methods
to be applied to different languages.

Keywords. information retrieval, legislative texts, signal phrase extraction

1. Introduction

Legislative texts are complex and information-dense by their nature. Automatic analysis
of these texts is an active research field with applications in different areas ranging from
document annotation and legal text generation [1] to rule extraction [2] and verdict pre-
diction [3]. One of the complicating factors in a wider employment of NLP-techniques
in the legal domain arises from the fact that all countries have their legislation in their
national language(s). Many NLP-based techniques, like rule extraction or event mining
[4], can potentially be implemented as multi-language tools. They are however based
on the use of signal words or linguistic patterns [5], which are language specific. There
are many efforts to provide support both for specific languages [6,7] and across multiple
languages [8]. Still multiple gaps need to be filled to achieve this goal.

In this paper we focus on the problem of automated generation of categorized lists
of signal words and linguistic patterns used in the legal domain and indicating causal
or temporal relationships. These signal words and phrases are necessary for e.g. legal
text annotation and rule extraction. Signal words and phrases used in the legal area often
differ from the ones in regular language usage. For example, “mits” (provided that) is
rarely used in modern spoken and written Dutch, but it is very common in legislative
texts. Our goal is to develop a general framework for extracting signal words and phrases
from legislative texts in a given language using language-independent techniques. We
demonstrate the use of our approach on the example of the Dutch language.

In Section 2, we introduce our semi-automatic framework. In Section 3 we apply and
evaluate our framework on Dutch legislation. We draw conclusions and discuss future
work in Section 4.

A
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Figure 1. Framework to extract relevant signal words and phrases

2. Methodology and Framework

Our framework aims at the semi-automatic identification and categorisation of words
and phrases indicating conditions and causal or temporal relationship between activi-
ties in legislation documents. We call these words and phrases signal phrases. Figure 1
illustrates the steps of the framework.

Step 1 First, we extract potential signal phrases. The extraction is based on thresh-
olds for the total frequency of n-grams with n ≤ 3 in all the laws and for the coverage,
which is here the percentage of laws in which the signal phrase occurs. Sufficiently high
coverage ensures that signal phrases are general for legal texts and span across multiple
legal domains and laws. This reduces the number of false positives in the form of expres-
sions frequent within certain legal areas but not used in other areas and therefore not car-
rying any causal or temporal meaning. Stop words are discarded from the search results.
The choice of thresholds and the parameter 3 for n-grams was based on the input ob-
tained from domain experts, who were enquired to deliver a list of typical signal phrases
they expect to see in legal documents. Their lists were bundled and analysed on their
total frequency and coverage and on their properties such as POS-tag. Our search strat-
egy consisted of first selecting thresholds that would guarantee that all the key phrases
provided by experts would be included in the search results. We do that to minimize
the number of false negatives. Then, with each step we added more constraints on POS
tags (based on our expert curated list’ properties), e.g., including VERBS with coverage
> 0.9. This process is repeated, until not too many phrases (< 400) are selected, while
maintaining an adequate recall score.

Step 2 Phrases extracted in Step 1 are embedded and then clustered to their respec-
tive category. In our framework, we use the Universal Sentence Encoder introduced in
[9], as it is able to handle multiple languages and n-grams with n > 1. We define a num-
ber of categories for the Dutch language based on [10], e.g., conditional, temporal and
opposing. In further analysis, conditional phrases could be translated to different forms
of implications, e.g., A−→ B, ¬A−→ B. We predefined a centroid per category to make
sure that clustering leads to interpretable results. The embedded phrases are clustered
around these pre-defined centroids using the cosine distance.

Step 3 Finally, interview sessions with domain experts were conducted. The main
purpose of these sessions is to remove false-positive phrases. We also check the consis-
tency of answers. Each interviewee receives a set of phrases consisting of two parts: one
is the same for all of them (in order to check the consistency of answers) and the other is
distinct. Additionally, each phrase is to be evaluated by two interviewees. Phrases are to
be presented to interviewees in the context of their usage, in order to facilitate the work
of experts.
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3. Evaluation and Results

For this case study 1413 Dutch laws were utilized, scraped from the Dutch govern-
ment website1. In the first step of our framework we initally set frequency: 1000 and
coverage: 0.25 to include the expert curated phrase list of 36 items. After our first
search we found 1453 phrases. Finally, after selecting phrases with POS-tags ADP, ADV,
VERB(coverage> 0.9) and SCONJ(coverage> 0.35), 322 phrases were selected for our
next step.

After the extraction step, we embedded the phrases and clustered them. To evaluate
whether our embeddings worked correctly, we made a subset of phrases for which syn-
onyms that originate from an online database2 exist. Using the purity measure described
in [11], we checked whether synonym phrases were assigned to the same cluster. This
resulted in a perfect score of 1.0, which indicates an adequate embedding quality.

We conducted interviews with 5 experts. Each of them received 72 or 73 phrases
from all clusters found in [10]. In the subset creation, we ensured that the consistency
amongst the interviewees could be measured by including the same 10 randomly selected
phrases to the set of each interviewee. Due to time constraints, we were not able to ensure
that each phrase was evaluated twice. To check the consistency of evaluation of the 10
overlapping phrases we used the lower bound on the error relative to the (unknown)
ground truth [12]. When the error rate is lower than 0.10, we can assume that the results
consistently propagate to the non-overlapping phases [12]. The results of our interviews
show that for classifying true positive (TP) phrases, we have an error rate of 0.08. The
error rate for categorization was 0.24. This means that the selection of TP phrases can be
considered as reliable. However, the evaluation of clusters is less sound. In future work,
an experiment setting where at least 2 experts evaluate each phrase is required. Whenever
they are in conflict, more analysis on context and semantics could prove useful One of the
phrases where the experts were in conflict was ”op basis van” (based on). Some experts
denoted this phrase as an explaining phrase, while others state that it is a referencing
phrase. Both explanations are possible, depending on the context in which this phrase
occurs and this shows that context information should be included in the analysis.

The experts selected 204/322(0.634) phrases as TPs. Several TPs were close to
our predefined thresholds, which indicates that potentially there could be several false
negatives. False positives were mostly phrases that are commonly used, but not spe-
cific enough for this research. Examples of such phrases are ”door” (by) and ”bedoeld”
(meant). In the example for ”door”, we found that this phrase indicates a resource, which
is not considered in the current setting of our research, as we focus on causal and tempo-
ral relations. It could be considered in future work since it maybe be important to extract
such information. In the example ”bedoeld”, we found that this n-gram is too short to be
recognized as relevant, ”als bedoeld” was considered a TP by experts.

From the selected TPs 104/204(0.510) were assigned automatically to the correct
cluster. The clusters indicating examples and conditions were misclassified most often.
This is probably due to the context-dependent nature of typical phrases in these clusters.
It could also be caused by the fact that the embeddings used were trained on a regular
corpus rather than a corpus specific for the Dutch legal domain. Such phrases sometimes
have different meanings in regular language than in legislation.

1https://wetten.overheid.nl
2https://synoniemen.net
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4. Conclusion

In this work we proposed a framework to semi-automatically mine signal phrases from
legislative texts. This method combines automated processes with domain knowledge
provided by experts. Furthermore, our case study demonstrated that a relatively small
number of domain experts is required to filter out false positives consistently. Classifica-
tion of clusters into categories requires more domain experts and further analysis. The
quality of the language model used to generate embeddings is critical for successful au-
tomatic clustering of signal phrases. Identifying nuances in logical and temporal struc-
tures inside each cluster of signal words requires a collaboration of experts in law and in
logics.

In future works we plan to integrate our technique with several others, namely [13].
We also plan to enhance our framework by using EU legislative texts, which are pub-
lished in all 24 official languages of the EU. We expect that this will allow us to reduce
the number of false positives and false negatives, as well as facilitate categorisation and
interpretation of signal phrases.
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Human Evaluation Experiment of Legal
Information Retrieval Methods
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Abstract. In this article, I present the results of the human evaluation experiment of
three commonly used methods in legal information retrieval and a new ”multilay-
ered” approach. I use the doc2vec model, citation network analysis and two topic
modelling algorithms for the Czech Supreme Court decisions retrieval and evaluate
their performance. To improve the accuracy of the results of these methods, I com-
bine the methods in a ”multilayered” way and perform the subsequent evaluation.
Both evaluation experiments are conducted with a group of legal experts to assess
the applicability and usability of the methods for legal information retrieval. The
combination of the doc2vec and citations is found satisfactory accurate for practical
use for the Czech court decisions retrieval.

Keywords. human evaluation, court decisions retrieval, doc2vec, citation analysis,
LDA, multilayered approach

1. Introduction and Related Work

In this article, I summarize the results of two year long research on the application of dif-
ferent NLP methods to the Czech court decisions and human evaluation of these methods.
In the first phase, I use semantic similarity doc2vec algorithm, citation network analysis
and two topic modelling methods (Latent Dirichlet allocation as ”LDA”, non-negative
matrix factorization as ”NMF”) to tackle different court decisions retrieval tasks. After-
wards, I evaluate all of the methods in the human evaluation experiment. The results of
the first part of the research are rather average, therefore in the second phase I develop
a new multilayered approach to achieve more accurate results. I again evaluate this ap-
proach in the human evaluation experiment and compare the results with the first phase
evaluation results. I present here the results of the human evaluation experiments and
their comparison.

The general research question that I try to answer is how accurate different com-
monly used methods for processing court decisions are for lawyers, who frequently
perform court decisions research. The second (and more specific) research question is
whether the combination of these methods leads to more accurate results. The third ques-
tion is whether these results are good enough so that these methods could be the basis
for practical court decisions search tools, which is a long-term goal of my research.

For the court decisions processing, I use the doc2vec method which was introduced
by Le and Mikolov in [6]. In combination with the cosine similarity measure, it was
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successfully used in [7] to retrieve similar statutes or precedents to an in-hand document.
Secondly, I use citation network analysis which examines the role of references among
the set of legal documents, such as statutes, regulations or court decisions from which
it creates the network. It is often applied to case law to observe citation patterns in [8],
to improve the performance of a legal information retrieval system in [9] or for ranking
of the importance of court decisions for court decision retrieval in [10]. LDA is a topic
modelling algorithm introduced by Blei et al. in [1]. Legal documents clustering and
summarization is a common application of topic modelling, as was shown in [2,3].

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the source data, the
methods and a multilayered application of the methods. Section 3 contains the descrip-
tion of the evaluation experiment design and the evaluation group of lawyers. In Section
4, I summarize the most important results of the evaluation experiment and I discuss
and compare the results with the first phase evaluation results. I conclude the article in
Section 5.

2. Methodology

I conducted a two-phase evaluation experiment of three legal information retrieval meth-
ods. In the first phase, I used doc2vec, citation network analysis metrics and the topic
modelling methods LDA and NMF. Afterwards, I asked legal experts to evaluate different
tasks performed by these methods. Based on the evaluation results, I conducted a second
phase evaluation experiment of the multilayered approach of these three methods.

2.1. Data

I used a dataset of the Czech Supreme court decisions available in the frame of the Czech
Court Decisions Corpus (CzCDC 1.0) from [4]. This corpus is the only freely available
set of court decisions of the Czech Supreme, Supreme Administrative and Constitutional
Court. It contains raw texts of court decisions with basic metadata (date of publication,
docket number, court). The Supreme Court subset of decisions contains 111 977 court
decisions dated from 1994 to 2018. Nevertheless, I used the subset of the Supreme Court
decisions related to the Czech Copyright Act from [11] to narrow the set of decisions to
choose from in the evaluation.

2.2. Semantic Similarity - doc2vec

The first of the methods is the doc2vec model for semantically similar documents re-
trieval. The algorithm was used in standard settings and the model was trained for the
whole dataset of the Czech Supreme Court decisions as described in [5]. The model pro-
vides for vector representations of court decisions and the similarity is computed as a
cosine similarity measure between two vector representations. This method was used to
retrieve semantically similar court decisions based on the cosine similarity measure and
the similarity was evaluated in the evaluation experiment.
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2.3. Citation Network Analysis

I used citation data from the freely available dataset of citation data of the Czech courts
described in [12]. This data was used to explore several theoretical legal institutes, such
as the precedent binding of court decisions of the Czech highest courts or citation practice
of the Czech courts. I used authority score to indicate the domain importance of decisions
and this importance was evaluated by legal experts in the following experiment.

2.4. Topic Modelling - LDA and NMF

I used LDA and NMF methods in the third experiment. Both methods are based on the
assumption that the whole dataset consists of a set of latent topics and each document
in the dataset is represented by these topics and their probabilities. These topics are
characterized by a distribution over words. We again applied them to the dataset of the
Supreme Court decisions and used the automatic coherence score metric to select the
number of topics that the model should retrieve. The best models were the 30-topic LDA
model and the 20-topic NMF model as described in [13]. I used the three most probable
topics assigned by both models to court decisions and the relevance of the topics to the
legal issues in presented decisions was evaluated by legal experts.

2.5. Multilayered Approach

Based on the evaluation results from the first phase of our research, I concluded that none
of the three methods is simply applicable as such since the accuracy is not high enough.
At the same time, mainly the doc2vec model and citation network analysis measures have
the potential to be used when refined. Therefore, I applied the methods in a multilayered
approach in the second phase of this research. The assumption behind the idea is that if
the methods are applied in sequence, retrieved decisions (or metrics related to them) are
refined and the strengths of the methods should be emphasized. I used doc2vec model, as
it had the highest evaluation results, as a basic method, and I combined it with 1) citation
network analysis and 2) the 30-topic LDA model in two partial experiments:

Ad 1) In the first partial experiment, the existence of a citation link between the deci-
sions is used as a subsequent method to refine the doc2vec model. It is assumed
that a pair of semantically similar decisions connected with a citation is more
similar than a pair of semantically similar decisions without a mutual citation.

Ad 2) In the second partial experiment, the 30-topic LDA model is used as a method
for the refinement of results because it is more accurate then NMF (Section 3.2.).
It was assumed that a pair of semantically similar decisions with the same topic
assigned to them is more similar than a pair of decisions with different topics
assigned. Here, it is assumed that refining the most semantically similar deci-
sions with the data on the same assigned topic should lead to a higher rating in
evaluation.

As the doc2vec model is the basis of the multilayered approach, therefore the simi-
larity of legal issues and background of court decisions is the evaluated characteristics.
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3. Evaluation Experiment Design

The methods and data described in the previous Section are evaluated by the group of
legal experts in the evaluation experiments. I look for data on the accuracy of all of the
methods and potential improvement of the results of the multilayered approach compared
to the other three methods. The general evaluation experiment design is based on asking
legal experts to evaluate the accuracy of the methods via evaluation questionnaires. The
questions on accuracy of different methods targets the specific goal of the individual
experiment. That means, the similarity of retrieved decisions is evaluated for doc2vec
model, the domain importance of decisions is evaluated for the citation analysis and the
relevance of topics assigned to decisions is evaluated for topic modelling methods. For
the multilayered approach, the similarity of decisions is evaluated because this approach
is based on the doc2vec model.

3.1. Evaluation Group

The evaluation group in this experiment consists of 46 experts. Legal experts here are
practicing lawyers from different legal fields as a high expertise in law is one of the key
requirements for the evaluation participants. I asked judges (and court assistants) and
lawyers as both of these categories work intensively with court decisions. Although both
of the categories are not represented equally, I find it important to evaluate the methods
by experts from different legal fields. In the first phase of our research, 26 legal experts
participated in the evaluation. In the second phase, 20 legal experts participated in the
evaluation.

3.2. Methodology of Evaluation

The evaluators were presented with court decisions to read through and evaluate in the
form of online Google Form questionnaires. The evaluation experiment was conducted
in two phases in accordance with the schedule described in the Section 2.

In the first phase, legal experts were asked to evaluate the doc2vec model, citation
analysis and the two topic modelling method (LDA, NMF). For the doc2vec model, legal
experts evaluated the similarity of legal issue and the factual background of the pairs
of court decisions. They evaluated 26 pairs of the decisions with the smallest cosine
distance (the highest similarity) and 26 pairs with the 10th smallest cosine distance (the
10th highest similarity) for comparison. The results are in the third and fourth column
in Table 1. The evaluation scale was from 1 to 6 (1 means the least similar, 6 means the
most similar).

Secondly, they evaluated the domain importance of 13 decisions with the highest
and 13 decisions with the lowest (zero) authority scores. The evaluation scale was again
from 1 to 6 (1 means the least important, 6 means the most important). The decisions
with the highest authority score have an average rating of 3.42 and zero authority score
decisions have an average rating of 2.73, which is a significant difference.

Thirdly, they evaluated the relevance of assigned topics to the decisions. They eval-
uated a totally of 76 decisions with the set of three most probable topics retrieved by
each model (LDA and NMF) for each decision. The evaluation scale was again from 1
to 6 (1 means the least relevant, 6 means the most relevant). The mean rating results of
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both topic modelling methods were rather poor: 2.38 for the LDA model and 2.32 for the
NMF model (on the scale from 1 to 6, where 6 means the most relevant).

In the second phase, legal experts evaluated the combination of the doc2vec model
and citation analysis data and the doc2vec model and the LDA topics. They were asked
to evaluate the similarity of legal issue and the factual background of the pairs of court
decisions. Firstly, they evaluated 40 pairs of the decisions with the smallest cosine dis-
tance connected with mutual citation. Secondly, they evaluated 20 pairs of the decisions
with the smallest cosine distance and with the same topic assigned by the LDA model
and 20 pairs with the smallest cosine distance and with the different topic assigned by
the LDA model for comparison. The evaluation scale was from 1 to 6 (1 means the least
similar, 6 means the most similar).

4. Results and Discussion

I present the results of the evaluation experiments here and I compare the results of
first phase experiments (doc2vec, citation analysis, topic modelling) with a multilayered
approach (doc2vec and citation analysis, doc2vec and LDA topic model).

4.1. Means and Frequency of Ratings of doc2vec Model and Citations

Firstly, I consider the difference of the mean rating value of the two most similar deci-
sions (third column of Table 1) and of the two most similar decisions connected with a
citation (second column of Table 1) significant. Secondly, it is necessary to take into con-
sideration the fact, that the evaluation group was high in legal expertise, however very
domain diverse. Evaluated court decisions were decisions related to the Czech Copyright
Act. The evaluation group on the other hand consists of lawyers from different legal
fields and legal professions. That means that an expert in Copyright law will probably
evaluate the same pair of presented decisions differently than a judge of criminal law.
Regarding these reasons and regarding the fact, that the model shouldn’t generally serve
only a domain limited group of lawyers, but it should be used as widely as possible, these
results are found sufficient.

The frequency of different rating values in Figure 1 only supports this conclusion.
A vast majority of higher similarity ratings leads to the conclusion, that a vast major-
ity of retrieved decisions with a mutual citation link are somehow relevant, even though
lawyers find some differences either in the legal issue or in the background. Therefore,
I find these results sufficient enough to create a base for the Czech Supreme Court deci-
sions retrieval tool. The possible future steps and limitations of this idea will be discussed
in the last Section.

The most similar with a citation The most similar The 10th most similar

Mean value 4.4 3.58 3.12

Table 1. Means of evaluation ratings of similarity of court decisions with/without a citation link
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Figure 1. Frequency of evaluation ratings of similarity of court decisions with a citation link

4.2. Means and Frequency of Ratings of doc2vec Model and Topics

The topic modelling methods were the weakest in the first phase of research, LDA had
better result than NMF. On the other hand, their potential is great in case the retrieved
topics would be accurate enough. As the assigned topics could potentially mean another
metadata layer for court decisions or even a very simple summarization of the text. There-
fore, I decided to try to apply it in combination with the more accurate doc2vec model
to see whether this combination could mean a way forward with LDA. The assumption
here is that information on the most probable topic assigned by the 30-topic LDA model
could discard potential false positives retrieved by the doc2vec model, i.e. court decisions
retrieved with the highest cosine similarity but not relevant. This way, the combination
could make the doc2vec model more accurate.

Generally, the results are better, but not great. The mean rating values are in Table
2, the results of the similarity of court decisions for comparison are in Table 1. The com-
bination of methods is even slightly less accurate than the doc2vec applied solely. This
combination of methods does not make the retrieval more accurate. On the other hand,
when compared to the results of the LDA method itself in Section 3.2., the mean of evalu-
ation ratings is significantly higher. However, this conclusion only supports the accuracy
of the doc2vec model rather than the usability of the LDA topic model algorithm.

The most similar with a same topic The most similar with a different topic

Mean value 3.25 2.4

Table 2. Means of evaluation ratings of similarity of court decisions with assigned topics

5. Conclusion

The multilayered approach - the combination of the doc2vec model and a citation link
- showed decent results when compared to the stand-alone application of the methods.
The doc2vec model is a generally applicable algorithm with satisfactory results also in
different domains, thus it is not a surprise. On the other hand, the citation data are orig-
inally created by judges and court assistants, i.e. subjectively and by highly qualified le-
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gal experts. Therefore, it is again not a surprise that the citations make the text process-
ing algorithm such as the doc2vec model more accurate and more relevant. On the other
hand, the subjectivity, the context of a citation and last but not least, the time relevance
of such citations need to be taken into consideration. Secondly, in line with expectations,
the LDA method does not show sufficient results to be used in practice. The assigned
topics, either alone or even in combination with the doc2vec model, were assessed as
significantly less accurate in relation to the presented decisions.

Nevertheless, I find the presented results satisfactory as another step forward to a
court decisions retrieval system in the Czech Republic. Additionally, I also consider these
results to be important in terms of understanding how the methods used in this article
work in practice when applied to legal sources. Although it is still a long way to go, I
hope that this paper will lead to the practical application of methods and bridge the gap
between legal informatics and daily legal practice in the Czech Republic.
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Abstract. Inspired by Kelsen’s view that norms establish causal-like connections
between facts and sanctions, we develop a deontic logic in which a proposition is
obligatory iff its complement causes a violation. We provide a logic for normative
causality, define non-contextual and contextual notions of illicit and duty, and show
that the logic of such duties is well-behaved and solves the main deontic paradoxes.
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1. Introduction

We develop a framework for deontic logic that combines violation and causality. Roughly
speaking, an action is obligatory if refraining from performing it causes a violation. Our
approach is inspired by the theory of norms developed by H. Kelsen, one of the most
important legal scholars of the 20th century, in his “Pure Theory of Law,” introduced
in [1] and expanded in [2] (English translations in [3] and [4], respectively). According
to Kelsen, obligations and prohibitions are mere reflexes of sanction-norms: “the legal
order [. . . ] prohibits a certain behavior by attaching to it a sanction or [. . . ] it commands
a behavior by attaching a sanction to the opposite behavior” [4, p. 55]. This idea may
be connected to the reduction of deontic logic to alethic modal logic as proposed by
Anderson [5], though the latter does not refer to the work of Kelsen (which at that time
was only available in German, and usually only known to legal theorists).

Here we use a reduction à la Anderson, but depart from it in two respects. First,
we model the connection between a sanction (actually, a violation) and its triggering
condition as a causal relationship, rather than as a necessity relationship, as proposed
in, e.g., [6]. The necessity connection is usually understood as a strict implication which
is known to generate counter-intuitive inferences, such as Ross’s paradox [7]. It also
satisfies the reflexivity postulate (“If A then A”), which is often regarded as inappropriate
for causal reasoning. Furthermore, Anderson’s reduction is usually worked out within a
possible worlds semantics, which is not compatible with Kelsen’s view that norms do
not bear a truth-value (see [8]). Second, in Anderson’s perspective the same sanction is
the consequent of each norm. In our approach instead different unlawful facts may lead
to different violations. In this regard our approach corresponds to the working of legal
and moral systems, where distinct unlawful or immoral acts lead to distinct sanctions
or disvalues. This feature of our framework enables us to address contrary-to-duty CTD
obligations, i.e., obligations which are applicable only if other obligations are violated.
We can represent the original obligation by a norm linking the (prohibited) fact f1 to
a violation v1, and the CTD obligation by a second norm linking the accomplishment
of f1 in combination with a further fact f2 to an additional violation v2. The first norm
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expresses the obligation of ¬ f1 (e.g., the obligation not to kill, in Forrester’s famous
paradox [9]), while the second norm expresses the prohibition of f2, when f1 is the case
(the prohibition to be cruel, when killing). Hence we model CTD obligations by making
the complement of their content into an aggravating circumstance, as in legal codes.

Before presenting our formal framework, we clarify some ideas about sanction and
violation. Neither Kelsen nor Anderson claimed that every action for which a sanction is
foreseen will necessarily be followed by an action of coercive enforcement by the state
(forced execution, fine, detention, etc.), nor even by the pronouncement of a sanction
by a competent authority. Once the condition for the sanction is realised, what neces-
sarily happens is that (for Kelsen) the sanction is authorised and thus can legitimately
be applied through the appropriate legal process, or (for Anderson) that something un-
wanted has happened. Hence we will model legal norms as connecting unlawful facts to
violations, rather than to sanctions.

The paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 presents the norms we deal with, which
causally link (unlawful) states of affairs to violations, and the logic to reason about them.
The latter is a simplified version of input-output logic [10], where part of the norma-
tive system (regulative norms) has only a propositional constant on the right hand side.
In Sect. 3 we discuss the notion of illicit, which is used to define contextual and non-
contextual duties. In accordance with Kelsen’s view that a normative system can be con-
flicting, Sect. 4 introduces the notion of (un-)obeyable system. The resulting logic of
duties is analysed in Sect. 5, using as benchmarks well known properties and paradoxes
from the deontic logic literature. Sect. 6 pinpoints a selection of topics for future research.

2. The violation logic

We introduce the base violation logic that will be used in this paper, starting with its
language.

Definition 1 (Language). Let L be an ordinary propositional language containing the
classical connectives and constants {∧,∨,¬,→, t, f}, and a set V of violation atoms.

Each violation atom denotes a particular violation or offence (or, following Kelsen,
the authorisation to enact a specific sanction [4, 108ff]). Norms consist in causal-like
connections, denoted by the ⇒ symbol. They link factual circumstances to violations
(regulative or violation norms) or Boolean antecedents to conclusions other than viola-
tions (constitutive or counts-as norms).

Definition 2 (Norms and Norm codes). A norm code is a finite set of:

• Violations norms: A⇒ v, where each A is formula from L\V and v ∈V .
• Constitutive norms (count-as norms): A⇒ B, where A,B are formulas from L\V .

Example 1 (Auto code). A norm code capturing simple road traffic rules is:
Speed⇒ v1 Red∧¬Stop⇒ v2
Dark∧¬LightsOn⇒ v3 BrokenLights⇒ v4
Phone∧Drive⇒ v5 BrokenFrontLights⇒ BrokenLights
BrokenBackLights⇒ BrokenLights Fog∧¬LightsOn⇒ v6

Note that in our example different norms establish different violations. This feature
is meant to capture the fact that unlawful or immoral situations may trigger distinct re-
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sponses by a legal and moral system. Such responses have to be added up to determine
how the situation is assessed by the system (expanding the generated violations makes
things worse). Our approach does not exclude that distinct facts may lead to the same
violation. However, in this case the normative system would generate a single violation,
whenever one, some, or all such norms are triggered. For instance, the violation v4 may
be triggered in two ways (via BrokenFrontLights or via BrokenBackLights). Should dis-
tinct fines be applied for broken front lights and broken back lights (to be added up when
both are the case), different violations would be triggered by each of them.

We introduce our violation logic, that specifies a causal-like entailment for norms,
in the spirit of Kelsen (who calls this entailment “imputation”, see [4, 76ff]).

Definition 3 (Violation Logic). A violation inference relation is a binary relation ⇒
between the set of propositions in L satisfying the following rules (|= is the semantical
consequence in classical propositional logic):

(Truth) t ⇒ t
(Strengthening) If A |= B and B⇒C, then A⇒C;
(Weakening) If A⇒ B and B |=C, then A⇒C;
(And) If A⇒ B and A⇒C then A⇒ B∧C;
(Cut) If A⇒ B and A∧B⇒C, then A⇒C.
(Or) If A⇒C and B⇒C, then A∨B⇒C.

Although causal relations satisfy most of the rules for classical entailment, their
distinctive feature is that they are irreflexive, that is, they do not satisfy A⇒ A. Actually,
the above relation corresponds to the “basic reusable” input-output logic (out4) from
[10]. It is also closely related to Bochman’s causal calculus [11], see Remark 1. The
semantics for the violation logic is essentially the one for out4. It is “operational”, and
takes the form of a set of procedures yielding outputs for inputs. Roughly speaking, to
determine if formula A is in the output set, one considers in turn each maximal consistent
extension of the input set that is closed under the norms, and checks if it contains A. If
the answer is “yes”, then A is in the output. This semantics fits Kelsen’s idea that norms
do not bear a truth-value and that logic cannot add new norms to a code N [12, Ch. 50],
but rather identifies the input-output connections established by N, which are the object
of “rules (propositions) of law” (in German Rechtssätze)−see [4, p. 72] and [12, Ch. 49].

3. From illicits to duties

In Kelsen’s legal theory sanction norms (violation norms, in our framework) have a foun-
dational status. Other normative notions are derivative. Every behaviour that may trigger
a sanction against its author is a delict (Unrecht) and every delict is the content of the
obligation that the delict does not take place [2, p. 39]. Here we prefer to speak of an
illicit, rather than of a delict, to cover all elements (not only actions) that contribute to the
triggering of a sanction. Elementary illicits represent the minimal conditions that lead to
a violation, and elementary duties apply to their negations.

Definition 4 (Elementary Illicit and Duty). A conjunction of literals
∧{l1, . . . , ln} is an

elementary illicit relatively to a norm code N if and only if (iff) there is a v∈V such that:
1.

∧{l1, . . . , ln}⇒ v; 2. no proper subset of {l1, . . . , ln} satisfies condition 1.
A proposition A is (the content of) an elementary duty, relatively to a norm code N,

iff A≡ ¬B and B is an elementary illicit relatively to N.
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Example 2. In Ex. 1, {Speed}, {Red,¬Stop}, {Dark,¬LightsOn}, {BrokenFrontLights},
{BrokenBackLights} and {Phone,¬ LightsOn} are elementary illicits ; their negations
(¬Speed, ¬Red∨Stop, etc.) are the content of elementary duties.

To develop a deontic logic we introduce the idea of generalized illicit, which covers
all possible conditions that may minimally lead to a disjunction of violations.

Definition 5 (Generalised illicit). A boolean formula A is a generalised illicit relatively
to a norm code N if there exists a set of violations S⊆V such that:

(1) A⇒∨
S, and (2) there is no B such that A |= B, B 	|= A and B⇒∨

S.

The rationale behind this notion is to ensure that the generalised illicit is not only
a sufficient, but also a necessary condition for the disjunction of the violations to take
place. Condition 2. makes A the weakest formula leading to the violations in question.
This will be the key element to the solution of the deontic paradoxes in Sect. 5.2.

Example 3. Consider again Ex. 1. The generalized illicits w.r.t. {v4} and {v1,v5} are:
BrokenFrontLights∨BrokenBackLights and Speed∨(Phone∧Drive), respectively. Note
that BrokenFrontLights alone is not a generalized illicits as it is not the only possible
way of triggering the violation v4 (i.e., condition 2. in Def. 5 fails).

Generalised illicts have the following logical properties: they are reducible to a dis-
junction of elementary illicits, and their disjunction constitutes a new generalised illict.

Proposition 1. If A is a generalised illicit relatively to a norm code N, then there exists
a disjunction of elementary illicits {L1, . . . ,Ln} such that A≡ L1∨ . . .∨Ln.

Proof. Let L1, . . .Ln be all possible elementary illicits relative to N w.r.t. the violations
v∈ S⊆V . L1∨ . . .∨Ln is a generalized illicit w.r.t.

∨
S. Condition 1 of Def. 5 is satisfied.

Indeed, if Li ⇒ v ∈ S, then by (Weakening) Li ⇒∨
S, and by (Or) L1∨ . . .∨Ln ⇒∨

S.
As for condition 2, assume there is a boolean formula B such that L1∨ . . .∨Ln |= B

and B⇒∨
S. Assume w.l.o.g. that B is in disjunctive normal form, say B :=N1∨·· ·∨Nm.

By (Strenghtening) and the assumption N1 ∨ ·· · ∨Nm ⇒ ∨
S it follows that Ni ⇒ ∨

S,
for all i = 1, . . . ,m. Being the Li’s all the elementary illicits triggering the violations in S
(and hence representing minimal conditions to trigger them), for each Ni there are some
literals {L1, . . .Ln} which are included in the literals of Ni. Hence B |= L1∨ . . .∨Ln.

Corollary 1. If A1 and A2 are generalized illicit relatively to N, so is A1∨A2.

The concept of generalised illicits leads us to noncontextual duties, i.e., states of
affairs whose non-realisation lead to a violation. More formally:

Definition 6 (Noncontextual Duty). A Boolean formula A is (the content of) a noncontex-
tual duty relatively to a norm code N, denoted as ONA, iff A≡¬B and B is a generalised
illicit relatively to N.

Example 4 (Ctd. from Ex. 3). ON(¬ BrokenFrontLights∧¬BrokenBackLights) and
ON(¬Speed∧ (Fog→ LightsOn)) are duties.

Corollary 2. If ONA then A≡ ¬L1∧ . . .∧¬Ln, for L1, . . . ,Ln elementary duties.
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Remark 1. Out4 [10], and hence our violation logic, differ from the causal calculus
in [11] by the presence in the latter of axiom f ⇒ f . This axiom would create the fol-
lowing counter-intuitive situation when considering the corresponding obligations. From
A⇒B follows A∧¬B⇒ f .1 Now, by (Weakening), for any violation v, A∧¬B⇒ v (using
the fact that f |= v), which leads to ON(¬A∨B), for any constitutive norm A⇒ B.

3.1. Putting illicits and duties in context

We consider how norms operate relatively to contexts, i.e., in circumstances considered
to be settled. We will regard contexts as kind of restrictions of the set of possible world,
which are limited to those satisfying the context. These restrictions may depend on dif-
ferent considerations such as natural necessity (laws of nature), temporal necessity (the
immutability of the past), or even the settled choices of the agent.

Definition 7 (Context). A context for a norm code is a consistent set of literals.

Here we focus on the illicits that are not settled by the context (entailed by it), so
that their happening is contingent on the choice (deliberation) of the involved agent.

Definition 8 (Contextual Illicit). A Boolean formula A is a contextual illicit (c-illicit)
relative to a norm code N and context C iff there is a set of violations S⊆V s.t.

1.
∧
(C∪{A})⇒∨

S
2. there is no B such that A |= B, B 	|= A and

∧
(C∪{B})⇒∨

S
3.

∧
C 	⇒∨

S and C 	|= ¬A

Establishing that no weaker formula generates the considered violations, condition
2, is useful to resolve a number of deontic paradoxes, in particular those following from
the assumption of closure of the deontic operator under logical consequence. Condition
3 tells us that A is “needed” to generate the violation in question, and also that the truth
or falsity of A is not settled by the context, as shown in Remark 2.

Remark 2.
∧

C 	⇒ ∨
S in Def 8 (3) implies that C 	|= A. By condition 1 in Def 8,

∧
(C ∪ {A}) ⇒ ∨

S. Suppose C |= A. By propositional logic
∧

C |= ∧
(C ∪ {A}). By

(Strengthening), one gets
∧

C⇒∨
S. Contradiction.

Example 5. (Ctd. from Ex 1) In context C = {BrokenFrontLights}, BrokenBackLights
is not a c-illicit (due to the first half of condition 3 in Definition 8). The intuition is that
when it is settled that one the two requirements leading to the same violation v4 is met,
meeting the other becomes irrelevant.

On the basis of c-illicts we define contextual duties.

Definition 9 (Contextual Duty). A Boolean formula A is a contextual duty relatively to
a norm set N and to a context C, denoted as O(N,C)(A) iff A ≡ ¬B and B is a c-illicit
relatively to N and C (we omit N and C, when no ambiguity occurs).

We apply below our approach to two well-known deontic paradoxes pertaining to
contrary-to-duty (CTD) scenarios (see Sect. 5.2 for more paradoxes).

1Proof: If A⇒ B, then A∧¬B⇒ B by (Strengthening). By f ⇒ f and (Strengthening), A∧¬B∧B⇒ f . By
(Cut), A∧¬B⇒ f .
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Example 6 (Forrester paradox [9]). Consider the following premises: (1) You should
not kill (2) If you kill, you should kill gently, (3) You kill. In Standard Deontic Logic
SDL [13] (1)-(3) entail that you should both kill and not kill. By considering under what
circumstance obligations (1) and (2) would be violated we have the violation norms

Kill⇒ v1 Kill∧¬KillGently⇒ v2
where KillGently⇒ Kill. In context {}, O¬Kill holds, in context {Kill}, OKillGently.

Example 7 (Chisholm paradox [14]). It consists of: (1) You ought to go to the assistance
of your neighbours; (2) If you go you ought to tell them that you are coming; but (3) If
you do not go then you ought not to tell them that you are coming; and (4) You do not go.
SDL [13] entails that both you ought and you ought not to tell your neighbours that you
are coming. In our framework the norms involved in this scenario are formalised as:

¬Go⇒ v1 Go∧¬TellGo⇒ v2 ¬Go∧TellGo⇒ v3
In context {}, OGo holds, in context {¬Go}, O¬TellGo.

Remark 3. Some c-illicit A relative to a norm code N and context C1, might not be a
c-illicit relative to a superset C2 of C1 that is consistent with A and such that C2 	|= ∨S,
for any (sub)set S of the violations in N. E.g., put N = {A∧B⇒ v1,D∧E ⇒ v2}; A∧B
is a c-illicit in context C1 := {E}, but not in C2 := {A,E} (condition 2 in Def. 8 fails).

The following property, connecting violations entailed by contexts and duties, will
be useful in Sect.5.2.

Lemma 1. Let N be a norm code. If C 	|=¬A1∨· · ·∨¬An, for all duties ONA1, . . . ,ONAn
then

∧
C 	⇒∨

S, for every S⊆V .

Proof. By Def. 6 each ¬Ai is a generalized illicit relative to N and by Prop. 1 a disjunc-
tion of elementary illicits (minimal formulas that trigger violations). If there exists S s.t.
∧

C⇒∨
S, there are generalized illicits ¬A1, . . .¬Am such that C |=¬A1∨·· ·∨¬Am.

4. (Un)Obeyability of normative codes

Kelsen pointed out that a normative code may establish requirements (cf. [15, p.25]) that
cannot be jointly complied with: : “within [. . . ] a normative order the same behaviour
may be [. . . ] commanded and forbidden at the same time [. . . ]. This is the case if a certain
conduct is the condition of a sanction and at the same time the omission of this conduct
is also the condition of a sanction.” We formalize this intuition through two notions,
absolute and contextual unobeyability.

Definition 10 (Absolute (un)obeyability). A code N is absolutely unobeyable iff t⇒∨
V ,

and it is absolutely obeyable otherwise.

Example 8. An absolutely unobeyable code is {speed ⇒ v1;¬speed ⇒ v2}. Indeed by
(Weakening) and (Or) we get t⇒ v1∨ v2.

Absolutely unobeyable codes are rare, as they involve norms that always establish
sanctions. A weaker and more common notion is that of contextual unobeyability. A
code N is unobeyable in a context C iff C entails that that a disjunction of alternative
violations will be committed, not specifying which ones will be. Thus, the agent faces a
predicament: possible violations can only be avoided by incurring in other violations.
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Definition 11 (Contextual unobeyability). A code N is unobeyable in a context C iff there
is a set of violations Vi ⊆V such that: (1)

∧
C⇒∨

Vi, and (2) for each v ∈Vi,
∧

C 	⇒ v.

Example 9. The code N := {speed ⇒ v1;motorway∧¬speed ⇒ v2} is unobeyable in
context {motorway} while being obeyable in context {} (through ¬Speed). Since for no
set of violations Vi ⊆V , t⇒N

∨
Vi, N is absolutely obeyable.

When a code N is unobeyable in a context C, in that context violations cannot be
avoided and the addressees of N are forced to deliberate on which not yet settled violation
to commit. They will have to face a “tragic dilemma”, as in the biblical story below.

Example 10 (from the Book of the Judges). Jephthah promised to God that if he was
given victory in a battle he would sacrifice (kill and dedicate to God) the first human
being that he encountered coming home. After winning the battle, he first encountered his
daughter (rather than an animal, as he may have assumed). Thus, he faced a hard choice:
either violate his promise to God, or violate the moral prohibition to kill his daughter. We
can model this situation through the code N = {Win(j)∧Encounter(j,d)∧¬Kill(j,d)⇒
v1;Kill(j,d)⇒ v2}, which is unobeyable in context C = {Win(j), Encounter( j,d)}.

Note that in a context of unobeyability, the agent has the duty to prevent each fact
causing a new violation. However, he has no contextual duty to prevent the tautological
disjunction of all such facts (i.e. to realise the contradictory conjunction of them). In fact
such a disjunction is not a c-illicit, being entailed by the context (Remark 2). Thus, in
the above example, in context C Jephthah has duties OKill( j,d) and O¬Kill( j,d), but
no duty O(Kill( j,d)∧¬Kill( j,d)).

5. The logic of duties

In this section we analyse the logic(s) of the ON and O(N,C) modalities. We consider the
main principles discussed in the deontic logic literature, and check whether they hold.
We also use some of the best known deontic paradoxes as benchmarks.

5.1. Properties of duties

For ease of readability, we consider first the version of a given property for noncontextual
duty (i.e. unary obligation), when available.

Extensionality For non-contextual duty it takes the form (RE) “If A≡ B, then ON(A)≡
ON(B)”. There are two versions for conditional duty: “If ∧C ≡ ∧C′, then O(N,C)(A) ≡
O(N,C′)(A)” and “If A≡ B, then O(N,C)(A)≡O(N,C)(B)”. All versions trivially hold.

And introduction If ONA and ONB, then ON(A∧B). Assume ONA and ONB. So A ≡
¬A′, and B ≡ ¬B′ for some A′,B′ generalised illicits. We have (A∧B) ≡ (¬A′ ∧¬B′) ≡
¬(A′ ∨B′). Furthermore, A′ ∨B′ is a generalised illicit by Corollary 1. This suffices for
ON(A∧B). The analog principle for contextual duties does not hold unrestrictedly. E.g.,
assume that O(N,C)(A) and O(N,C)(¬A). O(N,C)(A∧¬A) is not a contextual duty as the
negation of its content is equivalent to t, which is not a c-illicit (cond. 3 in Def. 8 fails)

Remark 4. The logic of ON duties contains the non-normal modal logic EC [16]. EC is
obtained by adding the C axiom (ONA∧ONB)→ON(A∧B) to the system E of so-called
classical modal logic, consisting of the sole rule of extensionality (RE).
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Monotonicity wrt context It is the analog of the “Strengthening of the antecedent” prin-
ciple in conditional logic. It fails in its usual form “If O(N,C)(A), and C ⊆ C′ then
O(N,C′)(A)”, as hinted in Remark 3. The following counter-example shows that its failure
is in line with the idea that in the context of deliberation one puts aside the moral status
of the facts which are settled. Let N = {¬A⇒ v1}. We have O(N, /0)A, while O(N,{¬A})A
no longer holds due to the failure of (the first half of) condition 3 in Def. 8.

Factual detachment (= detachment via modus ponens [17]) In our framework it might
be expressed as: If O(N,C)(A → B) then O(N,C∪{A})B, for A a conjunction of liter-
als. It holds under the hypotheses: (∗) C ∪ {A} 	|= ¬A1 ∨ ·· · ∨ ¬An, for all duties
ONA1, . . . ,ONAn, and (∗∗) there is no formula D weaker than ¬B s.t. A∧D |= ¬B. We
show that ¬B is a c-illicit in context C∪{A} so that O(N,C∪{A})B. By O(N,C)(A→ B) fol-
lows that there is S ⊆V s.t.

∧
(C∪{A∧¬B})⇒ ∨

S, that is
∧
(C∪{A}∪{¬B})⇒ ∨

S.
Hence Def. 8.1 holds for ¬B relative to C∪{A}. Condition 2 follows from the fact that
if there is a D′ weaker than ¬B such that

∧
(C∪{A}∪{D′})⇒ ∨

S, then A∧¬B is not
a c-illicit (C∪{A∧D′} ⇒ ∨

S and from ¬B |= D′ follows A∧¬B |= A∧D′, and from
(∗∗) that A∧D′ 	|= A∧¬B) contradicting the hypothesis. Condition 3 also holds: the hy-
pothesis (∗) guarantees by Lemma 1 that

∧
(C∪{A}) 	⇒ ∨

V , where V is the set of all
violations, and hence

∧
(C∪{A}) 	⇒∨

S; C∪{A} 	|= B follows from C 	|= A→ B.

No conflict ¬(ONA ∧ ON¬A) holds for a normative system N that is absolutely
obeyable in the sense of Definition 10. Suppose N has this property. Assume by contra-
diction that both ONA and ON¬A hold. Hence A≡ ¬B1, and ¬A≡ ¬B2 for some B1,B2
generalised illicits. Hence B1∨B2 ⇒ ∨

(V1∪V2), and so t⇒ ∨
(V1∪V2), since B1 ≡ ¬A

and A≡ B2. By (Weakening), t⇒∨
V , where V is the set of all violations. Contradiction.

The contextual version of the principle –¬(O(N,C)A∧O(N,C)¬A)– holds for norma-
tive systems that are contextually obeyable in C. Assume by contradiction that so is N
and that O(N,C)A and O(N,C)¬A hold. Being A and ¬A contextual illicits w.r.t. C, there are
V1 and V2 s.t. (∗)∧(C∪{A})⇒∨

V1 and
∧
(C∪{¬A})⇒∨

V2, and (∗∗) ∧C 	⇒∨
V1 and

∧C 	⇒∨
V2. From (∗) it follows that

∧
C⇒∨

V1∪V2 (i.e., condition (1) of Def. 11), and
by (∗∗) that for each v∈V1∪V2,

∧
C 	⇒ v (i.e. condition (2) of Def. 11), thus establishing

that N is unobeyable in context C. This property echoes the fact that for Kelsen normative
systems can be conflicting. Thus, for him, and in our framework, the “no conflict” axiom
(also known as D axiom in modal logic) only holds for normative systems that are either
absolutely or contextually obeyable.

5.2. Solutions to deontic paradoxes

We analyse the behaviour of our logic w.r.t. the main deontic paradoxes that have beset
SDL, which corresponds to the deontic logic obtained by Anderson using his reduction
schema. Deontic paradoxes are intended here in a broad sense as (un)derivable theorems
that are counter-intuitive in a common-sense reading.

Recall that unconstrained I/O logic [10], which is at the base of our framework, is
unable to handle many of the considered paradoxes. Two paths have been followed in
order to fix it: using constraints to filter excess outputs [18], or suitably weakening the
logic. In particular, (Weakening) and axiom (Truth) go, and at the same time a consis-
tency check restrains the application of some rules (like AND introduction). Although
based on the strongest system of unconstrained I/O logic (Def. 2), our framework elimi-
nates those paradoxes due to condition 2. in Definitions 5 and 8.
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Contrary-to-duty obligation (Forester’s and Chisholm’s) paradoxes As seen before, in
our framework we can overcome such paradoxes. In Forrester’s case (see Ex. 6) in con-
text {kill}, OKillGently holds, and the opposite obligation O¬KillGently does not hold.
The treatment of Chisholm’s scenario is similar (see Ex. 7).

Ross’ paradox The paradox consists in the derivation of (a) You should mail the letter
or burn it, from (b) You should mail the letter. Introduced in 1941 by Ross [19], this para-
dox has been a discussion topic ever since. It does not appear in our logics. E.g., relative
to a normative system N = {¬PostLetter⇒ v1}, we have the obligation OPostLetter, but
we do not have O(PostLetter∨BurnLetter), due to condition 2. in Def. 5.

Deontic detachment [17] It fails in its usual form: If OA and O(A → B) then OB.
This can be illustrated with Broome [20]’s counter-example: let N = {¬Exercise ⇒
v1;Exercise∧¬EatMore ⇒ v2} (one should exercise and if one exercises, one should
eat more). We have OExercise and O(Exercise → EatMore). But it should not be the
case that OEatMore, since, intuitively, the obligation to eat more holds only if the first
obligation is fulfilled. The correct inference is captured by the following form of deontic
detachment, called “aggregative” in [21], as one keeps track of what has been previously
detached: from OA and O(A→ B), infer O(A∧B), which holds in our logic due to AND
introduction and Extensionality. Hence from N we can infer O(Exercise∧EatMore).
The contextual version of deontic detachment, with O(A→ B) replaced by O(N,A)B, does
not hold either. For a counter-example, let N = {¬a ⇒ v1,a∧¬b ⇒ v2}. We have Oa
and Oab, but not Ob, as ¬b is not a generalized illicit (condition 1 in Def. 5 fails).

The alternative service paradox This scenario, proposed by Horty in 1994 [22], is han-
dled similarly to the previous case, by changing the disjunctive obligation in the original
formulation into a conditional obligation: from (1) You should fight in the army or per-
form alternative service (O(¬A→ B)), and (2) You should not fight in the army (O¬A),
we derive that (3) You should not fight and perform alternative service (O(¬A∧B)).

Necessitation Ot does not hold. Take any non-empty set of norms, e.g., N = {Speed⇒
v1}. O(Speed ∨¬Speed) does not hold, because Speed ∧¬Speed is not a generalised
illicit, due to condition 2. in Def. 5.

Reflexivity This is the law O(N,C)∧C. It fails, because of condition 3 in Def 8 (C |=∧C,
see Remark 2) and so ¬∧C cannot be a c-illicit relative to C.

And elimination It is the principle “If O(A∧B) then OA”, known in the non-normal
modal logic literature as axiom M (see [16]). As suggested by a number of authors,
when A and B are not separable, such a principle is counter-intuitive, so that (to quote
Hansen) “failing a part [of the order] means that satisfying the remainder no longer makes
sense. E.g. if I am to satisfy the imperative ‘buy apples and walnuts’, and the walnuts
[...] and the apples [are meant to] land in a Waldorf salad, then it might be unwanted
and a waste of money to buy the walnuts if I cannot get the apples” [23, p. 91]. Put
N = {¬Apples∨¬Walnuts ⇒ v} (or equivalently {¬Apples ⇒ v,¬Walnuts ⇒ v}). We
have O(Apples∧Walnuts), but not O(Apples), due to condition (2) in Def. 5.

6. Future work

We have developed a Kelsenian deontic logic that defines obligation in terms of viola-
tion and causality. The behaviour of the resulting obligation has been analyzed using as
benchmarks well known properties and paradoxes from the deontic logic literature.
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It has often been argued that CTDs involve different senses of “ought”, and that a
fully adequate treatment of them must be able to capture those nuances. In our analysis
of contextual duties we have focused on deliberative duties, where one puts aside the
moral or legal status of the facts which are taken as settled and one must decide what
to do. Our framework allows, however, a finer-grained analysis of duties –to be left to
future work– which could not only shed more light on the various paradoxes, but also
capture different types of “ought”-statements. Among them, we plan to investigate con-
textual (evaluative) duties that are appropriate for what is commonly referred to as the
“context of judgement” [24,25], where one assesses the moral or legal status of settled
facts through backward looking or post-eventum judgments [26, p. 157].

Furthermore, our logic is an ought-to-be deontic logic, as obligations may cover any
cause of violations. We plan to develop an ought-to-do deontic logic, reflecting Kelsen’s
notion of a delict, by carving out agentive elements within illicits and “plugging” in a
suitable logic of action in our base logic. Other topics for future research include the
question of extending the framework to support defeasible reasoning, reasoning about
exceptions, and the question of how to axiomatise and automatise the logic.2
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Abstract. This paper presents a Semantic Web–based model for detecting contra-
dictions in regulations. We introduce a conceptual model of contradictions and, on
the basis of this model, a knowledge representation–based model is used, which
is able to represent the semantics of provision types and related properties. The
usefulness of the model is shown through an example.
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1. Introduction2

Legislative drafting is a complex task. It requires not only linguistic competence, but
also thorough knowledge of the regulated domain, as well as of the legal/theoretical as-
sumptions concerning the legal system, including its completeness, consistency, and lack
of redundancy [1,2]. One type of error occurs when the regulation is encumbered with
contradictions. Legislators should ensure not only the internal consistency of the regula-
tion but also a lack of contradiction with hierarchically higher regulations. While some
contradictions may be eliminated through legal reasoning, this is not always possible or
desirable. The lack of consistency in regulation is typically not straightforward. There-
fore, it is worthwhile to provide a legislative tool representing the structure and seman-
tic content of the drafted provisions - to ascertain whether an inconsistency actually ex-
ists. Knowledge representation tools have been fruitfully used to represent legislation
([3,4,5]). However, the development of such a model is a complex task, also because
it requires expertise in the regulated domain of law. In this paper, we do not develop a
formal representation of legal regulation but, rather, a conceptual framework that may be
used by a legislator to formalize a drafted text and analyze its features, in particular to
detect legislative errors. Our proposal fits well with the idea of designing systems that

1Corresponding Author: michal.araszkiewicz@uj.edu.pl
2The paper presents the results of the project UMO-2018/29/B/HS5/01433 entitled Legislative Errors and

Comprehensibility of Legal Text.
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assume human–machine interaction, taking into account the strengths and weaknesses of
each party.

We present an ontology-based model to describe the structure and the semantic con-
tent of legal provisions. The purpose of this model is to support the process of legislative
drafting. Let us assume that a legislator has already prepared a draft of a set of legal
provisions in natural language. The tool enables the legislator to:

• Represent the content of legal provisions in a systematized manner, taking into
account the defined categories of entities, such as legal subjects, legal objects,
different types of deontic relations, etc.

• Use ontological reasoning facilities to detect errors, in particular contradictions,
in regulation;

• Evaluate whether the regulation under analysis is acceptable with regard to the
assumed criteria or if it needs amending.

We argue that this approach enables us to identify certain non-trivial types of legislative
errors, including potential and actual contradictions.

2. Conceptual Framework

2.1. Introductory Remarks

The main part of any normative piece of legislation is composed of legal provisions,
namely elementary, sentence-like linguistic expressions systematized as sections, arti-
cles, or points. We focus on the representation of the structure and semantic content of
legal provisions. Each representation of a legal provision in a knowledge-based model
is an interpretation of this provision. For the purposes of our project, we understand the
interpretation as a result of the reasoning process performed by a human agent.

The model, based on our earlier work ([6,7]) enables the representation of the struc-
ture and semantic content of legal text for the purpose of identifying legislative errors.
A legislative error may be understood as a violation of one or more criteria of rational
lawmaking, such as aiming at consistency, completeness, lack of redundancy or axio-
logical coherence of the created regulation. The legislator should detect potential vio-
lations of these criteria during the process of legislative drafting and consider whether
these violations can be eliminated through legal reasoning in the first place. The appli-
cation of different interpretive arguments, including linguistic, systemic, and functional
ones, [8] may lead to the resolution of apparent problems and, therefore, the drafted text
may not need amending. However, not all the results of such remedial interpretation are
acceptable, as there exist some interpretive rules that constrain the space of acceptable
interpretations, discussed in [6]. In some cases, the identification of a legislative error
does not involve complex interpretive reasoning because some violations are ascertain-
able through a literal interpretation of the considered provisions, and no other interpreta-
tion is conceivable. This does not mean that detecting a violation is always a trivial task.
In some cases, the structure of the drafted provision needs to be clearly represented for a
violation to become apparent. In this paper, we focus on one particular type of legislative
error: contradictions in regulations.
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2.2. The notion of contradiction between provisions

We argue that the nature of contradiction between legal provisions requires in-depth
analysis of the features and scope of the provisions because it is relatively seldom that
two provisions lead to strictly opposite conclusions (p vs ¬p or perm(p) vs proh(p)).

First, following [6], we assume that every regulation creates a certain legal relation
between particular entities. For example, by Bearer, we denote an agent which is an ad-
dressee of the regulation, by Ob ject, we denote the object of a regulation, by Action, we
denote the action regulated by the provision, and by Counterpart, we denote the agent
functioning as a counterpart of the regulation. Second, we have to notice that every con-
cept has its own scope and that scopes of different concepts can be in different relations,
e.g., inclusion. We have to assume also that the analyzed sets of provisions can contradict
an existing regulation not only in their whole scope but also in a subset of the regulated
entities. To represent the idea of the broader and narrower scopes of two concepts, we
introduce operator �, where X � Y denotes that every entity represented by X is also
represented by Y .

To represent the relation defined by a legal provision (or set of legal provisions), we
introduce a predicate rel() representing such a relation. The first argument of this pred-
icate will be a type of legal relation created by the analyzed provision; other arguments
will represent the concepts discussed above used in the wording of a legal provision (for
example, the second argument will represent Bearer, the third Ob ject, etc.).
If we introduce:

• a set of types of legal provisions (Type = {perm, proh,obl, ...});
• a relation of opposition represented by pairs of opposite types of provisions

Opposite = {< perm, proh >,< obl, proh >,...} (relations containing those pairs
are potentially contradictory);

• a predicate rel(type,Xi,Xj, ...), where Xi,Xj, ... represent various concepts;

then the conflict will appear if:

• one set of provisions defines rel(typel ,Xi,Xj, ...),
• second set of provisions defines rel(typek,Xm,Xn, ...)

3

• there will be a set of concepts xi,x j, ... s.t. xi � Xi, xi � Xm, x j � Xj, x j � Xn, ...
and

• relations (typel , typek) are opposite i.e. < typel , typek >∈Opposite (for example
typel = perm, typek = proh)

The above model can be illustrated by a very simple example. Suppose we have two
provisions: (1) vehicles are forbidden to enter the park and (2) ambulances are allowed to
enter the park. Additionally, we know that vehicles is a broader concept than ambulance
(i.e., every ambulance is vehicle). To represent the example, we assume that predicate
rel() has the following arguments: 1) type, 2) Bearer, 3) Ob ject, and 4) Action. The ex-
ample can be modelled as follows: rel(proh,vehicles, park,enter),rel(perm,ambulance,
park,enter),ambulance� vehicle Since ambulance is a narrower concept than vehicles
and < proh, perm >∈ Opposite, then ambulances are simultaneously prohibited (on the

3Note that in order to correctly detect contradictions, the arguments in both relations should be in the same
order, i.e. Bearer should be the second argument in both relations
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basis of provision 1) and permitted (on the basis of provision 2), which is an obvious
contradiction4.

3. The description of the ontology and tools

The presented conceptual model for detecting errors and inconsistencies in legislative
draft bills can be implemented in the Semantic Web using the Provision Model, intro-
duced by [9]. The Provision Model aims to provide a formal representation of textual
objects, subject to a given interpretation. For this reason, it represents a model of legal
rules that can be effectively used to detect legislative errors. The Provision Model has
been used in the literature to provide advanced legal information retrieval and reasoning
services based on the semantics of legal rules [10], but primarily, it has been targeted at
implementing model-driven legislative drafting facilities [11]. The aim of this approach
is to improve the quality of legal texts and ensure the maintenance of legal information
by monitoring the impacts of new regulations on the legal system (including the con-
sistency and completeness of new provisions within the same text or of different texts
within the same legal order as well as between different legal orders, as in the case of a
European directive and its transposition in national legislation).

3.1. The Provision Model

The Provision Model represents a knowledge model of the rules conveyed in legislative
texts. It is organized into provision types and properties. It describes constitutive and
regulative rules independently of the domain in which they operate, as well as rules on
rules, namely, amendments (which may be related to the textual content, the timing of
the enactment of the rule, or the scope within which the rules operate).

Examples of regulative rules, in terms of provision types, are shown in Fig. 1; they
are represented as classes of the Provision Model ontology. In particular, the provision
types prv:Obligation and prv:Permission are reported. They are associated with specific
properties; for example, for prv:Obligation, the specific properties are prv:hasObligation-
Bearer, prv:hasObligationAction, prv:hasObligationCondition, and prv:hasObligation-
Counterpart (see Fig. 1). This model can be used to provide semantic annotation of legal
texts and is able to reflect the lawmakers’ directions in a machine-readable format.

Note that the properties of the provision types represent the arguments of rela-
tion rel() described in section 2.4. In particular, prv:hasObligationBearer and prv:has-
PermissionBearer represent the argument Bearer; prv:hasObligationAction, and prv:has-
PermissionAction represent the argument Action, etc.

As the Provision Model describes legislative rules independently of the domain in
which they operate, a complete representation of a legal rule instance typically contained
in a textual paragraph can be obtained by combining the Provision Model with the con-
trolled vocabularies represented in knowledge organization systems capable of providing
additional information on the entities of the regulated domain [12,13]. Controlled vocab-
ulary terms can be used as provision property values to be used for semantic annotation
of legal provisions. This can be useful to disambiguate and harmonize different possible
literal interpretations of textual wording in the law and minimize the risk of interpretive
doubts.

4This example can be easily solved by using lex specialis..., but this is outside of the scope of this paper
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Figure 1. Provision properties in Permission and Obligation

3.2. Logical and technical relations in the Provision Model

The Provision Model is also endowed with axioms that are able to describe logical rela-
tions between provisions. Logical relations are relations between provisions that are nec-
essary from a logical point of view, such as the classical Hohfeldian relations between
Right and Duty as well as No-right and Privilege and the opposite relations between
Right and No-right as well as Duty and Privilege [10].

In our conceptual model of contradiction (see section 2.4), logical relations are rep-
resented by pairs from set Opposite, which provides a set of relations that may constitute
potential contradictions. Technical relations between provisions, on the other hand, are
relations that are not necessary from a logical point of view, but they derive from con-
siderations of legislative techniques. This means that they are possible and can be iden-
tified in legislative texts, provided that the legislative drafter follows specific legislative
techniques in expressing these provisions. An example of such relations is the one exist-
ing between a Definition, introducing a concept identified by the attribute Definiendum,
and all the other provisions having, as an attribute value, the value of such Definiendum.
Another example is the relation between the Duty of a specific Bearer to accomplish a
specific Action toward a given Counterpart as well as the Procedure to fulfill it. In the
conceptual model of contradiction, technical relations are represented by arguments of
predicate rel(). While logical relations can be described by axioms at the level of the
Provision Model and are inherited by all the related instances (see [10] and [7]), technical
relations can be identified and described at the level of specific provision instances only,
because they are linked to their content. As reported in [9], technical relations between
provisions can be established directly by the legislator through references or can be de-
duced by reasoning over provisions content, expressed by provisions attribute values.

Therefore, contradictions can be detected by checking technical relations between
provisions, namely, relations that can be revealed only by reasoning about the semantics
and content of the provision instances (including axioms if needed) and not by reasoning
about provisions semantics and related axioms only.

4. Example of provision semantic representation

We apply the presented model to an example involving a contradiction between a Eu-
ropean Union directive, on the one hand, and a Member State law, on the other hand.
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Directives are instruments which bind the Member State as to the result to be achieved
but leave to the national authorities the choice of form and methods (TFEU Art. 288)5.
Therefore, directives need to be properly transposed into the legal system of the Mem-
ber State. Incorrect transposition of a directive may lead to diverse legal consequences.
Due to the general wording of directives, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether a
particular Member State regulation is a proper transposition. The model developed here
may be fruitfully used to detect contradictions between national and EU regulations by
taking into account technical relations. The following example is based on the Judgment
of the Court of 4 May 2006, case C-508/03. Let us consider Art. 2 Par. 1 in the Council
Directive of 27 June 1985:

Member States shall adopt all measures necessary to ensure that, before a planning permission
is given, urban development projects likely to have effects on the environment are made subject
to an assessment with regard to their effects.

From the Provision Model viewpoint, this paragraph can be classified as an prv:Obligation
for Member States “to adopt all measures necessary to the purpose that before a planning
permission is granted, environmental impact assessment of a project is performed.” The
prv:Obligation to be implemented can be expressed in an attribute–value pair notation,
according to the Provision Model, as follows:
prv:Obligation
prv:hasObligationBearer = ‘Competent authority’
prv:hasObligationAction = ‘to assess effects on environment’
prv:hasObligationCondition = ‘before planning permission’
prv:hasObligationObject = ‘project’

Note that, in this example, property values are reported as literals for the sake of readabil-
ity. However, as previously discussed, they are typically terms in controlled vocabular-
ies6. Domain terms from a controlled vocabulary are important in the context of detect-
ing technical relations between provision instances as they contribute to disambiguation
and to comparison between domain entities.

To provide a Provision Model representation of the above EU directive para-
graph, let’s consider that the relevant concepts introduced by this directive are orga-
nized in a controlled vocabulary called ex:EnvironmentalImpactAssessementVoc, de-
scribed in SKOS7, with a namespace ex: (which just stands for “example”) that in-
cludes concepts like ex:MemberState, ex:PlanningPermission, ex:Project, and related
skos:prefLabel.The model graph is provided in Fig. 2; the graph also shows the relations
skos:inScheme between the vocabulary terms and the related vocabulary top-concept
ex:EnvironmentalImpactAssessementVoc (instance of a skos:ConceptScheme).
The RDF representation of such a graph related to the obligation in the cited directive,
having [docURI] as URI, is therefore the following:

<rdf:Description rdf:about ="[ docURI]">

<rdf:type rdf:resource ="prv:Obligation "/>

<prv:hasObligationBearer rdf:resource ="ex:CompetentAuthority "/>

<prv:hasObligationAction rdf:resource=

5Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM:4301854)

6Examples of controlled vocabularies can be found at https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-
vocabularies/controlled-vocabularies

7Simple Knowledge Organization System (https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/)
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Figure 2. Semantic representation of EU Directive 27 June 1985 art. 2 par. 1

"ex:ToAssessEffectsOnEnvironment "/>

<prv:hasObligationCondition >

<time:before rdf:resource ="ex:PlanningPermission "/>

</prv:hasObligationCondition >

<prv:hasObligationObject rdf:resource ="ex:Project"/>

</rdf:Description >

Note that:

• the Provision Model imports the W3C Time Ontology8 allowing the expression of
time-wise relations between domain entities.

• this formal representation of legal provisions is used in our approach to identify
errors, particularly contradictions/inconsistencies in a set of legal rules. Errors
may be revealed according to the interpretative canon used to describe provision
semantics, in this case, a literal interpretative canon.

5. Approach for detecting contradictions

To show the approach to detecting errors/inconsistences in legal rules, let’s consider the
case of a set of provisions in the U.K. legal order, aimed to implement the provision of
the EU Directive of 27 June 1985 art. 2 par 1, introduced in Section 4. The UK provisions
are as follows:

8http://www.w3.org/2006/time#
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(1) “outline planning permission” means planning permission granted, in accor-
dance with the provisions of a development order, with the reservation for subsequent
approval by the local planning authority or the Secretary of State of matters not partic-
ularized in the application (“reserved matters’”).

(2) the competent authority cannot grant planning permission unless it has first
taken the environmental information into consideration and states in its decision that it
has done so.

(3) In the case of outline planning permission, an environmental impact assessment
can be carried out only at the initial stage of granting such permission and not at the
later stage of approval of the reserved matters.

Paragraph (1) introduces the expression “outline planning permission,” which rep-
resents a narrower concept than the concept “planning permission” that is introduced by
the transposed EU directive. In paragraph (3), the implementing measure reproduces the
obligation to assess the effects on the environment before planning permission is given
but makes reference to the concept “outline planning permission,” opening the possibil-
ity of not assessing the environmental impact at a later stage when “reserved matters”
are approved.

This represents a violation of the EU directive, which we intend to detect automati-
cally. To do that, first, we provide a semantic representation of the implementing provi-
sions. Here, just the representation of paragraph (3) is reported because it is sufficient to
detect the inconsistency. The attribute–value pair notation of the paragraph is as follows:
prv:Obligation
prv:hasObligationBearer = ‘Competent authority’
prv:hasObligationAction = ‘to assess effects on environment’
prv:hasObligationCondition = ‘before outline planning permission’
prv:hasObligationObject = ‘Project’

The knowledge graph of both legal provisions (the provision of the EU directive de-
scribed in Section 4 and the implementing U.K. provision) are reported in Fig. 3, includ-
ing the concept ex:OutlinePlanningPermission in the vocabulary of the domain concepts.
The RDF representation of paragraph (3) of the U.K. implementing measure, having
[docURI-UK] as URI is, therefore, the following:

<rdf:Description rdf:about ="[ docURI -UK]#par3">

<rdf:type rdf:resource ="prv:Obligation "/>

<prv:hasObligationBearer rdf:resource ="ex:CompetentAuthority "/>

<prv:hasObligationAction rdf:resource=

"ex:ToAssessEffectsOnEnvironment "/>

<prv:hasObligationCondition >

<time:before rdf:resource ="ex: OutlinePlanningPermission "/>

</prv:hasObligationCondition >

<prv:hasObligationObject rdf:resource ="ex:Project"/>

</rdf:Description >

Given the U.K. provision semantic representation, it is possible to select the provisions
concerning the obligation of a competent authority to assess the effect on the environment
for urban development project. This leads to a comparison of the provisions reported
in Fig. 3, which spots the existence of two different conditions to carry out such an
assessment: one before “planning permission” (ex:PlanningPermission) is given and the
other before “outline planning permission” (ex:OutlinePlanningPermission) is given.
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Figure 3. Semantic representation of EU and UK legal provisions

Given that these two concepts are in a skos:narrower relation, the inconsistency at the
level of the condition of the obligation in the U.K. implemented provision with respect
to the EU provision can be automatically detected. Moreover, the relation (skos:related9)
between the concept of “urban development project” (ex:Project) and the “reserved mat-
ters” (ex:ReservedMatters) is able to automatically reveal the existence of a prohibition,
introduced in the U.K. implemented legislation, to “assess the effect on the environment”
(ex:AssessEffectsOnEnvironment) on “reserved matters,” which represents an inconsis-
tent exception with respect to what is prescribed by the EU directive.

It is worth emphasizing that the contradictions revealed are detected at the level
of provision content by the relation between provision property values, as discussed in
Section 3.2.

9Note that the relation between ex:ReservedMatters and ex:Project is rather a part-of relation (the special-
ization of the skos:related or skos:broader/narrower relation to capture partitive relations has been discussed
but not approved by W3C yet)
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a model of contradictions between legal provisions and a
practical implementation with the use of knowledge representation tools. The analysis of
legal provisions requires a consideration not only of logical contradictions (proh(p) vs
perm(p)) or (p vs ¬p) but also of the scope of the terms used. We argue that, to detect
a contradiction in sets of provisions, two conditions must be satisfied: 1) the analyzed
provisions regulate at least a partially overlapping set of entities and 2) the analyzed
provisions impose conflicting modalities on those sets.

On the basis of this assumption, we introduced a conceptual model of contradictions
in legal text, as well as a Semantic Web-based implementation of such model, allow-
ing a mechanism for automated detection of contradictions. This model enables the hu-
man expert to evaluate the drafted regulation and detect the contradictions therein, thus
enabling the correction of the draft regulation and avoiding the necessity of amending
the regulation after it enters into force. The presented model assumes human–computer
interaction.
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Abstract. This paper describes a tool using an extended Data Privacy Vocabulary (the 

DPV) to audit and monitor GDPR compliance of international transfers of personal 

data. New terms were identified which have been proposed as extensions to the DPV 

W3C Working Group. A prototype software tool was built based on the model plus a 

set of validation rules, and synthetic use-cases created to test the capabilities of the 

model and tool (together a compliance framework). This framework was created 

because the rules around international transfer compliance are complex and changing, 

there is an absence of a common approach to ensuring compliance, few tools exist to 

assist, and those that do lack interoperability. Evaluation results demonstrate that the 

proposed model improves compliance identification and standardisation. The tool 

received positive feedback from the data protection practitioners who participated in 

the evaluation, and an initial version of is now in use in one financial services 

organisation. While currently the tool only addresses international transfers, in theory 

the framework can be extended through further work to the broader area of compliance 

of other aspects of the GPDR.  

Keywords. GDPR, International Transfer, Compliance, DPV, Data Protection, 

Privacy. 

1.  Introduction 

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires organisations to demonstrate 

compliance with data protection law. Whether needed to create standardised and reliable 

internal processes, or to respond to an external regulatory audit, there are few models or 

tools available to address this compliance requirement. Those that are available tend to 

focus on recording overall compliance by asking the user to confirm they are compliant 

with specific GDPR Articles, through guided questions, and then logging this. The 

shortcomings of this approach are that it generally requires legally trained staff to answer 

the questions effectively, there is little or no support for automated checking or validation 

of the answers as little data is collected on the transfer process itself, and form filling may 

become habitual (checking ‘yes’, ‘yes’, ‘yes’, repeatedly) leading to a degradation of 

accuracy. 

In terms of available tools, some regulators such as the Irish DPC [1] have introduced 

checklists, others have provided templates such as the Accountability Framework [2] from 

the ICO in the UK, and some like the French CNIL [3] have developed open-source 

compliance software. And there are also commercially available compliance tools such as 
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OneTrust1, PrivIQ2 and others. These tools all seem to be limited in a number of ways:  

(a) rather than assisting the user in determining compliance, they focus on recording the 

user’s view or declaration (b) they require an expert knowledge of data protection law (c) 

the tools are standalone and not interoperable and (d) they are not well suited for ongoing 

management of compliance. 

For compliance of international transfers of personal data, the tools are even more 

limited. The tools referenced here typically record the fact of an international transfer, the 

legal basis stated by the user as evidence of compliance as single entries, but little else. 

Compliance determination for transfers of personal data is complex. There is a need for a 

transfer legal basis, country-specific transfer safeguards, requirements for Transfer Impact 

Assessments, an evaluation of whether supplementary measures need to be put in place and 

if so, a determination of which ones to implement. Added to this is the changing landscape 

where additional countries such as UK [4] can be granted GDPR Art. 45 Adequacy, and in 

other cases legal bases for transfers such as EU-US Safe Harbor [5] have been invalidated 

by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). 

This paper focuses on International Transfers of personal data to third countries, and 

seeks to provide a framework (model and tool) to assist in ensuring such transfers are 

compliant with EU law. The main research question this paper asks is: to what extent can 

a model based on DPV ensure regulatory-compliant international transfers of personal 

data ? Related to this two additional sub-questions are asked: (i) how can we currently 

identify cross-border transfers and privacy issues in existing business processes ? and (ii) 

what are the requirements in developing a model and related tool to audit, report on, and 

monitor transfers ?  

The approach taken in this paper to solving this problem is to: 

 gather requirements for international transfers from domain experts 

 identify extensions to DPV needed to model transfers 

 develop a set of validation rules 

 develop a prototype using Flowfinity Actions, the extended DPV and rules 

 evaluate the model and this tool using synthetic use cases and external test users 

 

The contributions of this paper are: 

 identifying gaps, proposing 5 new DPV concepts and 6 properties for transfers 

 creating a software tool based on the model (extended DPV and rules) 

 developing a new framework for transfers based on the model and tool 

 evaluating the tool and model against sample use cases 

 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes related work in this 

area; section 3 explores the DPV as a basis for the model; section 4 provides a model design 

leading to a tool design in section 5; section 6 and 7 describe the testing of the framework 

and results respectively; section 8 provides an analysis and discussion; and section 9 draws 

conclusions from the work. 

 

1
 https://www.onetrust.com 

2
 https://priviq.com/solutions-gdpr-software/ 
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2. Related Work 

Reasons for examining this area are three-fold: (a) limited work done to date on modelling 

compliance of transborder data transfers; (b) such transfers have been a focus of European 

regulators in the recent past – particularly since the introduction of the GDPR; (c) concerns 

about a need to evaluate the adequacy of data protection in the country in which an 

organisation processes personal data. 

GDPR Art. 5(2) introduced new accountability obligations on Controllers and 

Processors to demonstrate compliance, with some specific examples being Art. 30 Record 

of Processing Activities (ROPA) and Art. 35 Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA). 

Since then, organisations have approached compliance in non-standard ways, typically 

using paper records, spreadsheets or a range of commercial tools. Even in 2018, there was 

a recognition of the gap in this approach. Ujcich et al. [6] comment on how increasingly 

complex personal data workflows create challenges for GDPR compliance. Research since 

has further highlighted the need for a standardised model for compliance. In [7], a year 

after the introduction of the GDPR, Torre et al. comment on the lack of an automated 

solution and the need for manual audits.  

In 2020, Ryan et al. [8] reviewed tools in use for GDPR compliance and determined 

that there are gaps – particularly in standardization and interoperability. They suggest a 

RegTech approach to explore a prototype for GDPR compliance. At the same time, Pandit 

et al. [9] recommended the creation and adoption of standards and a common language for 

the exchange of GDPR compliance data. This theme aligns with the creation and 

development of the Data Privacy Vocabulary [10] or DPV. Early work by Pandit et al. 

[9,11] on interoperability and consent gives us a rich set of concepts and an extended 

(common) vocabulary relating to personal data processing. Their research references 

related work by the W3C Community Group for Data Protection Vocabularies and 

Controls (DPVCG) who have published the Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV) specification. 

Ryan et al. [12] look at how the DPV might be used to model compliance with the GDPR 

requirement for Records of Processing Activities (ROPA), and proposes extensions to the 

vocabulary. Research on OWL2/DPV in the context of privacy policy language by Bonati 

et al. [13] shows how it can encode consent, business processes, and regulatory obligations. 

It also highlights the need for automated compliance checking.  In [14], Leoni and Di Caro 

use the DPV to look at natural language processing of privacy policies. 

The research work to date has identified a gap and a need for an automated compliance 

tool. GDPR requirements and new European Data Protection Board (EDPB) guidance [15] 

and [16] are creating an even stronger demand for a suitable standardised compliance 

framework. 

3. Extending the DPV for International Transfers 

To address the research question, it was necessary to understand (a) what the scope of such 

a model would need to be and (b) if the DPV could address the necessary scope. A baseline 

survey of domain experts was carried out in March 2021. This survey posed 20 questions, 

covering two areas: (a) how the organisation identifies and monitors compliance and (b) 

the nature of those transfers  (in terms of the data subjects, personal data transferred, 

purposes and legal basis). Questions were deliberately open, to identify as many free-text 

vocabulary terms as possible in relation to transfers. 
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The survey was sent to students in the DCU Masters Programme in Data Protection 

and Privacy Law (with expert knowledge). 13 responses were received from respondents 

in various industry sectors helping to gather a representative view. Participants in this 

survey stated that spreadsheets are the most common way of tracking compliance, there are 

few other tools available. They also stated that identification of transfers typically take 

place through consultation with the business, or discovered from the outputs of impact 

assessments, ROPAs or breaches. Analysis of the responses (see Table 1) showed a great 

variation in the terminology used, without an agreed and defined vocabulary. 

 

Table 1. Variation in Responses to Survey 1 

Category Different answers Common answers 

Legal basis for transfer 8 11 

Data subject types 22 13 

Purposes 21 2 

Overall Common Responses 33% 

 

A dictionary of terms commonly used when describing international data transfers was 

then built from the survey results combined with a review of transfer-related terms in the 

GDPR, to determine whether the DPV could usefully provide a potential basis for 

standardising compliance of international transfers. A total of 114 relevant concepts were 

listed, and compared to the DPV.  

The results were promising, as 44% of the terms needed were fully provided by the 

DPV, and a further 40% partially matched. In building the initial model it was determined 

that these partial matches were usable. Of the remaining 18 terms not in the DPV, 4 related 

to Purposes/Measures and were not critical, and 4 were safeguards that had been replaced, 

leaving 10 which were proposed to the W3C-DPVCG in Aug 2021. In October 2021, 7 of 

these terms were adopted into the DPV3. These terms are shown in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Transfer compliance rule requirements requiring additions to DPV 

Validation Rule Requirement DPV Concept Proposed Adopted in DPV v0.3 

Transfer Start and Date dpv:hasStartDate, dpv:hasEndDate (alternative = dpv:Duration) 

Data Exporter dpv:DataExporter   YES 

Data Importer dpv:DataImporter YES 

Transfer to Country dpv:TransferCountry (Under discussion) 

Legal basis for transfer 
dpv:DataTransferLegalBasis  

dpv:DataTransferTool,  

YES 

YES 

Safeguard in use 
dpv:Safeguard   

dpv:SafeguardForDataTransfer 

YES 

YES 

Supplementary Measures dpv:SupplementaryMeasure.   YES 

 

3
 DPV and DPV-GDPR v0.3 release can be found at https://w3.org/ns/dpv and https://w3.org/ns/dpv-gdpr  
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4. Framework Design 

This now facilitated the initial design of the model, which seeks to identify international 

transfers, their legal basis, the levels of safeguards in use, and to show whether the transfer 

is compliant. For consistency and future interoperability, the model was designed to draw 

from the terms and concepts in the (extended) DPV. The final stage of design was to map 

the information capture requirements, the workflow and the associated DPV concepts and 

properties as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. International transfer framework design and workflow 

5. Prototype Design 

A prototype software tool was designed with a user interface, guided workflow, a database 

(DPV extract), validation rules and an output (compliance report). The tool (Figure 2) takes 

user input, with intelligent workflow and conditional logic and is built on a schema based 

on a snapshot of the extended DPV. Natively using the DPV Linked Data rather than real-

time queries (for no real gain) avoids possible versioning problems. 

 

 

Figure 2. Transfer compliance prototype tool design 
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In building the tool, the primary purpose was to allow the framework to be evaluated. 

Rather than coding and development of a feature-rich tool, the focus became delivery of an 

MVP (Minimum Viable Product) to put a usable tool in the hands of test users (external 

participants) quickly4. The application development platform chosen to develop the 

prototype was Flowfinity Actions5. This provided a web-based portal, security 

infrastructure, workflow, a customisable user-interface, and integration capability. 

The model’s data capture requirements, logical rules and DPV datasets were then 

developed in the application. To assist in building the tool, approx. 200 test cases for 

international transfers were created based on the authors’ own experience. The prototype 

Transfer Compliance tool was built and deployed in about six weeks, rather than potentially 

many months of development. 

Two types of user or personas were envisaged while building the tool: (i) business  

user (without any particular domain knowledge); (ii) practitioner (someone with data 

protection knowledge). The tool therefore allows for separate (or common) data entry and 

review. In Figure 3, the user is presented with  workflow driven conditional questions. At 

the back-end, relevant concepts from the DPV act as an internal data model schema for the 

tool. These DPV terms are then presented to the end user.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Tool user personas 

 

The Transfer Compliance Tool collects a minimum of 34 data fields, of which only 3 

are free-text input. The remaining fields are conditional or calculated which all combine to 

provide significant automation in the tool. Selection of a transfer country (see Figure 4) 

auto-populates compliance  fields thus  ensuring a high degree of consistency, and making 

inter-operability with other (DPV-based) tools easier.  

 

4
 An initial version of the tool has now been deployed in a financial services organisation in Ireland. 

5
 https://www.flowfinity.com/apps/ 
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Figure 4. User interface from the prototype tool 

 

When data entry is complete, compliance is automatically determined and a report is 

available within the tool (typically for the Practitioner) and an email report with details of 

compliance or deficiencies sent (typically to the Business user).  

6. Evaluation 

The hypotheses under test were whether a framework can be developed based on an 

extended DPV to model international transfers and ensure compliance; whether  using a 

prototype tool based on this model will result in greater consistency in information 

gathered,  conditions for compliance, and more informed decisions being made; and 

whether such a tool would achieve greater usability than current compliance methods. 

A ‘Gold Standard’ of expected answers was created and externally validated by a 

domain expert. To measure accuracy, responses with expected answers were assigned a 

score of 1 and unexpected answers a score of 0. Tasks completed were evaluated against 

the Gold Standard. Consistency was measured as a percentage of expected out of 59. 

Experimentation revolved around two synthetic use cases requiring the most common 

types of safeguards, which participants had to analyse for transfer compliance. The first 

(Green Bank) was a relatively simple, transfer of data to just one country (UK). The second 

(Childcare International) was more complex involving transfers to multiple countries (UK, 

Luxembourg, Singapore, USA) and some non-compliance. 

A total of 13 participants was recruited from Ireland, UK and Germany based on 

personal contacts. Participants were classified as: Practitioners (10) with at least 3 years’ 

experience or Business Users (3) with little or no previous data protection experience.  
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Participants used the Transfer Compliance Tool to complete the two use cases. 

Following this, a SUS questionnaire with additional open questions was completed by 

participants to gather feedback on the tool and model. In the evaluation, participants were 

expected to complete 59 fields in the Transfer Compliance tool.  

7. Results  

Thirteen sets of results were collected, each set covering the five international transfers. 

For each participant, 59 fields were evaluated against the Gold Standard answers for 

consistency. The results gave a high degree of correlation between actual and expected. 

 

Table 3 Percentage of correct tasks vs Gold Standard 

USE CASE 
Business User 

Correct Tasks 

Practitioner 

Correct Tasks 

OVERALL 

Correct Tasks 

Green Bank 93% 96% 95% 

Childcare International 87% 92% 91% 

OVERALL  89% 93% 92% 

 

As seen in Table 3, the first use case gave an average of 95% consistency when 

compared to expected results. The second use case gave a slightly lower average of 91% 

consistency against expected results. And business users performed almost as well as 

practitioners. This is perhaps an indication that the tool helps more informed decision 

making by non-experts. Greatest discrepancies between actual and expected results were 

seen (Table 4) in open questions or when there were a large number of choices.  

 

Table 4. Most common failed tasks vs Gold Standard 

 Respondents Failed % 

1 Failure to correctly identify all processing purposes (C) 13 100% 

2 Failure to correctly identify supplementary measures (C) 12 92% 

3 Lack of standard naming for processing activity (O) 8 62% 

(O) = open question (C) = over 40 choices 

To evaluate the usability of the tool, a survey questionnaire based on the System 

Usability Scale (SUS) was used, with ten standard questions and an additional four optional 

open questions to gather less structured feedback about the potential value of the tool. All 

participants completed the SUS survey after using the tool for the two test cases. The 

resulting mean SUS score was 82.  

One quote from a respondent that is representative of the responses received to the 

open questions reads: “I have not found any specific tools that deal with international 

transfers. I think this tool could really help me with compliance.” 
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8. Discussion 

Results show that a DPV-based framework can improve identification and compliance of 

international transfers. There was a clear improvement in standardisation of compliance 

responses (33% at the outset of this work to 92% using the framework). This resulted  

(i) from a linkage between the model and DPV terms (ii) from constraining data input in 

the tool to those terms available in the DPV and (iii) automation. 

Modelling based on the DPV is not without its challenges, in particular as the DPV is 

still evolving. The failures shown in Table 4 mainly arise as the terms are not an exact 

match. Improving on the residual error rate may be possible with further development of 

the DPV and extensions to its concepts. Relating the results to the research question: 

 The tool provides automated measurement of compliance of transfers 

 Business and expert users can use the tool to identify and improve compliance 

 Using the framework (DPV-based model and prototype tool) led to over 90% 

adherence to a gold standard for compliance validated by a domain expert. 

 The prototype achieved a mean SUS score of 82, which is an ‘A’ grade score and 

where respondents are “likely to recommend the product to a friend” [17]  

 

The DPV is a suitable vocabulary for such modelling, but extensions are needed. In 

developing the model, new concepts were identified, proposed as additions, and most 

adopted into the DPV. Compliance rules and guidance around international transfers 

change regularly. The model addresses this by importing the latest information from the 

DPV, and the tool allows for this to be extended to dynamic queries in the future. 

9. Conclusions 

By achieving a high consistency of standardised results, the framework developed has 

helped to answer the research question and demonstrate that the DPV, once extended and 

complemented with validation rules, can be used as a basis for ensuring compliance of 

international data transfers. The prototype tool received positive feedback on identification 

of transfers and helping improve compliance and accountability. 

A limitation of the research, particularly for the quantitative results, was the limited 

dataset of respondents and use cases. Further research might revisit this and further 

extensions to the DPV to fully describe international transfers, while also looking at 

integration with other DPV tools currently being developed e.g. CSM-ROPA [12]. 
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Computability of Diagrammatic Theories
for Normative Positions
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Abstract. Normative positions are sometimes illustrated in diagrams, in particular
in didactic contexts. Traditional examples are the Aristotelian polygons of opposi-
tion for deontic modalities (squares, triangles, hexagons, etc.), and the Hohfeldian
squares for obligative and potestative concepts. Relying on previous work, we show
that Hohfeld’s framework can be used as a basis for developing several Aristotelian
polygons and more complex diagrams. Then, we illustrate how logical theories of
increasing strength can be built based on these diagrams, and how those theories
enable us to determine in a computably efficient way whether a set of normative
positions can be derived from another set of normative positions.

Keywords. Computable Normative Theories and Diagrams and Hohfeldian
relationships and Normative Positions and Polygons of Opposition

Introduction

Diagrams are acknowledged to be effective instruments for didactic purposes: they are
commonly used to illustrate in an intuitive and accessible way the most various concep-
tual models, procedures, systems. Examples abound in engineering and theoretical sci-
ences, but archetypes of diagrams include also the Aristotelian square of opposition [1],
used in philosophical, linguistic, literary, and semiotic studies; and, within legal studies,
the two squares of fundamental normative relationships due to Hohfeld [2,3]. Reference
to regular shapes may be not by chance; cognitive studies show that symmetries facil-
itate perception of structure, memorization and recall [4]. Indeed, the motivating intu-
ition behind this research is that diagrams may be useful to create user-friendly inter-
faces for the analysis of legal/contractual constructs. Rather than inspecting hundreds of
sentences in the text of a contract, a subject may more easily figure out her normative
relations (duties, rights, etc.) with the other parties by navigating or exploring a diagram-
construed model. One may also ask whether these diagrams have similarly interesting
computational properties; if this is the case, unveiling diagrammatic theories may benefit
on multiple levels. For this reason, the present work focuses on the computational treat-
ment of Aristotelian diagrams to represent normative positions, building upon previous
interpretations of Hohfeld’s squares relating these two types of diagrams [5,6,7,8,9].
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HUMAINER AI project (KIVI.2019.006). This article is the result of a joint research work of the two authors.
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Figure 1. The two Hohfeldian squares: (left) the deontic square, (also obligative or of the
first-order), and (right) the potestative square (or of the second-order).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 introduces the notion of a normative po-
sition, the two Hohfeldian squares, and the notion of an Aristotelian diagram. Section
2 provides a formal language to encode normative positions and, reorganizing and ex-
tending previous results in [8], analyses the representation of Hohfeld’s deontic square
and of three versions of Hohfeld’s potestative square (change-centered, force-centered
and outcome-centered) in terms of Aristotelian diagrams. Section 3 shows how to de-
velop logical theories over a diagram relying on the syntactic notion of an inference tree.
These will be called diagrammatic theories. The analysis of a complex diagram which
combines the three potestative squares of opposition is used as an example. Section 4
focuses on the computational dimension of diagrams, many aspects of which have re-
cently gained attention in the literature (see, e.g., [10]). In particular, it shows that di-
agrammatic theories enable one to compute in polynomial time whether a finite set of
normative positions can be derived from another.

1. Normative positions on diagrams

A normative position is described by a statement involving a normative concept, one or
more normative parties related to that concept and a certain type of behaviour of one of
those parties. For instance, consider the following:

• it is obligatory for the company to pay an annual fee;
• borrowers have a duty towards lenders to bring back the relevant goods;
• by accepting a sale offer, a buyer creates a duty upon the seller to deliver.

Two families of normative positions have been extensively analysed by Hohfeld [2,3].
He proposed to graphically visualize their relations via two diagrams, a deontic and a
potestative square, which are reproduced in Fig. 1.

Many formal accounts of Hohfeld’s analysis have been proposed (see, e.g., Lindahl
[11], Makinson [12], and, more recently, Markovich [13] or Sileno and Pascucci [14]).
Furthermore, some works [5,6,7] have shown that relationships on Hohfeldian squares
can be used to construct Aristotelian polygons of opposition. The fundamental advantage
of the latter over Hohfeld’s squares is that they unambiguously express logical relations
of a certain kind between normative statements. Aristotelian polygons can be combined
to form more complex figures, whence we will generally speak of Aristotelian diagrams.
At the basis of an Aristotelian diagram are four types of logical relations [10].
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Obligatory(φ )

Permitted(φ ) Permitted(¬φ )

Forbidden(φ )
A E

I O

Figure 2. Aristotelian square for basic deontic modalities, with subaltern (green), contrary (or-
ange), sub-contrary (blue) and contradictory (red) bindings, and named vertices (A, E, I, O). Sub-
-alternity is directed: from A to I, and from E to O, i.e., from orange towards blue lines.

Definition 1 (Aristotelian Relation). An Aristotelian relation between two sentences φ
and ψ is either subalternation, contrariety, sub-contrariety or contradiction, where:

• φ is a subalternate of ψ iff the truth of ψ implies the truth of φ ;
• φ and ψ are contrary iff at most one between φ and ψ can be true;
• φ and ψ are sub-contrary iff at most one between φ and ψ can be false;
• φ and ψ are contradictory iff φ is true precisely when ψ is false.

Definition 2 (Aristotelian Diagram). Given a finite set of sentences Γ, an Aristotelian
diagram over Γ is a graph whose vertices are labelled by elements of Γ. Each vertex v is
labelled by a distinct sentence. An edge e of the graph connecting two vertices v1 and v2
is associated with an Aristotelian relation Re between the sentences labelling v1 and v2.

In the normative domain, the simplest example of Aristotelian diagram is the square of
opposition for basic deontic modalities (Fig. 2).

2. Formalization

To enable a more rigorous analysis of normative positions, we here use a language L of
first-order logic to encode sentences, following [11]. Moreover, refining and extending
recent work [8], we show how to construct squares of oppositions starting from Hohfeld’s
squares and, subsequently, more complex Aristotelian diagrams.

2.1. Language

Language L has variables x, y etc. for normative parties and α , β , etc. for action types.
It has constants p, q, etc. for normative parties and constants A, B, etc. for action types.
Symbol − (overline) denotes action complementation: A is the complement of A (the
type of any action not instantiating A). We assume that A = A. Hohfeldian (and other)
relations are encoded as n-ary predicates.2 Finally, L has standard propositional con-
nectives (¬, ∧, ∨, →, ≡) and quantifiers (∀, ∃). We omit quantification over variables
for normative parties, interpreting an expression φ(x,y, ...) as implicitly having the form
∀x∀y...φ(x,y, ...). Thus, while Claim(x,y,A) means “for all x, for all y: x has a claim that
A be performed by y”, Claim(p,q,A) means “p has a claim that A be performed by q”.

2Sometimes the argument of a relation is a statement involving another relation. However, no quantification
on such statements is employed; therefore, L remains a first-order language.
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2.2. First-order Hohfeldian relations

The formal renderings of the fundamental deontic relations identified in Hohfeld’s frame-
work, for two normative parties p and q and an action type A, are the following:
Claim(p,q,A), Liberty(p,q,A), Duty(p,q,A) and NoClaim(p,q,A). We can map all re-
lationships to a single primitive, e.g. Claim:

NoClaim(x,y,A)≡ ¬Claim(x,y,A)
Duty(y,x,A)≡ Claim(x,y,A)

Liberty(y,x,A)≡ ¬Claim(x,y,A)

This choice leads to the following set of labels DR with respect to a given action type A:

DR= {Claim(p,q,A),Claim(p,q,A),¬Claim(p,q,A),¬Claim(p,q,A)}
The set DR naturally gives rise to a deontic square of opposition. The only ad-
ditional principle needed is the following, used to characterize subalternate state-
ments: Claim(x,y,A) → ¬Claim(x,y,A), which can be seen as corresponding to the
Obligatory(φ)→ Permitted(φ) axiom used in deontic logics.

2.3. Second-order Hohfeldian relations

Potestative relations concern actions that trigger changes of first-order or even second-
order relations, such as, for instance, an action B creating a duty for a party q with re-
spect to a party p to perform an action A. A possible way of writing that p has such a
power would be by means of a predicate expression Ability(p,B,R) (cf. the predicate
has ability investigated in [14]), where R is a Hohfeldian relation issued at B’s perfor-
mance by p; for instance, Ability(p,B,Claim(p,q,A)). Different characterizations of ac-
tions exist in human language, mapping to different levels of abstraction [15], e.g. the
behavioural or procedural characterization, relating to the action task, or the productive
characterization, relating to its outcome. In the following, we similarly provide different
definitions of power constructed at different abstraction levels (force, outcome, change).

2.3.1. Force-centered power

At behavioural level, power relations can be seen in analogy to force fields determining
attraction, repulsion, and absence of those (independence) at the occurrence of interven-
tions ([7], [16, Ch.4]). To express this, we need to separate the stimulus component (a
particular type of action, such as a verbal command) and the consequent target mani-
festation (e.g. a type of action that is due or expected on the basis of the stimulus, cf.
the concept of pliance). If the action-manifestation is denoted by the action type sym-
bol A, then, the action-stimulus can be conveniently represented via the symbol "A" to
emphasize the shared connection between signal and expected performance.

If stimulus and manifestation converge, i.e. A is always performed in correspondence
to its stimulus, we have a positive force-centered power:

→←
Power(x,y,A) ≡ Ability(x,"A",Claim(x,y,A))
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If stimulus and manifestation diverge, i.e. A is never performed in correspondence to its
stimulus, we have a negative force-centered power:3

←→
Power(x,y,A) ≡ Ability(x,"A",Claim(x,y,A))

From these concepts we can define a new set of potestative relations PR
←→ as labels for

a force-centered potestative square of opposition, obtained by taking into account all
possible combinations of positive- vs. negative-force power and Boolean negation:

PR
←→ = {

→←
Power(p,q,A),

←→
Power(p,q,A),¬

←→
Power(p,q,A),¬

→←
Power(p,q,A)}

The subalternity is here captured by the logical principle:
→←

Power(x,y,A)→¬
←→

Power(x,y,A)
which is acceptable because otherwise the same stimulus "A" would generate two con-
flicting first-order relations.

2.3.2. Outcome-centered power

At the outcome or productive abstraction level, we may abstract the triggering action
B, and focus only the output, e.g. R = Claim(p,q,A). Positive outcome-centered power,
expressed in the form Power(p,q,A), means that p has the power of issuing a duty upon
q to A. It can be defined via an existential quantification on the set of action types:

Power(x,y,A)≡ ∃β : Ability(x,β ,Claim(x,y,A))

We can similarly define a negative outcome-centered power (to release a duty to A) as:

Power(x,y,A)≡ ∃β : Ability(x,β ,¬Claim(x,y,A))

As before, we can form a set of potestative relations PR as labels for an outcome-centered
potestative square of opposition:

PR= {Power(p,q,A),Power(p,q,A),¬Power(p,q,A),¬Power(p,q,A)}
where subalternity is captured by: Power(p,q,A) → ¬Power(p,q,A). This princi-
ple can be explained as such: to create a duty, this duty needs not to be hold-
ing: Power(x,y,A) → ¬Claim(x,y,A). Dually, to release a duty, this needs to exist:
Power(x,y,A)→ Claim(x,y,A); its contrapositive provides the subalternity relation.

2.3.3. Change-centered power

Given a target relation R, e.g. a due performance Claim(p,q,A), one can define power
also as the ability of p to affect q in any sense with respect to this relation R. This
proposal, originally made by O’Reilly [6], can be reframed in our framework as the
ability of changing q’s position in the (e.g. deontic) square of opposition of which R is
part. Using the proposed notation we have:

PowerOReilly(x,y,B,A)≡ Ability(x,B,Claim(x,y,A))∨ Ability(x,B,Claim(x,y,A))

∨ Ability(x,B,¬Claim(x,y,A))∨ Ability(x,B,¬Claim(x,y,A))

3This position is neglected in the analytical literature but it is critically important in institutional-construction
terms: it posits the denial to recognize another normative system which attempts to positively enact a certain
power, see e.g. the Dutch Declaration of Independence, the Act of Abjuration (1581) towards Spain. [7]
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Figure 3. Map of potestative relations defined in terms of triggering action (force-centered square of oppo-
sition, the left one), in terms of outcome (middle square), in terms of change or affecting outcomes (change–
centered square of opposition, the right one). For visual clarity, labels of vertices are simplified so as to con-
sist only of a (possibly negated) predicate without its arguments. Occurrences of negation before a predicate
are standard, whereas occurrences after a predicate denote action complementation; for instance, we denote
the power to issue a prohibition, i.e., Power(p,q,A), as Power¬. Notice that the leftmost square is vertically
mirrored and the rightmost square underwent a 90 degree clockwise rotation. Colours are as usual.

A positive change-centered power corresponds to the ability of affecting the target rela-
tion by any triggering action:

Power+(x,y,A)≡ ∃β : PowerOReilly(x,y,β ,A)

A negative change-centered power corresponds to the ability of the agent to perform an
action without affecting the target relation:

Power−(x,y,A)≡ ∃β : ¬PowerOReilly(x,y,β ,A)

Labels for an Aristotelian square are, this time:

PR± = {Power+(p,q,A),Power−(p,q,A),¬Power−(p,q,A),¬Power+(p,q,A)}
Subalternity is here encoded by: ¬Power−(x,y,A)→ Power+(x,y,A).

2.3.4. Relationships amongst powers

The previous formulas can be applied to discover different relationships between the
distinct forms of powers. First, the convergence or divergence with due performance in
force-centered powers map directly or dually to outcome-centered powers:

→←
Power(x,y,A)→ Power(x,y,A)

←→
Power(x,y,A)→ Power(x,y,A)

Following the contrapositive, the absence of positive-outcome power to produce a duty
(meaning that there is no triggering action to obtain this) maps a fortiori to the absence
of a positive-force power for doing so:
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¬Power(x,y,A)→¬
→←

Power(x,y,A) ¬Power(x,y,A)→¬
←→

Power(x,y,A)

Second, positive-change power holds if any outcome-center power holds:

Power+(x,y,A)↔ Power(x,y,A)∨Power(x,y,A)
∨Power(p,q,A)∨Power(p,q,A)

Assuming again that there is always some available action, we have, dually, that:

Power−(x,y,A)↔¬Power(x,y,A)∧¬Power(x,y,A)
∧¬Power(p,q,A)∧¬Power(p,q,A)

Introducing those relationships, we obtain the Aristotelian diagram in Fig. 3.

3. Diagrammatic theories

It is possible to define logical theories of different strength based on an Aristotelian di-
agram. These can be called diagrammatic theories. A diagrammatic theory over a di-
agram D encodes at least all logical relations among formulas used as labels in D . A
diagrammatic theory will be here defined in terms of the notion of an inference tree.

Definition 3 (Inference Tree). An inference tree T is an irreflexive and intransitive tree
(N,�) with a single root (N 
= ∅ is a finite set of nodes and, for any n,m ∈ N, n� m
means that m is an immediate successor of n) where each n ∈ N is associated with a
finite set of formulas Γ 
= ∅ and has a rank. The rank of the root is 0; furthermore, if
rank(n) = i, n is associated with a set Θ, and n� m, then rank(m) = i+1 and m is
associated with a set Σ ⊇ Θ. Nodes with no successors are said to be leaves of T . A
maximal�-chain of nodes σ = (n1, ...,nk) is a branch of T .

Formulas in sets associated with nodes of a tree T can be uniformly substituted. Further-
more, an equivalence relation Eq⊂L ×L can be established in order to replace, in any
set Γ associated with a node n, a formula φ with a formula ψ , provided that Eq(φ ,ψ).

Definition 4 (Set Immediate Inference). If Δ is a set of formulas (associated with a node)
ranked with i and Δ′ a set of formulas (associated with a node) ranked with i+1 in a
branch σ of a tree T , then we say that Δ′ can be immediately inferred from Δ within σ .

Definition 5 (Diagrammatic Theory). A diagrammatic theory DT based on a diagram
D is a set of inference trees satisfying the following properties, for each formulas φ and
ψ that label some vertex of D:

• if ψ is a subalternant of φ in D , then some branch σ of a tree T in DT encodes an
inference of the form Δ∪{φ}� Δ∪{φ ,ψ}∪Γ;

• if ψ and φ are contraries in D , then some branch σ of a tree T in DT encodes an
inference of the form Δ∪{φ}� Δ∪{φ ,¬ψ}∪Γ;

• if ψ and φ are sub-contraries in D , then some branch σ of a tree T in DT encodes
an inference of the form Δ∪{¬φ}� Δ∪{¬φ ,ψ}∪Γ;

• if ψ and φ are contradictories in D , then some branch σ of a tree T in DT encodes
an inference of the form Δ∪{φ}� Δ∪{φ ,¬ψ}∪Γ and some branch σ ′ of a tree
T ′ in DT encodes an inference of the form Δ′ ∪{ψ}� Δ′ ∪{¬φ ,ψ}∪Γ′.
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According to Definitions 4 and 5, the relation of immediate inference in a diagrammatic
theory based on a diagram D encodes at least all Aristotelian relations between formulas
labelling vertices of D . However, the use of the equivalence relation Eq allows one to
reduce the number to Aristotelian relations to be encoded, as we will clarify below. Here
we just assume Eq(φ ,¬¬φ), for every φ ∈L .

T ′ is a sub-tree of T iff the root of T ′ is a node n ∈ T and the other nodes of T ′ are
all those that (i) occur in branches of T to which n belongs, and (ii) have a higher rank
than n in those branches. The cardinality of a set of formulas Γ will be denoted as |Γ|.
The notion of inference within a branch is obtained by combining the transitive closure
of the notion of immediate inference and the subset relation, as indicated below.

Definition 6 (Set Inference). A set of formulas Γ can be inferred from a set of formulas
Δ within a branch σ of a tree T iff there is Γ′ ⊇ Γ s.t.:

• both Δ and Γ′ belong to σ ;
• the rank of Γ′ in σ is not lower than the rank of Δ in σ .

According to Definition 6, if Γ⊆Δ, then Γ can always be inferred from Δ within a branch
of a tree. In order to check whether Γ can be inferred from Δ in a branch σ of a tree T , one
has to compare pairs of sets (checking whether they are identical, one is a subset of the
other, etc.). Derivation is a particular kind of inference, as per the following definition.

Definition 7 (Set Derivability - Trees). A set of formulas Γ is derivable from a set of
formulas Δ within a tree T iff there is a sub-tree T ′ of T whose root is a node n labelled
by Δ and Γ can be inferred from Δ within all branches of T ′.

The derivability of Γ from Δ within a diagrammatic theory DT is defined in terms of a
finite sequence of derivations within trees of DT, as below.

Definition 8 (Set Derivability - Diagrammatic Theories). A set of formulas Γ can be
derived from a set of formulas Δ within a diagrammatic theory DT iff there are trees
T1, ...,Tn−1 in DT and sets of formulas Δ1, ...,Δn s.t.:

• Δ = Δ1 and Γ = Δn;
• for 1≤ j < n, Δ j+1 can be derived from Δ j within tree Tj.

Example Below is an example of an inference tree that can be used in a diagrammatic
theory built over Fig. 3. It captures inferences from a set of formulas Δ including the
label of the E-corner in the change-centered (rightmost) square. Each line represents a
node of the tree (which, in this, case has no branches) and starts with the node’s rank:

0 : Δ0 = Δ∪{¬Power+(p,q,A)}�
1 : Δ1 = Δ0∪{Power−(p,q,A)}�
2 : Δ2 = Δ1∪{¬Power(p,q,A)∧¬Power(p,q,A)∧¬Power(p,q,A)∧¬Power(p,q,A)}�
3 : Δ3 = Δ2∪{¬Power(p,q,A),¬Power(p,q,A)}�
4 : Δ4 = Δ3∪{¬

←→
Power(p,q,A)}

Any diagrammatic theory including this tree allows one (due to Definitions 4, 6 and 7)
to derive any set Γ⊆ Δi, for 0≤ i≤ 4, from the starting set of formulas Δ0.
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4. Decidability and complexity

Given two finite sets Γ,Δ⊂L , we will say that the problem of checking whether Γ can
be derived from Δ within a diagrammatic theory DT is the derivability problem for finite
sets in DT. We now illustrate that such a problem can be effectively computed. First, we
need to define an auxiliary notion.

Definition 9 (Tree traversal). The traversal of a tree T with reference to a formula φ and
a set Δ is a procedure which can be described as follows (we assume that Δ occupies the
root of T ):

• Following the order of ranks, for any set of formulas Γ with rank i in T , we com-
pare φ with all formulas in Γ and keep track of whether φ occurs in Γ or not.

• The procedure terminates when either (positive outcome) there is a rank j s.t. all
sets of formulas with rank j include φ or (negative outcome) all sets of formulas
with all ranks available in T have been checked.

Notice that, in case of a positive outcome of the traversal, due to Definitions 6 and 7,
Δ∪{φ} is derivable from Δ within T . If the number of nodes in T is l, and max{|Θ \
Σ| : rank(Θ) = 1+ rank(Σ)} = k (hereafter, the maximum successor difference), then a
traversal of T with reference to φ and Δ requires up to k ∗ l moves.

Definition 10 (Theory traversal). The traversal of a diagrammatic theory DT with ref-
erence to a formula φ and a set of formulas Δ is the traversal of all trees T in DT with
reference to φ and Δ. The outcome is positive iff it is positive for some T in DT.

If the number of trees in DT is h, the maximum number of nodes in a tree of DT is l,
and the maximum successor difference in a tree of DT is k, then a traversal of DT with
reference to φ and Δ requires up to (k ∗ l)∗h moves.

Theorem 1 (Decidability). The derivability problem for finite sets within a diagrammatic
theory is decidable.

Proof. Consider two finite sets of formulas Δ and Γ, such that max(|Δ|, |Γ|) = n. Let
DT be the diagrammatic theory at issue, consisting of h inference trees. To see whether
Γ is derivable from Δ, we first need to compare the sets Γ and Δ, an operation with
time complexity O(n). There are four relevant Cases: (1) Γ = Δ; (2) Γ ⊂ Δ; (3) Γ ⊃ Δ;
(4) Γ 
⊂ Δ, Γ 
⊃ Δ and Γ 
= Δ. In Cases 1 and 2, by Definition 8, we can immediately
conclude that Γ is derivable from Δ within DT. In Cases 3 and 4 one considers the set
Γ \Δ. Let |Γ \Δ| = m. We know that the elements of Γ \Δ can be enumerated (m < n
by construction). We take the first formula φ1 in Γ \Δ and perform a traversal of DT
with reference to φ1 and Δ. If the traversal produces a negative outcome, then the whole
procedure terminates and Γ is not derivable from Δ. Otherwise, there is a tree T s.t., due
to Definitions 6, 7 and 9, Δ∪{φ} is derivable from Δ within T . We take Δ1 =Δ∪{φ1} and
then perform a traversal of DT with reference to φ2 and Δ1. The procedure is reiterated:
at each step a traversal of DT is performed with reference to a new formula φ j ∈ Γ \Δ
and the set of formulas Δ j−1 obtained at the previous step. In accordance with Definition
8, Γ is derivable from Δ iff each traversal of DT performed ends with a positive outcome.
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Theorem 2 (Complexity). The algorithm to solve the derivability problem for finite sets
in a diagrammatic theory takes polynomial time.

Proof. In all Cases (1-4) mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1 the procedure terminates
in at most ((k ∗ l)∗h)∗m moves.

5. Final remarks

Recent years have witnessed a renewed interest in diagrams and logical geometry: our
work provides a further contribution towards their application in the analysis of norma-
tive problems. We introduced a syntactic method of reasoning over Aristotelian diagrams
that encode relations between normative positions. The method can be automated and
allows one to derive a finite set of normative positions from another in polynomial time.
In our opinion, reasoning methods associated with diagrams are very promising and, due
to the cognitive efficacy of visual aids, they are potentially accessible to a broader au-
dience. Future investigations concern: (i) a theoretical and empirical comparison with
other methods for (normative) automated reasoning, (ii) an integration of temporal/causal
components within the definition of normative positions, and (iii) the consolidation of a
structured taxonomy of Aristotelian diagrams for normative reasoning.
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Abstract. This paper develops a new comprehensive computational framework for
reasoning about private international law that encompasses the reasoning patterns
modeled by previous works [3,8,9]. The framework is a multi-modal extension
of [10] preserving some nice properties of the original system, including some
efficient algorithms to compute the extensions of normative theories representing
legal systems.
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1. Introduction

An increasing attention has been paid in the last few years to the interaction among
distinct normative systems with regard to the allocation of jurisdiction and choice-of-law
characterising private international law (henceforth, PIL). PIL consists in the body of
rules and principles governing the choice of law to be applied when there are conflicts in
the domestic law of different countries related to private legal facts and transactions [11].
Of course, this is relevant whenever private individuals exhibit aspects of extraneousness
with respect to a specific domestic system, and these aspects refer to the law of other
countries. The issue of legal pluralism and the fundamental mechanisms of conflict of
laws was consequently been studied through argumentation and logics [3,6,8,9,2]. The
focus was maintained on legal dogmatics or at the level of virtual conflicts between legal
systems, each considered as potentially competent to rule the case, or, again at the level
of conflict among different interpretive solutions: precisely the kind of conflicts that PIL
in fact prevents.

Several problems such as the following ones often arise.

Case 1 (Conflict across Legal Systems and Overriding Mandatory Rules) PIL prin-
ciples may require to apply foreign law and such provisions can be in conflict with do-
mestic law. However, there could exist a domestic piece of legislation that is considered
mandatory. In this way, mandatory rules prevent and override any other rule, including
the possible foreign law they identify, which is ex ante seen as incompatible with the
domestic legal system and its fundamental goals.

Case 2 (Public Policy Exception) The foreign interpretive argument gives an interpre-
tive result whose effects are contrary to the public policy of the domestic legal system.

a
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Case 3 (Same Interpretive Canons Conflict) The same interpretive argument gives op-
posite interpretive results in the foreign and in the domestic legal systems.

Hence, several formal methods can be used to model how domestic courts should
apply and reason about foreign law.

The cases above in fact show that PIL requires to handle two distinct reasoning
processes:

• Conflict-detection and conflict-resolution among legal rules belonging to different
legal systems;

• Conflict-detection and conflict-resolution among interpretive arguments used in
different legal systems.
As discussed by [3,8,9], such processes lead to different logical solutions. However,

if seen at a more abstract level, all these approaches—and, in fact, any logical model
for PIL, we claim—are based on some common formal intuitions. In this paper we
accordingly develop a new comprehensive computational framework for reasoning about
PIL that encompasses the reasoning patternsmodeled by [3,8,9]: Section 2 discusses some
examples; Section 3 accounts for previous literature; Section 4 presents the intuitions
behind the proposed logic (Section 5.1) and the algorithms to compute the extensions of
normative theories (Section 5.2).

2. Problems and Examples

Methods for conflict of laws may occur when norms of different systems collide, or when
interpretive arguments collide when used in distinct systems. Consider the following two
examples.

Example 1 [Contract Law] “An Italian company and a British one make a contract
according to which the Italian company has to deliver certain goods. A clause says that
the contract is governed by US law. The English company sues the Italian company for
breach of contract. The jurisdiction issue, in both English and Italian laws, has to be
decided on the basis of the Brussels Convention (on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters), which establishes the jurisdiction of the
Italian judge. However, the Italian judge has to apply the law chosen by the parties, i.e.,
US law, on the basis of the Rome Convention (on the Law Applicable to Contractual
Obligations)”. [3]

In this example, it is crucial whether a contract is regulated by Italian or US law: the
two legal systems lead to different outcomes. As argued by [3], the Italian law tends to
limit liability of the diligent defaulting party, while US law is stricter in this regard: in
several cases, if Italian law had to be applied, the diligent defaulting party would not pay
for damages. On the contrary, under US law damages have to be paid. Here, we have a
clear conflict of norms.

Example 2 [Interpretation in PIL] “A woman, Cameroonian citizen, put forward an
Italian court a paternity action with respect to her daughter, also Cameroonian citizen,
underage at the time, on the basis of Art. 340 Cameroonian Civil Code and Art. 33 Law
no. 218/1995. She alleged that the child was born within a relationship she had with
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an Italian citizen, who initially took care of the girl and provided financial support for
her, then refusing to recognise the child. The judicial question is thus the recognition
of the legitimate paternity in favour of the girl, whose main legal consequence would
be to burden the presumed father with the duty to give her due support in the form of
maintenance and education. [. . . ]

Art. 340, Civil Code of Cameroon, states that the judicial declaration of paternity
outside marriage can only be done if the suit is filed within the two years that follow
the cessation, either of the cohabitation, or of the participation of the alleged father in
the support [entretien] and education of the child. At a first glance, it appears crucial to
properly interpret the term entretien for it represents a condition for lawfully advancing
the judicial request of paternity. Different interpretations of this term can be offered in
Cameroon’s law, and may fit differently within the Italian legal system”. [8]

In this second example, once it is made clear which norm has to be applied (Art.
340, Civil Code of Cameroon), we have still a potential conflict to solve because the
Italian judge may interpret such a piece of foreign legislation using different interpretive
standards: here, we rather have a conflict of interpretations.

3. Background

[3] proposed a formal model of the interaction between legal systems based on the
so-called modular argumentation, namely, an argumentation system where reasoning in
regard to different legal contexts is managed by separate knowledge bases (modules).
As expected, the authors assume the existence of different legal systems LS𝑖 , . . . ,LS𝑧 .
Each system LS𝑖 , contains three sets of rules: (a) a set of choice of jurisdiction rules
𝐶ℎ𝐽𝑢𝑟 (LS𝑖); (b) a set of choice of competence rules 𝐶ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝(LS𝑖); and (c) a set of
choice of law rules 𝐶ℎ𝐿𝑎𝑤(LS𝑖).

Since a representation of PIL refers to distinct sets of legal rules, modular argumen-
tation offers itself as an appropriate platform for representing PIL and different national
laws as it allows knowledge to be split in separate modules.

Indeed, PIL rules establish, respectively, whether courts of LS𝑖 can decide the case
(jurisdiction), what particular court of LS𝑖 can do that (competence), and what set of
norms, of LS𝑖’s or of another legal system LS 𝑗 , the court should apply (applicable law).

The reasoning mechanism handles such sets of rules. First of all, a court should con-
sider the issue of jurisdiction, thus pointing to a certain system LS𝑖 . Having established
jurisdiction for the courts of its legal system LS𝑖 , the court 𝑘 will have to address com-
petence, i.e., to establish whether 𝑘 itself, among all courts of LS𝑖 , has the task to decide
that case, according to 𝐶ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝(LS𝑘 ). Finally, court 𝑘 should apply 𝐶ℎ𝐿𝑎𝑤(LS𝑘 ) in
order to establish according to what legal system LS 𝑗 (that could possibly be different
from LS𝑖) the case should be decided.

[8,9] proposed instead a Defeasible Logic for reasoning about interpretive arguments
or canons. As is well-known, interpretive canons are different doctrinal methods that
are employed in legal systems as patterns for constructing arguments aimed at justifying
certain interpretations [7]. Examples are theArgument by coherence, according towhich a
statutory provision should be interpreted in light of the whole statute it is part of, or in light
of other statutes it is related to, or Teleological argument, according to which a statutory
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provision should be interpreted as applied to a particular case in a way compatible with
the purpose that the provision is supposed to achieve

The logical structure of interpretive arguments must be analysed using a rule-based
logical system. In particular, interpretation canons are represented by interpretation rules,
such as the following:

𝑠 : OBLI
LS 𝑗
𝑠 (𝑛LS𝑖2 , 𝑑) ⇒𝐼 I

LS 𝑗
𝑐 (𝑛LS𝑖1 , 𝑝) (3.1)

Rule 𝑠 states that, if provision 𝑛2 belonging to the legal system LS𝑖 ought to be interpreted
in another system LS 𝑗 by substantive reasons (I𝑠) as 𝑑, then the interpretive canon to be
applied in legal system LS 𝑗 for provision 𝑛1 is the interpretation by coherence (I𝑐), which
returns 𝑝.

Reasoning about interpretive canons across legal systems thus requires to specify
in the formal language to which legal systems legal provisions belong and in which
legal system canons are applied. In addition, we need the introduction of meta-rules to
reason about interpretation rules; such meta-rules support the derivation of interpretation
rules; in other words, the conclusions of meta-rules are interpretation rules, while the the
antecedents may include any conditions. Consider, for instance, the following meta-rule:

𝑟 : (OBLILS𝑖𝑡 (𝑛LS𝑖1 , 𝑝), 𝑎 ⇒𝐶 (𝑠 : OBLI
LS 𝑗
𝑠 (𝑛LS𝑖2 , 𝑑) ⇒𝐼 I

LS 𝑗
𝑐 (𝑛LS𝑖1 , 𝑝)))

Meta-rule 𝑟 states that, if (a) it is obligatory the teleological interpretation (I𝑡 ) in legal
system LS𝑖 of legal provision 𝑛1 belonging to that system and returning 𝑝, and (b) 𝑎 holds,
then the interpretive canon to be applied in legal system LS 𝑗 for 𝑛1 is the interpretation
by coherence, which returns 𝑝 as well, but which is conditioned in LS 𝑗 by the fact that
𝑛2 in this last system is interpreted by substantive reasons as 𝑑. In other words, 𝑟 allows
for importing interpretive results from 𝐿𝑆𝑖 into LS 𝑗 in regard to the legal provision 𝑛1 in
LS𝑖 which can be applied in LS 𝑗 .

4. Logical Intuition

If we abstract from the peculiarities of [3,8,9], both approaches share a number of general
intuitions. On account of the discussion of previous sections, we argue that any formal
system for PIL is expected

• to have a formal language
∗ able to encode the existence of different legal systems LS𝑖 , . . . ,LS𝑧 ;
∗ with propositional expressions representing any piece of information which
is parametrised by legal systems; for example, we may write 𝑎LS𝑖 to mean
that 𝑎 (an obligation, a contract, an interpretive outcome...) holds in the legal
system LS𝑖;

• to have a reasoningmechanism that allows for concluding that, if something holds
in some legal system, then something else holds in this or another legal system,
or that allows for importing in a given system any piece of information holding in
another system; for example, the reasoningmechanism should be based on handling

∗ rules such as
𝑟 : 𝑎LS𝑖 ⇒LS 𝑗 𝑏LS 𝑗
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which may represent, e.g., a norm 𝑟 of LS 𝑗 (this is represented by the fact
that the arrow is labelled accordingly) stating that if 𝑎 holds in another legal
system LS𝑖 , then 𝑏 holds in LS 𝑗 ;

∗ meta-rules such as

𝑠 : 𝑝LS𝑘 ⇒ (𝑟 : 𝑎LS𝑖 ⇒LS 𝑗 𝑏LS 𝑗 )

which are meant to reason about, and across legal systems (for this reason,
the arrow of 𝑠 in not labelled by any legal system); meta-rule 𝑠 means that, if
𝑝 holds in the legal system LS𝑘 , then we can use norm 𝑟 in LS 𝑗 ;

∗ since legal systems can be incompatible, different rules and meta-rules can
collide, so we need to establish a priority orderings.

The above list shows in a nutshell the basic requirements for developing a general
computational framework for reasoning about PIL. The next section will present the
details of it.

5. The Framework

The computational framework for reasoning about PIL we are proposing is based on
Defeasible Logic [1], which is is a simple and efficient rule-based non-monotonic for-
malism that proved to be suitable for the logical modelling of different application areas,
including the law (see [5,4]). The logic is extended as informally discussed in the previous
section. A first result was offered [10]. Here we extend the machinery to handle more
legal systems and all requirements mentioned in Section 4.

5.1. Logic

Let PROP be a set of propositional atoms, LS = {LS𝑖 , . . . ,LS𝑧} a finite set of legal
systems, and Lab be a set of arbitrary labels (the names of the rules). BLit = PROP ∪
{¬𝑙 | 𝑙 ∈ PROP} is the set of basic literals. The complement of a literal 𝑙 is denoted by
∼𝑙: if 𝑙 is a positive literal 𝑝 then ∼𝑙 is ¬𝑝, and if 𝑙 is a negative literal ¬𝑝 then ∼𝑙 is 𝑝.
Hence, Lit = {𝑙LS |𝑙 ∈ BLit, LS ∈ LS} is the set of literals.

The set of rules ismade of two sets: standard rules 𝑅𝑆 , andmeta-rules 𝑅𝑀 . A standard
rule 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 is an expression of the type ‘𝛽 : 𝐴(𝛽) ↩→LS 𝐶 (𝛽)’, and consists of: (i) the
unique name 𝛽 ∈ Lab, (ii) the antecedent 𝐴(𝛽) ⊆ Lit, (iii) an arrow ↩→∈ {→,⇒,�}

denoting, respectively, a strict rule, a defeasible rule and a defeater, (iv) a legal system
LS, (v) its consequent 𝐶 (𝛽) ∈ Lit, a single literal. Hence, the statement “Minors are
in Italy persons under the age of 18 years” is formulated through a strict rule (as there
is no exception to it), whilst “EU citizens may visit the USA without green card” is
instead formalised through a defeasible rule as “During pandemic travels to USA might
be prohibited” is a defeater representing an exception to it.

A meta rule is a slightly different concept than a standard rule: (i) standard rules can
appear in its antecedent, and (ii) the conclusion itself can be a standard rule. Accordingly,
a meta rule 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑀 is an expression of the type ‘𝛽 : 𝐴(𝛽) ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛽)’, and consists of:
(i) a unique name 𝛽 ∈ Lab, (ii) the antecedent 𝐴(𝛽) is now a finite subset of Lit ∪ 𝑅𝑆 ,
(iii) the arrow ↩→ with the same meaning as for standard rules, and (iv) its consequent
𝐶 (𝛽) ∈ Lit ∪ 𝑅𝑆 , that is either a single literal or a standard rule (meta-rules can be used
to derive standard rules).
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A defeasible meta-theory (or simply theory) 𝐷 is a tuple (F, 𝑅, >), where 𝑅 =
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑∪𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 such that 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 ⊆ 𝑅𝑆 and 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ⊆ 𝑅𝑀 . F is the set of facts, indisputable
statements that are considered to be always true, and which can be seen as the inputs for a
case. As usual in Defeasible Logic, rules in 𝑅 can be of three types: strict rules, defeasible
rules, or defeaters. Finally, we have the superiority > among rules, which is binary and
irreflexive, and is used to solve conflicts. The notation 𝛽 > 𝛾 means (𝛽, 𝛾) ∈>.

Some abbreviations. The set of strict rules in 𝑅 is 𝑅𝑠 , and the set of strict and
defeasible rules is 𝑅sd. 𝑅[𝑋] is the rule set with head 𝑋 ∈ {Lit ∪ 𝑅𝑆}. 𝑅LS is the set
of rules whose arrow is labelled by LS. A conclusion of D is either a tagged literal or
a tagged label (for a standard rule), and can have one of the following forms with the
standard meanings in Defeasible Logic:

• ±Δ𝑙 means that 𝑙 ∈ Lit is definitely provable (resp. refuted, or non provable) in 𝐷,
i.e. there is a definite proof for 𝑙 (resp. a definite proof does not exist);

• ±Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼, 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 , with same meaning as above;
• ±𝜕𝑙 means that 𝑙 is defeasibly provable (resp. refuted) in 𝐷;
• ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼, 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 , with the same meaning as above.

The definition of proof is also the standard in DL. Given a defeasible meta-theory 𝐷, a
proof 𝑃 of length 𝑛 in 𝐷 is a finite sequence 𝑃(1), 𝑃(2), . . . , 𝑃(𝑛) of tagged formulas of
the type +Δ𝑋 , −Δ𝑋 , +𝜕𝑋 , −𝜕𝑋 , where the proof conditions defined in the rest of this
section hold. 𝑃(1..𝑛) denotes the first 𝑛 steps of 𝑃.

Derivations are based on the notions of a rule being applicable or discarded.

Definition 1 (Applicability) Given a defeasible meta-theory 𝐷 = (F, 𝑅, >), 𝑅 =
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∪ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎, a rule 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅 is #-applicable, # ∈ {Δ, 𝜕}, at 𝑃(𝑛 + 1) iff
1. ∀𝑙 ∈ Lit ∩ 𝐴(𝛽). + #𝑙 ∈ 𝑃(1..𝑛),
2. ∀𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 ∩ 𝐴(𝛽) either (a) 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 , or (b) +#𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼 ∈ 𝑃(1..𝑛).

Definition 2 (Discardability) Given a defeasible meta-theory 𝐷 = (F, 𝑅, >), 𝑅 =
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∪ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎, a rule 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅 is #-discarded, # ∈ {Δ, 𝜕}, at 𝑃(𝑛 + 1) iff
1. ∃𝑙 ∈ Lit ∩ 𝐴(𝛽). − #𝑙 ∈ 𝑃(1..𝑛), or
2. ∃𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 ∩ 𝐴(𝛽) such that (a) 𝛼 ∉ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 and (b) −#𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼 ∈ 𝑃(1..𝑛)

When 𝛽 is a meta-rule and 𝛼 is not in 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 (hence 𝛼 is the conclusion of a meta-rule),
then 𝛽 will stay dormant until a decision on 𝛼 (of being proved/refuted) is made. The
following example is to get acquainted with the concepts introduced.

Example 3 Let 𝐷 = (𝐹 = {𝑎, 𝑏}, 𝑅, ∅) be a theory such that

𝑅 = {𝛼 : 𝑎 ⇒ 𝛽; 𝛽 : 𝑏, 𝛽 ⇒ 𝜁 ; 𝛾 : 𝑐 ⇒LS 𝑑; 𝜑 : 𝜓 ⇒ 𝑑}.

Here, both 𝛼 and 𝛽 are applicable (we will see right below how to prove +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛽), whilst
𝛾 and 𝜑 are discarded as we cannot prove +𝜕𝑐 nor 𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝜓.

The language of the logic is designed in such a way that all proof tags for literals are the
standard ones for Defeasible Logic, so they are omitted for space reasons [1].

We are finally ready to propose the proof tags to prove (standard) rules.

+Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼: If 𝑃(𝑛 + 1) = +Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼 then
(1) 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 , or (2) ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎

𝑠 [𝛼] s.t. 𝛽 is Δ-applicable.
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Astandard rule is strictly proven if either (1) such a rule is in the initial set of standard rules,
or (2) there exists an applicale, strict meta-rule for it. Since defeasible rule provability
requires to detect and solve conflicts between meta-rules, we need to clarify the meaning
of ∼𝛼, where 𝛼 is a standard rule.

Definition 3 (Rule complement) Let 𝛼 be any rule. Then

𝛽 = 𝛼 : 𝐴(𝛼) ⇒LS 𝐶 (𝛼) ∼𝛽 = {¬𝛼, 𝛾 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→LS′ ∼𝐶 (𝛼), 𝛾 ∈ 𝑅sd}

𝛽 = 𝛼 : 𝐴(𝛼) →LS 𝐶 (𝛼) ∼𝛽 = {¬𝛼, 𝛾 : 𝐴(𝛼) →LS′ ∼𝐶 (𝛼)}

𝛽 = 𝛼 : 𝐴(𝛼) �LS 𝐶 (𝛼) ∼𝛽 = {¬𝛼, 𝛾 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→LS′ ∼𝐶 (𝛼), 𝛾 ∈ 𝑅sd}
𝛽 = ¬(𝛼 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→LS 𝐶 (𝛼)) ∼𝛽 = {𝛼}.

+𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼: If 𝑃(𝑛 + 1) = +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼 then
(1) +Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼 ∈ 𝑃(1..𝑛), or
(2) (1) −Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎∼𝛼 ∈ 𝑃(1..𝑛), and
(2) ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎

sd [(𝛼 : 𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ↩→ 𝑐)] s.t.
(3) 𝛽 is 𝜕-meta-applicable, and
(4) ∀𝛾 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 [∼(𝜁 : 𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ↩→ 𝑐)], then either
(1) 𝛾 is 𝜕-meta-discarded, or
(2) ∃𝜀 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 [(𝜒 : 𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ↩→ 𝑐)] s.t.
(1) 𝜒 ∈ {𝛼, 𝜁 }, (2) 𝜀 is 𝜕-meta-applicable, and (3) 𝜀 > 𝛾.

A standard rule 𝛼 is defeasibly proven if it has previously strictly proven (1), or (2.1) the
opposite is not strictly proven and (2.2-2.3) there exists an applicable (defeasible or strict)
meta-rule 𝛽 such that every meta-rule 𝛾 for ∼𝜁 (𝐴(𝛼) = 𝐴(𝜁) and 𝐶 (𝛼) = 𝐶 (𝜁)) either
(2.4.1) 𝛾 is discarded, or defeated (2.4.2.3) by (2.4.2.1-2.4.2.2) an applicable meta-rule
for the same conclusion 𝑐. Note that in Condition 2.3 we do not impose that 𝛼 ≡ 𝜁 , whilst
for 𝛾-rules we do impose that the label of the rule in 𝐶 (𝛾) is either 𝛼 or 𝜁 .

The condition for −𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 is omitted for space reasons, since it is simply obtained
from the positive case. Given a defeasible meta-theory 𝐷, we define the set of positive
and negative conclusions of 𝐷 as its meta-extension:

𝐸 (𝐷) = (+Δ,−Δ, +Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎,−Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎, +𝜕,−𝜕, +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎,−𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎),

where ±# = {𝑙 | 𝑙 appears in 𝐷 and 𝐷 � ±#𝑙} and ±#𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 = {𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 | 𝛼 appears as
consequent of a meta-rule 𝛽 and 𝐷 � ±#𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼}, # ∈ {Δ, 𝜕}.

Example 4 Let 𝐷 = (F = {𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑔}, 𝑅, >= {(𝛽, 𝛾) (𝜁, 𝜂)}) be a theory where

𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 = {𝛼 : 𝑎 ⇒LS1 𝑏, 𝜁 : 𝑔 ⇒LS2 ∼𝑏},

𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 = {𝛽 : 𝑐, (𝛼 : 𝑎 ⇒LS1 𝑏) ⇒ (𝜂 : 𝑑 ⇒LS3 𝑏), 𝛾 : 𝑑 ⇒ ∼(𝜒 : 𝑑 ⇒LS4 𝑏)}.

As 𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑 and 𝑔 are facts, we strictly and defeasibly prove all of them. Hence, 𝛼, 𝜁 , 𝛽 and
𝛾 are all 𝜕-applicable. As before, 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 , thus 𝐷 � +Δ𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝛼 and 𝐷 � +𝜕𝑐 make 𝛽
being 𝜕-applicable as well. As 𝛽 > 𝛾, we conclude that 𝐷 � +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝜂, but we prove also
𝐷 � −𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝜒. Again, 𝑑 being a fact makes 𝜂 to be 𝜕-applicable. 𝜁 has been dormant so
far, but it can now be confronted with 𝜂: since 𝜂 is weaker than 𝜁 , then 𝐷 � +𝜕∼𝑏 (and
naturally 𝐷 � −𝜕𝑏).
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5.2. Algorithms

The algorithms presented in this section compute the meta-extension of a defeasible
meta-theory. The main idea being to compute, at each iteration step, a simpler theory
than the one at the previous step. By simpler, we mean that, by proving and disproving
literals and standard rules, we can progressively simplify the rules of the theory itself.

Let us consider the case of meta-rules. A meta-rule is applicable when each standard
rule in its antecedent is either in the initial set of rules (i.e., in 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑), or has been proved
later on during the computation and then added to the set of standard rules. This is the
reason for the support sets at Lines 1 and 2: 𝑅𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙 is the rule set of the initial standard
rules, 𝑅𝛼𝐶 is the set of standard rules which are not in the initial set but are instead
conclusions of meta-rules. As rules in 𝑅𝛼𝐶 are proved/disproved during the algorithms’
execution, both these sets are updated.

At Line 3, we populate the Herbrand Base (HB), which consists of all literals that
appear in the antecedent, or as a conclusion of a rule. As literals not in the Herbrand
base do not have any standard rule supporting them, such literals are already disproved
(Line 4). For every literal in HB, we create the support set of the rules supporting that
particular conclusion (Line 6), and we initialise the relative set used later on to manage
conflicts and team defeater (Line 7).

We need to do the same for those labels for standard rules that are conclusions of a
meta-rule. First, if a label for standard rule is neither in the initial set of standard rules,
nor a conclusion of a meta-rules, then such a rule is disproved (Line 8). We assume
such sets to have empty intersection, as previously motivated. Second, the following
loop at Lines 17–20 initialises three support sets: 𝑅[𝛼] contains the meta-rules whose
conclusion is 𝛼, 𝑅[𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 contains the meta-rules attacking 𝛼 (𝛾-like rules in ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎),
while 𝑅[𝛼]𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 contains the meta-rules supporting 𝛼 (𝜀-like rules in ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎).

The following for loop takes care of the factual literals, as they are proved without
any further computation. We assume the set of facts to be consistent. Analogously, loop
at Lines 17–20 does the same for rules in the initial set of standard rules that may appear
in the antecedent of meta-rules.

The algorithm now enters the main cycle (Repeat-Until, Lines 21–40). For every
literal 𝑙 in HB (Lines 23–29), we first verify whether there is a rule supporting it, and,
if not, we refute 𝑙 (Line 24). Otherwise, if there exists an applicable rule 𝛽 supporting
it (if at Line 25), we update the set of defeated rules supporting the opposite conclusion
𝑅[∼𝑙]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 (Line 26). Given that 𝑅[∼𝑙] contains the 𝛾 rules supporting ∼𝑙, and given
that we have just verified that 𝛽 for 𝑙 is applicable, we store in 𝑅[∼𝑙]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 all those 𝛾s
defeated by 𝛽. The next step is to check whether there actually exists any rule supporting
∼𝑙 stronger than 𝛽: if not, ∼𝑙 can be refuted (Line 27).

The idea behind the if at Lines 28–29 is the following: if 𝐷 � +𝜕𝑙, eventually the
repeat-until cycle will have added to 𝑅[∼𝑙]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 enough rules to defeat all (applicable)
supports for ∼𝑙. We thus invoke Prove on 𝑙, and Refute on ∼𝑙.

Similarly, when we prove a rule instead of a literal, but we now use 𝑅[𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 and
𝑅[𝛼]𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 in a slightly different way than 𝑅[𝑙]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 , to reflect the differences between +𝜕
and +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎. Every time, a meta-rule 𝛽 for 𝛼 is applicable (if at Lines 34–38), we remove
from 𝑅[𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 all the 𝛾s defeated by 𝛽 itself (Line 35). If now there are enough applicable
𝜀 rules supporting 𝛼 (if check at Line 36), then: (i) we prove 𝛼, and (ii) we refute all 𝜁
rules conclusion of 𝛾 rules in 𝑅[𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 .
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Input: Defeasible meta-theory 𝐷 = (F, 𝑅, >) , 𝑅 = 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∪ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎

Output: The defeasible meta-extension 𝐸 (𝐷) of 𝐷
1 ±𝜕 ← ∅; ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ← ∅; 𝑅𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙 ← 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑

2 𝑅𝛼𝐶 ← {𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 | ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 . 𝐶 (𝛽) = 𝛼}

3 𝐻𝐵 = {𝑙 ∈ Lit | ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 . 𝑙 ∈ 𝐴(𝛽) ∪𝐶 (𝛽) } ∪ {𝑙 ∈ Lit | ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 .∃𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 (𝛼 ∈

𝐴(𝛽) ∪𝐶 (𝛽)) ∧ (𝑙 ∈ 𝐴(𝛼) ∪𝐶 (𝛼)) }
4 for 𝑙 ∈ Lit ∧ 𝑙 ∉ 𝐻𝐵 do −𝜕 ← −𝜕 ∪ {𝑙 };
5 for 𝑙 ∈ 𝐻𝐵 do
6 𝑅 [𝑙 ] = {𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 |𝐶 (𝛽) = 𝑙 ∧ (𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∨ ∃𝛾 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 . 𝛽 ∈ 𝐶 (𝛾)) }
7 𝑅 [𝑙 ]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 ← ∅

8 for 𝛼 ∉ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∪ 𝑅𝛼𝐶 do −𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ← −𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ∪ {𝛼};
9 for

(
𝛼 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛼)

)
∈ 𝑅𝛼𝐶 do

10 𝑅 [𝛼] ← {𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 | 𝛼 = 𝐶 (𝛽) }

11 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 ← {𝛾 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 |𝐶 (𝛾) = ∼
(
𝜁 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛼)

)
}

12 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 ←
{
𝜀 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 |

(
𝐶 (𝜀) = (𝜒 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛼))

)
∧

(
∃𝛾 ∈ 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 . 𝜀 > 𝛾

)
∧

(
𝜒 =

𝛼 ∨ (∃𝛾 ∈ 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 .𝐶 (𝛾) = ∼(𝜁 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛼)) ∧ 𝜒 = 𝜁 )
)}

13 for 𝑙 ∈ F do
14 +𝜕 ← +𝜕 ∪ {𝑙 }
15 𝑅 ← {𝐴(𝛽) \ {𝑙 } ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛽) | 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅} \ {𝛽 ∈ 𝑅 | ∼𝑙 ∈ 𝐴(𝛽) }

16 > ← > \ {(𝛽, 𝛾) , (𝛾, 𝛽) ∈> | ∼𝑙 ∈ 𝐴(𝛽) }

17 for 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 do
18 +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ← +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ∪ {𝛼}
19 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ← {𝐴(𝛽) \ {𝛼} ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛽) | 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 } \ {𝛾 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 | {∼𝛼} ∈ 𝐴(𝛾) }
20 > ← > \{(𝛽, 𝛾) , (𝛾, 𝛽) ∈> | {∼𝛼} ∈ 𝐴(𝛽) }

21 repeat
22 𝜕± ← ∅

23 for 𝑙 ∈ 𝐻𝐵 do
24 if 𝑅 [𝑙 ] = ∅ then Refute(𝑙);
25 if ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅 [𝑙 ]. 𝐴(𝛽) = ∅ then
26 𝑅 [∼𝑙 ]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 ← 𝑅 [∼𝑙 ]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 ∪ {𝛾 ∈ 𝑅 [∼𝑙 ] | 𝛽 > 𝛾 }

27 if {𝛾 ∈ 𝑅 [∼𝑙 ] | 𝛾 > 𝛽 } = ∅ then Refute(∼𝑙);
28 if 𝑅 [∼𝑙 ] \ 𝑅 [∼𝑙 ]𝑖𝑛 𝑓 𝑑 = ∅ then
29 Prove(𝑙); Refute(∼𝑙)
30 ±𝜕 ← ±𝜕 ∪ 𝜕±

31 ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ← ∅

32 for
(
𝛼 : 𝐴(𝛼) ↩→ 𝐶 (𝛼)

)
∈ 𝑅𝛼𝐶 do

33 if 𝑅 [𝛼] = ∅ then Refute(𝛼);
34 if ∃𝛽 ∈ 𝑅 [𝛼]. 𝐴(𝛽) = ∅ then
35 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 ← 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 \ {𝛾 ∈ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 | 𝛽 > 𝛾 }

36 if
(
𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 \ {𝛾 ∈ 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 | 𝜀 ∈ 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 ∧ 𝐴(𝜀) = ∅ ∧ 𝜀 > 𝛾 }

)
= ∅ then

37 Prove(𝛼)
38 for 𝛾 ∈ 𝑅 [𝛼]𝑜𝑝𝑝 . 𝐶 (𝛾) = ∼(𝜁 ) do Refute(∼𝜁 );
39 ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ← ±𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 ∪ 𝜕±𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎

40 until 𝜕+ = ∅ and 𝜕− = ∅ and 𝜕+𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 = ∅ and 𝜕−𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 = ∅;
41 return 𝐸 (𝐷) = (+𝜕, −𝜕, +𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 , −𝜕𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎)

Algorithm 1. Existence
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Procedures Prove and Refute are the same as in [10] and are invoked when a literal
or a standard rule is proved/refuted.

In order to discuss termination and computational complexity, we start by defining
the size of a meta-theory 𝐷 as Σ(𝐷) to be the number of the occurrences of literals plus
the number of occurrences of rules plus 1 for every tuple in the superiority relation. Thus,
the theory 𝐷 = (F, 𝑅, >) such that F = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐}, 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 = {(𝛼 : 𝑎 ⇒LS1 𝑑), (𝛽 : 𝑏 ⇒LS2

∼𝑑)}, 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎 = {
(
𝛾 : 𝑐 ⇒ (𝜁 : 𝑎 ⇒LS3 𝑑)

)
}, >= {(𝜁, 𝛽)}, has size 3 + 6 + 5 + 1 = 15.

Note that, by implementing hash tables with pointers to rules where a given literal
occurs, each rule can be accessed in constant time. We also implement hash tables for the
tuples of the superiority relation where a given rule appears as either of the two element,
and even those can be accessed in constant time.

Theorem 1 Algorithm 1 Existence terminates and its complexity is 𝑂 (Σ2).

6. Summary

This paper presented a new computational framework for reasoning about PIL. The system
in abstracts from the peculiarities of approaches such as [3,8,9]. The formal language
assumes the existence existence of different legal systems and of propositional expressions
such as 𝑎LS𝑖 to mean that 𝑎 holds in the legal system LS𝑖 . Also, the reasoning mechanism,
through meta-rules, allows for concluding that, if something holds in some legal system,
then something else holds in this or another legal system, or that allows for importing in
a given system any piece of information holding in another system. Finally, since legal
systems can be incompatible, different rules and meta-rules can collide, so we make use
of priority orderings among rules as in standard Defeasible Logic. The resulting system
simply extends [10] and preserves the same nice computational properties.
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Explaining Factor Ascription
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Abstract. Explanation and justification of legal decisions has become a
highly relevant topic in light of the explosion of interest in the use of ma-
chine learning (ML) approaches to predict legal decisions. Current sug-
gestions are to use the established factor based explanations developed
in AI and Law as the basis for explaining such programs. We, however,
identify factor ascription as an important aspect of explanation of case
outcomes not currently covered, and argue that explanations must also
include this aspect. Finally, we outline our proposal for a hybrid sys-
tem approach that combines ML and Abstract Dialectical Framework
(ADF) layers to engender an explainable process.

Keywords. reasoning with cases, explanation, factor ascription.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in the use of machine
learning (ML) to predict legal decisions (e.g. [14]). A major weaknesses of these
approaches is, however, that they are unable to explain their reasoning in an
acceptable manner. Traditional explanations of ML such as listing or highlighting
the most influential words in the texts have been shown to be unhelpful [9] because
they are difficult to relate to the relevant law. Moreover there are good reasons
why any such explanation would be inappropriate in a legal context [8]. The right
to explanation means that the explanation must be capable of persuading the
losing party, and providing a justification which can withstand an appeal. It need
not be an explanation of how the decision was in fact reached, but must explain
why the decision represents the proper application of the law1.

In order to explain the predicted outcomes in appropriate terms, researchers
have turned to the extensive body of work on explanation developed in AI and
Law [5]. In particular the type of explanation advocated has been based on the
use of factors, as developed in CATO [2], e.g [9], [16] and [6]. Specifically, using
the set of argumentation schemes designed to capture the reasoning of CATO
from [17] is advocated in [16].

1A popular caricature of legal realism (e.g. [12]) says that the law is what the judge had for
breakfast. This may indeed explain how the judge reached the decision, but the opinion must
contain an explanation of why this decision is a justifiable application of the law.
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Factors as introduced in [2] are stereotypical patterns of facts which are legally
significant in that they provide a reason to find for one side or the other. They
represent a generalisation from the facts of particular cases so that they can be
applicable to a number of cases: for example plaintiff pursuing livelihood gen-
eralises the facts of several property law cases involving hunting, shooting and
fishing. In [2], the factors are organised into a factor hierarchy with issues at the
upper levels, abstract factors in the middle layers and the (base level) factors as
the leaves. CATO organises its explanation into a series of issues. The resolution
of issues can be explained in terms of the factors which provide reasons for the
winning party or the burden of proof for that issue. Where there are factors for
both the plaintiff and the defendant, the reasons preferred are justified in terms
of a precedent case exhibiting this preference. Sometimes factors may be used to
cancel or substitute for other factors as described in [17]. Once the issues have
been resolved, the decision follows logically according to a logical model of issues
[3], which also serves to associate the factors with particular issues.

Explanation now begins with a summary in terms of the issues. In CATO’s
domain, US Trade Secrets Law, the plaintiff must establish that the information is
a trade secret and that it was misappropriated. Misappropriation requires either
the use of improper means or breach of confidence. Thus in Mason v. Jack Daniels
the explanation begins with: Plaintiff should win. Plaintiff’s information is a
trade secret, a confidential relationship existed between plaintiff and defendant,
and defendant acquired plaintiff’s information through improper means.

Each issue is then explained in terms of the factors and the relevant prece-
dents. For example, the factors relating to confidential relationship were F1 (Dis-
closureInNegotiations) and F21 (KnewInfoConfidential). That the latter is a
stronger reason than the former was established in Forest Labs, Inc. v. Formula-
tions, Inc. So the explanation of the issue is: A confidential relationship exists be-
cause although the information was disclosed in negotiations, the defendant knew
that the information was confidential (Forest Labs, Inc. v. Formulations, Inc).

Explanations using argument schemes in [16] are different: they produce a
three layer tree of argument schemes. The top layer cites the most on point prece-
dent, the second layer attacks this argument with distinctions and counter ex-
amples, while the third rebuts the counter examples through a series of transfor-
mations and rebuts the distinctions by cancellation and substitution. No use is
made of issues in [16], but [6] suggests that the schemes should be applied at the
issue level rather that at the case level. Explanation using factors provides a good
explanation of cases like Mason, but for other cases they are less satisfactory.

2. Explaining Factor Ascription

Consider the Trade Secrets case of Arco Industries Corp. v. Chemcast Corp. In
that case we have three factors: F10 (InfoDisclosedToOutsiders), F16 (InfoRe-
verseEngineerable) and F20 (InfoKnownToCompetitors): all favour the defendant
and establish that the information was not a trade secret. The explanation is thus:
the defendant should win because the information is not a trade secret. It had been
disclosed to outsiders, was known to competitors and was reverse engineerable.
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Will this satisfy the plaintiff? Arco had in fact argued that the information
was a trade secret because it was covered by a patent. They are therefore essen-
tially arguing that two pro-plaintiff factors, F15 (UniqueProduct) and F18 (Iden-
ticalProduct) are present. These factors might have been sufficient to establish
that the information was indeed a trade secret and that the information had been
used. If so, the plaintiff may well have established F21 (KnewInfoConfidential)
and thus won the case. So the explanation needs to cover the reasons why the
arguments based on these factors were rejected. The decision in fact includes a
detailed discussion of the patent specification and the product (a grommet) pro-
duced by the defendant. It concludes: The specifications describe the “recess” as
an indentation below the planar surface of the grommet which in turn lies below
the peripheral sealing ridge. The accused grommet does not have such a recess.

This is what excludes F15 and F18 and makes discussion of confidentiality
unnecessary. It is the general notion of a grommet that is known in the indus-
try and it appears that the unique feature of Arco’s grommet was not used by
Chemcast. The explanation needed by the plaintiff is not how the factors ascribed
satisfy the required issues, but why the claim that other factors were present
was rejected. Crucially, the explanation in terms of factors fails to answer the
plaintiff’s question: why was the information not protected by the patent?

In Arco it was the absence of factors that needed to be explained, but some-
times the presence of a factor needs to be explained. Consider A. H. Emery Co. v.
Marcan Products Corporation. In that case the information had been learned by
the defendants while they were employed by the plaintiff. The defendants had not
signed any non disclosure agreements, and so they denied that they had breached
a confidential relationship. Nonetheless F21 (KnewInfoConfidential) was held to
apply, and so a confidential relationship was held to exist. The point was that
the information had been acquired while the defendants were employed by the
plaintiff and they knew the information to be confidential and at the time the
information was acquired they owed a duty of fidelity to their employer.

3. Discussion of Challenges

Reasoning with legal cases is a two stage process [7]: first factors are ascribed and
then the balance of factors is determined to reach a decision. Both aspects require
explanation. Arco and Emery show the need to be able to offer explanations not
only of the balance of competing factors, but also the presence and absence of
particular factors. This could be delivered by extending the dialogue of [6] to ask
WHY ? of any factor used to explain an issue and WHY NOT Fn? of any factor
not mentioned in the explanation of an issue.

Despite the attention in AI and Law paid to explaining precedential reasoning,
there has been little or no work on explaining why the factors are present or
absent. This is because most research since HYPO [18] has taken the factors as
given. HYPO’s dimensions give a clue as to how we might explain certain factor
ascriptions. The ranges on these dimensions in which factors are applicable are
defined in precedents [7]. So we can explain the ascription of such a factor in terms
of these precedents. For example if we have a precedent (PrecL) establishing that
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an absence of 15 months is a long stay, we can explain the ascription of this factor
to a new case (CaseN) with an absence of 17 months by saying long stay applies
to CaseN because the absence was greater than 15 months (PrecL).

This kind of explanation is promising for factors which can be seen as ranges
on well ordered dimensions, but does not seem applicable to the kind of detailed
consideration of very particular facts that we saw in Arco and Emery. Such cases
may involve analogy [4], or some kind of common sense ontology. This suggests
that the key role for ML is not the prediction of outcomes, but the identification
of the factors as in [3], [19] and [9].

How does the issue of explaining ascription relate to ML approaches? If we
follow [9] we must accept that, if the explanation is to be given in acceptably
legal terms, the ML system will need to learn to ascribe factors as well as predict
outcomes. Although the standard ML explanations of outcomes are unsatisfac-
tory, there is a considerable gap between facts and outcomes, requiring reasoning
through factors and issues. There is no such conceptual gap between facts and
factors, and so it may be that the explanation of the ascription of factors using
ML is more satisfactory. This is something that requires empirical investigation.

4. Next Steps

Our approach to producing explainable case predictions is to separate the process
within a hybrid system in accordance with the two stages outlined in the previ-
ous section. The first stage, factor ascription, will be addressed via ML natural
language processing (NLP). The second stage, reaching a decision, will be ad-
dressed via the balancing of factors within a pre-determined non-cyclic Abstract
Dialectical Framework (ADF) [10] that has been derived with expert knowledge
to capture the factor-based reasoning of a legal domain, as demonstrated in [1]. If
we accept the argument of [15] then domain expertise is of paramount importance
when establishing an appropriate ADF, rendering data-driven approaches less ef-
fective at the level of factors and above. As such, our hybrid system is initially
poised to only adjust the architecture of the NLP layer; the ADF layer will not
be changed from its initial state as rendered by expert judgement.

For the first stage of the process, our intention is to use a state-of-the-art
Hierarchical BERT model, similar to the approach taken in [13] only not used
for determining the case outcome, but rather for factor ascription. We propose
to use a Hierarchical BERT model due to the proffered combination of impres-
sive classification performance and the sentence-level attention weights that could
sufficiently express the relevant facts that explain a given factor’s ascription or
non-ascription. The model takes a natural language description of a given case
as input and outputs a binary classification of ‘ascribed’ or ‘not ascribed’ for
each base-level factor in the ADF. The second stage of the process will use the
expert-derived ADF to produce a decision via the reasoning steps following from
the base-level factor ascription input from the NLP layer.

The data-driven learning phase will not amend the ADF, as previously stated,
but still passes errors through the levels in the framework down to the base-level
factors for use with the NLP classification task for factor ascription. The full de-
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scription of the algorithms we define for error propagation through the ADF will

be set out in future work. However, from a high level perspective, the algorithms

will function by creating a graphical scaffold of the ADF in which each node is a

linearly separable function where children nodes are only capable of attack (that

is, each child node implies the contradiction of the parent node), in order to facili-

tate computationally tractable error propagation. Our initial attention will be on

legal domains represented by ADFs with Boolean acceptance conditions. Given

the discontinuous Heaviside step function that governs the Boolean acceptance

of any given node, backpropagation is not appropriate for error propagation in

general. Instead, when a case is input to the hybrid system that results in the

wrong decision, errors will be propagated backwards through the levels of the

graphical scaffold that give each factor a tuple of weights (ascribed, not ascribed),

where the value of ascribed (alternatively not ascribed) is scaled by the product

of its parent’s value for not ascribed (alternatively ascribed) and the proportion

of combinations in which the node is ascribed (alternatively not ascribed) that

would cause the parent node to not be ascribed. This iterative process down

through the levels of the scaffolding will begin with the root node representing

the decision, which will have a tuple of: (0, 0) if there is no error, (1, 0) if it

should be ascribed, or (0, 1) otherwise. The scaffolding will work in accordance

with abstract argumentation stable semantics [11], since no cycles are permitted

and the ascription of any parent node is determined by the ascription of its chil-

dren. The algorithms are thus intended to be used to render a tuple of weights

for the base-level factors which can then be used to determine the proportion of

the classification tasks assigned to the NLP layer. For example, if a factor F1

has a tuple (0.1, 0.5), then in the next training epoch we would run five times

as many classification tasks for F1 being not ascribed as we would for F1 being

ascribed. This example also illustrates the benefit of partitioning the ADF layer

to accommodate only Boolean nodes, since most NLP tasks involve classification

and not regression. Future work will look at extensions to encompass ADFs that

include non-Boolean nodes, but further consideration would need to be given as

to how to extract continuous valued data points from text.

5. Concluding Remarks

In summary, in this short paper we have identified the need for the explanations of

legal decisions to go beyond factors and preferences between them, and explain the

ascription and non-ascription of the factors themselves. This sort of explanation

is as yet largely uninvestigated in AI and Law, which has taken the factors in a

case as given. We are currently engaged in research to establish the nature of such

explanations through a hybrid approach, with the first stage in the process being

addressed through ML and the second stage through reasoning via the medium

of an ADF. Our immediate focus is on formal articulation and application of the

aforementioned algorithms and Hierarchical BERT model to enable these tasks.
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce TDDL, a timed dyadic deontic logic. Our
starting point is a version of a dyadic deontic logic with conditional obligations,
permissions, and obligations, and with a “reparation” operator for representing
contrary-to-duties and contrary-to-prohibitions. We also consider a sequence oper-
ator allowing us to define norms as sequences of individual norms and most impor-
tantly with timed intervals, allowing us to express deadlines of norms. We provide
a trace semantics capturing both satisfaction and violation of norms and discuss
fulfillment of TDDL specifications.

Keywords. Normative specification, timed deontic logic

1. Introduction

While the formalization of untimed normative concepts is a quite well-studied topic
(though by no means an exhausted nor completely solved issue), less attention has been
paid to their combination with (real) time. One of the reasons is that incorporating time
to a logic containing modalities for obligations, permissions, and prohibitions—with ex-
plicit operators for handling violations—is challenging [1].

That said, the idea of equipping norms with time is not new; see for instance the
work by Governatori et al. [6,5,4]. These works, on discrete linear time defeasible deon-
tic logic, prospected important aspects such as the classification of obligations follow-
ing the timing of their enforcement and the resulting violation rules in a timed setting.
In [1], Azzopardi et al. discuss different issues and design choices that need to be con-
sidered when adding time to the formalization of normative systems. Their paper is on
the challenges regarding expressiveness and computational aspects for both specification
and monitoring of timed deontic logics, though concrete solutions are missing.

There is a myriad of deontic logics, and in this paper, we consider Dyadic Deontic
Logic (or DDL, for short) as a starting point. DDL is a variant of the standard or monadic
deontic logic, tackling conditional norms without using material implication. The lan-
guage of the logic is built on top of atomic propositions alone or put inside of deontic
operators. Multiple solutions to arising paradoxes in such logics were proposed using
non-monotonic logics or by changing the deontic detachment rule [7,8]. The resulting
frameworks come with other limitations as discussed in [9]. We believe that adding time
constraints solves certain of those problems of DDL.
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In this paper, we introduce TDDL, Timed Dyadic Deontic logic, an extension with
time of the dyadic deontic logic. Besides the standard operators for (conditional) obliga-
tions, permissions, and prohibitions, the underlying logic also has operators for disjunc-
tion, sequences, and reparations (to specify penalties in case of violations). Time is ex-
plicitly added as intervals to the modalities. We provide trace semantics suitable for con-
flict (and contradiction) detection as well as for monitoring. More precisely, as models,
we consider timed words, i.e., words composed of discrete actions and their timestamps.
We provide two semantics relations, one concentrating on duties and prohibitions and
the second concentrating on permissions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces TDDL. In Section 3 we
briefly discuss the issue of detecting conflicts and contradictions. We discuss related
work in Section 4 and we conclude in the last section.

2. TDDL: Timed dyadic deontic logic

In this section, we present the logic TDDL. It is based on DDL but restricted to avoid
some well-known problems, e.g. our logic does not support negation and conjunction. At
the same time, it is extended to support the notion of discrete-time. Moreover, our logic
extends DDL with preference and sequence operators.

Before presenting the syntax and semantics of our logic, we present norms (clauses)
prescribing an online delivery service, which will be used as a motivating example
throughout the paper to illustrate the features we want to capture in our logic.

Example 1.Let us consider an online delivery system with the following specification:

• The user is supposed to collect the goods when the home delivery shows up. The
date of the home delivery is fixed between three and five days after the order has
been issued. If the user does not collect the goods on the day of the home delivery,
the post agent deposit leaves a missed delivery notice and the user is supposed to
collect the goods from the closest post station within 7 days after receiving the
notice.

• The user may return the collected goods within 30 days of the delivery.

Let us look at this example more closely: We have individual agents mentioned in
the clauses. However, norms concern mostly one of them, the service user. The other
agent, the post agent is barely mentioned. In general, the agents perform some actions
such as delivering goods, returning goods, etc. The only active action from the post agent
is to leave a missed delivery notice, which may be seen as a condition to enforce the
norm for picking the goods from the post. Note also that there is a notion of preference:
picking up the goods on the day of the delivery is the normal desired behavior from the
agent while picking up the goods from the post is considered as reparation. There is also
a temporal order between the reparations and the desired behavior. Most of these actions
underly temporal constraints, meaning they should occur within a certain time interval,
like collecting goods within 7 days after receiving a notice or returning goods within
30 days of delivery. Notice that the corresponding intervals are often relative to other
actions, like 30 days after delivery. In the next subsection, we use these observations to
distill our logic.
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N := DopI(a) | DopI2(a |I1 b) with Dop ∈ {O | P | F}
NC := N | N op N with op ∈ {�, ;,∨}
NS := {NC1,NC2 . . . ,NCn}

Figure 1. Syntax of TDDL

2.1. TDDL Syntax

The syntax of TDDL is shown in Figure1, norms are formed using deontic operators, ac-
tions and time intervals. The deontic operators are: Obliged O, Forbidden F, and Permit-
ted P. Since we do not have negation we need the three modalities. Actions are from a set
Σ that consist of all possible discrete actions (from the agent and the “environment”).2

We assume actions are atomic, meaning their duration is a one-time step and that two
actions cannot happen at the same time step. Time intervals are defined from the domain
I
+ = [0,+∞[. An interval is formed by a pair, or union of pairs, [i,s], with i,s ∈ N and

0≤ i≤ s. As in DDL, norms comes in two flavors: monadic or dyadic. A monadic norm
is formed with one action and one interval. For instance, O[0,4](coll) means that the agent
has to achieve to collect the goods within 4 days. F(open_door)≡ F[0,+∞[(open_door)
means that the agent is always forbidden to open the door; P[0,30](ret) means that the
agent has the right to return goods between 0 and 30 time steps.3 Dyadic operators take
two actions and two intervals. The left action is the action concerning the agent whilst the
right one is the triggering action coming possibly from the environment. The two inter-
vals are respectively the norm validity interval and the reactivity interval. For instance,
OI(a|Rb) means that the agent is obliged to react performing a within the reactivity in-
terval R after the environment had done action b within interval I.

Norms may be composed using the operators of preference “�” and sequence “;”.

Sequence We use this operator to specify a linear order between the fulfillment
of norms. For example, NC3 := O[3,5](coll);P[0,30](ret) specifies that to fulfill NC3, the
agent has to fulfill the collection before fulfilling the permission to return the goods. The
interval of the right norm is relative to the left norm. Another sequence operator could
be specified for cases requiring having absolute intervals in the second norm, but is not
considered here due to space limitations.

Preference Unlike the Kripke semantics of DDL, we do not encode the preference re-
lation in the model of the logic. For example, NC4 :=O[3,5](h_coll)�O(coll|[0,7]p_del),
prescribes that collecting the goods at home is more preferable than collecting it from
the post after receiving the failed home collection notice from the post agent. Note that
this operator is not symmetric unlike the logical or. Like the sequence, the preference
operator could have a variant where the second interval is interpreted as absolute, but
again this is left for a full version of the paper.

2W.l.o.g. and for simplicity, we assume that the contract concerns only one agent “against” an environment.
This is a question more of terminology for presenting our ideas: we can also consider, as usually done in the
literature, that actions encode the active agent/user performing the action (or to which the norm applies to).

3We talk in general about “time steps” with the understanding that it might mean different time units de-
pending on the context (e.g., here it might mean “days”.)
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Normative system A normative system is a set of composite or simple norms.

Example 2.The norms of example 1 are specified in TDDL as a composed norm:

NCDelivery := (O[3,5](h_coll) � O(coll |[0,7] p_del));P[0,30](ret).

2.2. Duty and Right trace semantics

One special feature compared to DDL is that we define two different satisfaction relations
in TDDL, �D (duty) and �R (right). The duty relation means “did the agent fulfill her du-
ties”. A duty implies performing an action in the case of an obligation or avoiding it in the
case of a prohibition. The right relation gives the answer to the question: “did the agent
used her right?”. For a normative system, our model is a word w = (p1,τ1) . . .(pn,τn)
where the actions are from the agent and the system (environment): pi ∈ Σ and τi ∈ N

are timestamps. Let us first concentrate on the duty semantics.

Obligations and prohibitions To fulfill an obligation, it is enough to have one oc-
currence of the specified action. For prohibitions, one occurrence inside the scope of the
prohibition violates the duty semantics. Thus, we define the satisfaction relations for the
monadic operators as

w �D OI(a) iff ∃t ∈ I.a= w(t)

w �D FI(a) iff ∀t ∈ I.a 	= w(t)

For the dyadic operators, the semantics is given as:

w �D OI(a|Rb) iff ∀t ∈ I.b /∈ w(t) or (∃min(t) ∈ I.w(t) = b and w �D OR+t(a))

w �D FI(a|Rb) iff ∀t ∈ I.b /∈ w(t) or (∀t ∈ I.w(t) = b→ w �D FR+t(a))

For example, we have that (coll,3) �D O[3,5](), (h_coll,3) �D F[3,5](coll) and
(p_del,4)(coll,6) �D O(coll|[0,7]p_del).

Permissions in the duty semantics We define permissions in the most simple way,
where we say that a permission is not concerned by the duty semantics. Hence, we define:

w �D PI(a) always

w �D PI(a|Rb) always

Another possible kind of operator is the strict permission, where using a right out of the
context when the conditions are satisfied could be interpreted as a violation of the duty
semantics.4

Composed norms For the sequence and the preference operators, we have to know
when exactly the first, left norm has been fulfilled or violated because the fulfillment or
reparation by the right norm is relative to the one in the left. This information is provided
by the two functions violation prefix VP and fulfillment prefix FP which provide for a
given norm and trace the prefix that violates or fulfills the norm, respectively, and is
defined further below. We now define the semantics for the composed operators as:

4A strict permission, SP, could be defined as SPI(a)≡ {PI(a),F[0,+∞]−I(a)}.
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w �D NC
I1
1 � NC

I2
2 iff w �D NC

I1
1 or (w �D NC

I1
1 and w �D NC

I2+VP(w,NC1)
2 )

w �D NC
I1
1 ; NCI22 iff w �D NC

I1
1 and w �D NCI2+FP(w,NC1)

w �D NC
I1
1 ∨NCI22 iff w �D NC

I1
1 or w �D NCI2

Remark 1.To be able to capture the nuance of fulfilling a composed norm with prefer-
ence, one can add an index to the duty satisfaction relation i.e �D,1 to express the fact
that the norm was fulfilled in the “best settings” and �D,2 for the second best setting.

Right semantics Obligations and permissions are not concerned with the right satis-
faction relation. For permissions, one or more occurrences of the concerned action indi-
cate that the right has been used. So, we have for instance that (ret,3) �R P[0,30](ret) but
(ret,3) �R O[0,30](ret). Note that the semantics of composed norms with the preference
operator is not defined. The right semantics is defined as follows:

w �R DOPI(a) iff DOP ∈ {O,F}
w �R DOPI(a|Rb) iff DOP ∈ {O,F}
w �R PI(a) iff ∃t ∈ I.w(t) = a

w �R PI(a|Rb) iff ∃t ′ ∈ I.w(t) = b and ∃w �R PR+t(a)

w �R NCI11 ; NCI22 iff w �R NCI11 or w �R NCI2+FP(w,NC1)

w �R NCI11 ∨ NC
I2
2 iff w �R NCI11 or w �R NCI2

Normative systems A normative system is satisfied according to the duty semantics
if all norms are satisfied within this relation. On the other hand, we only require that at
least one norm in the system satisfies the right semantics for the whole normative system
to satisfy it:

It remains to define the two functions VP and FP that identify the earliest timestamps
(shortest prefix) for which a norm is violated or fulfilled.

Monadic operators The violation prefix of monadic obligations is the maximum
element of the interval, while that of a prohibition is the first occurrence of the forbidden
action. There is no violation prefix for permissions. We thus have:

VP(w,OI(a)) := max(I) iff w �D OI(a)

VP(w,FI(a)) := t ∈ I iff w0,t �D FI(a) and �t ′ < t.w0,t ′ �D FI(a)

So, VP((h_coll,7),O[3,5](h_coll)) = 5 and VP((h_coll,2),F[3,5](h_coll)) = 2.

Dyadic operators The violation prefixes for the dyadic operators are more complex.
In the case of obligations, it is set to the maximum element of the reactive interval up-
dated with the timestamp of the first occurrence of the triggering action. For a prohibi-
tion, this prefix is the first occurrence of the forbidden action:

VP(w,OI(a|Rb)) := t+max(R) iff t = f irstocc(w,b) and w �D OI(a|Rb)
VP(w,FI(a|Rb)) := t iff w(t) = a and w0,(t−1) �D FI(a|Rb) and w �D FI(a|Rb)
For instance, we have VP({(p_del,7),(ret,15)},O(p_del|[0,7]coll)) = 14.
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Composed norms The violation prefix for the preference operator is the violation
of the right norm updated with the violation prefix of the left norm. For sequences, the
violation prefix could have two forms: the violation prefix of the left norm or the violation
prefix of the right norm updated with the fulfillment prefix of the first norm. This gives
rise to:

VP(w,NCI11 � NC
I2
2 ) := VP(w,NCIVP1

2 )

iff IVP1 = I2 +VP(w,NCI11 ) and w �D NC
I1
1 � NC

I2
2

VP(w,NCI11 ; NCI22 ) :=

{
VP(w,NCI11 ) iff w �D NC

I1
1

VP(w,NC
I2+FPw,NC

I1
1 )

2 ) iff w �D NC
I1
1 ; NCI22

VP(w,NCI11 ∨ NC
I2
2 ) := max((VP(w,NCI11 ),VP(w,NCI22 ))).

For example: VP((p_del,7)(ret,15),(O[3,5](h_coll) � O(coll|[0,7]p_del)) = 14, and
VP((p_delevery,7)(ret,15),(O(p_del|[0,7]coll);P[0,30](ret)) = 14.

Fulfillment prefixes An obligation is satisfied by the first occurrence of the corre-
sponding action (respecting the time interval). For prohibitions, the fulfillment prefix is
the limit of the interval. Fulfillment in our paper refers to the possibility of exercising
rights and achieving duties:

FP(w,OI(a)) := t ∈ I iff w0,t �D OI(a) and (∀t ′ < t.w0,t ′ �D OI(a))

FP(w,FI(a)) := max(I) iff w �D FI(a)

FP(w,OI(a|Rb)) :=
{
max(I) iff �t ′ ∈ I.w(t ′) = b

t iff t ′ = f irstoc(w,b) and t = firstoc(wt ′ ,a)

FP(w,FI(a|Rb)) :=
{
max(I) iff �t ′ ∈ I.w(t ′) = b

t iff t ′ = lastoc(w0,max(I),b) and t = t ′+R

For permissions, the prefix depends on whether the right has been used or not.
If the right was not used then the fulfillment prefix is set up to be the maxi-
mum element of the interval. In our example, FP({(coll,3)},O[3,5](coll)) = 3 and
FP({(coll,1),(coll,7)},F[3,5](coll)) = 5. Formally,

FP(w,PI(a)) :=
{

t iff t = firstoc(wI ,a)
max(I) iff w �R PI(a)

FP(w,PI(a|Rb)) :=

⎧
⎨

⎩

max(I) iff w �r PI(a|Rb)
t iff t = f irstoc(wI+R,a) and

∃t ′in[t−max(R), t−min(R)].w(t ′) = b

So, FP({(ret,3)},P[0,30](ret)) = 3 and FP({(coll,32)},P[0,30](ret)) = 30.
The fulfillment prefix for sequences is the fulfillment prefix of the right norm up-

dated with the fulfillment prefix of the left norm. On the other hand, for composing
norms with preference operators, we consider two cases, the second case is relative to
the violation prefix of the left norm. The formalization is as follows:

FP(w,NCI11 ; NCI22 ) := FP(w,NCIFP2 ) iff IFP = I2 +FP(w,NCI11 ) and w �D NC
I1
1 ; NCI22

FP(w,NCI11 ∨ NC
I2
2 ) := x iff x= min((FP(w,NCI11 ),FP(w,NCI22 ))
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FP(w,NCI11 � NC
I2
2 ) :=

{
FP(w,NCI11 ) iff w �D NC

I1
1

FP(w,NCIFP1
2 ) iff IFP1 = I2 +VP(w,NCI11 ) and w �D NC

I1
1 � NC

I2
2

Example 3.Let us consider the following traces of NCDelivery:
w1 := (h_coll,3)(ret,31); w2 := (p_del,5)(coll,18); w3 := (h_coll,3)(ret,37) We
can see that: FP(w1,(O[3,5](h_coll) � O(coll |[0,7] p_del)) = 3
VP(w2,(O[3,5](h_coll) � O(coll |[0,7] p_del)) = 12
w1 �D NCDelivery and w1 �R NCDelivery and w2 �D NCDelivery and w2 �R NCDelivery
w3 �D NCDelivery and w2 �R NCDelivery

3. Fulfillabilty of normative systems in TDDL

Fulfillability is a important aspect of Normative systems. Following the aforementioned
semantics it means that it is possible to satisfy both in the right and duty semantics. Es-
pecially specifying complex norms is a difficult task and automatic sanity checks would
be desirable. We consider two notions important for such a sanity check: contradiction
and conflict.

We say that two norms are conflicting if there is situation where it is not possible to
use a right without breaching another norm. We call two norms contradicting when there
is no possible trace that can fulfill the duties of all the norms.

For example, NS1 := {O[3,5](a),F[2,6](a)} is contradicting because for each time
stamp where the first norm could be fulfilled (namely 3,4,5), the second would be
breached. For NS2 := {P[3,5](a),F[4,5](a)} there exists timestamps (4,5) yielding to a vi-
olation if the agent uses his right thus leading to a conflict. Not using the permission
would satisfy the norms in the duty semantic but not the right one, so the two norms
are conflicting in the interval [4,5]. An algorithm to analyze a normative system and to
detect contradictions and conflicts, signaling the unfulfillabilty of the concerned part of
the original system, will be presented on an extended version of this paper.

4. Related Work

Partial normative specifications with time have been given by Governatori et al., for in-
stance in [6,5,4]. The formalization consists of using defeasible and defeators rules to
initialize, terminate and define violations of norms. The timed settings are intervals in N.
In those works timed actions are of different kinds: achievement, maintenance and punc-
tual. In our work obligations and permissions are achievements, while prohibitions are
of maintenance type. We do not support punctual since we do not allow the occurrence
of simultaneous actions.

A “deontic calculus” extended with time intervals has been presented in [2,3]. The
main difference with our work is that we are here considering a logic instead of a calcu-
lus: we have a formal (denotational) semantics defined in terms of a satisfaction relation
over models, while they provide an operation view of the syntax (calculus).

Given the difference in the formalization and the intention (defeasible logic and
calculi), it is difficult to make a concrete comparison with our approach except for the
fact that we provide a deontic logic with explicit time.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a first suggestion of a timed dyadic deontic logic allowing to
reason over prohibitions, obligations and permissions, within certain timed intervals. To
support the different flavor of obligations and prohibition on one hand and permissions
on the other, our logic comes with two different semantics relations, a first concentrating
on duties while the second indicates which rights have been used when looking at action
sequences that should adhere to the given norm.

It is very easy to define norms that have inherent conflicts or are even contradicting,
for example by specifying overlapping intervals in which certain actions are both for-
bidden and obligated. We defined these notions formally and indicated that algorithmic
support for improving such specifications can be done as future work.

Our work may be enhanced in several directions. The current expressiveness can be
extended by further operators and by giving both relative and absolute notions of timed
intervals. Also, the analysis of given norms may be enriched by providing checks for
conflicts and contradictions. We leave such extensions for a full version of the paper.
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Abstract. There has recently been talk of algorithms that predict decisions in legal
cases being used by the judiciary to improve the predictability and consistency
of judicial decision making. We argue that their use may minimise the error rate
of decisions in the long run, but that this would require not only major technical
advances but also major changes in legal thinking about what is the most important
objective of judicial decision-making: optimising individual justice in a particular
case or reducing errors in the long run. We further argue that if algorithmic decision
predictors give any useful information in individual cases to judges at all, this is not
in its predictions but in its explanations.

Keywords. Predictive justice, decision prediction, predictability, consistency

1. Introduction

Using machine-learning algorithms to predict decisions in legal cases has become a hot
topic [3,13,10,1]. One use of these algorithmic decision predictors [5] is to help litigants
estimate, for example, their chances of winning a case (e.g., commercial products like
Lex Machina and Premonition.ai). Another possible use of predictors is to use them to
analyse human biases or the influence of extraneous, non-legal factors on legal decision
making [4,14]. Finally, a more contentious use of algorithmic predictors is their use by
the judiciary (courts, judges): perhaps not as fully-automated ‘robo-judges’, but possibly
for supporting judges in individual cases – it is this latter use of algorithmic decision
predictors that is the main subject of this paper.

The use of algorithmic decision predictors by the judiciary is claimed to improve
the predictability and consistency of judicial decision making, which is demanded by
the principle of equality [8]: judges can use decision predictors as a support tool when
drafting judgements to identify cases and patterns which lead to certain decisions [1],
in order to come to more consistent, more informed and less biased judgments [4,14].
Some even argue that AI can be used as a ‘monitor’ [4] that shows the judge what the
rational decision would be in a new case given the history of similar cases.

To be able to evaluate whether algorithmic decision predictors can have these
claimed benefits, it is first necessary to have a clear picture of what information such al-
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gorithms provide. This we discussed in [5], concluding that even if we have a prediction
by an algorithmic predictor that performs well on a test set, we still cannot say that a
rationally-thinking judge would probably take the predicted decision. In this paper, we
aim to discuss exactly what is meant by the predictability and consistency of judicial
decision making, and whether the use of algorithmic decision predictors by judges can
improve such predictability and consistency.

2. Preliminaries

We first summarise our answer to the main question of [5]: if we have a prediction by an
algorithmic decision predictor and information about the algorithm’s performance, can
we determine the so-called decision probability that an arbitrary rational judge assigned
to the case would take the predicted decision?

In [5], we assumed that given an algorithm’s performance measures (e.g. precision,
the percentage of positive predictions that are correct) a statistical conditional probability
can be derived that an arbitrary case C will receive decision D given that the algorithm
predicts D for C. This probability is statistical in that it is not about an individual case c to
be decided but about the class of all cases C for which the algorithm can give a prediction.
By contrast, a decision probability is a conditional probability for an individual case c
and a particular decision d that case c will receive decision d. Here we have the reference
class problem, namely that a probability for an individual case c is not logically implied
by a statistical probability for the class of all cases C to which c belongs. Instead, equating
the individual probability of some event to the statistical probability for all events of the
same class expresses a relevance judgement that the only thing that is relevant as regards
the event is what is stated in the statistical probability. For example, if we know that
80% of the people with an Italian first are Italian (a statistical probability) and all we
know of a particular person that he is called Giovanni, then we may rationally conclude
that the individual probability that this Giovanni is Italian is 80%. However, if we also
know that this Giovanni’s surname is not Italian but Dutch, then this is clearly additional
relevant information, so the statistical probability cannot be applied to him any more. So
in the case of our decision predictor, equating the decision probability for a case c to the
statistical probability for the class C of all c expresses that all that is relevant as regards
c is the predicted outcome of a case. However, this relevance assumption is unjustified,
since judges always know more about the case at hand than just its predicted outcome.
We therefore concluded that an algorithmic decision predictor cannot be said to give the
‘normal’ or rational decision of a case given the history of similar cases.

3. Predictability and consistency

In the introduction we noted that some think that if judges take predictions of algorithmic
decision predictors into account when deciding a case, this will improve the predictability
and consistency of judicial decision-making. Two questions arise here (i) What do the
terms predictability and consistency mean in this context?; and (ii) How can an algorithm
be used to improve predictability and consistency?

We initially assume that in the context of judicial decision making predictability and
consistency mean the same (although this is debatable). One interpretation of predictabil-
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ity and consistency is then that the same case would be decided the same by different
judges if assigned to the case. Another interpretation is that similar cases are decided in
the same way (or a similar way) by the same or different judges. The second interpreta-
tion implies the first but not vice versa. We think that in both interpretations ‘consistency’
and ‘predictability’ indeed mean the same. The latter is not true for a third interpretation
of predictability, corresponding to the gambler’s wish to maximize expected utility in the
long run. For instance, many cases might be substantially different from each other, so
that even if like cases are treated alike, the predictability of the decision is low. A gambler
who wants to bet on legal case decisions might indeed be advised to take an algorithm’s
prediction into account, since the gambler will often have no more information about the
case than the algorithm’s prediction plus statistical information about its performance.
We next discuss for each of these interpretations how an algorithmic decision predictor
can be used in order to improve predictability and consistency.

Deciding the same case in the same way. If predictability and consistency of judicial
decision-making means that the same case is decided the same by different judges, then
a sure way to guarantee this is to give all judges the same algorithmic decision predic-
tor and to require that they all have to follow its predictions in all cases. Then different
judges would, when assigned to the same case, be guaranteed to take the same decision.
However, this does not make sense, for one since we do not know whether all decisions in
the training and test set were correct. If all judges blindly follow the algorithm’s predic-
tion, then its accuracy will increase to 100%, and this would further lead to a tendency to
make the predicted decision the legally correct one even if this cannot be justified. A pos-
sible counterargument here is that judges should not automatically follow the algorithm
but just be willing to be informed by it. But then the main problem discussed Section 2
arises again: the judge cannot know from a prediction alone (combined with a statistical
probability on the algorithm’s performance) whether the predicted decision is what other
judges assigned to the same case would likely decide. At the very least the algorithm
should be able to explain the grounds for its prediction in legally meaningful terms. We
will discuss this issue in more detail in Section 4, noting for now that there is a serious
danger that judges who are told that they should consult the algorithm before taking their
decision feel an unjustified pressure to accept the predicted decision as the legally cor-
rect one. This may in turn make that judges will think less hard about a case and become
intellectually ‘lazy’. So letting judges be informed by the predictions of algorithmic de-
cision predictors has no clear advantages while there are real dangers. We cannot know
whether predictability and consistency of judicial decision making (in the first sense) can
be improved by letting judges be informed by the predictions of algorithmic decision
predictors without combining them with an explanation in legally meaningful terms.

Deciding similar cases in the same way. How can predictability and consistency be
improved if that means that similar cases should be decided the same? Is this improved if
we require judges to consult decision predictors as a source of information? Again, if all
we have is the prediction by an algorithm and some (statistical) probability, we cannot
know. And even if we have a decision probability for an individual case, the prediction
in itself would still not give any information about similar cases. In fact, it might well
be that an algorithm treats cases that judges would regard as similar as different or vice
versa. For example, text-based decision predictors, which identify statistical correlations
are identified between certain words or combinations in the text and the case decision
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(such as the algorithms of [1,13] that predict outcomes of the European Court of Human
Rights), could fail to recognise that linguistically small differences are legally very rele-
vant. The converse may also happen, i.e., that the algorithm treats cases as different that
judges would treat as similar, since the algorithm recognises differences that are legally
irrelevant. Recall in this respect that with such predictors we cannot even know to which
extent their predictions are based on aspects related to the merits of the case. At best,
knowledge-based predictors that generate their predictions in a case-based way could
give such information. We will further discuss this issue below in Section 4.

So also if predictability and consistency of judicial decision making means that like
cases are decided alike, we can conclude that we cannot know whether it will be im-
proved by letting judges be informed by the predictions of algorithmic decision predic-
tors without combining them with an explanation in legally meaningful terms. Inciden-
tally, in both interpretations of predictability and consistency there is a further reason
for this, since for knowing whether using the algorithm will improve predictability and
consistency, we will have to compare the situation with use of the algorithm to the cur-
rent situation; and there is no a priori reason to assume that judges without algorithmic
support will be less predictable and consistent.

3.1. Reducing error rates in the long run

We finally consider the gambler’s interpretation of predictability. It might be argued that
there is still some rationality in relying on statistical probabilities concerning decision
predictions in individual cases. Assume, for instance, that it can be established through
empirical research that judges on average make fewer mistakes when they always follow
an algorithmic prediction than when they look at all particulars of a case as recommended
by us in [5]. (It may be hard to conduct such research but let us for the sake of argument
assume that it can be done.) Would it then not be more rational for a judge to reply
on the outcome predictions?1 We believe that the answer depends on which values are
to be optimised in judicial decision making: should a judge, when faced with a case,
be primarily interested in minimising the rate of erroneous decisions in the long run or
should the judge primarily aim to optimise individual justice in the case at hand?

Consider an analogy from consumer banking. A bank that has to decide whether to
grant a loan to a customer is not interested in optimising the quality of the decision for
an individual customer but in minimising losses in the long run. Given this objective, it
is rational for the bank to rely on statistical frequencies concerning classes of customers,
even if the individual customer in the case at hand may have additional relevant charac-
teristics not considered in the statistical probability. By contrast, it is in the customer’s
interest that these additional characteristics are considered by the bank, since the cus-
tomer wants to be treated fairly. As we earlier observed in [5], this is related to O’Neill’s
[15] criticism of ‘bucketing’, the practice of basing a decision about an individual on the
fact that the individual is a member of a particular class of which a statistical frequency
is known instead of on the particular situation of that individual. O’Neill [15, pp. 145–6]
argues that, although this strategy might optimise the decision maker’s profit in the long
run, it may lead to unjust decisions in individual cases.

Applying the same thinking to our problem, the same question should be answered
by designers of procedures of judicial decision-making: is the main objective of judicial

1This question was brought to our attention by Giovanni Sartor in personal communication.
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decision-making to minimise the rate of erroneous decisions in the long run or to opti-
mise individual justice in the case at hand? Ultimately, this is a matter of legal policy. If
the objective is chosen to be optimising individual justice, then algorithmic decision pre-
dictors have no relevance for judges deciding individual cases [5]. But if the objective is
chosen to be minimisation of errors in the long run, we do not see any principled rational
reason not to rely on algorithmic decision predictors, provided it can be established that
their use indeed leads to a lower rate of incorrect decisions. However, there are serious
practical obstacles. First, creating algorithms that provably reduce error rates is far from
trivial and may require major technological advances, which makes the remainder of this
discussion largely hypothetical. Second, it seems to us that most legal procedures are
mainly meant to optimise individual justice so that benefiting from algorithmic decision
predictors in the long run would require major changes in legal-procedural thinking. For
instance, an obvious way to ensure error-rate reduction would be to always follow the
prediction but then the judge would ignore the particulars of a case, which would very
likely violate current procedural rules. If, for these reasons, the prediction is used as just
one of the inputs for the judge besides the particulars of the case, then, as noted above,
the problem arises how exactly the prediction should be combined with these particulars.
For one thing, the advantage of reducing error rates might be lost. Moreover, the danger
is that the predicted outcome is incorrectly assumed to be the normal outcome of the
case, from which a rational judge could only deviate if the particulars of the case contain
exceptional circumstances; as we explained at length in [5], this assumption is unjusti-
fied. Finally, relying on the predictions of a non-transparent algorithm would create an
explainability problem, especially given current procedural justification requirements on
judicial decisions.

4. Providing explanations

We can conclude from Section 3 that a decision prediction on its own, even when
combined with quantitative performance information, cannot help judges making their
decision-making more predictable and consistent in legally desirable ways. But is this
different if the prediction is combined with an explanation for it? The answer is negative
if the explanation cannot be given in terms of reasons related to the merit of the case. So
it is not a good idea to use algorithms like the one of [10], which make their predictions
based on extraneous factors, such as information about the judges, the litigants, the so-
licitors, the type of case or the jurisdiction. But this implies that a text-based predictor
like the ones of [1,13] is also not useful, since it cannot extract any legally relevant in-
formation from the texts to which it is applied and use it for explaining a prediction in
legal terms. In consequence, there is no way to identify whether its prediction is based on
legal grounds or on extraneous factors. So the only kinds of decision predictor that could
possibly yield legally relevant information to a judge are those that base their predictions
on legally relevant factors.

In Section 2 of [5], we discussed two kinds of decision predictors. One kind is still
based on statistics or machine learning but its cases are encoded in terms of legally mean-
ingful features instead of as raw text or with extraneous data (e.g. [12]). The other kind
is knowledge-based (e.g. [6,9]). For the first kind of system its performance could be
measured for various subsets of factors, and if a case matches a particular subset, then
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a probability derived from the system’s performance for this subset could be reported.
However, this would still only yield a statistical probability for a decision and no deci-
sion probability, so, as explained in [5] and summarised in Section 2, the judge would
still have to think about the particulars of the case as usual; there is no sense in which
the prediction gives the ‘normal’ decision of cases with this constellation of factors. Al-
ternatively, the system could show similar cases to the judge according to some suitable
notion of similarity. However, just showing similar cases is not yet a genuine legal expla-
nation. It remains to be investigated to which extent predictors of this kind can generate
legally acceptable and useful explanations in terms of their input factors.

A knowledge-based predictor can by definition yield a genuine legal explanation,
since it determines the decision to be predicted by way of applying a model of legal rea-
soning and problem solving. So (if well designed) such a system can in principle explain
its predictions in ways that judges would appreciate and understand. However, there are
still some issues here. First, how do we know that the explanation given by the system is a
legally acceptable one? Can we assume that a knowledge-based predictor with good test-
set performance will also in a high number of cases give a legally acceptable explanation
for the prediction? Perhaps, but the assumption is highly defeasible, while again the step
from a statistical to a decision probability must be justified, which is far from trivial. For
these reasons we believe that additional experiments of a different kind are needed to
assess the legal quality of the generated explanations. Since there is no gold standard for
this issue, such experiments will have to involve legal experts rating the quality of the
explanations, similar to, for instance, the famous experiments in which the quality of the
diagnoses and treatment advice given by the MYCIN medical expert system was evalu-
ated [7]. Evaluating systems in this way is far from trivial [11], unlike determining nu-
merical scores like accuracy, precision and recall, which can be automatically extracted
from an experiment’s confusion matrix.

Incidentally, it might be argued that if a predictor’s explanation can generally be
shown to be legally acceptable, then this also justifies interpreting the statistical proba-
bility based on an algorithm’s performance on a test set as a decision probability for a
specific case. This argument fails. First, note again that the statistical probability is not
based on the specific reasons mentioned in the explanation but on the performance on the
test set. Things might be better if statistical probabilities are known for specific classes
of test cases, but as explained in [5], obtaining such more specific statistical probabilities
is not trivial. Moreover, we would still have to justify all other assumptions needed to
make the jump from the past to the future (see the end of Section 2). Instead of attempt-
ing to do all this, it is simpler to inspect the given explanation alone and ignore the fact
that the decision was predicted; only the content of the explanation can give the judge an
indication whether the predicted decision is a good one.

Assuming that the explanations shown by the system are generally legally accept-
able, then a second question arises: how do we know that showing such an explanation is
useful for judges, for instance, that the quality and consistency of their decision making
increases and that bias is reduced? Here the quantitative test-set performance information
is completely irrelevant. Instead, this question should arguably be answered in controlled
and/or fielded experiments with actual legal decision makers, to check whether the legal
quality of their decision improves when they are supported by algorithmic decision pre-
dictors. Like with the experiments for testing the legal quality of explanations, setting up
such user studies in a correct way is far from trivial [11].
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Validation studies of the kinds we have just suggested are, to the best of our knowl-
edge, currently rare. This was different in the early days of AI & law research. For ex-
ample, in the Netherlands, in the late 1980s and 1990s several user studies were done on
the effect of knowledge-based support for civil servants deciding on social benefit appli-
cations; see [16, Section 3] for an overview. And Aleven [2] studied the effect of using
CATO in teaching legal argumentation skills to law students on these skills. We believe
that the current focus on data-driven approaches, with its associated quantitative perfor-
mance criteria that can automatically be extracted from the experimental data, may be in
part responsible for the current neglect of these other important kinds of validation stud-
ies. These studies are important if we want to convince the professional legal world that
our AI & law systems can contribute to improving the quality of legal decision making.

Such validation studies still say little about the quality of an individual explanation
in a new case, since the step from the test results to an individual new explanation is still
nontrivial for all the reasons explained in [5]. However, the studies can be used by courts
in their decision whether to let their judges be supported by the system. This is the same
as courts deciding which law journals or other information sources it will make available
for judges. Just as with, for instance, law journals, a general evaluation about its quality
has to be made, as a criterion for deciding whether the judge will consult this information
source at all. But just as with, for instance, law journals, judges should not automatically
copy or accept what is said but only look at the content of what is being said or written.

5. Conclusion

We discussed to what extent algorithmic decision predictors can improve the predictabil-
ity and consistency of judicial decision-making, given our earlier conclusion in [5] that
such algorithms cannot rationally inform individual decisions of judges in a particular
case. We discussed three senses of such predictability and consistency: (1) that the same
case will be decided the same by different judges; (2) that a similar case will be decided
the same by the same or different judges; (3) that always following the prediction will
optimise the quality of a series of decisions in the long run. We argued that in the first
two senses the use of such algorithms cannot improve the predictability and consistency
of judicial decision-making in legally desirable ways. We also argued that this is possibly
different in the third sense in that judges might minimise their error rate in the long run.
However, this would require not only major technical advances but also major changes
in legal thinking about what is the most important objective of judicial decision-making:
optimising individual justice in a particular case or reducing errors in the long run.

We also argued that if algorithmic decision predictors give any useful information
in individual cases to judges at all, this is not in its predictions but in its explanations.
In particular, decision predictors are needed that can explain their predictions in legally
relevant terms. However, we noted that whether support by such systems can indeed
improve the quality of judicial decision making requires validation studies of a kind
that goes far beyond the current trend to focus on numerical performance measures like
accuracy, precision and recall. We made a plea for returning to an older AI tradition of
carrying out empirical validation studies with potential or actual users of the algorithm.

We like to emphasise that our conclusions are confined to the use of algorithmic
decision predictors for informing judges on what they could decide in particular cases.
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Other uses of such algorithms may well have benefits, for instance, with respect to in-
forming judges and academics about possible bias in a series of cases (cf. e.g. [4,14]).
Moreover, algorithms for making different types of predictions can also be useful. For
example, if the aim is to help courts in making their case management more efficient,
then algorithms could be trained on features of cases that influence such efficiency, such
as their duration. (By contrast, the use of case decision predictors for efficiency purposes,
as suggested by Aletras et al. [1], does not make sense, since predictions of decisions
do not give any information about efficiency-related aspects of the case.) Note, however,
that many of the reservations we expressed in Section 2 and [5] also hold for such other
predictive algorithms.
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Abstract. Bill 25 proposed by the Texas Senate in 2017 was created to eliminate the
so-called ‘wrongful birth’ cause of action. This plan raised some questions about
the ‘right to know’ and indirectly about rights in general. We provide a preliminary
logical analysis investigating these questions by using deontic and epistemic logics
within the theory of normative positions. This work contributes to the logic-based
legal knowledge representation tradition, and to the formal conceptual analysis of
legal rights studying the cause of action’s role in the debated relation between the
Hohfeldian categories ‘claim-right’ and ‘power’.
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The Texas Senate Bill 252 was designed to abolish the ‘wrongful birth’ cause of action,
that is to take away the possibility of parents who had given birth to seriously ill or dis-
abled babies to sue doctors for failing to warn the parents about the serious health condi-
tions at the foetal stage. While the bill never passed, it received international media atten-
tion. In her comments on the Bill [12]3 and more general work on epistemic rights [13],
Lani Watson assesses the controversy surrounding it as a debate over the existence of an
epistemic right:

While the public debate surrounding Texas Senate Bill 25 was framed, predomi-
nantly, in terms of the language and rhetoric of the pro-life/pro-choice debate, the
issue at the heart of the controversy is ultimately one of epistemic rights. Those op-
posing the bill argued that it would allow doctors to withhold information, or lie to,
expectant parents about the health of an unborn fetus. The implicit assumption is that
doing so would constitute some kind of harm or wrong. In the context of prenatal
healthcare provision, expectant parents have a right to know certain facts about the
health of an unborn fetus. By withholding, distorting, or failing to provide these facts,
a doctor is unjustifiably disregarding her epistemic duty and so violating the parents’
right to know. (Watson [12], pp. 11-12)

In this paper, we combine existing tools from the logical theory of normative posi-
tions [11,8] with tools from epistemic logic to analyse the logical relationship between

1This work was supported by the Fonds National de la Recherche Luxembourg through the project Deontic
Logic for Epistemic Rights DELIGHT (OPEN O20/14776480).

2https://legiscan.com/TX/bill/SB25/2017
3https://www.law.ed.ac.uk/news-events/events/right-know-epistemic-rights-and-why-we-need-them-lani-
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the Hohfeldian categories of rights that underlie the Texas Bill debate. In particular, we
study the logical structure of the parents’ right to know as a normative position, and how
the cause of action and its elimination relate to (claim-)rights.

1. Theoretical Background

The theory of normative positions originates from the legal theorist, W. N. Hohfeld [4],
who differentiated between four atomic types of rights and their correlatives, four types
of duties [8]:
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Each atomic right position of an agent comes with a correlative duty position of another
agent (which is taken in the formal literature as equivalence between one agent’s right
and the other agent’s duty). A claim-right of an agent concerns the other agent’s action,
one that the counterparty, the duty-bearer has an obligation to do, and this obligation is
directed to the right-holder—this is what Hohfled calls a duty in the narrow sense. The
Hohfeldian privilege to do something refers to the right-holder’s own action as not being
subject of a claim-right coming from the other agent. This is a relativized notion of what
is called weak permission in the deontic literature.

The normative positions in the right square are considered higher order: the actions
which one can have a power to are actions changing an (other) agent’s normative posi-
tions. Power means this, as it is called in [8], potential: one’s boss has a right to give
new—work-related—tasks to her, that is, put duties on her, which means, the she is li-
able to that. But only regarding work-related tasks and not, for example, baby-sitting
task related the boss’ child, he is disable to do that, does not have a power to meaning
the employee’s immunity in this regard. Fitch considered the positions in this square
capacitative [2] as opposed to the deontic ones in the left square.

The literature often takes the capacitative positions to be dynamic: the potential to
change someone’s normative positions lead recent work on the these positions to borrow
from tools developed in dynamic epistemic logic [8,1]. In this paper, we use a simpler
approach. Seeing to it that someone’s normative positions change (in a given way, in-
volved in the given action) is only possible with having the power to. Thus we describe
of the capacitative positions using combinations of alethic, action and deontic operators:
having a power means it is possible that the agent sees to it that a deontic state holds.

1.1. Definition of Claim-right and the relation between Claim-right and Power

Hohfeld considered the positions sui generis, so he didn’t provide definitions of them,
neither of what relation there is between the levels (squares). Makinson [7] provided
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an admittedly preliminary, informal definition of ‘counterparties’ relying the seemingly
obvious connection between the two levels of the positions (F is a given state of affairs):

x bears an obligation to y that F under the system N of norms iff in the case that F
is not true then y has the power under the code N to initiate legal action against x for
non-fulfillment of F

If this definition worked, it would provide a definitive relation between duty—and so
claim-right—and power. But, whatever intuitive sounding this definition is, the right-
to-left direction of the biconditional does not work: the fact that we have the power to
initiate a legal action against someone does not imply that we had a claim-right against
him in the first place [8]. If this was the case, the court would not need to carry out the
proceeding: the fact of initiating the legal action would mean winning it. But sometimes
people lose in court, exactly because that they did not have the claim-right originally.4

Markovich’s [8] work shares the Makinsonian insight that the key notion to under-
stand what a claim-right is is enforcement, but leaves the notion of power out of the de-
scription: a duty to see to it that F and its unfulfillment, that is, ¬F together triggers a
new duty of the judge toward the original right-holder to make it the case that the origi-
nal duty bearer compensates for F . This description thus, however, leaves open how the
power to initiate a legal action against the counterparty relates to this notion of enforce-
ment and that of the claim-right. In this paper we complement it arguing that the power
to initiate a legal action concerns settling whether ¬F is the case, and this plays a crucial
role: it might be considered as affecting whether there is a (claim-)right at the first place.

1.2. Cause of action

The Texas Senate Bill 25 was about to eliminate a cause of action, namely the ‘wrongful
birth’, meaning that the doctor fails to warn the parents about a serious illness of the
fetus. The expression ‘cause of action’ refers to a set of facts that provides basis for
the plaintiff to initiate a legal action. The plaintiff, of course, has specific goals with
initiating a legal action: she wants enforcement, she wants a sentence which declares that
the counterparty (the one whom she sued) didn’t fulfill his duty and that the judge put a
duty on the counterparty (now defendant) to compensate for not fulfilling that original
duty of him. But sometimes the judge sentences against the plaintiff and this doesn’t
violate the judge’s duty. This is because the judge’s duty to enforce is not triggered by
the plaintiff’s initiating the legal action, but by the fact that the judge sees it proved that
the defendant did what the plaintiff claims and that this counts as not fulfilling his duty.
The factual part of what needs to be proved is what indicated as cause of action. And
the relation of the set of facts indicated as cause of action to the original duty of the
defendant is that this set of facts realizes the contrary-to-duty statement. If the judge
sees it proved that the defendant did what the plaintiff indicated as cause of action, then
she sentences about his duty to compensate. But this declaration about being proved is
needed. And this is regarding what the judge gets a duty by someone initiating a legal
action: the judge has to decide whether what is put as cause of action indeed happened.
That is, the judge’s duty concerns to either settle that the set of facts has been proved

4Sergot [11] suggested to add “with some expectation of success” Makinson’s definition. Even if this ap-
proaches epistemic reality well, this amended definition still would not give us a precise relation between
claim-rights and powers.
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(defendant did what the plaintiff said he did), or to settle that it is not settled (that is, to
declare that it hasn’t been proved). It is important that the latter doesn’t mean settling
that the defendant didn’t do what is indicated in the cause of action.

If a set of facts cannot be a cause of action, then it is not possible for someone (sup-
posedly) having a claim-right to initiate a legal action requiring the judge to legally settle
the given set of factual statements. In this case, the claim-right cannot be enforced as
the needed declaration triggering the judge’s duty to oblige the defendant’s compensa-
tion cannot happen. It feels intuitive to say that in this case the right which would be a
claim-right (to know whether the fetus is ill in the given case) actually doesn’t exist. This
is what is claimed in the Texas Senate Bill 25 case and what Makinson’s definition in-
tended to show. In what follows, we discuss some questions regarding the formalization
of this relationship between a claim-right and the power to initiate a legal action—both
in general and in this specific case.

2. Language and Semantics

We work with a propositional language extended with four modalities.

p ∈Φ | ϕ ∧ψ | ¬ϕ |Kaϕ |Oa→b(ϕ/ψ) | Eaϕ |�ϕ

Here a,b are elements of a finite set of agents A, and Φ is a given, countable set of
propositional letters. Kaϕ is the standard knowledge modality from epistemic logic, to
be read as “agent a knows that ϕ”. Oa→b(ϕ/ψ) is a directed conditional obligation, to
be read as “given ψ , a has a duty towards b that ϕ”. Eaϕ is an agency operator to be read
as “agent a sees to it that ϕ”, and �ϕ is a legal necessity operator to be read as “it is
legally settled that ϕ”.

This language is interpreted in Kripke models extended with a neighborhood func-
tion fa for the agency operator.

Definition 1 (Frames and Models) A frame F for a given finite set A of agents is a tuple

F= 〈W,{Ra,≤a→b, fa}a,b∈A,R�〉

where W is a finite set of possible worlds, Ra is an equivalence relation on W, ≤a→b and
R� are pre-orders (reflexive and transitive) relations on W, and fa : W →℘℘(W ) is a
neighborhood function. Write Ra(w) for {v : wRav}, and similarly for R�. We impose the
following condition.

• (Success) For all w and X ∈ fa(w), w ∈ X.

A model M is a frame together with a valuation function V : Φ →℘(W ). We write
w <a→b v whenever w ≤a→b v but not v ≤a→b w; w ≡a→b v whenever w ≤a→b v and
v≤a→b w.

At a state w, the set of states R�[w] = {v : wR�v} captures what what is currently
settled in the eyes of the law. Typically a legislation imposes stringent conditions, for
instance in terms of admissible evidence, for recognizing that certain states of affairs
hold. So not everything that is actually true at a given state needs to be legally settled.
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On the other hand, given our semantics for the � operator, the assumption that R� is
reflexive entails that false propositions cannot be legally settled. Similarly, the condition
that R� is transitive entails that if a proposition is legally settled, then it is legally settled
that this proposition is legally settled. We do not, however, require R� to be symmetric.
Imposing this would entail that whenever a proposition is not legally settled, it is legally
settled that this proposition is not legally settled. This appears inaccurate for our intended
interpretation: the judiciary might not have ruled on a certain fact without having settled
that this fact is not settled.

Definition 2 (Truth Conditions) Let M be a model and w ∈W. Write ||ϕ || for {w :
M ,w |= ϕ}.

• M,w |= Eaϕ ⇔ ||ϕ|| ∈ fa(w).
• M,w |=�ϕ ⇔∀v such that wR�v,M,v |= ϕ
• M,w |= Kaϕ ⇔∀v such that wRav,M,v |= ϕ
• M,w |= Oa→b(ϕ/ψ)⇔∀v ∈ max≤a→b(||ψ ||∩R�[w]),M,v |= ϕ

where, for any X ⊆W, max≤a→b(X) = {w ∈ X : ¬∃v ∈ X such that w <a→b v}.

These truth conditions are standard for the normal modalities Ka and �, and the
agency operator Ea is given the so-called exact neighborhood semantics [10]. The defini-
tion of conditional obligations is relativised to what is legally settled at a state. This pro-
vides a constrained version of the “ought implies can” principle: ♦ψ ∧Oa→b(ϕ/ψ)→
♦ϕ . This would not be the case if we only considered the most ideal states where the
condition ψ is true, because at a given state it could be legally settled that ψ is false.
Unconditional obligations can be defined in the usual way: Oa→bϕ ↔ Oa→b(ϕ/�).

3. Formal Analysis

We aim at capturing the logical structure of the parents’ right to know whether the fetus
is healthy and this right’s relationship to the parents’ (lacking) power to initiate a legal
action because of the doctor’s fail to warn about the illness. We analyse both component
in turn, put them together.

3.1. Right to know whether the fetus is ill

The parents’ claim-right can have multiple, non-equivalent logical representations [9].
Let p be the parents, d is the doctor, and ill for the proposition that the fetus is ill. As
suggested in [5], a first, natural attempt at capturing a duty to (make someone) know
whether something is the case is as a duty for the doctor to make it the case that either
the parents know that the fetus is ill, or they know that the fetus is not ill:

Od→p[Ed(Kp(ill))∨Ed(Kp(¬ill))]

The knowledge and the action operators being factive makes the disjuncts mutually ex-
clusive. Now it is well known that disjunctive syllogism is limited within the scope of
deontic operators: the fact that the fetus is ill, together with the disjunctive duty as speci-
fied above, do not entail that the doctor has a duty to inform the parents. Even the doctor
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knowing that the fetus is ill does not entail that she has an unconditional duty to inform
the parents. If, however, it is legally settled that the fetus is ill, then we get a form of
disjunctive syllogism. The following is valid in the class of frames defined above.

�ill∧Od→p[Ed(Kp(ill))∨Ed(Kp(¬ill))]→Od→pEd(Kp(ill))

The same type of disjunctive syllogism applies, of course, whenever it is legally settled
that the doctor knows that the fetus is ill. In fact, because knowledge is factive in our
formalization, this formulation entails that the doctor’s obligation to inform the parents
that the fetus is ill holds only when the fetus is actually ill, and similarly if the fetus is
not ill. That is, the state of the fetus is a necessary but not in itself a sufficient condition
for the doctor to have a duty to inform the parents.

Our logical language of course allows to represent the fact that the doctor identify-
ing the state of the fetus might not be a necessary but rather a sufficient condition for
triggering the obligation to inform the parents about that very state. Identifying is itself
a subtle epistemic action, which arguably does not always coincides with the doctor her-
self knowing whether the patient is ill.5 Intuitively, however, identifying goes in most
cases hand in hand with knowing, and so in this paper we will identify the former with
the latter. This gives us the following the following pair of obligations:

Od→p(EdKp(ill)/Kd(ill))∧Od→p(EdKp(¬ill)/Kd(¬ill))

Both these conditional obligations trigger unconditional ones if it is legally settled that
the fetus is ill, or that the doctor knows it. In this case it is intuitively plausible that the
doctor making a diagnosis regarding the state of the fetus is necessary and sufficient for
it to be legally settled that the illness holds: this is a medical question, it can only be
settled by a professional in the eye of law. So even though these conditional obligations
do not trigger unconditional ones by the simple fact that the doctor knows the state of
the fetus, they do if we consider her (epistemic) action as making a diagnosis, which is
sufficient for our purpose here—we leave the analysis of the difference to future work.

3.2. Power to initiate a legal action

As discussed above about the cause of action, we take the power to initiate a legal action
as a possibility to put a duty on judiciary to decide the case. That is, once the legal
action is initiated, there is a claim-right of the parents against the judge to the effect that
she, the judge, declares whether the relevant cause of action obtains, i.e. whether the
doctor indeed failed to inform the parents of the medical status of the fetus. Following
Markovich [8], we take this declaration to be a speech act through which the judge makes
it legally settled that the cause of action obtains, or not. In the positive case, where the
cause of action indeed obtains, this declaration can be captured by a combination of our
agency and legal necessity operators, using j for the judiciary (or the given judge), and
KWa(ϕ) for the proposition that p knows whether ϕ , i.e., Kp(ϕ)∨Kp(¬ϕ).

E j(�¬Ed(KWp(ill))

5Think for instance of a doctor knowing that the result of a perfectly reliable test are at hand, and passing
them to the parents without herself looking at what the results actually are.
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The negative case, where the cause of action does not obtain, is slightly more complex.
Recall that ♦Ed(KWp(ill)) reads as ”it is not legally settled that the doctor did not inform
the parent’s of the fetus’ state.” As we observed earlier, this is compatible with the judi-
ciary not having ruled whether the doctor did in fact inform the parents. By declaring that
the latter is not settled, the judge does something stronger in the sense of explicitly ruling
that this fact is not legally settled. What the judge does in this case is not continuing the
status quo, but rather to settle that it is not settled whether the doctor did not inform the
parents. To capture this we thus use one more iteration of the legal necessity operator.

E j(�♦Ed(KWp(ill))

This, however, is not sufficient. The reader familiar with modal logic will have noticed
that this ♦Ed(KWp(ill)) is in fact consistent with �Ed(KWp(ill)), which says that it is
legally settled that the doctor has informed the patient. To capture the constraint that it is
genuinely not legally settled whether Ed(KWp(ill)), one has to use a stronger version:

♦Ed(KWp(ill))∧♦¬Ed(KWp(ill))

This formulation nicely captures the idea that, legally speaking, neither Ed(KWp(ill)) nor
its negation can be ruled out. Putting all this together, we get the following formalization
of the parents’ power to initiate a legal action:

♦Ep(O j→p(E j(�¬Ed(KWp(ill)))∨E j(�(♦Ed(KWp(ill))∧♦¬Ed(KWp(ill))))))

3.3. Power as necessary condition for claim-right

Following Watson [12], we take the core of the Texas Senate Bill 25 be that the parents
do have a claim-right against the doctor to know the state of the fetus only if the wrong-
ful birth exists as a cause of action, that is, the parents also have the power to initiate
legal action with this reason. In other words, the claim-right entails the legal power to
initiate legal action. This can be straightforwardly captured using material implication,
with two versions corresponding to the two readings of the parents’ claim-right that we
presented earlier. Putting all this together, we get the following formalization of the par-
ents’ power to initiate legal action, with Od→p(EdKp(±ill)/Kd ± ill) abbreviating the
pair of conditional obligations discussed above.

Od→p(EdKp(±ill)/Kd± ill)→
¬�¬Ep(O j→p(E j(�¬Ed(KWp(ill)))∨E j(�(¬�¬Ed(KWp(ill))∧¬�Ed(KWp(ill))))))

This relationship is not specific to the Texas Senate Bill 25 case. It has a great relevance
in theory of legal rights and that of the normative positions. If we accept this connection
as a crucial one regarding the mere existence of a right, then we can say that removing a
cause of action generally means that there can be no one can have the respective claim-
right in the first place.6

6An implication is not the only possible interpretation of this strong relationship between a claim-right
regarding an action and the possibility to initiate a legal action for the settlement whether the action is done.
One can argue that a right means the conjunction of a claim-right and the power to initiate the relevant a legal
action, that is, each right in law is a molecular one involving at least two Hohfeldian positions.
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4. Conclusion and Further Work

We provided a preliminary formal analysis of the right(-related) concepts involved in
the Texas Senate Bill 25 case and its public and philosophical reception. We believe
that analyzing this case brings important considerations about the (deontic) logic-based
representation of legal knowledge. On one hand, the questions around epistemic rights,
especially the ‘right to know whether’ seems to be multifold and challenging requiring
careful combination of deontic and epistemic logics. On the other hand, the relation be-
tween the different normative positions and its relevance in terms of defining and rea-
soning with rights is crucial in legal knowledge representation. We also find the intuitive
step of identifying the cause of action as a contrary-to-duty statement an important one
to take in understanding and formalizing this relation between the different levels of Ho-
hfeldian rights. We have left several questions to further work such as the axiomatization
of the validates in our class of frames; studying the differences of the logical behavior
of the different formalizations; studying the consequences of using dynamic operators to
capture power and “informing” in the (claim-)right to know; and, of course, using other
theories of conditional obligations e.g. defeasible deontic logic [3] or input/output logics
[6].
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Abstract. The justification of an algorithm’s outcomes is important in many do-
mains, and in particular in the law. However, previous research has shown that ma-
chine learning systems can make the right decisions for the wrong reasons: despite
high accuracies, not all of the conditions that define the domain of the training data
are learned. In this study, we investigate what the system does learn, using state-of-
the-art explainable AI techniques. With the use of SHAP and LIME, we are able
to show which features impact the decision making process and how the impact
changes with different distributions of the training data. However, our results also
show that even high accuracy and good relevant feature detection are no guarantee
for a sound rationale. Hence these state-of-the-art explainable AI techniques can-
not be used to fully expose unsound rationales, further advocating the need for a
separate method for rationale evaluation.

Keywords. Machine Learning, Explainable AI, Knowledge, Data

1. Introduction

Explanations are essential in AI and law [1,2]. Not only is argumentative reason-based
discussion inherent to legal reasoning, but both parties in a court of law also have the right
to an explanation when a decision is made [3]. In brief, proper justice requires decisions
based on sound rationales. Various types of explanation [4] have been applied in the field
of AI and law, ranging from contrastive explanations [5,6,7] to selective explanations [8,
9], and from probabilistic explanations [10] to social explanations [11,12,8].

Many state-of-the-art AI systems, however, are black-box systems that reason with-
out transparency. As long as they cannot explain their decision making, they are inher-
ently unsuitable in the context of AI & law. This is unfortunate, as the performance of in
particular deep learning systems is often second to none when it comes to tasks such as
image, speech or text classification. The subfield of Explainable AI (XAI) aims to bridge
the gap that black-box machine learning systems have created, by providing explanations
for these opaque systems [13]. Methods such as LIME [14] and SHAP [15] allow us to
look ‘inside‘ the black-box by demonstrating which parts of the input are important in
the system’s decision making process. In a recent study, lawyers tasked with assessing
both LIME and SHAP in a legal text classification task graded both explanation methods
similarly, and said to look forward to more explainable systems to assist their work [16].
Other recent research on the use of machine learning in law, on the other hand, empha-
sizes that explaining the outcome using a list of important input features is insufficient in
a legal setting
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[17]. In addition to instilling trust in the end user, explainable AI can also expose
unsound decision making. In the LIME paper, for example, a husky is misclassified as
a wolf because there is snow in the background of the image [14]. In adversarial at-
tacks, small perturbations to an image, imperceptible to the human eye, can cause drastic
changes in a model’s prediction [18]. These systems had high accuracy scores, but they
performed well for the wrong reasons, as their decision making was unsound.

Based on work by Bench-Capon in AI & Law [19], we introduced a preliminary
method for rationale evaluation [20]. This method tests the decision making of a system
and evaluates to what extent the learned rationale of the system is sound, given high accu-
racy scores. This method was applied in a set of experiments dealing with legal domains,
and it was shown that high accuracies are by no means a guarantee for a sound rationale
[21]. Different studies using the same domain and datasets showed similar results when
it comes to learning the complete rationale [22,23]. Knowing whether a system learned
what it is supposed to learn is essential in pursuing responsible AI. In this paper we in-
vestigate whether state-of-the art explainable AI techniques provide relevant insight into
the evaluation of the rationale of a machine learning system. In particular, we will use
SHAP [15] and LIME [14] to extract explanations from neural networks trained on the
fictional welfare benefit domain [19]. We then compare these explanations to the results
of the rationale evaluation from previous research.

2. Background

The domain used in both this study and in previous studies [20,22,23] is the welfare ben-
efit domain, as introduced by Bench-Capon [19]. It defines a fictional set of conditions,
that must all be satisfied in order for a pensioner to receive benefits for visiting their
spouse in the hospital. Eligibility for a welfare benefit depends on six conditions and is
formalized as follows:

Eligible(x)⇐⇒C1(x)∧C2(x)∧C3(x)∧C4(x)∧C5(x)∧C6(x)
C1(x)⇐⇒ (Gender(x) = f emale∧Age(x)≥ 60)∨

(Gender(x) = male∧Age(x)≥ 65)
C2(x)⇐⇒ |Con1(x),Con2(x),Con3(x),Con4(x),Con5(x)| ≥ 4
C3(x)⇐⇒ Spouse(x)
C4(x)⇐⇒¬Absent(x)
C5(x)⇐⇒¬Resources(x)≥ 3000
C6(x)⇐⇒ (Type(x) = in∧Distance(x)< 50)∨ (Type(x) = out ∧Distance(x)≥ 50)

In this domain a pensioner is therefore eligible for a benefit iff he or she is of pensionable
age (60 for a woman, 65 for a man), has paid four out of the last five contributions Coni,
is the spouse of the patient, is not absent from the UK, does not have capital resources
amounting to more than £3,000, and lives at a distance of less than 50 miles from the
hospital if the relative is an in-patient, or beyond that for an out-patient.

Artificial datasets were generated based on this domain and used to train neural
networks. These networks are then tasked with classifying new, unseen instances from
the welfare benefit domain. In addition to measuring the performance of the system in
terms of accuracy, the main interest lies in evaluating the rationale that the networks have
learned; were they able to internalize the six conditions that define eligibility? To answer
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that question, a preliminary method for rationale evaluation was introduced and applied
to the welfare benefit domain [20]. The rationale evaluation method prescribes designing
dedicated test sets that target specific elements of the desired rationale, based on expert
knowledge of the domain. Learning systems can only perform well on these dedicated
test sets if they have learned a particular element of the rationale.

2.1. Datasets

This study builds on the same datasets used in previous work [19,21], generated from the
welfare benefit domain1. Every dataset contains 64 features, made up of the 12 features
from the domain and 52 noise features. We use both relatively small training datasets of
2,400 instances and larger datasets that consist of 50,000 instances.

Two types of datasets are used: type A and type B. Both types of datasets have
a balanced label distribution, wherein 50% of the instances are eligible, satisfying all
six conditions, and 50% are ineligible. Eligible instances are generated randomly from
uniform distributions in both type A and type B datasets, such that all six conditions
are satisfied. In type A datasets, ineligible instances are generated such that an equal
number of them fail on each condition. In other words, each condition is responsible for
the ineligibility of an equal number of instances. The values of the remaining features
are generated completely randomly from a uniform distribution. As a result, multiple
conditions can be unsatisfied if an instance is ineligible. Type A datasets are the most
realistic dataset, since very little of the distribution is controlled, just as in non-artificial
datasets. In type B datasets, ineligible instances only fail due to a single condition. It
is therefore not possible to have multiple unsatisfied conditions in a type B dataset. For
this more controlled version of the domain, it is harder for a network to achieve high
performance scores, since it has to learn each condition individually. In a type A dataset,
it is possible to achieve a theoretical accuracy of 98.95% while only knowing four out of
the six conditions that define the domain [19], because ineligible instances almost always
fail on multiple conditions. This is not possible in type B datasets.

The method for rationale evaluation prescribes the design of dedicated test sets for
rationale evaluation, that target specific components of the rationale based on expert
knowledge of the domain. For the welfare benefit domain, to measure how well any given
condition Ci is learned, a dedicated test set is created in which every condition is satisfied
except for Ci. The values of the features that define Ci are then generated across their full
range of values. That way, the eligibility in this dedicated test set is determined solely
by condition Ci: condition Ci is satisfied iff the instance is eligible. Networks are only
able to classify the instances from this dedicated test set correctly if they have learned
condition Ci. The particular components of the rationale that we investigate are the Age-
Gender condition (condition C1) and the Patient-Distance condition (condition C6). The
dedicated test sets to evaluate these conditions are referred to as the Age-Gender and
Patient-Distance datasets, respectively.

1The datasets and the Jupyter notebooks used for data generation can be found in a Github repository:
https://github.com/CorSteging/DiscoveringTheRationaleOfDecisions
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Table 1. The accuracies obtained by the neural networks in the welfare benefit domain.

Test set A Test set B Age-Gender Patient-Distance

Trained on A (2,400) 98.97±0.19 72.39±1.66 52.14±4.01 50.05±0.09
Trained on B (2,400) 96.13±0.66 90.51±1.25 86.4±1.33 85.77±5.21

Trained on A (50,000) 99.8±0.03 80.98±1.47 60.22±3.87 64.44±2.87
Trained on B (50,000) 99.64±0.17 98.53±0.15 98.51±0.47 97.17±0.46

2.2. Neural networks

Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) with a single, two and three hidden layers were used, as in
the initial study [19]. The goal of the study was not to achieve the highest accuracies, but
rather to investigate and evaluate the learned rationale. Since MLP’s are simple, black-
box systems, they are ideal candidates for research into rationale evaluation. The details
regarding the architecture and parameters of the networks can be found in [20]. Each of
the three networks is trained separately on both type A and type B datasets and evaluated
using separate type A, type B, Age-Gender and Patient-Distance datasets.

2.3. Previous results

Table 1 shows the accuracies of the neural networks with a single hidden layer from pre-
vious research, trained and tested on the various datasets. Networks with two or three hid-
den layers scored similarly. When training on a type A dataset, accuracies on the ‘normal‘
test set A are high, while performance on test set B, the Age-Gender and Patient-Distance
dataset is much lower. This shows that the correct rationale has not been learned, since
a correct rationale would lead to high performance on all data sets. It is therefore clear
that high accuracies are no guarantee for a sound rationale. When training on a type B
dataset, the accuracies remain high on type A test sets, but improve drastically on test set
B, the Age-Gender and the Patient-Distance dataset; training on a type B dataset there-
fore yields a better learned rationale. The table shows that with more data, the same pat-
tern can be observed, while training on a type B test set then leads to even better accuracy
scores on all data sets.

3. Explainable AI

3.1. Previous results

Our current objective is to investigate whether explainable AI techniques can be used to
discover the unsound rationale as it is actually used by the trained system. Earlier re-
search attempted to discover what rules a network trained on this domain had learned by
inverting the trained network, in the sense that the output node node becomes the input
node and the input nodes become the output node [19]. Passing a value of 1 through the
new ‘input‘ node would yield a list of features and their relevance. Since all of the fea-
tures were normalized between 0 an 1, relevance was described as its deviation from 0.5.

However, this approach cannot account for the impact that a combination of features
has, as pointed out in the original study [19]. A clear example of the shortcomings of
this method is the Patient-Distance condition C6, which is a variation of a XOR problem.
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A XOR function yields true if and only if exactly one of its two variables is true and
the other is false. If the first variable is true, the output will therefore be true in 50%
of the cases (whenever the other variable is false). In the remaining 50% of the cases,
the output will be false (whenever the other variable is true). Applying the method of
inverting the network to a network that can solve a XOR problem would therefore yield
an output value of 0.5 for both features, since each feature yield true (1) half of the time
and false (0) in the other cases. This result provides little insight into the structure of a
XOR problem, since the two features depend on each other and are meaningless on their
own. Inverting the network does not account for such combinations of features, and is
therefore unsuitable for our current objective.

3.2. State of the art: SHAP & LIME

Since the earlier research [19] much progress has been made in the availability of ex-
plainable AI methods. Hence now we extend the previous research by investigating the
trained neural networks using modern, state-of-the-art explainable AI techniques, to see
whether these methods allow us to evaluate the soundness of the rationale. In particular,
we will use SHAP [15] and LIME [14], two of the most commonly used explainable AI
methods. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) is an explainable AI framework, that
explains the output of a machine learning system based on the idea of Shapley values
from game theory. LIME creates explanations by perturbing individual instances and us-
ing those to learn interpretable sparse linear models that approximate the system’s deci-
sion making.

These two explanation methods were chosen due to their inherent fidelity [14] to the
decision making of the black-box model, meaning that their explanations should accu-
rately reflect the opaque decision making of the model. Since our aim is to investigate
what the model has actually learned, fidelity is the most important criterion. Though it is
often impossible to create completely faithful explanations, local fidelity (how a model
responds to a given instance) can be achieved. Both LIME and SHAP are local expla-
nation methods that provide an explanation for the output produced given a single input
instance. Additionally, SHAP includes methods to aggregate a set of local explanations
into a global interpretation of a system’s decision making. Both methods are additive
methods, meaning that summing up the effects of all feature attributions should approx-
imate the prediction of the network. We will apply both LIME and SHAP to our trained
networks, in order to ensure that our results are explainer-independent.

The same three neural networks mentioned in Section 2.3 are trained on type A
and type B datasets separately, using both 2,400 instances and 50,000 instances. LIME
and SHAP are then used to extract explanations from networks using a test set of 500
instances, sampled from a separate type A testing dataset.

Table 2. Example instance

Age Gender Con1 Con2 Con3 Con4 Con5 Spouse Absent Resources Type Distance

84 female 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1569 out 74
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(a) LIME (b) SHAP

Figure 1. LIME and SHAP bar plots of the network trained on large type A dataset, displaying the impact of
each feature in the classification process towards the ’ineligible’ label (blue) or the ’eligible’ label (orange/red)
of the instance in Table 2.

4. Results

To illustrate the explanation methods, we first examine the classification process and its
explanations using the example instance found in Table 2. In this example, all six condi-
tions are satisfied and therefore the instance is eligible for a welfare benefit. The network
with a single hidden layer trained on a dataset of 50,000 type A instances correctly pre-
dicts this. Figure 1 shows the LIME and SHAP explanations of these networks for the
given instance. The bar plots display the impact that each feature had on classifying that
instance, ranked from highest to lowest. Blue bars on the left contribute to the ’ineligible’
label, whereas the orange and red bars on the right contribute to an ’eligible’ label. Run-
ning the same experiment using networks with multiple hidden layers showed similar
results and are therefore omitted. Note that even though each instance has 64 features,
only the top 15 features with the highest impact are shown.

We now consider the explanations for the entire test set of 500 instances to illustrate
the global interpretations of the networks. Since LIME does not possess a method for
aggregating sets of explanations, we will use SHAP’s summary plots. To ensure that the
results are explainer-independent, we also examined 10 LIME cases for each scenario
(each combination of network, training data type and size; 120 in total). The LIME results
do not contradict any of the SHAP results and support its global interpretations of the
networks. Figure 2 shows the average SHAP values for networks with a single hidden
layer, trained on both training set A (left) and training set B (right) for training sets with
2,400 (top) and 50,000 instances (bottom). As mentioned in Section 2.3, experiments
using networks with more hidden layers yielded similar results and are therefore omitted.
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(a) Trained on A with 2,400 instances (b) Trained on B with 2,400 instances

(c) Trained on A with 50,000 instances (d) Trained on B with 50,000 instances

Figure 2. SHAP bar plots of the network trained on various datasets, displaying the impact of each feature in
the classification process towards the ’ineligible’ label (blue) or the ’eligible’ label (red).

These bar plots display the top 20 features that have the highest average impact on the
classification process, ranked from highest to lowest.

5. Discussion

If the networks have learned the correct rationale, the relevant features should have a
high impact in Figures 1 and 2. These relevant features are the age, gender, contributions,
spouse, absent, resources, distance and patient-type features, since they determine eligi-
bility. The 52 noise variables should have a low impact as they do not contribute anything
to the desired outcome.

The example instance in Table 2 satisfies all conditions and is therefore eligible.
Since the network correctly predicted its eligibility label, we would expect to see that
all relevant features in the SHAP and LIME plots have a high impact, whereas the noise
features would have a low impact. In the plots of Figure 1 we indeed see that most rel-
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evant features have been attributed a high impact. Noticeable exceptions are, however,
the gender, patient-type and distance features. In this particular example, gender is ir-
relevant, as the person is older (88) than the threshold for both males (65) and females
(60). The patient-distance condition is difficult to learn, as made evident from Table 1,
which can account for the low impact values of these features. In the example instance,
only one feature had a noticeable impact towards the ’ineligible’ label, rather than the
’eligible’ label. This is the first paid contribution feature, which makes sense, as the first
contribution was not paid in this case (see Table 2) and would thus act as evidence against
eligibility.

Since each example instance represents a different case, it is evaluated differently in
terms of feature importance. To get a broader evaluation of the reasoning of the networks
we therefore examine the global interpretations. The SHAP results from Figure 2a show
us the impact of each feature in the classification process of a network trained on a type A
dataset with 2,400 instances. We can see that most of the relevant features are listed with
a high impact, whereas the noise features have a low impact. Given the large amount of
noise variables (52 noise variables versus 12 relevant variables), discovering the relevant
features is a non-trivial outcome, supporting the value of SHAP. However, the gender and
patient-type features are missing from the plot, and the distance feature has an impact
value similar to those of the noise features. This supports our previous findings (see
Table 1) that the correct rationale was not learned after training on a smaller type A
dataset [21]. SHAP has thus managed to detect the unsound rationale: some features that
are relevant in the domain do not have high impact in the trained network’s decision
process.

The rationale improves when training on a type B dataset of the same size. Figure 2b
supports this observation: all of the 12 relevant features are deemed to be highly impact-
ful in the classification process by SHAP. The exception here is the gender feature, which
is given a relatively low SHAP value. This finding fits the fact that in our domain the
gender feature is only important in a very small subset of cases (males between the age
of 60 and 65). From Table 1 we know that the conditions were not learned perfectly, and
the low impact assigned to the age variable reveals a possible reason for this observation.

When training on a larger type A dataset, accuracies improve though the rationale is
still not sound, as evident from the low accuracy scores on the Age-Gender and Patient-
Distance datasets (see Table 1). The SHAP plot of this network, as shown in Figure 2c,
displays lower impact values for the noise variables compared to the plot in Figure 2a.
Moreover, SHAP now assigns high impact values to the patient-type and distance fea-
tures, which it did not do when training on a smaller type A dataset. The high im-
pact scores on patient-type and distance shows that the network has discovered the rele-
vance of these features, which could explain the increase in performance on the Patient-
Distance dataset when training on a larger type A dataset when compared to a smaller
type A dataset (64.44% versus 50.05% as seen in Table 1). The system seemingly makes
use of the patient-type and distance features, hence the high impact value returned by
SHAP for these features, but it does not use them correctly as in the domain representa-
tion. In this case, therefore, SHAP was not able to detect the unsound rationale.

The impact scores of the networks trained on a larger type B dataset are similar to
those of the networks trained on a smaller type A dataset (Figure 2d). The impact of the
noise features is smaller than on a smaller type B dataset, however, and the gender feature
now has a relatively higher impact than the noise features. Based on the four graphs
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in Figure 2, the networks trained on a larger type B dataset provide the most desirable
impact distribution, with the highest impact for relevant features and the lowest impact
for the noise features. This is supported by previous results, as networks trained on larger
type B datasets provided the highest accuracies on all datasets (Table 1), suggesting the
most sound rationale.

Summarizing these results, we find that the unsound rationale we discoverd previ-
ously using the rationale evaluation method, is clearly exposed in the SHAP values for
networks trained on less, and perhaps insufficient, data points (Figure 2a). This suggests
that explainable AI methods can be used to evaluate the rationale of trained systems to
some extent. When training on more data points, however, the unsoundness of the ratio-
nale is not as clearly exposed. Figure 2c assigns high impact values to all of the relevant
features (except for gender, though its small impact can be accounted for). This makes it
seem as if the rationale is sound, whereas the method for rationale evaluation has shown
that it is not (see Table 1). Based solely on the SHAP and LIME explanations, we would
not be able to know that the rationale is unsound for the networks trained on a large
type A dataset. Therefore, even though the XAI methods can expose a faulty rationale,
they cannot guarantee a sound rationale. Previously research claimed that it is possible to
make the right decisions without knowing why [19,20]. These results expand upon that
notion, and suggest that it is also possible to know what is important without knowing
why. In other words, we find that systems that have both a high accuracy and assign high
importance to the correct features are still not guaranteed to use a sound rationale.

6. Conclusion

Previous research [20,21] has shown through a method for rationale evaluation that learn-
ing systems can achieve high accuracies without having a sound rationale. The current
study set out to investigate the rationale actually used by a trained system using explain-
able AI (XAI) methods. Earlier research [19] used a preliminary XAI method with the
aim of discovering the rules of a neural network with limited success, as rules with non-
straightforward combinations of factors are difficult to discover. In the present study, we
used modern XAI techniques (SHAP [15] and LIME [14]) to identify the features of the
dataset with the largest impact on the classification process. Though the exact relation-
ship between the features is still unclear, the explanation methods exposed the unsound
rationales of some of the systems, reaffirming earlier findings [19,20] using a state-of-
the-art explanation method. This suggests that XAI techniques can be used to evaluate
the rationale of a system. However, for some conditions, the XAI methods did not de-
tect an unsound rationale when the rationale was known to be unsound. Neither high
accuracies, nor acceptable explanations from XAI techniques therefore can guarantee a
sound rationale. This finding further supports the need for a rationale-evaluation method
in order to obtain responsible AI.
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Abstract. This study discusses the interplay between metrics used to measure the
explainability of the AI systems and the proposed EU Artificial Intelligence Act.
A standardisation process is ongoing: several entities (e.g. ISO) and scholars are
discussing how to design systems that are compliant with the forthcoming Act and
explainability metrics play a significant role. This study identifies the requirements
that such a metric should possess to ease compliance with the AI Act. It does so
according to an interdisciplinary approach, i.e. by departing from the philosophical
concept of explainability and discussing some metrics proposed by scholars and
standardisation entities through the lenses of the explainability obligations set by
the proposed AI Act. Our analysis proposes that metrics to measure the kind of ex-
plainability endorsed by the proposed AI Act shall be risk-focused, model-agnostic,
goal-aware, intelligible & accessible. This is why we discuss the extent to which
these requirements are met by the metrics currently under discussion.

Keywords. Explainable Artificial Intelligence, Explainability, Metrics, Standardisation,
Artificial Intelligence Act

1. Introduction

The ability and need of humans to explain has been studied for centuries, initially
in philosophy and more recently also in all those sciences aiming at a better understand-
ing of (human) intelligence. Measuring the degree of explainability of AI systems has
become relevant in the light of research progress in the eXplainable AI (XAI) field, the
proposal for an EU Regulation on Artificial Intelligence, and ongoing standardisation
initiatives that will translate these technical advancements in a de facto regulatory stan-
dard for AI systems. To date, standardisation entities have proposed white papers and
preliminary documents showing their progress1, among them we mention: the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the CEN-CENELEC, and ISO/IEC TR
24028:2020(E), stating that ’[i]t is important also to consider the measurement of the
quality of explanations’ and provides for details on the key measurements (i.e. continuity,
consistency, selectivity; paras 9.3.6, 9.3.7).

Considering that, since ISO/IEC TR 24028:2020(E), the literature has started to pro-
pose new metrics and mechanisms, with this work we study and categorise the existing
approaches to quantitatively assess the quality of explainability in Machine Learning and
AI. We do so through the lenses of law and philosophy, not just computer science. This
last characteristic is certainly our main contribution to the literature of XAI and Law, and

1An extensive list of examples is available at https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/
rolling-plan-ict-standardisation/artificial-intelligence
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we believe it may foster future research to embrace an interdisciplinary approach less
timidly, for the sake of a better conformity to existing (and new) regulations in the EU
landscape.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 and 3 we present the research back-
ground and the methodology of this paper. Then in Section 4, 5 and 6, we explore the
definitions and properties of explainability in philosophy and in the proposed AI Act.
Finally, in Section 7 and 8 we perform an analysis of the existing quantitative metrics of
explainability, discussing our findings and future research.

2. Related Work

In XAI’s literature there are many interesting surveys on explainability techniques
[1,2,3,4], classifying algorithms on different dimensions to help researchers in finding
the more appropriate ones for their own work. Practically, all these surveys focus on a
classification of the mechanisms to achieve explainability rather than how to measure the
quality of it, and we believe our work can help in this latter.

For example [1] classify XAI methods with respect to the notion of explanation and
the type of black-box system. The identified characteristics are respectively the level-
of-detail of explainability (from high to low: global logic, local decision logic, model
properties) and the level of interpretability of the original model. Similarly to [1], also
[2] study XAI considering interpretability and level-of-detail.

On the other hand, [4] focus specifically on the metrics to quantify the quality of
explanation methods, classifying them according to the properties they can measure and
the format of explanations (model-based, attribution-based, example-based) they sup-
port. More precisely, [4] narrow down the survey to the functionality-grounded metrics,
proposing for them a new taxonomy including interpretability (in terms of clarity, broad-
ness, and parsimony) and fidelity (as completeness, and soundness).

Among all the identified surveys, [4] is certainly the closest to our work, in terms of
focus of the survey. The main distinction between our work and [4] is probably the as-
sumption we do that multiple definitions of explainability exist, each one possibly requir-
ing its own type of metrics. Furthermore, differently from [4], we analyse explainability
metrics on their ability to meet the requirements set by the AI Act.

3. Methodology

We performed an exploratory literature review of existing metrics to measure the
explainability of AI-related explanations, together with a qualitative legal analysis of
the explainability requirements to understand the alignment of the identified metrics to
the expectations of the proposed AI Act. To do so, we collected all the papers cited in
[4], re-classifying them. Then we integrated with further works identified through an in
depth keyword-based research2 on Google Scholars, Scopus, and Web Of Science. On
the other hand, the legal analysis was carried out on the proposed Artificial Intelligence
Act. Considering the lack of case law and the paucity of studies on this novel piece
of legislation, a literal assessment of its provisions has been preferred to more critical
analysis based on previous enquiries.

4. Definitions of Explainability

Considering the definition of “explainability” as “the potential of information to
be used for explaining”, we envisage that a proper understanding of how to measure
explainability must pass through a thorough definition of what constitutes an explanation
and the act of explaining.

2The main keywords we used were “degree of explainability”, “explainability metrics”, “explainability mea-
sures”, and “evaluation metrics for contrastive explanations”.
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Table 1. Definitions of explanation and explainable information for each theory of explanations.

Theory Def. of Explanation Def. of Explainable Information

Causal Realism [5] It is a description of causality, as chains of causes and effects. It can fully describe causality.
Constructive Empiricism
[6]

It is contrastive information answering WHY questions, allowing one to cal-
culate the probability of a particular event relative to a set of (possibly sub-
jective) background assumptions.

It provides answers to contrastive
WHY questions.

Ordinary Language Philos-
ophy [7]

Explaining is pragmatically answering to (not just WHY) questions, with the
explicit intent of producing understanding.

It can be used to pertinently answer
questions about relevant aspects, in an
illocutionary way.

Cognitive Science [8] Explaining is a process triggered as response to predictive failures and it is
about providing information to fix that failures in a mental model (sometimes
intended as a hierarchy of rules).

It can fix failures in mental models.

Naturalism and Scientific
Realism [9]

Explaining is an iterative process of confirmation of truth based on inference
to the best explanation. An explanation increases understanding, not simply
by being the correct answer to a particular question, but by increasing the
coherence of an entire belief system (e.g. a subject).

It can be used to increase understand-
ing, i.e. by answering to particular
questions.

In 1948 Hempel and Oppenheim published their “Studies in the Logic of Expla-
nation” [10], giving birth to what it is considered the first theory of explanation, the
deductive-nomological model. After that date, many attempts followed to amend, extend
or replace this first model, which is considered fatally flawed [11,5]. This gave birth to
several competing and more contemporary theories of explanations [12]: i) Causal Real-
ism, ii) Constructive Empiricism, iii) Ordinary Language Philosophy, iv) Cognitive Sci-
ence, v) Naturalism and Scientific Realism. A summary of these definitions is shown in
Table 1.

Interestingly, each one of these theories devises different definitions of “explana-
tion”. If we look at their specific characteristics we may find that all but Causal Real-
ism are pragmatic. On the other hand, Causal Realism and Constructive Empiricism are
rooted on causality, while the others not 3. Nonetheless, Cognitive Science and Scientific
Realism are more focused on the effects that an explanation has on the explainee (the
recipient of the explanation).

Importantly, with the present letter, we assert that whenever explaining is considered
to be a pragmatic act, explainability differs from explaining. In fact, pragmatism in this
sense is achieved when the explanation is tailored to the specific user, so that the same
explainable information can be presented and re-elaborated differently across users. It
follows that for each philosophical tradition, but Causal Realism, we have a definition
of “explainable information” that slightly differs from that of “explanation”, as shown in
Table 1.

5. Explainability Desiderata

In philosophy, the most important work about the central criteria of adequacy of
explainable information is likely to be Carnap’s [13]. Even though Carnap studies the
concept of explication rather than that of explainable information, we assert that they
share a common ground making his criteria fitting in both cases. In fact, explication
in Carnap’s sense is the replacement of a somewhat unclear and inexact concept (the
explicandum) by a new, clearer, and more exact concept called explicatum, and that is
exactly what information does when made explainable.

Carnap’s central criteria of explication adequacy are [13]: similarity, exactness and
fruitfulness4. Similarity means that the explicatum should be similar to the explicandum,
in the sense that at least many of its intended uses, brought out in the clarification step,

3They study the act of explaining as an iterative process involving broader forms of question answering
4Carnap also discussed another desideratum, simplicity, but this criterion is presented as being subordinate

to the others.
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are preserved in the explicatum. On the other hand, Exactness means that the explica-
tion should, where possible, be embedded in some sufficiently clear and exact linguis-
tic framework. While Fruitfulness means that the explicatum should be used in a high
number of other good explanations (the more, the better).

Carnap’s adequacy criteria seem to be transversal to all the identified definitions
of explainability, possessing preliminary characteristics for any piece of information to
be considered properly explainable. Therefore, our interpretation of Carnap’s criteria in
terms of measurements is the following.

• Similarity is about measuring how much similar the given information is to the
explanandum. This can be estimated by counting the number of relevant aspects
covered by information and the amount of details it can provide.

• Exactness is about measuring how clear the given information is, in terms of per-
tinence and syntax, regardless its truth. Differently from Carnap, our understand-
ing of exactness is broader than that of adherence to standards of formal concept
formation [14].

• Fruitfulness is about measuring how much a given piece of information is going to
be used in the generation of explanations. Consequently, each one of the explain-
ability definitions may define fruitfulness differently.

Importantly, the property of truthfulness (being different from exactness) is not explicitly
mentioned in Carnap’s desiderata. That is to say that explainability and truthfulness are
complementary, but different, as discussed also by [15]. In fact an explanation is such
regardless its truth (wrong but high-quality explanations exist, especially in science).
Vice-versa, highly correct information can be very poorly explainable.

6. Explainability Obligations in the Proposed AI Act

The discussion towards “explainability and law” has departed from the contested
existence of a right to explanation in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
[16,17,18]5 to embrace contract, tort, banking law [19], and judicial proceedings [20].
This previous discussion focusing on legal regimes other than the AIA - yet, highly
connected - constitutes a valuable background for our research. Our focus, however,
shall be confined to the interaction between the nuance of explainability and obligations
emerging from the Artificial Intelligence Act (AIA) already identified by these early
commentators. Then, the discussion identified a “technical” necessity of explainability,
that is necessary to improve the accuracy of the model. In legal terms, it is echoed by the
“protective” transparency that is needed to minimise risks and comply with certain legal
regimes (tort law and contractual obligations). As with data protection law, these varieties
are instrumental to improve a product and protect its users or the persons affected by the
system from damages. If explainability is often instrumental to achieve some legislative
goals, it is likely that it could be meant to foster certain regulatory purposes also under the
AIA. From the joint reading of a series of provisions, it will be argued that explainability
in the AIA is both user-empowering and compliance-oriented: on the one hand, it serves
to enable users of the AI system to use it correctly; on the other hand, it helps to verify
adequacy to the many obligations set by the AIA.

5Explanations, including contractual ones [17] are deemed to be ’right-enabling’ [19] as they is necessary
and instrumental to exercises the rights enshrined in Article 22 of the GDPR, namely to express views on the
decision and to contest it. The same goes with the kind of transparency that is necessary to ensure the right to
a fair trial in the context of judicial decision-making [20]. Indeed, Case law on explanations is progressively
becoming significant: scholars have referred to the Risk Indication System (SyRI) case decided by The Hague
District Court in 2020 [20] on the transparency in fraud prevention systems, Case n. 8472/2019 by the Italian
Consiglio di Stato concerning the allocation of teachers in public schools across the country, and the German
Federal Court for Private Law BGH, Case VI ZR 156/13 = MMR 2014 on the right to access to personal data
[19]
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Recital 47 and art. 13(1) state that high-risk AI systems shall be designed and de-
veloped in such a way that their operation is comprehensible by the users. They should
be able a) to interpret the system’s output and b) to use it in an appropriate manner. This
is a form of user-empowering explainability. Then, the second part of Art. 13 specifies
that “an appropriate type and degree of transparency shall be ensured, with a view to
achieving compliance (emphasis added) with the relevant obligations of the user and of
the provider [...]”. In our reading, this provision specifies that this explainability obliga-
tions (i.e. transparent design and development of high-risk AI systems) is compliance-
oriented. 6.

Such compliance-oriented explainability becomes evident in the technical documen-
tation to be provided according to Art. 11. Compliance is based on a presumption of
safety if the system is designed according to technical standards (Art. 40) to which ad-
herence is documented, whereas third-party assessment appears only post-market or on
specific sectors (Chapter IV). The contents of the dossier are those detailed by Annex
IV. Inter alia, Annex IV(2)(b) include “the design specifications of the system, namely
the general logic of the AI system and of the algorithms” among the information to be
provided to show compliance with the AIA before placing the AI system in the market.
Since the general approach taken by the proposed AIA is a risk-reduction mechanism
(Recital 5), this form of explainability is ultimately meant to contribute to minimising
the level of potential harmfulness of the system.

User-empowering and compliance-oriented explainability overlap in art. 29(4).When
a risk is likely to arise, the user shall suspend the use of the system and inform the
provider or the distributor. This provision entails the capability of understanding the
working of the system (real-time) and making previsions on its output. Suspending in
the case of likely risk is the overlapping between the two nuances of explainability: the
user is empowered to stop the AI system to avoid contradicting the rationale behind the
AIA, i.e. risk-minimisation.

Once clarified the existence of explainability obligations and their extent, let us dis-
cuss the requirements that metrics should have to ease compliance with the AIA. Let us
remind that, under the proposal, adopting a standard means certifying the degree of ex-
plainability of a given AI system. Therefore, metrics become useful in the course of the
standardisation process: i) ex ante, when defining the explainability measures adopted by
the standard; ii) ex post, when verifying in practice the adoption of a standard.

From these premises it follows that, in the light of the purposes of the AIA, any ex-
plainability metric should be at minimum: i) Risk-focused, ii) Model-agnostic, iii) Goal-
Aware, iv) and Intelligible & accessible.

Risk-focused means that the metric should be functional to measure the extent to
which the explanations provided by the system allows for an assessment of the risks to
the fundamental rights and freedoms of the persons affected by the system’s output. This
is necessary to ensure both user-enabling (e.g. art. 29) and compliance-oriented (Annex
IV) explainability. While Model-agnostic means that the metric should be appropriate to
all the AI systems regulated by the AIA7.

Goal-aware means that the metric should be flexible towards the different needs
of the potential explainees (i.e. AI system providers and users, standardisation entities,
etc.)8 and applicable in all the high-risk AI applications listed in Annex III. While Intel-

6The twofold goal of art. 13(1) is then echoed by other provisions. As regards the user-empowering inter-
pretation, art. 14(4)(c) relates explainability to “human oversight” design obligations. These measures should
enable the individual supervising the AI system to correctly interpret its output. Moreover, this interpretation
shall put him or her in the position to decide whether it might be the case to “disregard, override or revers the
output”, art. 14(4)(d)

7Annex I provides a list of the AI techniques and approaches that fall within the remit of the Regulation.
8Since it might be hard to determine ex ante the nature, the purpose, and the expertise of the explainee, the

metrics should consider the highest possible number of potential explainees.
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Table 2. Comparison of different explainability metrics. The column “Metric” points to reference papers,
while column “Name” points to the names used by the authors of the metric to describe it. Elements in bold
are column-wise, indicating the best values.

Metric Information For-
mat

Supporting Theory Subject
- based

Covered Crite-
ria

Name

[21] Rule-based Causal Realism No
Similarity,
Fruitfulness

Fidelity,
Completeness

[22] Feature Attribution Causal Realism No
Similarity,
Fruitfulness

Monotonicity, Non-sensitivity,
Effective Complexity

[23] Rule-based Causal Realism No

Similarity,

Exactness,

Fruitfulness

Fidelity, Unambiguity,
Interpretability, Interactivity

[24] All

Causal Realism,
Cognitive Science,
Scientific Realism

Yes
Exactness,
Fruitfulness

Causability

[25] All
Cognitive Science,
Scientific Realism

Yes
Exactness,
Fruitfulness

Satisfaction, Trust,
Mental Models,
Curiosity, Performance

[26] Example-based Constructive Empiricism No Exactness
Proximity, Sparsity,
Adequacy (Coverage)

[22] Example-based Constructive Empiricism No
Similarity,
Fruitfulness

Non-Representativeness,
Diversity

[27] Natural Language
Text

Ordinary Language No

Similarity,

Exactness,

Fruitfulness

Aspects Coverage,
Degree of Explainability

ligible & accessible means that if information on the metrics is not accessible (e.g. due
to intellectual property reasons) or the results of a metric are not reproducible (e.g. due
to a subjective evaluation), explainees will confront with a situation of uncertainty, as an
ignotum per ignotius. This would contradict the risk minimisation principle.

7. Discussing Existing Quantitative Measures of Explainability

In this section we identify some pros and cons of existing metrics (and measures)
to quantitatively estimate the degree of explainability of information, with the aim of
understanding their range of applicability across different needs and interpretations of
explainability. We do it by performing a qualitative classification of these measures based
on Carnap’s desiderata, the theories of explanation presented in Section 4 and the main
principles identified in Section 6.

More precisely, in Table 2 we classified the metrics on the following dimensions:
the format of information supported by the metric (i.e. rule-based, example-based, natu-
ral language text, etc.); the supporting theory of the metric (i.e. cognitive science, con-
structive empiricism, etc.); subjectivity (whether the metric requires evaluations given
by humans subjects); the covered criteria of adequacy. Then, in Table 3 we aligned the
supporting theories (hence also the metrics) to the properties identified with the analysis
of the AI Act carried out in Section 6.

Doing so, we considered only a part of the dimensions adopted by [4]. More pre-
cisely, we kept clarity, broadness and completeness, aligning the first two to Carnap’s
exactness and the latter to similarity. In fact, we deemed soundness to be as truthful-
ness, a complementary characteristic to explainability and not a characteristic of explain-
ability, as discussed in Section 5. While broadness and parsimony were considered as
characteristics to achieve pragmatic explanations rather than properties of explainability.

Furthermore, differently from ISO/IEC TR 24028:2020(E) we did not focus on met-
rics specific to ex-post feature attribution explanations, so we selected methods possibly
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Table 3. Explainability definitions alignment to the properties identified in Section 6.

Risk-Focused Model-Agnostic Goal-Aware Intelligible & Accessible

Causal Realism Yes, if understanding
risks implies under-
standing causality

Not available yet No, it’s not pragmatic
and it considers
only goals related to
causality

Yes, it can be

Constructive Empiri-
cism

Yes, if explaining
risks is about answer-
ing WHY questions

Not available yet No, it focuses only on
WHY questions

Yes, it can be

Ordinary Language
Philosophy

Yes, it can be Maybe. Only if all the explana-
tions can be represented in a nat-
ural language

Yes Yes, it can be

Cognitive Science Yes, it can be Yes, the evaluation is subject-
based

Yes Unlikely. All the subject-based metrics may
be very expensive and hard to reproduce,
this makes them less accessible

Naturalism and Sci-
entific Realism

Yes, it can be Yes, the evaluation is subject-
based

Yes Unlikely. It relies on (usually) expensive
subject-based metrics

applicable also on ex-ante or more generic types of explanations.
As shown in Table 2, we were able to find at least one example of metric for each

supporting philosophical theory , with a majority of metrics focused on Causal Realism
and Cognitive Science. What is common to all the metrics based on Cognitive Science is
that they require humans subjects for performing the measurement, therefore they tend
to be more expensive than the others, at least in terms of human effort. Furthermore,
the metrics proposing heuristics to measure all Carnap’s desiderata are just two, one for
Causal Realism [23] and the other for Ordinary Language Philosophy [27]. Interestingly,
[23] evaluates the three desiderata separately, while [27] propose a single metric com-
bining all of them.

Finally, the results shown in Table 3 indicate that the metrics supported by both
Causal Realism and Constructive Empiricism might struggle at being model-agnostic
and goal-aware, this probably limits their applicability to very specific contexts.

8. Final Remarks

With this work we proposed an interdisciplinary analysis of explainability metrics in
Artificial Intelligence. More specifically, through the lens of the obligations enshrined by
the proposed Act, we identified that explainability metrics should be risk-focused, model-
agnostic, goal-aware, intelligible & accessible. We found that these characteristics pose
some constraints on the scope of explainability metrics, suggesting that different metrics
may be complementary, serving different roles, depending on the context. In fact, as
shown in Table 3, while the majority of supporting theories have the potential to result
in risk-focused metrics, some of them might have important issues with goal-awareness,
intelligibility and accessibility.

Nonetheless, our analysis of these metrics was qualitative and not quantitative. In
fact, all of the considered metrics were tested by their authors on very specific appli-
cations and technologies, raising the issue of whether they can be seemingly effective
under different implementation scenarios. Hence, we envisage that a more quantitative
analysis should be carried on, perhaps by defining a proper benchmark on which metrics
can be thoroughly evaluated from a legal perspective.

Therefore, we believe that more academic contributions and new benchmarks for
quantitative legal analysis are needed, to better understand the pros and cons of existing
technologies, for any standardisation process to be finalised and effectively deployed in
the EU panorama. For example, considering the current level of discussion and that our
findings might be subject to change due to the institutional debate about the Proposal,
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further research is needed at least to consolidate the interpretation of the Act in the light
of its future changes.
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Abstract. We present a logical analysis of influence and control over the actions
of others, and address consequential causal and normative responsibilities. We first
account for the way in which influence can be exercised over the behaviour of au-
tonomous agents. On this basis we determine the conditions under which influence
leads to control on the implementation of positive and negative values. We finally
define notions of causal and normative responsibility for the action of others. Our
logical framework is based on STIT logic and is complemented with a series of
examples illustrating the application. Our analysis applies to interactions between
humans as well as to those involving autonomous artificial agents.

Keywords. logic of action, influence, responsibility, control, values

1. Introduction

As AI systems become more and more pervasive, autonomous, and powerful, their ac-
tions increasingly affect human values and interests. AI agents, however, are not alone,
they rather participate in ecosystems in which multiple agents, humans and artificial ones
influence one another. To understand the significance of agents’ actions, and allocate
responsibilities concerning their outcomes, we need to put such actions in the context
of the influence patterns determining the performance of their actions as well as their
indirect effects. More precisely we need to address two parallel issues. The first issue
concerns incoming influences, i.e., determining to what extent and in what ways other
agents have or may have influenced the agent’s behaviour. The second issue concerns
outcoming influences, i.e., determining to what extent and in what ways the agent has
or may have influenced other agents. As an example involving both issues, consider for
instance the case in which a bot is used to spread fake news, hate content, misleading
ads, or to maximise engagement (in whatever way). In such cases the bot’s owner influ-
ences the bot to influence the behaviour of the receivers of the bot’s messages. When an
agent has the ability to exercise influence over the behaviour of another agent we may
say that the first agent has control over the second one. Control may cover all actions of
the controlled agent, or only a subset of them.

For instance, relative to the actions by the online bot spreading unlawful or unethical
content not only the user, but also the platform operator has some control, since the plat-
form operator too could have blocked, or restricted, the operation of the bot, preventing
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its activity. The platform operator also has control over the users of the bot, which he can
exercise, for instance, by threatening sanctions (such as the exclusion from the platform)
against the use of bots for such a purpose.

Control may have a normative significance: the controller may be praised or blamed
when making the controllee perform good or bad actions, respectively. In some cases,
the controller can also be blamed for not preventing the controllee from performing bad
actions. In fact, when agent i has the capacity to exercise control in such a way as to
prevent j from behaving badly, or to ensure that j behaves well, then it may make sense to
consider i to be accountable for j’s failures and possibly to subject i to sanction for such
failures. For instance, if the platform’s owners have the possibility to exercise control
over the messages exchanged over their platforms, then it may make sense to blame and
sanction them because of the harm resulting from such messages, even though they do
not take the initiative to send such messages. Note however that failure to exercise control
does not necessarily entail blame and sanction for controllers. The exercise of control
entails disadvantages, regarding both the autonomy of the controllee and the expected
social outcomes. It may be the case that, all things considered, the exercise of control
would entail social costs that exceed the benefits it may provide. For instance, assume
that the platform’s owner could prevent all unlawful behaviours on its platform only by
stopping all messages. However, this would entail more harm than good. Therefore, the
controller cannot be blamed for failing to take such an action.

The purpose of this paper it to provide a logical framework for modelling patterns
of influence and control. Our framework can be useful for understanding contexts where
agents do or do not, can or cannot, exercise influence over others, and therefore for de-
termining how prise and blame, and consequently responsibilities, should be allocated
to such agents. Consider again the case of online platforms. As an instance of a prohi-
bition to promote bad behaviour, consider that ISPs may be ethically or legally respon-
sible for inducing their users to engage in harmful behaviour, as in the case of websites
that are devoted to enabling online revenge porn, the spreading of politically oriented
fake news, or to the distribution of unauthorised copyright materials. As an instance of
an obligation to prevent bad behaviour, consider that large platforms, even if they to do
not actively engage in promoting such a behaviour may still be responsible for failing
to terminate unethical or unlawful illegal activities of their users. It is true that US Dig-
ital Millennium Copyright Act and Communication Decency Act, or, to a lesser extent,
the EU eCommerce directive, provide for immunities of ISPs relative to the unlawful
behaviour by their users. However, such immunities have exceptions and there is a vast
debate for limiting them, in particular in the context of the coming EU Digital Services
Act [1]. A precondition for a clear understanding of the ethical and legal issues just
mentioned is possessing precise notions of influence and control over others’ behaviour,
and of the connection between control and responsibility. We think that the notion of
influence-based responsibility is important not only in the law, but also in the regulation
of multi-agent systems. When agents become intelligent enough as to understand that an
evil outcome can also be obtained through the action of others, it becomes necessary to
prohibit not only harmful actions, but also bad influence, leading to the performance of
harmful actions.

The issue of influence-based responsibility has so far not been addressed in the liter-
ature on the logic of actions and norms. This paper aims to cover this gap, by providing
a logical analysis of the relationship between influence, control, and responsibility.
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Our logical analysis will be based on the STIT logic of action [2], one of the most
popular approaches to the study of agency. We will need to address an important log-
ical and philosophical issue concerning the very definition of interpersonal influence.
Namely, we shall consider how an agent i’s influence inducing an agent j to perform
an action ϕ may be consistent with j’s choice to perform ϕ rather than not performing
it. Clearly, the influence must not make it necessary for j to perform ϕ , as this would
contradict the agency of j in realising ϕ . Preserving j’s freedom of choice is indeed nec-
essary for considering j the principal author of the unethical or illegal action for which
also i may be liable. Consider, for instance the case of i managing a website devoted to
revenge porn. If j publishes a video with such a content, he remains responsible for the
unlawful behaviour consisting in publishing the video, but in addition i is also responsi-
ble for having enabled the publication. Or consider the case in which j asks k to publish
the video in i’s website. In this case k is responsible for publishing the video, j for having
induced k to publish the video, and i for enabling the publication.

The article is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a gentle introduction to the
STIT syntax and semantics. Section 3 discusses the concept of social influence from an
informal perspective, while Section 4 addresses it from a formal point of view. Section
5 explores the connection between influence and control. Finally, Section 6 is devoted
to the formalisation of the relationship between the concepts of causal and normative
responsibility and the concepts of influence and control.

2. Background on STIT

STIT logic (the logic of seeing to it that) by Belnap et al. [2] is one of the most prominent
formal accounts of agency. It is the logic of sentences of the form “the agent i sees to it
that ϕ is true”. Different semantics for STIT have been proposed in the literature (see,
e.g., [2,3,4,5,6,7]). Following [6], here we adopt a Kripke-style semantics for STIT. The
Kripke semantics of STIT is illustrated in Figure 1, where each moment m1, m2 and m3
consists of a set of worlds represented by points. For example, moment m1 consists of the
set of worlds {w1,w2,w3,w4}. Moreover, for every moment there exists a set of histories
passing through it, where a history is defined as a linearly ordered set of worlds. For
example, the set of histories passing through moment m1 is {h1,h2,h3,h4}. Finally, for
every moment, there exists a partition which characterizes the set of available choices of
agent 1 in this moment. For example, at moment m1, agent 1 has two choices, namely
{w1,w2} and {w3,w4}. Note that an agent’s set of choices at a certain moment can also
be seen as a partition of the set of histories passing through this moment. For example, we
can identify the choices available to agent 1 at m1 with the two sets of histories {h1,h2}
and {h3,h4}.

In the Kripke semantics for STIT the concept of a world should be understood as
a ‘time point’ and the equivalence class defining a moment should correspondingly be
understood as a set of alternative concomitant ‘time points’. In this sense, the concept of a
moment captures a first aspect of indeterminism, as it represents the alternative ways the
present could be. A second aspect of indeterminism is given by the fact that moments are
related in a (tree-like) branching time structure. In this sense, the future could evolve in
different ways from a given moment. In the Kripke semantics for STIT these two aspects
of indeterminism are related, as illustrated in Figure 1. Indeed, if two distinct moments
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m2 and m3 are in the future of moment m1, then there are two distinct worlds in m1 (w1
and w3) such that a successor of the former (w5) is included in m2 and a successor of the
latter (w7) is included in m3.
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Figure 1. Illustration of Kripke semantics of STIT

The logic STIT allows us to talk about time. Specifically, existing STIT languages
(see, e.g., [6,7]) include different kinds of future and past tense operators such the ’next’
operator X (where Xϕ stands for “ϕ is going to be true in the next world”) and the
’yesterday’ operator Y (where Yϕ stands for “ϕ was true in the previous world”). For
example, the formula X¬p is true at world w1 in Figure 1. Indeed, at w1 it is the case that
p is going to be false in the next world (as p is false at world w5). Moreover, the formula
Yp is true at world w5 since at world w5 it is the case that p was true in the previous
world (as p is true at world w1).

The STIT language also includes an operator � which allows us to represent those
facts that are necessarily true, in the sense of being true at every point of a given mo-
ment or, equivalently, at every history passing through a given moment. For example, the
formula �p is true at world w1 in Figure 1 since p is true at every point of moment m1
including world w1. The operator ♦ is the dual of �: it allows to represent those facts
that are possibly true (i.e., true at some history passing through the actual moment).

Finally, the logic STIT provides for different concepts of agency, all characterized
by the fact that an agent acts only if she sees to it that a certain state of affairs is the
case. In this paper we shall use the deliberative STIT of [8] which is defined as follows:
an agent i deliberately-sees-to-it that ϕ , denoted by formula [i dstit]ϕ , at a certain world
w if and only if: (i) for every world v, if w and v belong to the same choice of agent i
then ϕ is true at v, and (ii) at w agent i could make a choice that does not necessarily
ensure ϕ . Notice that the latter is equivalent to say that there exists a world v such that w
and v belong to the same moment and ϕ is false at v. For example, in Figure 1, agent 1
deliberately sees to it that q at world w1 because q is true both at world w1 and at world
w2, while being false at world w3. Deliberative STIT captures a fundamental aspect of
agency, namely, the idea that for a state of affairs to be the consequence of an action
(or for an action to be the cause of a state of affairs), it is not sufficient that the action
ensures that the state of affairs holds, it is also required that, without the action, the state
of affairs possibly would not hold (a similar idea is also included in the logic of “bringing
it about” by Pörn, see in particular [9]). In this sense, [i dstit]ϕ at w is incompatible with
the necessity of ϕ at w, since it requires that at w also ¬ϕ was an open possibility.
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3. The concept of social influence

Our analysis of social influence starts from a general view about the way rational agents
make choices. Specifically, we assume that an agent might have several choices or alter-
natives available defining her choice set at a given moment, and that what the agent does
is determined by her actual choice, which is in turn determined by the agent’s choice
context including her preferences and beliefs and the composition of her choice set. Our
analysis of social influence expands this view by assuming that the agent’s choice context
determining the agent’s actual choice might be determined by external causes. Specif-
ically, the external conditions in which an agent finds herself or the other agents with
whom the agent interacts may provide an input to the agent’s decision-making process
in such a way that a determinate action should follow. Note that here we only address the
kind of influence that consists in determining the voluntary action of an agent by modify-
ing her choice context, so that a different choice becomes preferable to the influencee on
comparison to what would be her preferred option without this modification. This may
happen, for instance: (a) by expanding the available choices (influence via choice set ex-
pansion), or (b)by restricting the available choices (influence via choice set restriction) or
(c) by changing the payoffs associated to such choices, as when rewards or punishments
are established (influence via payoff change).

To illustrate the concept of social influence, let us consider an example about in-
fluence via choice set restriction. The example is illustrated in Figure 2. It represents a
situation where there are three objects to be purchased in an online marketplace, let us
call them, for simplicity’s sake, apple, banana and pear (they could be material objects,
or stock items, etc.), and three bots acting for human buyers. The actions at issue consist
in bringing about the purchase of the apple (ap), the banana (ba) or the pear (pe). Let
us assume that agent 2 has certain preferences that remain constant along the tree struc-
ture. In particular, at all moments agent 2 prefers purchasing apples to bananas to pears.
Let us also assume that 2 is rational, in the minimal sense that she acts in such a way
as to achieve the outcome she prefers. Rational choices of agent 2 are depicted in grey.
By choosing to purchase the apple at w1, 1 generates a situation where, given its prefer-
ences, 2 will necessarily purchase the banana, rather than the pear. Indeed, although at
moment m2, 2 has two choices available, namely, the choice of purchasing the banana
and the choice of purchasing the pear, only the former is rational, in the sense of being
compatible with 2’s preferences. In this sense, by deciding to purchase the apple at w1
and removing this option from 2’s choice set, 1 influences 2 to decide to purchase the
banana at w7.

Figure 2. Example of influence via choice set restriction
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As an example of influence via payoff change, consider the interaction between per-
son 1 and bot 2, who is acting as an intermediary in an online marketplace, and has the
goal of maximising the profits of its owner. Assume that 1 asks 2 to purchase for him
an illegal drug (k) in exchange for a reward (r). The alternative choices for 2 are either
purchasing the unlawful item or doing nothing. Let us assume that the bot has the goal of
increasing its profits, so that 2 prefers purchasing the drug and getting the reward (k∧ r)
to not purchasing it and not being rewarded (¬k∧¬r). Moreover, the bot prefers the latter
combination (¬k∧¬r) to purchasing the drug and not being rewarded (k∧¬r), since the
unlawful purchase of the drug involves the risk of a severe sanction. Under these assump-
tions, 1’s promise of the reward at moment m1 leads to a moment m2 where agent 2 has
the choice between producing k∧ r or ¬k∧¬r, rather than to a moment m3 where agent
2 would have had the choice between k∧¬r or ¬k∧¬r (no compensation been given
for the action of purchasing the drug). Given 2’s preferences, its rational choice at m2
is to purchase the drug, while its rational choice at m3 would have been not to purchase
it. Thus we may say that at moment m1 principal 1, by promising the reward, influences
agent 2 to buy the unlawful item. An example of influence via choice set restriction is
the case of an online platform disabling the posting of anonymous content. The option
of refraining from publishing incitements to crime or terrorism becomes preferred by a
user who starts to be deterred by the possibility of being identified and of facing the le-
gal consequences of such a behaviour. These examples lead us to the following informal
definition of social influence:

An agent i influences another agent j to perform a certain (voluntary) action if and
only if, i sees to it that every rational/preferred choice of j will lead j to perform the
action.

We distinguish influence on action from influence on inaction.

An agent i influences another agent j to abstain from performing a certain (voluntary)
action if and only if, i sees to it that every rational/preferred choice of j will lead j to
not perform the action.

For instance, the above example of a person who asks a bot to buy an unlawful drug fits
the definition of influence on action, whereas the above example of the online platform
disabling the posting of anonymous content fits the definition of influence on inaction. In
the next two sections we move from an informal to a formal perspective on the concept
of social influence and its relationship with the concept of controllability.

4. Formalization of social influence

In [10], we provided an analysis, based on STIT logic, of the concept of influence on
action discussed in the previous section. To this aim, we extended STIT logic with special
‘rational’ STIT operators of the form [i rdstit]. We are going to resume this analysis and
extend it by the concept of influence on inaction.

The formula [i rdstit]ϕ has to be read “if agent i’s current action is the result of a
rational choice of i, then i deliberately sees to it that ϕ”. We adopt a minimal concept of
rationality, which is sufficient for our purpose: we assume that the choices of an agent
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are ranked according to the agent’s preferences, and an agent is rational as long as she
implements her preferred choices. The [i rdstit] operator is interpreted relatively to STIT
branching time structures, like the ones represented in Figure 2. Specifically, the formula
[i rdstit]ϕ is true at a certain world w if and only if, if the actual choice to which world
w1 belongs is a rational choice of agent i then, at world w1 agent i deliberately sees to it
that ϕ , in the sense of deliberative STIT discussed in Section 2. For example, at the world
w7 in Figure 2, the formula [2 rdstit]ba is true since the actual choice to which world
w7 belongs is a rational choice of agent 2 and at w7 agent 2 deliberately sees to it that
ba is the case. To capture the idea of influence on action, we introduce a social influence
operator based on the concept of deliberative STIT (see [10]) defining it as follows:

[i inflAct j]ϕ def
= [i dstit]X[ j rdstit]ϕ. (1)

In other words, we shall say that an agent i influences another agent j to make ϕ true,
denoted by [i inflAct j]ϕ , if and only if, i deliberately sees to it that if agent j’s current
choice is rational then j is going to deliberately see to it that ϕ . The reason why the oper-
ator [i dstit] is followed by the temporal operator X is that influence requires that the in-
fluencer’s choice precedes the influencee’s action. On the contrary, we do not require that
[ j rdstit] is followed by X since in STIT the concept of action is simply captured by the
deliberative STIT operator which does not need to be followed by temporal modalities.

In order to illustrate the meaning of the influence operator, let us go back to the
example of Figure 2. Since agent 2 prefers bananas to pears, her only rational choice at
moment m2 is {w7}. From this assumption, it follows that formula [1 inflAct 2]ba is true
at world w1. Indeed, at world w1 agent 1 deliberately sees to it that, in the next world, if
agent 2’s choice is rational then 2 deliberately sees to it that ba is the case.

As emphasized above influence on action should be distinguished from influence on
inaction. The latter concept is captured by the following abbreviation:

[i inflInact j]ϕ def
= [i dstit]X(rat j →¬[ j dstit]ϕ). (2)

This means that an agent i influences another agent j to abstain from making ϕ true,
denoted by [i inflInact j]ϕ , if and only if, i’s current choice guarantees that j will not
be able to rationally see to it that ϕ . In other words, i’s current choice will exclude the
possibility that j will make ϕ true, if j will choose in conformity with his preferences.
The constant symbol rat j means that agent j’s current choice is rational. It is an abbre-
viation, adopted for notational convenience, of ¬[ j rdstit]⊥, a formula that is satisfied
only when j chooses rationally in the current word.

5. From influence to control

The notion of influence we discussed in the previous section is the key element of the
notion of control on which the present analysis is focused.

In order to formalize this concept, we have to assume there are a set of conditional
positive values (+values) I+ = {(ϕ1,ψ1), . . . ,(ϕk,ψk)} and a set of conditional negative
values (-values) I− = {(ϕ ′1,ψ ′1), . . . ,(ϕ ′h,ψ ′h)}. Specifically, (ϕ,ψ) ∈ I+ means that the
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occurrence of ψ should be promoted when ϕ is true and (ϕ ′,ψ ′) ∈ I− means that the
occurrence of ψ should be hindered when ϕ is true.

A value i is active when its antecedent condition is satisfied. The following definition
captures the concept of active value for X ⊆ I+ and Y ⊆ I−:

Active(X ,Y ) def
=

∧

(ϕ,ψ)∈X

ϕ ∧
∧

(ϕ ′,ψ ′)∈Y

ϕ ′. (3)

Thus, for a conditional value (ϕ,ψ) in I+ or I− to be active, its triggering condition ϕ
must be true.

As the following definition highlights, for an agent i to have control over another
agent j, with respect to a set of +values X and a set of -values Y , i should be capable of
influencing j to realise every active +value in X and to abstain from realising any active
-value in Y . Thus, for X ⊆ I+ and Y ⊆ I−, positive control may be defined as follows:

Ctrl(i, j,X ,Y ) def
= Active(X ,Y )→

♦
( ∧

(ϕ,ψ)∈X

([i inflAct j]ψ)∧
∧

(ϕ ′,ψ ′)∈Y

([i inflInact j]ψ ′)
)
. (4)

The previous notion of control is different from the notion of organizational control for-
malized by Grossi et al. [11]. While their notion is a primitive and is assigned to roles,
our notion is assigned to agents and, more importantly, is defined from the more basic
notions of action and capability.

Let us apply this notion to our online example. Let us assume that the following
are the -values in I−: publishing hate speech (hate, publish) and spreading malware
(malware,spread). Let us also assume that the following is the unique +value in I+:
flagging or tagging fake news ( f ake, tagged). Let us assume that the online platform
under consideration has the capability of influencing the publisher to perform the good
action and to abstain from the bad ones. The latter is achieved by giving to the publisher
the right balance of incentives and disincentives. This assumption is formally expressed
as follows:

Ctrl(i, j,{( f ake, tagged)},{(hate, publish),(malware,spread)}). (5)

6. From control to responsibility

We now move to the notion of control-responsibility, namely, the responsibility that re-
sults on failing to exercise control. An agent having control over an agent relative to
the achievement of some +values X and some -values Y has secondary responsibility if
he does not exercise the influence as needed, i.e., if the influencee fails to realise active
+values, or to realise active -values:

CtrlResp(i, j,X ,Y ) def
= Ctrl(i, j,X ,Y )∧Active(X ,Y )∧

( ∨

(ϕ,ψ)∈X

(¬[i inflAct j]ψ)∨

∨

(ϕ ′,ψ ′)∈Y

(¬[i inflInact j]ψ ′)
)
. (6)
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This notion of secondary responsibility, however, raises a problem. What if the po-
tential infuencer cannot exercise influence relatively to all values at stake. For instance,
what if the provider cannot prevent hate speech and fake news without also blocking
useful content (being unable to distinguish in all cases hate speech and fakes from decent
and sincere communication)?

A possible solution can come from what jurists call “proportionality”, i.e., by con-
sidering the relative importance of the (sets of) values being implemented. Let us assume
a strict preference ordering 	 over pairs (X ,Y ) such that X ∈ 2I+ and Y ∈ 2I− . Let us
write (X ′,Y ′)	 (X ,Y ) to mean that it is better to realise the +values X ′ and refrain from
realising the -values Y ′, than to realise the +values X and to refrain from realising the
-values Y .1 Then, i would be normatively responsible for failing to exercise control over
j relative to (X ,Y ) only if there is no (X ′,Y ′) that is preferable to (X ,Y ), such that if
i exercises control over j relative to (X ′,Y ′), i cannot at the same time exercise control
over (X ′,Y ′). The notion of exercising control can be defined as follows:

ExCtrl(i, j,X ,Y ) def
= Active(X ,Y )∧

( ∧

(ϕ,ψ)∈X

([i inflAct j]ψ)∧

∧

(ϕ ′,ψ ′)∈Y

([i inflInact j]ψ ′)
)
. (7)

Note that ExCtrl(i, j,X ,Y ) implies Ctrl(i, j,X ,Y ), since ϕ → ♦ϕ is valid.
This leads us to our final notion of normative responsibility. Agent i is normatively

responsible for not exercising control over agent j relative to set of positive values X
and the set of negative values Y if i is causally responsible for that, and her failure to
exercise control is not due to the need to realise more important positive/negative values.
The latter would be the case if there was a preferable pair (X ′,Y ′), such that i exercises
control over(X ′,Y ′) being unable to exercise control over all values in both pairs, i.e.,
over (X ∪X ′,Y ∪Y ′):

NormCtrlResp(i, j,X ,Y ) def
= CtrlResp(i, j,X ,Y )∧¬

∨

(X ′,Y ′)	(X ,Y )

(
ExCtrl(i, j,X ′,Y ′)∧

¬Ctrl(i, j,X ∪X ′,Y ∪Y ′)
)
. (8)

To illustrate the previous notion of normative responsibility, let us go back to the
example of the online platform. Suppose all values in our example are active and that the
provider can either (i) induce the publisher to tag fake news, or (ii) induce the publisher
to abstain from spreading malware and from publishing hate speech. Finally, suppose it
is impossible for the provider to jointly realise (i) and (ii), since it cannot prevent the
publisher to publish hate speech unless it disables the tagging functionality. But (ceteris
paribus) it is more important to realise (ii) than to realise (i). Then, the provider would not
be considered normatively responsible for not guaranteeing (i) to be true if it guarantees
(ii) to be true. The opposite would be the case if the preference was inverted.

1We can safely assume that the preference ordering 	 is induced by a utility function U : (I+ ∪ I−)−→ R
+

measuring the degree of importance of a positive/negative value such that (X ′,Y ′) 	 (X ,Y ) if and only if
∑(ϕ ′ ,ψ ′)∈X ′∪Y ′ U(ϕ,ψ)> ∑(ϕ,ψ)∈X∪Y U(ϕ,ψ).
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7. Conclusion

In this paper we have modelled influence by using the framework provided by the STIT
logic of action. On this basis we have defined a notion of control, as the possibility to
exercise influence over another, to induce the influencee to realise positive values and re-
frain from realising negative values. An agent’s failure to exercise control can be viewed
as control-responsibility, namely as causal responsibility for the action of the potential
influencee. We have then argued that causal responsibility for failing to exercise influ-
ence relative to certain values does not lead to normative control-responsibility where
control has been exercised to achieve superior incompatible values. This has lead us to
the final notion of normative control-responsibility.

The issues we have tackled are largely unexplored, as while primary responsibil-
ity has been addressed in STIT by [3,12], no account is yet available of secondary re-
sponsibility, understood as control-responsibility. [13] proposed to model social influ-
ence in the framework of the “bringing it about that” logic, but have not addressed the
connection between influence and choice, focusing on influence through the exercise of
normative powers. [14] modelled an agent’s endorsement of the principal’s goals as a
source of responsibility for the principal, but did not consider how goal-alignment is put
in place. This work is still preliminary and partial, as it only addresses some kinds of
influence/control and some aspects of these notions. We plan to develop it further, cov-
ering both active and omissive influence, and addressing psychological influence, which
changes the influencees’ cognitive states (their beliefs and preferences) rather than the
context of their action.
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